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Abstract
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is extremely popular as a generic markup language
for text documents with an explicit hierarchical structure. The different types of XML data
found in today’s document repositories, digital libraries, intranets and on the web range from
flat text with little meaningful structure to be queried, over truly semistructured data with a
rich and often irregular structure, to rather rigidly structured documents with little text that
would also fit a relational database system (RDBS). Not surprisingly, various ways of storing
and retrieving XML data have been investigated, including native XML systems, relational
engines based on RDBSs, and hybrid combinations thereof.
Over the years a number of native XML indexing techniques have emerged, the most im-
portant ones being structure indices and labelling schemes. Structure indices represent the
document schema (i.e., the hierarchy of nested tags that occur in the documents) in a compact
central data structure so that structural query constraints (e.g., path or tree patterns) can be ef-
ficiently matched without accessing the documents. Labelling schemes specify ways to assign
unique identifiers, or labels, to the document nodes so that specific relations (e.g., parent/child)
between individual nodes can be inferred from their labels alone in a decentralized manner,
again without accessing the documents themselves. Since both structure indices and labelling
schemes provide compact approximate views on the document structure, we collectively refer
to them as structural summaries.
This work presents new structural summaries that enable highly efficient and scalable XML
retrieval in native, relational and hybrid systems. The key contribution of our approach is
threefold. (1) We introduce BIRD, a very efficient and expressive labelling scheme for XML,
and the CADG, a combined text and structure index, and combine them as two complementary
building blocks of the same XML retrieval system. (2) We propose a purely relational variant
of BIRD and the CADG, called RCADG, that is extremely fast and scales up to large document
collections. (3) We present the RCADG Cache, a hybrid system that enhances the RCADG
with incremental query evaluation based on cached results of earlier queries. The RCADG
Cache exploits schema information in the RCADG to detect cached query results that can
supply some or all matches to a new query with little or no computational and I/O effort. A
main-memory cache index ensures that reusable query results are quickly retrieved even in a
huge cache.
Our work shows that structural summaries significantly improve the efficiency and scal-
ability of XML retrieval systems in several ways. Former relational approaches have largely
ignored structural summaries. The RCADG shows that these native indexing techniques are
equally effective for XML retrieval in RDBSs. BIRD, unlike some other labelling schemes,
achieves high retrieval performance with a fairly modest storage overhead. To the best of our
knowledge, the RCADG Cache is the only approach to take advantage of structural summaries
for effectively detecting query containment or overlap. Moreover, no other XML cache we
know of exploits intermediate results that are produced as a by-product during the evaluation
from scratch. These are valuable cache contents that increase the effectiveness of the cache at
no extra computational cost.
Extensive experiments quantify the practical benefit of all of the proposed techniques,
which amounts to a performance gain of several orders of magnitude compared to various
other approaches.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Extensible Markup Language (XML) ist eine weit verbreitete Auszeichnungssprache fu¨r
hierarchisch strukturierte Textdokumente. Heutzutage finden sich in Dokumentensammlun-
gen, elektronischen Bibliotheken, im Intra- und Internet verschiedenste Arten von XML-Doku-
menten: angefangen von Textdaten, deren flache Struktur sich kaum fu¨r die Anfrage eignet,
u¨ber semistrukturierte Dokumente im eigentlichen Sinne, die eine reiche und oft unregelma¨ßi-
ge Struktur aufweisen, bis hin zu eher einheitlich strukturierten Dokumenten mit wenig Text,
die ebenso gut in einer relationalen Datenbank gehalten werden ko¨nnten. So ist es nicht u¨berra-
schend, wie viele unterschiedliche Arten es gibt, XML-Dokumente zu speichern, insbesondere
native Systeme, relationale Systeme und hybride Ansa¨tze, die beide kombinieren.
Im Laufe der Zeit sind eine ganze Reihe nativer Indizierungsverfahren fu¨r XML entstan-
den, insbesondere Strukturindizes und Numerierungsschemata. Strukturindizes repra¨sentieren
das Dokumentenschema, d. h. die Hierarchie verschachelter XML-Etiketten (tags), in einer
einzigen zentralen Datenstruktur. Auf diese Weise ko¨nnen strukturelle Anfragebedingungen,
etwa Pfad- oder Baummuster, effizient und ohne Zugriff auf die Dokumente ausgewertet wer-
den. Numerierungsschemata zeichnen die Dokumentknoten mit eindeutigen Kennummern aus.
Aus diesen lassen sich bestimmte Beziehungen zwischen den Knoten (z. B. die Eltern-Kind-
Beziehung) herleiten, wiederum ohne Zugriff auf die Dokumente oder auch nur eine zentra-
le Datenstruktur. Sowohl Strukturindizes als auch Numerierungsschemata stellen eine na¨he-
rungsweise Sicht auf die Dokumentstruktur dar. Daher bezeichnen wir beide als Strukturaus-
zug (structural summary).
Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt neuartige Strukturauszu¨ge vor, mit denen XML-Daten in na-
tiven, relationalen und hybriden Systemen auf ho¨chst effiziente und skalierbare Weise durch-
sucht werden ko¨nnen. Unser Ansatz zeichnet sich in dreifacher Hinsicht aus. (1) Wir fu¨hren
BIRD ein, ein sehr effizientes und ausdrucksstarkes Numerierungsschema, sowie den Text-
und Strukturindex CADG, und verknu¨pfen beide Verfahren in einem XML-Anfragesystem.
(2) Es wird eine rein relationale Variante von BIRD und dem CADG names RCADG vor-
gestellt, die selbst große Dokumentensammlungen sehr schnell durchsucht. (3) Der hybride
RCADG Cache erweitert den RCADG um eine inkrementelle Anfragekomponente auf der
Grundlage von zwischengespeicherten Ergebnissen fru¨herer Anfragen. Der RCADG Cache
bedient sich der im RCADG vorhandenen Schemainformationen, um diejenigen Anfragen im
Zwischenspeicher zu finden, die alle oder zumindest einige Treffer fu¨r eine gegebene neue
Anfrage mit wenig oder gar keinem Berechnungsaufwand oder Zugriffen auf die Peripherie
liefern ko¨nnen. Mit Hilfe eines Hauptspeicherindex auf dem Zwischenspeicher werden sol-
che wiederverwendbaren Anfrageergebnisse selbst dann schnell gefunden, wenn bereits viele
Anfragen gespeichert worden sind.
Es zeigt sich, daß XML-Anfragesysteme hinsichtlich ihrer Effizienz und Skalierbarkeit er-
heblich von Strukturauszu¨gen profitieren, und zwar in mehrfacher Hinsicht. Die bisher bekann-
ten relationalen Ansa¨tze nutzen die Vorzu¨ge von Strukturauszu¨gen kaum aus. Am Beispiel des
RCADG wird deutlich, daß sich solche nativen Indizierungsverfahren durchaus auf die XML-
Suche in relationalen Datenbanken u¨bertragen lassen. BIRD ermo¨glicht eine schnelle Suche
bei nur ma¨ßig erho¨htem Speicherbedarf, anders als manches fru¨here Numerierungsschema.
Soweit bekannt, ist der RCADG Cache das einzige Verfahren, das mit Hilfe von Struktur-
auszu¨gen untersucht, welche Anfrageergebnisse einander enthalten oder u¨berlappen. Daru¨ber
hinaus ist uns kein weiterer XML-Zwischenspeicher gela¨ufig, der auch Zwischenergebnisse
entha¨lt, die wa¨hrend der Anfrageauswertung ohnehin anfallen. Solche Zwischenergebnisse
erho¨hen den Wirkungsgrad des Verfahrens, ohne daß dafu¨r zusa¨tzliche Rechenleistung erfor-
derlich wa¨re.
Nach ausgiebigen Versuchsreihen la¨ßt sich der praktische Nutzen der oben genannten Ver-
fahren auf einen Gewinn von mehreren Gro¨ßenordnungen im Vergleich zu verschiedenen an-
deren Ansa¨tzen beziffern.
VI Felix Weigel
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1
CHAPTER
ONE
XML Retrieval
1.1 Motivation
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [XML] has by now become widely accepted as the standard
markup language for modelling, querying, exchanging and storing a broad range of semistructured data
with different characteristics. At the one end of the spectrum, there are text-centric documents with only
little explicit structure that is worth querying, such as web pages, Wikis, Blogs, news feeds, e-mail and
FAQ archives. At the other end of the spectrum, we have rather database-like XML content with a far more
rigid and meaningful structure and little text, such as product catalogues, tax payer’s data submitted via
electronic forms, bibliography servers, address books, web service descriptions and even scientific sensor
data. In between those two extremes, XML is perhaps most commonly used for a wide variety of data
which is truly semistructured, having a more or less complex and irregular structure that adds significant
information to the rich textual content. Examples are documents in digital libraries or in the database
of a publishing house, articles in electronic encyclopedias, on-line manuals, technical documentation in
corporate intranets, linguistic databases containing parsed fragments of natural language, and scientific
taxonomies or ontologies that formalize domain knowledge in a structured way.
While generic markup languages for semistructured data such as the Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML) [SGML] have been used already for a long time, most notably in document management
and publishing, it was only the adoption of XML for the World-Wide Web that has made the semistructured
data model so popular for all kinds of businesses and applications. Given a steadily growing entourage of
complementary specifications, standards and tools that foster the creation, retrieval and manipulation of
large amounts of XML data, the community has long since abandoned the often-cited toy collections of
the early days [Bosak 1999] that contained a few kilobytes of manually marked-up poetry, facing today
the many gigabytes of real-world XML data in productive systems. In other words, now that such a large
number of people using such a large amount of data are convinced that XML is a good choice for their
purposes, efficient and scalable retrieval techniques need to be developed in order to prove them right.
1.2 Approaches to Efficient and Scalable XML Retrieval
Trying to tackle new problems with existing solutions is not uncommon and sometimes even the best strat-
egy. Moreover, given that XML is partly used for content which is close to either flat text or completely
structured data, it seems natural to find out how far one can get in XML retrieval using traditional Infor-
mation Retrieval (IR) engines or relational database systems (RDBSs). On the one hand, these two options
have the advantage of relying on rather mature technology, including very efficient data structures and
algorithms. On the other hand, both approaches suffer from the inherent dichotomy between text and struc-
ture that is characteristic of XML, incapable of supporting the two simultaneously to the extent needed.
Neither the highly structured relational model nor the unstructured flat-text data model can fully capture
a rich XML hierarchy. In order to fit the relational model, the hierarchical, irregular structure of XML
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data must first be broken down to tuples with a suitable schema, and then efficiently restored from sets
of tuples at runtime. Even simple queries involving nested elements, possibly with interwoven text, are
not fully grasped by SQL’s string matching capabilities or regular expressions. Analogously, IR systems
need a more expressive data model than linear full-text to cope with the hierarchical nature of XML. Early
IR-inspired approaches to structured text retrieval, such as PAT expressions [Salminen and Tompa 1992]
or the Region Algebra [Consens and Milo 1994], only partially overlap with today’s query languages like
XQuery [XQuery] and XPath [XPath].
Therefore the development of dedicated XML retrieval systems has received much attention. They are
most commonly referred to as native (i.e., structured-preserving) systems, as opposed to purely relational
approaches and hybrid systems that combine the former two. Native XML retrieval engines1 are built
on top of a tree or graph data model such as the Document Object Model (DOM) [DOM] or the Object
Exchange Model (OEM) [Papakonstantinou et al. 1995]. Native XML systems are designed to capture the
nature of the data as closely as possible, unlike relational databases or flat-text IR engines where on the
contrary the XML data must be adapted to the nature of the system. A wealth of tree- or graph-specific
data structures and algorithms have been devised to this end. They fall into three categories:
1. structure indices: index structures for retrieving instances of specific nested tag patterns in the
documents2, partly inspired by earlier work on query optimization in object-
oriented database systems3
2. labelling schemes: methods of assigning XML elements unique identifiers that encode certain
structural relations (e.g., nesting or document order) between these elements4
3. structural joins: join algorithms that operate on sets of XML elements to find instances of
more or less complex tree or path patterns, such as twigs, in the documents5
Structure indices are often called structural summaries in the literature. In this work we deliberately
generalize this term to subsume not only structure indices, but also labelling schemes. This is to emphasize
that both benefit XML retrieval by providing a reference to structural properties of XML elements, which
therefore need not be looked up in the documents. More precisely, we view structure indices as centralized
structural summaries, i.e., global data structures where path patterns in the query can be matched, and
labelling schemes as decentralized structural summaries, which allow to infer relationships between ele-
ments from information that is local to these elements. Since many contributions in the distinct categories
are largely complementary, synergies arise from combining structure indices, labellings schemes and join
algorithms for XML. In fact, most structural joins have been designed with a specific labelling scheme in
mind.
Structural summaries in the above sense are not to be confused with so-called schema specifications,
i.e., formal definitions of the document structure such as a DTD or XML Schema [XSD1]. These are
grammar formalisms for specifying structural constraints that must be satisfied by all documents of a spe-
cific type. Although structural summaries also represent the document schema, their purpose is to reflect
structural patterns or properties that are currently expressed in the documents. As a consequence, struc-
tural summaries may change in response to modifications of the document collection that introduce new
structural patterns. By contrast, when adding documents to a collection that conforms to a specific DTD or
XML Schema, structural patterns that are not reflected there are dismissed for being invalid with respect
to the (fixed) document schema. In this sense the DTD and XML Schema formalisms are prescriptive,
whereas the structural summaries we deal with here are descriptive.
1Native XML retrieval systems include, e.g., those by McHugh et al. [1997], Naughton et al. [2001], Li and Moon [2001],
Barbosa et al. [2001], Fiebig et al. [2002], Jagadish et al. [2002], and Paparizos et al. [2003].
2Structure indices for XML have been proposed, among others, by Goldman and Widom [1997], Milo and Suciu [1999],
Cooper et al. [2001], Kaushik et al. [2002b], Jiang et al. [2003], Schenkel et al. [2004] and Qun et al. [2003]. Chapter 5 surveys some
of these approaches.
3Index structures for object-oriented databases have been put forward, among others, by Bertino and Kim [1989],
Kemper and Moerkotte [1992], Nestorov et al. [1997] as well as Goldman and Widom [1997].
4An overview of labelling schemes for XML is given in Chapter 3.
5Structural join algorithms have been presented, e.g., by Zhang et al. [2001], Li and Moon [2001], Al-Khalifa et al. [2002],
Bruno et al. [2002], Chien et al. [2002], Jiang et al. [2003], Grust et al. [2003], Lam et al. [2003], Chen et al. [2005a], Li et al. [2005]
and Lu et al. [2005].
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1.3 Goal and Scope of the Thesis
It is true that building a native XML retrieval system from scratch allows one to take full advantage of the
aforementioned native data structures and techniques. However, now that scalability and retrieval efficiency
are major concerns, storing and querying XML data in an RDBS is particularly tempting because (1) effi-
cient access methods and highly scalable storage methods for relational data have been developed in over
thirty years; (2) query planning and optimization in the relational algebra is well-understood; (3) RDBSs
are already widely deployed and offer key features for the productive use, e.g., concurrency, transactions
and safety. Replicating this functionality in a home-grown native XML database requires much work. On
the other hand, so far the benefits of native XML techniques, such as structural summaries, seem hard to
reconcile with the rigid and flat relational data model. In fact, almost all approaches to XML retrieval in
RDBSs are more or less oblivious of the most efficient indexing and labelling techniques for XML that
have been developed over the years.
The goal of this work is to show how innovative use of structural summaries can contribute to very
efficient XML retrieval in native, relational and hybrid systems:
• New native structural summaries are proposed whose properties are especially valuable for efficient
and scalable XML retrieval.
• These structural summaries are shown to be easily combined with other structural summaries. We
jointly integrate them into a hybrid retrieval system, whose performance is thereby significantly
improved.
• The same combination of structural summaries is used in a purely relational retrieval system. It turns
out that the cost of migrating the native XML retrieval techniques to the RDBS is low, whereas the
benefit in terms of retrieval speed can amount to several orders of magnitude.
• We show that structural summaries are also a very effective means to locate reusable data in a cache
of XML query results. Adding cache functionality based on structural summaries to our relational
retrieval system again improves the performance by orders of magnitude.
The successful use of structural summaries for different purposes in different retrieval contexts illustrates
that structural summaries are much more versatile than what is commonly perceived. Especially the benefit
of centralized structural summaries for detecting query containment and overlap in XML caching has been
largely ignored so far, as it goes far beyound their canonical use as mere structure indices. Also, the tight
integration of structural summaries with the relational query engine that we achieve in our system is a
novum. It contributes to bridging the apparent gap between native and relational XML retrieval.
Besides the aforementioned applications, structural summaries are also very useful in two other re-
spects, which are only covered in a cursory way by this work (see Section 12 in Part VI). The first applica-
tion concerns IR-based XML retrieval systems, which face the twofold burden of adapting their storage and
relevance-ranking models to documents with a hierarchical structure. Here structural summaries not only
help to increase the retrieval efficiency, but also provide fast access to different kinds of structure-specific
ranking parameters, like path frequencies etc., that are needed for XML relevance ranking. Earlier work
[Weigel et al. 2005a; Weigel et al. 2004b] has studied the benefit of our structural summaries for both tasks
in combination with a variety of ranking models from XML Information Retrieval.
Second, it has been repeatedly pointed out in the literature that in addition to being efficient and scal-
able, XML retrieval systems should also guide human users in their quest for specific parts of the docu-
ments, whose structure they may not know a-priori. This challenge is clearly specific to structured docu-
ment retrieval, and not faced by flat-text IR or current web search engines. Goldman and Widom [1997]
recognized early that centralized structural summaries, as global representations of the document schema,
play an important role in making users acquainted with the structure of the documents they are querying.
They proposed a graphical representation of the document schema and selected samples of element content
that users could browse before starting to formulate queries. Elsewhere [Weigel 2006] we argue that this
separate schema browsing can be tightly integrated with the actual retrieval process and extended to cover
both the structure and the contents of the documents. The goal is to provide users with a highly interactive
and intuitive retrieval experience, where the borders between schema browsing, query formulation, query
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evaluation and result inspection are largely blurred. Encouraging users to interact with the system in such
a way of course makes sense only with a very responsive retrieval engine. Actually this was the initial
motivation behind our studies of XML caching techniques, which allow to recognize previously computed
query results that can be immediately presented to the user in response to a new query. Since structural
summaries also play a role in this task (see above), they actually support intuitive XML retrieval in two
respects: on the one hand, by providing users with a graphical representation of the document schema, and
on the other hand, by enabling a smooth continuous feedback by the system during the integrated query and
browsing process that has just been sketched. Keeping in mind also the third benefit (namely, the support
for relevance ranking), one should indeed regard structural summaries as a core technology for various
aspects of XML retrieval.
Finally, a few words on the limitations of this work are in order. First, our techniques are based on a tree
data model that ignores cross-references in XML documents, which may be specified using either ID/IDREF
attributes or XLink [XLink] and XPointer [XPointer] constructs. Especially the labelling schemes we
present make the assumption that every node in the document tree (except the root) has exactly one parent
node. Second, as others before we deliberately employ a formal query model instead of using XPath
or XQuery directly. However, our formalism covers the core features of most XML query languages,
including all thirteen XPath axes. Third, while updates of the document collection are discussed at various
occasions throughout this work, we assume that all data to be queried is simultaneously stored in the
retrieval system at any point in time. In particular, this excludes distributed settings and the retrieval of
streamed XML data. Finally, several general database issues that also apply to XML retrieval systems are
ignored here. These include, e.g., concurrency and recovery, access control and privacy, and versioning of
XML data.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
As mentioned before, this work focuses on the role of structural summaries for improving the efficiency
of XML retrieval systems. The following parts of the thesis cover different aspects of this topic. Part II
(page 17) presents various labelling schemes for XML, which summarize the document structure in a
decentralized way. Part III (page 71) reviews different index structures that all belong to the class of
centralized structural summaries. Part IV (page 89) shows how structural summaries can be used for
XML retrieval in relational database systems. Part V (page 129) deals with caching techniques for XML,
including a novel approach to detect query containment and overlap with the help of centralized structural
summaries. At the end of the thesis, Part VI (page 171) summarizes the contributions made and concludes
with a brief outlook on other useful aspects of structural summaries, namely, for enhancing XML relevance
ranking and the user interaction in XML retrieval systems. Finally, a short appendix lists further details of
the experiments that were carried out as part of this work.
Each of the parts just mentioned comprises two chapters. The following second chapter of the introduc-
tion compiles important preliminaries, including the data and query model to be used throughout this work
as well as the Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval that illustrates the use of structural summaries from an
abstract point of view. In Parts II to V, the first chapter contains a compact survey of contributions to the re-
spective aspect of XML retrieval that are representative for that part of the literature. The second chapter in
each part then proposes a new approach to the same problem. All new contributions are explained in detail
and evaluated empirically in extensive comparative experiments. We also highlight specific weakspots of
prior approaches that are addressed by the new solution, as well as open questions that remain to be solved.
The two chapters in Part VI contain a short summary and outlook, as mentioned above. The appendix also
consists of two chapters, one listing technical parameters of the experimental set-up and another supplying
a detailed analysis of our experiments with different labelling schemes.
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CHAPTER
TWO
Querying XML Documents using Structural Summaries
2.1 XML Data Model
As a basis for the XML retrieval techniques to be presented below, it is convenient and common practice
to abstract from the XML serialization [XML] and introduce a more formal data model instead. Throughout
this work, we regard any (collection of) XML documents as a document tree (disregarding cross-references
specified with ID/IDREF attributes), which is defined as follows:
Definition 2.1 (Document tree) Let T be a finite alphabet of tag names. A document tree is a finite or-
dered node-labelled rooted tree D = 〈V,r,Child,NextSib, tag〉 where V is the finite and non-empty set of
document nodes (elements)1, r∈V is the root of D, Child⊆V ×V is a binary relation such that 〈V,r,Child〉
is an unordered tree with root r, NextSib⊆V ×V is the sibling order relating a child to its immediate right
sibling (if any), and tag : V −→ T assigns to each node v ∈V a tag tag(v) ∈ T . 
Figure 2.1 on the following page illustrates a single document both in XML syntax (a.) and as a doc-
ument tree D (b.). For convenience, each node in D is given a unique node label (the number inside
each node; ignore the precise labelling scheme for the moment). To keep the data model simple, multiple
documents in a collection are modelled as one large tree D consisting of a newly created root r and the
individual document trees whose roots are children of r.2 In the sequel, n = |V | denotes the cardinality
of V . The Child relation is assumed to exclude self-edges of the form 〈v,v〉 and multiple edges between
any pair of nodes in V . The sibling order NextSib must respect the XML document order [XML]. For any
v,w ∈ V , let distance(v,w) be the number of edges on the unique path connecting v and w. Furthermore,
level(v) = distance(r,v) denotes the vertical position of v in D (and also the number of v’s ancestors),
whereas hD = maxv∈V {level(v)} is the height of D. Finally, let size(v) be the number of descendants of v
(i.e., nodes in the subtree rooted in v, excluding v itself), and let pre(v) (post(v)) denote the rank of v in a
left-to-right preorder (postorder) traversal3 of D. Note that pre coincides with the XML document order.
Besides Child and NextSib, there are a number of other binary tree relations relevant for XML retrieval.
The relations listed in Table 2.1 on page 9 (first column) cover an important fragment of the XPath language
[XPath], similar to Core XPath as defined by Gottlob et al. [2006]. In particular, all thirteen XPath axes can
be expressed in our data model. For Child, NextSib, Following and their inverse relations (Parent, PrevSib
and Preceding, respectively), the closest XPath axes are given in the second column of Table 2.1. Similarly,
1For simplicity, we treat the terms document node and element as interchangeable in the sequel. XML attributes and namespace
nodes are treated analogously to elements, as shown later.
2This is common practice in the literature. Alternatively, document identifiers may be introduced to ensure that any element can
be mapped to the unique containing document, if needed.
3Throughout this work we assume that in any depth-first (preorder, postorder, inorder) or breadth-first tree traversal, each node
is visited exactly once. A different definition of depth-first traversal is sometimes encountered in the literature: here each node v is
visited twice, once before and once after its descendants. The resulting two ranks of v equal the token positions of its opening and
closing tags in the XML serialization. In the sequel, we refer to this double-visit depth-first variant as the combined pre-/postorder
traversal of the document tree.
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<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<people>
<!-- subtree a1 -->
<person>
<name>Jeff Smith </name>
<profile>
<edu>MSc</edu>
<sex>male</sex>
</profile>
</person>
<!-- subtree a2 -->
<person>
<name>Jill Lee </name>
<profile>
<edu>PhD</edu>
<sex>female </sex>
</profile>
</person>
<!-- subtree a3 -->
<person>
<name>Mae Lee </name>
<profile>
<sex>female </sex>
</profile>
</person>
<!-- subtree a4 -->
<person>
<name>Sue Lee </name>
<gender>female</gender>
</person>
</people>
a. XML serialization
b. document tree D with unique node labels (numbers)
c. schema tree S for D
d. χQ′ and its matches in D e. χQ and its matches in D
f. χQn1 and its matches in D g. χQ
n
2 and its matches in D
Figure 2.1: Different representations of a sample XML document (a.–b.) and its structural summary (c.).
In d.–g. four schema hits for the queries in Figure 2.2 on page 10 are shown, along with their respective
matches in D: d., matches to Q′ (Fig. 2.2 a.); e., matches to Q (Fig. 2.2 b.); f.–g., matches to Qn (Fig. 2.2 c.).
Self corresponds to the self axis in XPath. Sibling relates all pairs of children of a given node, regardless
of the sibling order. This corresponds to the union of XPath’s preceding-sibling,following-sibling
and self axes. Finally, given two nodes v,w ∈ V , NextElt(v,w) (PrevElt(v,w)) holds iff w occurs after
(before) v in document order.
We also consider proximity variants of Child, NextSib, NextElt and their inverse relations. For any such
relation R, let R ji =
⋃
i≤l≤j R l where R l denotes the l-fold composition R◦· · ·◦R of R. Thus R is equivalent
to R11. For convenience, the symbol “∗” acts as a “don’t care” upper bound.4 As shorthands, we write
R ∗ for R ∗0 and R+ for R ∗1. For instance, Child ∗ corresponds to the XPath axis descendant-or-self
and Child+ to descendant . Furthermore, let R i be a shorthand for R ii. Thus Child i(v,w) holds true
iff w is a descendant exactly i levels below v, i.e., iff Child+(v,w) and distance(v,w) = i. Since Following
and Preceding are already closed under composition, there is no natural interpretation of similar proximity
variants for these relations. Instead, we define i-th-Following(v,w) to capture the semantics of the XPath
expression following::*[i] , relating v to the i-th member w of the Following-image of v (in document
order). The reverse counterpart i-th-Preceding is defined analogously (in reverse document order).
The remaining XPath axes (namely, attribute and namespace) are modelled as combinations of
4For instance, one may assume that “∗” represents any fixed value greater than the total number n of document nodes.
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name description / XPath axis proximity variant
transitive closure
Child(v,w) child Child i(v,w) Child+(v,w)
Parent(v,w) parent Parent i(v,w) Parent+(v,w)
NextSib(v,w) following-sibling NextSib i(v,w) NextSib+(v,w)
PrevSib(v,w) preceding-sibling PrevSib i(v,w) PrevSib+(v,w)
Following(v,w) following i-th-Following(v,w) n/a
Preceding(v,w) preceding i-th-Preceding(v,w) n/a
Self(v,w) self n/a n/a
Sibling(v,w) unordered sibling relation n/a n/a
NextElt(v,w) document order NextElt i(v,w) NextElt+(v,w)
PrevElt(v,w) reverse document order PrevElt i(v,w) PrevElt+(v,w)
Table 2.1: Decidable relations in the document tree.
the binary Child relation and a set T = {Elements,Attributes,Namespaces} of unary relations indicating
the type of any node v ∈ V (element, attribute and namespace node, respectively). For convenience, let
Root = {r} be the singleton relation containing only the root r of D. Furthermore, as a counterpart to
the level function introduced before, we define Level ji ⊂ V as the relation containing all nodes on levels
i ≤ l ≤ j, with Level00 = Root. Similarly, as a counterpart to the tag function introduced before, we define
for each tag t ∈ T a relation Tagt ⊂ V containing exactly the nodes with tag t. These two relations are
needed for specifying queries against the document tree (see the next section).
Finally, to model the textual contents of XML documents, we define relations Containsk,Governsk ⊂V
for each k in the set K of keywords occurring in the documents.5 Given a node v ∈ V , v ∈ Governsk
(“v governs k”) iff there is a textual occurrence of k somewhere between the opening and the closing
tag6 of v. By contrast, v ∈ Containsk (“v contains k”) iff there is a textual occurrence of k somewhere
between the opening and the closing tag6 of v which is outside the pairs of opening and the closing tags
of all descendants of v. Note that in the case of element nodes, government is a necessary but insufficient
condition for containment. By contrast, for non-element nodes (which are leaves of D by definition) the
two relations coincide. For instance, consider the sample document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on the facing
page: here the node 25 contains the keyword “PhD”. As a consequence, node 25 and all its ancestors in D
(i.e., 24, 18 and 0) also govern that keyword. As a matter of fact, the root node 0 in Figure 2.1 b. governs
a couple of distinct keywords, but contains none. Note, however, that any node is allowed to have both
children and textual content. In other words, the data model is flexible enough to capture documents with
mixed content.
The type, level, tag, keyword and root relations together make up the set R1 of unary relations in D.
The relations listed in Table 2.1 constitute the set R2 of binary relations in D.
2.2 XML Query Model
Based on the data model introduced in the previous section, we now define a concise query formalism that
captures the core features query languages for XML databases, such as XPath.7 Contrary to the XPath
semantics, the following definition permits queries with multiple result nodes. It also slightly extends the
concept of conjunctive queries [Gottlob et al. 2006] with tag and keyword disjunctions.
Definition 2.2 (Query) A query Q is a triple 〈Qv,Qc,Qr〉 where Qv is a finite and non-empty set of query
nodes, Qr ⊂Qv is a non-empty set of result nodes, and Qc is a finite and non-empty set of query constraints
of the form R1(q) or R2(q,q′) such that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
5The rich data model underlying the XML Schema specification [XSD2] defines a variety of data types for element content. For
simplicity, we ignore non-textual data types such as integers, dates, etc. in this work.
6Or opening and closing quotes, if v is an attribute or namespace node.
7Advanced features of XPath and XQuery [XQuery], such as iteration, functions and data types, are less tightly related to
structural summaries and therefore beyond the scope of this work. Conversely, the query model introduced here slightly extends the
text search capabilities of these languages.
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a. query Q′ b. query Q c. query Qn
Figure 2.2: Sample queries against the document tree on page 8. All query nodes are regarded as result
nodes. In b. and c., keyword constraints denote containment. In c., the node qn3 specifies a tag disjunction.
1. q,q′ ∈ Qv;
2. R1 ∈ R1 is a unary tree relation;
3. R2 ∈ R2 is a binary tree relation;
4. the resulting query graph 〈Qv,Qc〉 is connected (but not necessarily acyclic).
Multiple keyword constraints on the same query node are marked as either conjunctive or disjunctive.
Multiple tag constraints on the same query node are implicitly marked as disjunctive. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates three sample queries against the document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. The
following two definitions specify which parts of the document tree D are relevant to a given query against D.
Definition 2.3 (Matching) A matching of a query Q = 〈Qv,Qc,Qr〉 against D is a mapping µQ : Qv −→V
such that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
1. µQ(q) ∈ R1 for each unary constraint R1(q) ∈ Qc;
2. 〈µQ(q),µQ(q′)〉 ∈ R2 for all binary constraints R2(q,q′) ∈Qc.
We also write µ instead of µQ without ambiguity when Q is clear from the context. For a given matching µ,
the µ-image of Qv is called a match to Q in D. 
Definition 2.4 (Query result) The result or answer ans(Q) in D for a query Q = 〈Qv,Qc,Qr〉 is the set of
matches (µ-images of Qv) induced by all matchings µ of Q in D, restricted to Qr. 
Unless stated otherwise, we assume Qr = Qv for any query Q in the sequel. The answer to Qn in
Figure 2.2 c., e.g., consists of the person , name , sex and gender nodes in the subtrees a2,a3,a4 of D
in Figure 2.1 b. (page 8). The results of all three queries Q′, Q and Qn in Figure 2.2 a.–c. are illustrated on
the right-hand side of Figures 2.1 d., e. and f.–g., respectively.
2.3 Structural Summaries
While earlier XML test corpora comprised only a few documents of several kilobytes each [Bosak 1998;
Bosak 1999], nowadays XML databases must scale up to collections of many gigabytes which cannot
be expected to fit main memory. One way to ensure fast query evaluation in such cases is to develop
efficient access methods and paging strategies for the secondary storage where the documents reside. For
instance, Kanne and Moerkotte [2000] and Fiebig et al. [2002] have gone in this direction. Alternatively,
certain query constraints may be matched in the first place against an approximation, or summary, of the
document tree that is much smaller and can therefore be accessed more efficiently (e.g., in main memory).
In a second step, the remaining query constraints are matched directly against those selected parts of the
document tree which were recognized as relevant in the first step.
This work investigates the use of various summaries of the document structure, or schema, for fast
query evaluation. The following general definition of a structural summary subsumes labellings schemes,
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some of which are presented in Chapters 3 and 4, as well as structure indices for XML, to be discussed
in Chapters 5 and 6. We shall see later that combining different structural summaries with each other and
with text indices enables highly efficient XML retrieval.
Definition 2.5 (Structural summary) A structural summary of a document tree D is a compact data struc-
ture from which specific structural properties of D can be inferred without access to D itself. Structural
summaries can be centralized or decentralized. A typical centralized summary of D is a tree containing
information about the set T of tags occurring in D, the levels of nodes with these tags, and the way they are
nested. Typical decentralized summaries include labelling schemes that identify an individual node and its
tree relations in D using a limited amount of information that is local to that node. 
One particular centralized structural summary, which we refer to as schema tree throughout this work,
is fundamental to many XML index structures. It was introduced as DataGuide by Goldman and Widom
in 1997. As a preliminary notion, let the tag path of any node v∈V be the sequence /tag(v0)/ · · ·/tag(vj) of
tags of all nodes r = v0, . . . ,vj = v on the path from the root r down to node v (i.e., where Child(vl,vl+1) for
all 0≤ l < j). Let P be the set of distinct tag paths in D. Then the function pi : V −→ P maps any node v∈V
to its unique tag path in D. For instance, in Figure 2.1 b., pi(25) = /people/person/profile/edu .
Definition 2.6 (Schema tree) The schema tree for a document tree D is the finite rooted unordered node-
labelled tree S = 〈P,pi(r),Child ′, tag ′〉 whose nodes (schema nodes) are the tag paths in D and whose root
is the tag path of the root r in D. The function tag ′ : P −→ T maps a tag path p ∈ P to the last tag t ∈ T
in p. For any two tag paths p1,p2 ∈ P, 〈p1,p2〉 ∈ Child ′ ⊂ P×P iff there exists a tag t ∈ T such that
p2 = p1/t. If Child ′(p1,p2), then Sibling ′ ⊂ P×P relates p2 to all other children of p1, if any (recall that S
is unordered). Finally, the function occ : P −→ P(V ) maps a node p in S to the set occ(p) ⊂ V of nodes
in D with the corresponding tag path (its occurrences in D). 
Figure 2.1 c. on page 8 shows the schema tree for D in b. Duplicate tag paths in D (such as, e.g.,
/people/person/profile ) are represented only once in S. Every schema node is given a unique label
(number preceded by “#”), in this case simply its preorder rank in S. Since each distinct tag path in D
corresponds to exactly one node in S, we treat both as interchangeable in the sequel. For instance, the
tag path /people/person/profile and the node labelled #3 in S are identical. The level of a schema
node p is defined as the level of any of its occurrences in D. It is easily verified that this is unambiguous,
given that all document nodes with the same tag path reside at the same level in D. By contrast, since an
XML element may have both a child element and an attribute with the same name, there may be multiple
document nodes with identical tag paths but different types. To distinguish such nodes in S, we assign
each schema node a type from the set T = {Elements,Attributes,Namespaces} introduced above. Any
document node v is then represented by the unique schema node with the same tag path and type as v.
Definition 2.6 mirrors some of the tree relations introduced before, but on the set P of tag paths rather
than on the set V of document nodes as in Section 2.1. Thus Child ′ corresponds to Child and Parent ′
to Parent, and likewise for Sibling ′, Self ′ and the unary constraints. Note that given a pair v1,v2 ∈ V of
nodes in D, Child ′(pi(v1),pi(v2)) is a necessary, but insufficient condition for Child(v1,v2). For instance,
although #3 is a child of #1 in S (see Figure 2.1 c.), not all person and profile nodes in D are par-
ent/child pairs (see Figure 2.1 b.). This results from the approximative nature of the structural summary.
Similarly, document order is not captured by the schema tree. Matching these relations against the schema
tree can only filter out some parts of the document tree which are guaranteed not to match a given query,
while other parts need to be examined by accessing D directly. The following key definitions distinguish
query constraints that can be matched against the schema tree S from those which must be checked against
the document tree D (or a suitable representation of D):
Definition 2.7 (S-constraint) The set of S-constraints to be matched against the schema tree comprises
1. Parent ′ and Child ′
2. Sibling ′
3. Self ′
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4. type, level, tag and root constraints
5. Contains ′k and Governs ′k (approximate keyword constraints, see Chapter 6)
where i≤ j ∈ IN. 
Definition 2.8 (D-constraint) The set of D-constraints to be matched against the document tree comprises
1. Parent and Child
2. PrevSib, NextSib and Sibling
3. PrevElt and NextElt
4. Preceding and Following
5. Self
6. Containsk and Governsk
where i≤ j ∈ IN and k ∈ K. 
For matching S-constraints against the schema tree, we define µS : Qv −→ P analogously to µ (see
Definition 2.3 on page 10), and call the µS-images of Q its schema hits. For instance, the query Qn in
Figure 2.2 c. on page 10 has two schema hits, χQ
n
1 and χ
Qn
2 , shown in Figures 2.1 f.–g. (left-hand sides).
The first one, χQ
n
1 , consists of the schema nodes #1, #2 and #5 which match the query nodes qn1, qn2 and qn3,
respectively. The second schema hit, χQ
n
2 , consists of the schema nodes #1, #2 and #6. In the example,
Qn has two schema hits because of the tag disjunction on the query node qn3. But even with unambigu-
ous tags, a query involving ∗ proximity bounds as in Child ∗1 might have multiple matchings in S. As an
example, assume that a new editedBy node is added as a child of every document node below the root
in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. Then each of the schema nodes #1–#6 in Figure 2.1 c. would have an addi-
tional editedBy child. Now if qn3 specified the single tag constraint editedBy instead of the disjunction
gender∨sex , Qn would have six distinct schema hits (where qn3 would be matched in turn by each of the
six new schema nodes).
Figures 2.1 f.–g. also illustrate how each match a ∈ ans(Qn) corresponds to exactly one schema hit
of Qn (namely, the one consisting of the tag paths in a). Given any schema hit χ for a query Q, let ansQ(χ)
denote the subset of ans(Q) corresponding to χ (its matches for Q). We drop the subscript to ans when Q is
clear from the context. For instance, ans(χQ
n
1 ) = {a2,a3} (without the profile nodes) and ans(χQ
n
2 ) =
{a4}, as shown in Figures 2.1 f.–g. Note that some schema hits of a query Q may have no matches in D.
For example, a (hypothetical) schema hit consisting of the nodes #1, #3 and #6 in Figure 2.1 c. would have
no matches since there is no person node in D with both a profile and a gender child.
2.4 The Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval
The following Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval summarizes the role and the benefit of the document
schema in XML retrieval, based on the data and query model introduced before. Queries, schema hits
and documents can be viewed as residing on three distinct levels of abstraction which differ both in their
relation to the actual XML data and in their physical representation. This is illustrated in Figure 2.3 on
the next page. The topmost level (the query level) is populated by query expressions as purely intensional8
descriptions of some parts of the data (namely, those a user is interested in). Figure 2.3 depicts the three
sample queries from Figure 2.2 on page 10; obviously the query level contains an infinite number of other
possible expressions, too. Queries are created and manipulated in main memory (although they may of
course be stored on disk, e.g., in a query cache as described in Chapter 10). On the bottom level (the
document level), we have the extensions8 of these queries, i.e., their matches in the document tree. As
8By intension we mean an abstract description of data (e.g., query results) in terms of desired properties (such as the structure
and keyword constraints specified by a query), while extension denotes some representation of the existing data with such properties.
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Figure 2.3: The Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval relates queries (top level) to their matches in the
document tree (bottom level) and the corresponding hits in the schema tree (intermediate level). The
sample queries shown here are taken from Figure 2.2 on page 10. The document matches and the schema
hits are the same as in Figures 2.1 d.–g. on page 8.
mentioned before, the documents are held in secondary storage. Finally, the schema tree resides on an
intermediate level (the schema level) between the queries and the documents. It is typically small enough
to be kept in main memory, but may also be kept on disk (e.g., when stored in a relational database system,
as explained in Chapter 8).
With this Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval and the definitions above in mind, the idea of XML
query processing with structural summaries can be rephrased as follows. Given a query Q on the top level
in Figure 2.3, we are looking for all matchings µ mapping the query nodes in Q to relevant nodes in the
document tree D. However, matching query constraints directly on the bottom level means accessing a
large amount of data in secondary storage, which entails expensive I/O and possibly joins. By contrast,
given the schema tree S we can match some query constraints (the S-constraints) very efficiently in a first
step (schema matching). The resulting matchings µS select a number of schema hits on the intermediate
schema level as a preliminary extension of Q. Each such schema hit χ represents a set ans(χ) of potential
matches, or candidates, for Q (recall that the schema tree is only an approximate summary of the document
structure). In a second step (document matching), the set of candidates is narrowed down to those which
also satisfy the remaining query constraints in Q (the D-constraints). In this way we finally obtain the
actual query extension ans(Q).
Parts II and III of this work elaborate on the details of this procedure. Among other things, it is
shown how labellings schemes, the second type of structural summary, facilitate document matching on
the bottom level and thus complement schema matching on the intermediate level. In Part IV, the schema
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level is migrated to the relational data model so that both of the lower two layers reside on disk. In Part V
the schema-level information is used together with the query intensions on the top level in order to detect
containment and overlap of query results on the document level. Finally, at the end of this work, we
will come back to the Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval once again, when discussing the benefits of
structural summaries for result ranking and user interaction in Part VI.
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CHAPTER
THREE
Labelling Schemes for XML and Tree Databases
3.1 Overview
The previous chapter has introduced the notion of structural summaries as a compact representation of
selected properties of the document tree D. One instance of particular interest is the schema tree that sum-
marizes all tag paths occurring in D in a single central data structure. This chapter deals with a different
kind of structural summary that captures tree relations between document nodes. These structural sum-
maries are commonly referred to as labelling schemes.1 Labelling schemes are decentralized summaries in
the sense of Definition 2.5 on page 11. In other words, the information about tree relations between specific
nodes in D is not stored in a global data structure such as the schema tree, but part of the representation of
these nodes. The following definition stresses the decentralized nature of labelling schemes:
Definition 3.1 (Labelling scheme) A labelling scheme (or tree encoding) for a document tree D is a de-
centralized structural summary of a specific set of tree relations in D. Each node in D is assigned a
(typically unique) node label so that any of these relations between nodes in D can be inferred from their
labels, without access to remote parts of D or to a global representation of the entire document tree. 
As an example of a most basic labelling scheme, consider the assignment of consecutive integer labels
in a preorder traversal of the document tree. Figure 3.1 b. on the following page (right-hand side) depicts
the preorder labelling for a small XML document shown in Figure 3.1 a. (left-hand side). It is easy to see
that the node labels (i.e., preorder ranks) encode two of the tree relations introduced in Section 2.1, namely,
PrevElt and NextElt (document order). In the following, let pre(v) denote the preorder rank of a document
node v. Given two nodes v and w in D, we have NextElt+1 (v,w) iff pre(v) < pre(w) and NextElt
j
i(v,w) iff
i ≤ (pre(w)−pre(v))≤ j, and likewise for PrevElt.
With these formulae, a binary constraint NextElt(q,q′) in a query against D can be matched through
some simple arithmetic calculations on the labels of possible matches to the query nodes q and q′. The
next subsection compares different ways to match query constraints by inferring tree relations through
the manipulation of node labels. In any case, to take advantage of a particular labelling scheme for the
evaluation of XML queries, several conditions must be satisfied:
• The labelling scheme in question must support the efficient matching of at least some of the allowed
query constraints.
• At indexing time, node labels must be created and stored persistently for all document nodes.
• During query evaluation, there must be a way to retrieve the node labels of matches to query nodes.
• In dynamic settings where the document contents change over time, the node labels must be kept up
to date.
1Synonyms for the term labelling scheme include naming scheme, node identification scheme, numbering scheme (for a numeric
representation of tree relations), and tree encoding (on tree documents only).
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<?xml version="1.0 " ?>
<book>
<title>XML </title>
<chapter>
<section>database </section>
<section>XML </section>
</chapter>
<chapter>
<section>
<figure>Information Retrieval </figure>
</section>
</chapter>
<appendix>
<section>index </section>
</appendix>
</book>
a. XML serialization b. document tree D with preorder labels
Figure 3.1: Preorder labelling of a sample document tree.
These conditions can be more or less easy to fulfill in a given retrieval system. Choosing a suitable
labelling scheme depends on a number of factors:
1. query language: Which structural constraints are allowed? How is textual content retrieved?
2. nature of the data: How large is the document collection? Are the documents very heterogeneous
in structure? Do they change often? If so, is the document structure affected
or mainly their textual content?
3. storage: How are documents represented? Is it a native, hybrid, or relational system?
How much storage space is available?
4. retrieval: How are document nodes retrieved? Which index structure are available?
Does the system use a centralized structural summary?
Labelling schemes differ greatly in how well they fit a given query language and document collection in the
presence of specific storage requirements or retrieval and indexing techniques. The following list includes
the most salient properties of labelling schemes that need to be reconciled with the demands and constraints
of the retrieval system:
1. expressivity: Which tree relations can be inferred from the node labels, and in which way?
2. efficiency: How fast is the manipulation of node labels during query evaluation?
3. storage: How much space is occupied by the node labels on disk and in memory?
What is the average and the maximal label size?
4. robustness: How are the node labels updated when documents change? Do local changes
affect a large number of labels?
Section 3.2 below rephrases the question of expressivity in a more precise way, introducing two dis-
tinct ways of matching non-unary query constraints that are fundamental not only in the context of labelling
schemes, but also for all following contributions presented in this work. The rest of this chapter reviews a
number of different labelling schemes from the literature and compares them in terms of their expressivity,
efficiency for query evaluation, storage demands, and robustness against changes to the document collec-
tion. We explain representative approaches from three distinct classes of labelling schemes in detail (see
Sections 3.3 to 3.5). The classification is based on fundamental principles underlying the different labelling
procedures. The final comparison in Section 3.6 also highlights some open problems and possible optimiza-
tions. To illustrate the great diversity of labelling schemes that have been developed over more than twenty
years, we explicitly include references to many approaches that are not reviewed here. A more exhaustive
survey of labelling schemes for XML and tree database is currently under way [Weigel and Schulz 2007].
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3.2 Reconstruction and Decision of Query Constraints
It has been mentioned before that the core functionality of query languages for XML databases, when
abstracting from language-specific details, is typically captured by unary predicates (e.g., node tests in
XPath) and binary tree relations. Accordingly, the data and query models introduced in Chapter 2 comprise
a set of unary and binary tree relations that are used to specify query constraints to be matched against nodes
in the document tree. Algorithms for evaluating XML queries of such kind can choose from a spectrum of
different strategies, with the following two extreme positions:2
1. We may use the unary query constraints to fetch a set of candidate image nodes for every single query
node. In a second step, pairs of candidates from distinct sets are combined using structural joins,
which amounts to solving a decision problem for the tree relation specified by the corresponding
binary query constraint.
2. Since candidate sets for unselective unary constraints can be very large, we may alternatively fetch
only the candidate sets for more restrictive query nodes (e.g., query leaves with selective keywords).
Given the matches to these nodes, candidates for other query nodes are computed from their labels
in memory, without further I/O taking place. This requires the use of a suitable labelling scheme.
The latter option is particularly interesting for binary relations R that are functional, i.e., where the set R(v)
of R-successors of any given document node v contains at most one node. Examples of functional relations
include Parent, PrevSib and NextSib, as well as any composition of these. The same applies to relations R
that are selective in the sense that database nodes typically have only a small set of possible R-successors.
These are, e.g., the transitive or reflexive-transitive closures of Parent, PrevSib and NextSib. Given a query
containing a constraint R(q,q′) on two query nodes q,q′ for such a relation R, if we already have a small
candidate set for q, then the second option permits to compute all relevant candidates for q′ efficiently.
Especially when the unary constraints on q′ are weak, obtaining a consistent candidate set for q and q′ via
decision instead might be costly.
In this section we extend the query model presented in Section 2.2 with some additional constraints in
order to capture the aforementioned differences in how the matching is realized. For each tree relation R
in Table 2.1 on page 9, let f DecR : V ×V −→ {0,1} be a binary Boolean function such that for any pair v,w
of document nodes, f DecR (v,w) = 1 iff R(v,w) holds true. To compute f DecR (v,w) one obviously needs to
know the labels of both v and w. In addition, for each functional tree relation R (e.g., Parent or Parent i) let
f RecR : V −→ V be a unary node-valued function that computes exactly the unique R-successor of a given
document node. Thus, f RecParent i(v) returns the only element w for which Parent
i(v,w) holds, namely, the i-th
ancestor of v (if it exists). Note that for computing f RecR it suffices to know a single node label, rather than
two labels as needed for f DecR .
In the sequel we refer to the computation of f RecR as the reconstruction of R and to the computation
of f DecR as the decision of R. Among the many labelling schemes described in the literature, decision is a
much more common feature than reconstruction. In fact, a scheme that is able to reconstruct a particular tree
relation R (by computing f RecR ) can also decide R (since f DecR (v,w) = 1 iff f RecR (v) = w). Clearly the inverse
is not true. Therefore the most expressive labelling schemes are those with reconstruction capabilities (see
Section 3.6). Later it will be shown that labelling schemes capable of reconstructing some tree relations
indeed tend to expedite the whole evaluation process, compared to schemes that only support decision. The
reason is that deciding a tree relation involves the fetching and joining of a second set of nodes (possibly
including false positives).
Table 3.1 lists additional query constraints symbolizing the reconstruction of different tree relations.
The counterparts of Parent i, PrevSib i and NextSib i from Table 2.1 on page 9 are parent i, prevSib i and
nextSib i, respectively. For instance, the function parent i is equivalent to f RecParent i . Note that these are partial
functions because not every document node has an ancestor or sibling at distance i. Furthermore, we con-
sider some functions which do not correspond to any of the binary relations in Table 2.1, but nevertheless
2McHugh et al. [1998] discuss a number of different query evaluation strategies which are more or less close to either
of the two extremes. The strategies proposed by Li and Moon [2001], Zhang et al. [2001], Grust [2002], Bruno et al. [2002],
Al-Khalifa et al. [2002], and Chien et al. [2002] rely entirely on decision, whereas Bremer and Gertz [2006] or Pal et al. [2004] em-
ploy reconstruction.
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name description domain / range
parent i(v) i-th ancestor of v (reverse document order) V −→ V
prevSib i(v) i-th sibling left of v (reverse document order) V −→ V
nextSib i(v) i-th sibling right of v (document order) V −→ V
i-th-child(v) i-th child of v (document order) V −→ V
i-th-ca(v,w) i-th common ancestor of u and v (reverse document order) V ×V −→ V
lca(v,w) lowest common ancestor of u and v V ×V −→ V
sepLevel(v,w) level of the lowest common ancestor of u and v V ×V −→ IN
distance(v,w) number of edges on the path from u to v V ×V −→ IN
Table 3.1: Reconstructible relations in the document tree.
have come up in the literature. The i-th child (from left to right) of an element v is computed by the function
i-th-child(v). Two binary functions reconstruct common ancestors of a given pair of elements. The first one,
lca(v,w), returns the lowest common ancestor of v and w (i.e., the last node in document order that is an an-
cestor of both v and w). The second function, i-th-ca(v,w), reconstructs a common ancestor of both v and w
at a specific distance i. Note that since any two elements are descendants of the document root r, the func-
tion lca always reconstructs an existing ancestor whereas the value of i-th-ca may be undefined for some
pairs of elements and a given parameter i. The level of the lowest common ancestor of v and w is computed
by the function sepLevel(v,w) (for separation level [Peleg 2000]), and distance(v,w) returns their distance
as defined in Section 2.1. It is easy to see that distance(v,w) = level(v)+ level(w)−2 · sepLevel(v,w).
a. tree relations to be decided b. tree relations to be reconstructed
Figure 3.2: Tree relations involving the node u that are to be decided or reconstructed.
Figure 3.2 illustrates tree relations that might be decided or reconstructed for a fixed node u in the
document tree D from Figure 3.1 b. on page 18. In Figure 3.2 a. (left-hand side), each rectangular area
contains the R-image of u for a particular relation R to be decided (i.e., all document nodes standing in
relation R with u). For instance, the root of D is part of the Parent+-image of u. Note how the images of
more general relations contain images of more specific ones. Thus the root node is also part of u’s PrevElt+-
image, which contains the Parent+-image and the Preceding-image of u. Such containment of tree relations
is interesting when analyzing the expressivity of labelling schemes. From the observation just mentioned,
e.g., one can conclude that a labelling that decides Parent+ and PrevElt+ also decides Preceding.
Figure 3.2 b. (right-hand side) indicates which nodes in D can be reached by reconstructing selected
tree relations using the label of u. For instance, if a labelling scheme is capable of reconstructing parent i,
then the label 0 of the parent of u can be obtained from u’s label 5 without access to D. As observed above
for decision, support for reconstructing certain relations implies the capability for reconstructing others.
For instance, schemes that reconstruct parent i(v) also reconstruct lca(v,w) and i-th-ca(v,w), by iterating
the ancestor reconstruction of either node and intersecting the resulting node sets.
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3.3 Subtree Encodings
The simplest labelling schemes (apart from ordinary pre- or postorder) assign every node v in D a label
representing the subtree Dv below v, as captured by the following general definition:
Definition 3.2 (Subtree encoding) The class of subtree encodings subsumes those schemes where the la-
bel of a given document node v in D encodes the position and the extent of the subtree Dv of D that is rooted
in v, by means of offsets in the sequence of nodes resulting from traversing (at least part of) the document
tree in a specific order. 
The most common way to obtain this node sequence is a preorder or postorder or combined pre-/postorder
traversal3 of the entire document tree, but not all approaches in this class follow that pattern. While the
exact representation of the subtrees varies accordingly, for given nodes v,w in D Child+(v,w) is always
decided by testing whether Dv contains Dw.
The labelling schemes in this class all decide more or less the same set of tree relations, but do not
support the reconstruction of the node neighbourhood (see Table 3.2 on page 39). The subtree encodings
reviewed below fall into three subclasses: interval (or range) encodings (see Section 3.3.1) label every
node v with the interval spanned by the smallest and largest preorder ranks in Dv. The second approach
(see Section 3.3.2) uses both pre- and postorder ranks to represent the subtree of a given node. In both
cases, only elements are labelled while keyword occurrences are ignored. By contrast, a number of sim-
ilar encodings for structured text documents (see Section 3.3.3) model subtrees as nested regions in the
sequence of opening tags, closing tags and keywords forming the XML serialization of the document tree
(see Figure 3.1 a. on page 18). A fourth class that is omitted here contains leaf encodings, which resemble
interval-based schemes to some extent [Weigel and Schulz 2007].
3.3.1 Interval Encoding
Among the earliest labelling schemes that appeared in the literature, interval encodings were originally
proposed for accelerating the routing in communication networks. Especially the often-cited work by
Santoro and Khatib [1985] has inspired a number of simplified variants for structured documents. In Fig-
ure 3.3 on page 24 a couple of interval encodings are applied to the sample document tree in Figure 3.1 b.
on page 18.
Pre/Max. The scheme in Figure 3.3 a. is sometimes called Pre/Max. Here each node v is labelled
with the interval Iv = [pre(v),max(v)] where max(v) = max{pre(w) |w ∈Dv}. As shown in the figure,
Iv contain the labels of all descendants of v, which allows to decide the Child+ relation as follows:
we have Child+(v,w) iff pre(w) ∈ Iv.4 Furthermore, verify that Following(v,w) iff pre(w) > max(v);
NextElt+(v,w) iff pre(w) > pre(v); and likewise for inverse and proximity variants. Kannan et al. [1992]
sketch this scheme using postorder ranks.
Order/Size. Note, however, that when inserting new nodes into the document both the lower and the
upper bound of certain interval labels will need to be updated. Therefore, nodes are often labelled with
their preorder rank and subtree size, from which the interval defined above is easily inferred. This saves
the updating of the upper interval bound. The resulting scheme, described by Li and Moon [2001], is
commonly referred to as Order/Size encoding in the literature. As can be seen in Figure 3.3 b. on page 24,
for a given node v with the label 〈pre(v),size(v)〉, we have max(v)=pre(v)+size(v) and therefore Iv =
[pre(v),pre(v)+ size(v)]. Chien et al. [2002] use Order/Size in a stack-based structural join algorithm.
Extended Preorder. Li and Moon [2001] also put forward a more robust variant of the Order/Size
scheme, called Extended Preorder, which strives to reduce the impact of node insertions by reserving
certain labels for future use. Others refer to this scheme as durable node numbering [Chien et al. 2001;
3The combined pre-/postorder tree traversal is explained in footnote 3 on page 7.
4Conceptually Child +(v,w) is decided by testing the interval inclusion Iw ⊂ Iv, but pre(w) ∈ Iv (or, alternatively, max(w) ∈ Iv)
can be checked more efficiently and is equivalent when assuming properly nested interval bounds, as in well-formed XML documents.
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Yu et al. 2005]. The idea is simply to leave certain preorder ranks in the Order/Size scheme unassigned
during indexing, which may then be used later for nodes newly inserted at the resulting gap positions.
Each node v in a tree encoded using Extended Preorder is labelled with a pair 〈order(v),offset(v)〉 where
offset(v)≥ size(v). If offset(v) = size(v) then order(v) = pre(v) and Extended Preorder coincides with the
Order/Size scheme in Figure 3.3 b. Greater offset values make the encoding more sparse, which means that
more labels are available for subsequent node insertions. There is no definitive algorithm in the literature
specifying which labels should be reserved for future use in this way. Clearly this depends on the nature of
both the documents and the updating workload. Figure 3.3 c. on page 24 illustrates Extended Preorder with
uniform gaps of size s = 5 between any two (opening or closing) tags in the XML serialization (symbolized
by triangular subtrees). In this example, each node vi in the complete sequence v0, . . . ,vn−1 of nodes in
document order is labelled with a pair of integers Ivi = 〈order(vi),offset(vi)〉 such that
order(vi) =


0 if i = 0
order(vi−1)+ s+ 1 if Parent(vi,vi−1)
order(vi−1)+ offset(vi−1)+ s+ 1 otherwise
offset(vi) =
{
s if size(vi) = 0
order(vj−1)+ offset(vj−1)+ s−order(vi) otherwise
where j = max{l |Child(vi,vl)} is the index of the rightmost child vj of vi.
SPaR. Due to its simplicity and (limited) robustness, Extended Preorder has been adopted in a number
of systems. Chien et al. [2001; 2002; 2006] apply the scheme to multiversion document management.
Their Sparse Preorder and Range (SPaR) labels are pairs 〈dnn(v), range(v)〉 consisting of a durable node
number and a range, which are exactly the order and offset components described above.
3.3.2 Pre-/Postorder Encoding
The Pre/Post labelling scheme, proposed first by Dietz [1982] and later by Tsakalidis [1984], exploits
the characteristic nesting of XML elements to decide the ancestor/descendant relation. Recall that enu-
merating all nodes in the order of their opening tags is equivalent to a (left-to-right) preorder traversal
of the document tree, whereas visiting the nodes in the order of their closing tags yields a postorder
traversal. As shown in Figure 3.3 d. on page 24, the Pre/Post scheme labels every node v in D with
the pair 〈pre(v),post(v)〉 of its pre- and postorder ranks in D. It is easy to see that Child+(v,w) holds iff
pre(w) > pre(v)∧post(w) < post(v). Intuitively, this is because in the (well-formed) XML serialization,
elements nested within v are opened after the opening tag of v and closed before the closing tag of v.5
XPath Accelerator. Grust [2002; 2004] arranges the node labels in a two-dimensional pre/post plane
spanned by the pre- and postorder ranks in D. Figure 3.4 a. on page 25 shows the pre/post plane that
corresponds to the sample tree D in Figure 3.3 d. on page 24. The root node of D, labelled with the smallest
preorder rank and the greatest postorder rank in D, always resides in the upper left corner of the plane. As
shown in Figure 3.4 a., Child+, Following and NextElt+ as well as their inverse relations each correspond
to a particular area relative to the context node v. For instance, the descendants of v = 〈6,5〉 all lie in the
shaded rectangle whose upper left corner represents v; compare this to the formal containment test above.
Similarly, the Pre/Post scheme decides the other relations as follows: Following(v,w) iff pre(w)> post(v);
NextElt+(v,w) iff pre(w) > pre(v); and analogously for the inverse relations.
The XPath Accelerator engine developed by Grust et al. [2002; 2004] extends Pre/Post with level and
other information in order to decide all remaining XPath axes such as attributeor preceding-sibling.
The R-Tree index [Guttman 1984; Bo¨hm et al. 2000] is used to index the points in the resulting multidi-
mensional plane. Grust also explains how to derive a lower bound on pre(w) and an upper bound on post(w)
5Note that the interval containment test for interval encodings is not applicable to the Pre/Post scheme: as can be seen in
Figure 3.3 d., there may be inner nodes v for which pre(v)> post(v), such as the shaded node v with the label 〈6,5〉. Deciding Child +
based on the resulting empty interval [pre(v),post(v)] would not reflect the fact that v does have descendants.
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for deciding Child+(v,w), which restricts the search space spanned by the inequality statement above. This
optimization, called shrink-wrapping, exploits an interesting property of the Pre/Post encoding:6
Lemma 3.3 (Pre/Post level/size dependency) For any node v in the document tree, pre(v)− post(v)+
size(v) = level(v). 
Proof. Let av,dv,pv denote the number of ancestor, descendant, and preceding nodes of v in D, respec-
tively. Note that the number of ancestors of v is equal to its level, i.e., av = level(v). Similarly, dv = size(v)
(see Section 2.1). Then we have
pre(v) = |{v′ |pre(v′) < pre(v)}| = av + pv
post(v) = |{v′′ |post(v′′) < post(v)}| = dv + pv
Figure 3.2 a. on page 20 illustrates the last equality in both lines. With the above observations on level(v)
and size(v), it follows that
pre(v)−post(v)+ size(v) = av + pv− (dv + pv)+ size(v)
= av−dv + size(v)
= level(v)− size(v)+ size(v)
= level(v)

For all leaf nodes v′, size(v′) = 0 and therefore Lemma 3.3 becomes
pre(v′)−post(v′) = level(v′)≤ hD (1)
The final inequality follows from the definition of the height hD of the document tree D (see Section 2.1).
To obtain upper and lower bounds on the pre- and postorder ranks of any descendant w of v, consider
the leftmost and rightmost leaves wl ,wr in the subtree rooted in v. (Of course, if no such leaves exist,
Child+v (w) fails for any node w ∈V .) Given the position of wl and wr, the following facts are obvious:
post(wr)≤ post(v) (2) pre(wl)≥ pre(v) (3)
From (1), (2) and (1), (3), respectively, Grust infers the following upper bound on pre(wr) and lower bound
on post(wl). Note that since wl has the smallest postorder rank and wr the greatest preorder rank among all
descendants of v, these bounds also apply to all other descendants w of v:
pre(w) ≤ pre(wr) ≤ post(v)+ hD (4)
post(w) ≥ post(wl) ≥ pre(v)−hD (5)
Thus with shrink-wrapping, the decision of Child+ is modified as follows:
Child+(v,w) iff pre(w) ∈ [pre(v), post(v)+ hD] ∧ post(w) ∈ [pre(v)−hD, post(v)]
using (4) and (5). To illustrate the benefit of this optimization, Figure 3.4 a. on page 25 depicts the restricted
area of the pre/post plane to be searched for descendants of the node v = 〈6,5〉. Note that while shrink-
wrapping also applies to the child, attribute and descendant-or-self axes, there is no analogue
for the ancestor axis: for all nodes u such that Parent+(v,u), the lower bound on pre(u) and the upper
bound on post(u) are fixed by the document root which, by definition, has the smallest preorder rank and
the greatest postorder rank in D.
While originally the XPath Accelerator engine was based on Pre/Post encoding, subsequent work
by Grust et al. [2004] adopted a common variant of region encoding (introduced as Start/End encoding
below) which is more favourable to B+-Tree indexing and at the same time less sensitive against node
insertions. Recently, they adopted the Order/Size scheme [Boncz et al. 2005a] and combined it with a
paging strategy [Boncz et al. 2005b] for further reducing the cost of updates. Besides shrink-wrapping,
Grust et al. [2003; 2003; 2004] discuss the Staircase Join and various other optimizations for the efficient
decision of tree relations in the two-dimensional node plane, which aim to reduce the range of index scans.
6The proof is omitted in the 2002 and 2004 papers by Grust.
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a. Pre/Max b. Order/Size
c. Extended Preorder d. Pre/Post
e. Start/End
Figure 3.3: Selected subtree encodings applied to the document tree in Figure 3.1 b. on page 18. In c.,
shaded triangles symbolize subtrees of “virtual” nodes.
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a. Pre/Post b. Start/End
c. Order/Size d. Pre/Max
Figure 3.4: Two-dimensional representation of selected trees in Figure 3.3 on the preceding page:
a. pre/post plane for Figure 3.3 d.; b. start/end plane for Figure 3.3 e.; c. pre/size plane for Figure 3.3 b.;
d. pre/max plane for Figure 3.3 a. Descendants of a particular node v lie in the shaded area: a. range
covered by Child+-images of v = 〈6,5〉 (light/dark: without/with shrink-wrapping); b. Child+-images of
v = [13,18]; c. Child+-images of v = 〈6,1〉; d. Child+-images of v = 〈6,7〉.
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3.3.3 Region Encoding
The third class of subtree encodings subsumes schemes that were originally designed for structured text
databases. Modelling elements and text phrases as regions (substrings) in the serialized document, these
schemes are most commonly referred to as region encodings. Unlike the Pre/Post scheme or the different
interval encodings described above, which assign labels to XML elements (rather than tags or text strings)
in a depth-first traversal of the document tree D, region encodings are not tied to the notion of a document
tree whose nodes cover the whole textual extent of the document. As a matter of fact, early approaches
like the PAT algebra by Salminen and Tompa [1992] or the Region Algebra by Consens and Milo [1994;
1995; 1998] abstract from the various ways to mark up structured documents, assuming the set of (possibly
overlapping) regions to be somehow known at indexing time. This makes them amenable also to structured
text documents with little or no explicit markup, such as program source code, Wiki documents, BIBTEX
files, or plain text that complies with specific formatting conventions.
The text-centric character of region encodings has two immediate consequences. First, since not only
elements but also occurrences of keywords (or phrases) are labelled, the encodings are sensitive against
changes to the textual contents of the documents. On the other hand, proximity constraints on keyword
occurrences (which are a common feature of query languages for text databases) can be checked against
the labels. Note, however, that region encodings do not retain information about the element distance in D
unlike the tree-based encodings discussed above.
Second, with their notion of independent regions which is more general than the tree model underlying
other subtree schemes, region encodings also capture overlapping elements which do not contain one an-
other. Prohibited in well-formed XML, this “improper” nesting is common, e.g., in SGML documents and
multi-hierarchical corpora. However, it is easy to verify that both the Pre/Post and the interval encodings
described above can be applied to documents with overlapping elements (although this is typically not
considered in the post-SGML literature). This observation is consistent with the fact that all three encoding
variants are essentially alternative representations of the position and size of a node’s subtree.
Start/End. A number of region encodings have been developed over the years, the main difference lying
in the representation of regions and the corresponding procedure for deciding region containment (i.e.,
Child+ in our data model). One particularly common scheme, which we henceforth refer to as Start/End
encoding, labels every node v with the interval Iv = [start(v),end(v)] spanned by the first and last visit
to v in the combined pre-/postorder traversal of the document tree. Note that each keyword occurrence is
now modelled as a text node in its own right.7 More formally, for each node vi in the complete sequence
v0, . . . ,vn−1 of structure and text nodes in document order,
start(vi) =
{
0 if vi is the root
end(vi−1)+ 1 otherwise
end(vi) =
{
start(vi) if vi is a text node
start(vi)+ sizet(vi)+ 2 · sizes(vi)+ 1 otherwise
where sizet(vi) and sizes(vi) respectively denote the number of text nodes and structures nodes below vi.
The resulting labels are illustrated in Figure 3.3 e. on page 24. According to the first case in the definition
of end(vi) above, each keyword occurrence has identical start and end positions, whereas for a structural
leaf node v denoting an empty element, we have end(v) = start(v) + 1. (Occasionally structural leaves
are assigned identical start and end positions, too [Halverson et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2005b].) The sec-
ond case covers structure nodes without children, and ancestors of either text or structure nodes or both.
This is a straightforward generalization of definitions in the literature [Grust et al. 2004] which typically
do not consider mixed content. If nodes never have both text and structure nodes as descendants, then
end(vi) =


start(vi) if vi is a text node
start(vi)+ size(vi)+ 1 if vi has text children
start(vi)+ 2 · size(vi)+ 1 otherwise
7Contrast this with similar data models such as DOM [DOM] and Infoset [Infoset], where a text node may contain multiple
keyword tokens.
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Figure 3.4 b. on page 25 depicts the two-dimensional start/end plane for the document tree in Fig-
ure 3.3 e. on page 24. Note how all text nodes w lie on the diagonal where start(w) = end(w). Below this
line the plane is empty since start(v) ≤ end(v) for every node v. The effect is the same for Pre/Max in
Figure 3.4 d. on page 25, where the diagonal borderline is marked by the structural leaves (since there are
no text nodes in this encoding). Compare this to the pre/post and pre/size planes on the left-hand side of
Figure 3.4 (a. and c., respectively), where the whole space is populated. The decision of Child+, Following
and NextElt+ described for the Pre/Max encoding above also applies to the Start/End scheme by analogy.
Thus we have Child+(v,w) iff start(w) ∈ Iv (or, alternatively, end(w) ∈ Iv), and so on.
3.4 Path Encodings
The largest and most diverse class of labelling schemes contains all approaches that create node labels from
the paths leading to the nodes they designate, rather than their subtrees as in the previous section:
Definition 3.4 (Path encoding) The class of path encodings (or prefix encodings) subsumes those schemes
where the label of a given node v encodes (at least some of) the nodes on the path from the document root
down to v, as a sequence of sibling codes each uniquely denoting an ancestor of v on that path. 
We choose the term sibling code to emphasize that for each step on the path leading down to v, the label
must specify in which subtree (i.e., below which of the sibling nodes lying ahead) the node v is located.
The full top-down sequence of sibling codes then uniquely identifies v. Due to their hierarchical nature, the
labels of any path encoding respect document order iff the underlying sibling codes do. This is true, e.g., if
siblings are simply assigned ascending integers from left to right as with Dewey encoding in Figure 3.6 a.
on page 31. By contrast, schemes that use tag-specific sibling codes cannot decide NextElt+ (see below).
Creating node labels from paths has consequences regarding space consumption, robustness, expressiv-
ity and runtime performance that differentiate path encodings from the subtree encodings described above.
First, the size of each label grows with the length of the encoded path (O(n) in the worst case). Therefore
path encodings typically take up more space than subtree encodings, whose label size is in O( logn). Some
approaches come with binary encodings of the “raw” sibling code sequences that reduce the label size in
practice, even though the asymptotic behaviour is not improved. Second, since a node’s label does not
reflect the size of its subtree, path encodings are inherently robust against insertions in certain positions
(such as adding children to leaf nodes). Third, from the path to a node v we can tell both the ancestors
and the descendants of v, as follows. Since the root path to an ancestor u of v is always a prefix of the
root path leading to v, Child+(u,v) holds iff the sequence of sibling codes that form the label of u is a
prefix of the sequence of sibling codes in v’s label. The same is true for the binary-encoded node labels,
provided the codes for any set of siblings are prefix-free8. Thus the decision of Child+ boils down to a
comparison of bit strings. Furthermore, by removing a suffix of a specific length from the (raw or binary)
label of v, we obtain the label of any ancestor of v. For instance, deleting the last sibling code in the label
of v produces the label of v’s parent node. This way path encodings support the reconstruction of parent i,
unlike all subtree encodings. As shown later, this makes a fundamental difference in query performance.
Path encodings fall into two subclasses. In contrast to full path encodings (see the next subsection)
where all ancestors of a node contribute to its label, partial path encodings cover only fragments of a
node’s root path (see Section 3.4.2). This reduces the label size, but in most cases also the reconstruction
capabilities compared to full path encodings.
3.4.1 Full Path Encodings
Dewey. The most well-known path labelling scheme is certainly Dewey encoding9, which is used in
the Dewey Decimal Classification [DDC] for libraries and was also adopted by the early hypertext search
engine HyTime [Kimber 1993]. Dewey labels are assigned as follows. First all children of a given node
8A set of binary codes is prefix-freeprefix-free if none of the codes is a prefix of another code in the set.
9The labelling of nodes in a hierarchy with sequences of integers, similar to the section numbers in this paper, is called Dewey
encoding after the American librarian Melvil Dewey (1851–1931), who used a restricted variant of this scheme for his Dewey Decimal
Classification [DDC].
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Figure 3.5: Different representations of two Dewey labels, “1.5” and “1.261”, and their impact on deciding
NextElt+ (document order). a. In the decimal form, document order cannot be checked in a lexicographi-
cal string comparison, but only numerically after level alignment. b. With a fixed number of bits per level,
the labels compare lexicographically, but may occupy needless space. Thus the second sibling code of the
first label has been left-padded with a zero-byte (8 leftmost bits on level 1). c. Levels with a variable num-
ber of bits must be aligned (using separators) and left-padded with 0’s (first label, level 1) for comparison at
runtime. d. UTF-8 byte prefixes (shaded) specify the length and value range of the following suffix (‘0’:
7 bits, values [0..127]; ‘110’+‘10’: 5+6 bits, values [0..2047] where [0..127] is unused). The prefixes of
the second byte in each label permit lexicographical comparison without alignment. Prefixes also indicate
level boundaries for reconstruction. e. The ORDPATH encoding is similar, but more compact for small
sibling codes (‘01’: 0 bits, [1..1]; ‘10’: 1 bit, [2..3]; ‘110’: 2 bits, [4..7]; ‘11110’: 8 bits, [24..279]).
are given consecutive sibling codes in ascending order from left to right, starting from 1, as illustrated in
Figure 3.6 a. on page 31. The Dewey label of a node v is then simply the top-down concatenation of all
sibling codes on the root path to v, with a dot as separator between every pair of sibling codes.
Notice that this guarantees unique node labels and also allows to decide document-order constraints,
provided the labels are not compared as strings (where “1.261” would incorrectly occur before “1.5”) but
numerically and level-wise (see Figure 3.5 a.). As Tatarinov et al. [2002] point out, this can be achieved
through two distinct types of binary label encoding: (1) Allocating a fixed number of bits for each level
eliminates the need for separators, but may result in excessive label size since the greatest sibling code on a
given level causes bits to be wasted in all labels with smaller sibling codes on that level (see Figure 3.5 b.).
(2) The same level may occupy a variable number of bits in distinct labels, depending on the corresponding
sibling codes in these labels (see Figure 3.5 c.). Two given labels for which the number of bits per level
is known can be split into corresponding sibling codes to be compared numerically (by dynamically left-
padding the shorter sibling code with 0’s, if applicable).
Tatarinov et al. [2002] adopt this second option, using UTF-8 as the variable-size label encoding.10
Here sibling codes in the range [0..127] occupy one byte whereas larger sibling codes are reserved two
bytes. As shown in Figure 3.5 d., the sibling code boundaries in the binary label string can be inferred
from the leading bits in each byte, which are prefix-free. Hence a query constraint NextElt+(v,w) could be
decided by first cutting the binary labels of v and w into sibling codes and then comparing them pairwise,
with left-padding where necessary. But since a one-byte UTF-8 code (which always begins with a 0) is
lexicographically smaller than any two-byte code (whose first bit is fixed to 1), labels can even be compared
without aligning and padding sibling codes, in a simple bitwise (or bytewise) left-to-right comparison. This
speeds up structural joins of large node sets, where document order tends to be checked very frequently.
10UTF-8 is the byte-oriented encoding form of the Unicode character encoding (see www.unicode.org).
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By contrast, deciding and reconstructing tree relations other than NextElt+(u,v) requires individual
sibling codes to be manipulated, which must therefore be located in the (raw or binary) label strings first.
For reconstructing parent i(v), the last i sibling codes are removed from the label of v. Obviously one must
know the sibling code boundaries in the binary label to chop off the right bit-string suffix. For i-th-child(v),
a new sibling code i is appended to the label. Note, however, that while this yields the label reserved for
the i-th child of v, the existence of this child is not guaranteed. The same applies to the i-th right sibling
of v, whose label results from incrementing the last sibling code in v’s label by i. Similarly, a decrement
produces the label of prevSib i(v) (if the last sibling code was 1, then v has no left sibling). The labels of
ancestors common to two given nodes u,v (e.g., lca(u,v)) are obtained by reconstructing and comparing
the root paths of u and v. The separation level of u,v (see Section 2.1) is equal to the number of sibling
codes in the label of their lowest common ancestor, lca(u,v). Finally, distance(u,v) can be computed from
the level information that is inherent to the labels (see Section 3.2).
Deciding query constraints with Dewey labels is done as follows. Child+(u,v) constraints can be
matched by reconstructing the ancestors of u and v and testing for equality, or alternatively, by checking
whether u’s label is a prefix of v’s label such that the end of the former coincides with a level boundary in
the latter. Child i(u,v) is decided by comparing u to the result of reconstructing parent i(v). Sibling(u,v)
holds true iff u and v differ only in their last sibling code. For NextSib+(u,v) v’s last sibling code must
be greater than u’s; for NextSib i(u,v) the difference must be exactly i. Following(u,v) holds true iff
NextElt+(u,v)∧¬Child+(u,v). Deciding the proximity relations i-th-Following(u,v) and NextElt i(u,v)
would require size(u) to be known, which cannot be reconstructed from Dewey labels (see above).
ORDPATH. The ORDPATH scheme by O’Neil et al. [2004] enhances Dewey in two respects. First, the
binary label strings are created using a Huffman code [Huffman 1952] designed to reduce the (average and
maximum) label length. Note that since Dewey assigns ascending sibling codes from left to right, small
sibling codes close to the minimum value, 1, occur much more frequently than greater ones, at least in
typical documents where the average node fan-out is low. The binary encoding proposed by O’Neil et al.11
reduces the number of bits used for small sibling codes, at the expense of longer labels for nodes with
large sibling codes on their path. Figure 3.6 b. on page 31 depicts a sample tree with raw and encoded
ORDPATH labels. Each sibling code (separated by “|”) is preceded by a length component (terminated by
“
p
p”) indicating the number of bits used for the following sibling code value.12 Values up to 7 take up less
space than with UTF-8 (see the value ranges in the caption below Figure 3.5 e. on the preceding page); e.g.,
only 2 bits are needed for the most frequent value 1, compared to 8 bits with UTF-8. For values beyond 24,
ORDPATH mostly requires more bits than UTF-8.
ORDPATH also comes with an update method, called careting-in by O’Neil et al., which allows for
(theoretically) unlimited node or subtree insertions at any position in the document tree, without affecting
existing labels. To this end, for a newly labelled document tree only odd sibling codes are used, as shown
in Figure 3.6 b., whereas even codes are reserved for future insertions, as follows. There are three cases of
insertion to be handled: (1) A node v is inserted as the only child of a former leaf u. Then v’s label is the
label of u after appending an additional odd sibling code “1”. For instance, a child to be inserted below
node “1.3.1” in Figure 3.6 b. would be labelled “1.3.1.1”. (2) A node v is inserted as the new leftmost
(rightmost) child of an inner node u. Then v’s label is the label of the former leftmost (rightmost) child w
of u after decrementing (incrementing) the last sibling code in w’s label by 2. Note that this may create
negative sibling codes, which are also covered by the binary encoding. For instance, a newly inserted left
sibling of node “1.3.1” would be labelled “1.3.-1”. (3) A node v is inserted between two adjacent children w
and w′ of u. Then v’s label is the label of u after appending the even sibling code (caret) that falls between
w and w′, followed by a new odd code “1”. For instance, two new siblings w′′,w′′′ between “1.3.1” and
“1.3.3” would be labelled “1.3.2.1” and “1.3.2.3”, respectively. Repeated insertions on the same path may
create labels with multiple consecutive carets, such as “1.3.2.2.1” for another sibling between w′′ and w′′′.
Note, however, that ORDPATH labels always end in an odd sibling code.
11In fact, O’Neil et al. present two alternative encodings (optimizing large or small node fan-out), both of which are skewed
toward reducing the length of smaller sibling codes. Details given here, in Figure 3.5 e. on the preceding page, and in the experimental
evaluation in Chapter 4 apply to the second encoding.
12The bit-string separators “pp” and “|” are used for illustration purposes only and are not present in physical storage.
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It is easy to see that carets do not affect the decision of NextElt+(u,v) and Child+(u,v) (and hence,
Following(u,v), see above). Thus a bitwise comparison of the children of the node u = “1.3” in the previous
example correctly reflects the document order “1.3.1” < “1.3.2.1” < “1.3.2.2.1” < “1.3.2.3” < “1.3.3”.
Also, all these labels are recognized as belonging to descendants of u, having “1.3” as a common pre-
fix. By contrast, when solving the vertical proximity problems Child i(u,v) or parent i(v) (and similarly,
i-th-ca(u,v) or lca(u,v)) carets must be treated as zero-depth components that do not add to the proximity
count i. Similarly, Sibling(u,v) holds true iff u and v differ only in a suffix consisting of zero or more carets
followed by the last (odd) sibling code; for NextSib+(u,v) v’s suffix must be bitwise greater than u’s.
Unlike Dewey, ORDPATH cannot decide NextSib i(u,v) because careting-in blurs the distance between
siblings. For the same reason, ORDPATH does not support the reconstruction of prevSib i(v), nextSib i(v)
and i-th-child(v). Note, however, that this decrease in expressivity is compensated for by much greater
robustness: with ORDPATH, a node v can be inserted at any position in constant time, whereas with Dewey
all following siblings of v and their descendants must be relabelled.13 This also outweighs the increased
storage consumption of ORDPATH due to the sparse encoding. The overhead compared to Dewey is
not measured by the authors but turns out not to be dramatic in our own experiments (see Chapter 4).
O’Neil et al. briefly outline how careting-in can also be applied to a subtree encoding similar to Pre/Max.
Extended Dewey. While ORDPATH skips certain sibling codes to accommodate future node insertions,
the Extended Dewey scheme by Lu et al. [2005] uses sparse sibling codes that allow to determine all tags
on the root path of a node v in D from its label. More precisely, every sibling code in v’s label is mapped
to the corresponding tag by a global data structure containing the necessary tag information from D (see
below). In particular, for any tag t occurring in D we need to know its child tags, i.e., the set t0, . . . ,tct−1
containing all ct distinct tags of nodes in D whose parent has the tag t. For instance, the root tag book of
the sample document in Figure 3.6 c. on the next page has the child tags title , chapter , appendix ,
hence c book = 3, whereas c chapter = c section = c appendix = 1. Each set of child tags is assumed to be
ordered in some arbitrary way (a possible order is indicated by the tag subscripts in Figure 3.6 c.).
Given an inner node u in D with tag t and child tags t0, . . . ,tct−1 (ct > 0), sibling codes are assigned
to all children of u from left to right (i.e., in document order), as follows. Any child v of u with tag ti
(0 ≤ i < ct ) is assigned the smallest free sibling code s ≥ 0 such that s mod ct = i. For instance, let u be the
root of the document tree shown in Figure 3.6 c. on the facing page. Besides, let t = book , t0 = title ,
and t1 = chapter , t0 = appendix . Then the title child of u receives the sibling code s = 0 in order
to meet the condition s mod 3 = 0 for title children of a book node. The sibling codes for the two
chapter children of the root are not consecutive because both must satisfy s mod 3 = 1. Therefore the
first chapter node has code 1 and the second has code 4 (the smallest s > 1 such that s mod 3 = 1). The
sibling code for the appendix child happens to be the next free integer, 5 (for a second title child it
would be 6 instead). As can be seen in Figure 3.6 c., text nodes are also labelled, using the fixed sibling
code −1. The root label is the empty word ε .
For decoding Extended Dewey labels, Lu et al. use a Finite-State Transducer (FST), as shown in Fig-
ure 3.7 a. on page 33 for the sample document D in Figure 3.6 c. on the facing page. The FST reads a
sequence of sibling codes and outputs the corresponding tag sequence. There is one state for each distinct
label in D, plus one extra state representing textual content ( PCDATA in Figure 3.6 c.). The inital state,
book , represents the root label in D. For each inner-node tag t with child tags t0, . . . ,tct−1, there is a
transition from t to ti (0≤ i < ct) which accepts all sibling codes s such that s mod ct = i, and outputs ti.
Furthermore, from every state representing a tag there is a transition to the PCDATA state which accepts
the sibling code −1 and outputs PCDATA . To keep Figure 3.7 a. simple, these are shown for the title ,
section and figure tags only. As an example, the label “4.0” of node v in Figure 3.6 c. on the next page
enters the initial state, outputting book , then passes through the chapter state because 4 mod 3 = 1, and
finally reaches the section state since 0 mod 1 = 0. The data needed to create the FST for D is obtained
from a DTD or other schema, if available, or else collected in a first pass through the documents, before
creating the node labels.
13Even though ORDPATH supports unlimited node insertions without invalidating existing labels, O’Neil et al. [2004] suggest a
periodical relabelling at least for highly dynamic document collections, in order to avoid long chains of even sibling codes caused by
repeated careting-in at the same position in the document tree.
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Figure 3.6: Selected path encodings applied to the document tree in Figure 3.1 b. on page 18.
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Path-Based scheme. The sibling codes used by the Dewey-based approaches above set up a total order
among the children of any node. Therefore they cannot handle overlapping siblings to be found, e.g., in
SGML documents. By contrast, the Path-Based labelling scheme by Sacks-Davis et al. [1997] establishes
a partial sibling order by assigning consecutive left-to-right sibling codes to all children with the same tag
name.14 As shown in Figure 3.6 d. on the preceding page, siblings with different tag names (such as the
title and appendix nodes) may have the same sibling code (“1”) and hence identical labels (“1.1”).
The consequences of using tag-specific sibling codes are threefold. First, the Path-Based scheme
supports overlapping siblings as long as they are distinguished by their tag name. Second, the labels do not
reflect document order, because of the partial sibling order. For instance, in Figure 3.6 d. the appendix
node has a smaller label than its left sibling. Only nodes with the same sequence of tags on their root
path can be compared. Third, since the numerical labels alone are not unique (see above), the tags of all
ancestors of a given node must be compared when deciding Child+ or Sibling: Child+(u,w) holds true
iff u’s sequence of sibling codes is a prefix of w’s sequence and u’s tag path is a prefix of w’s tag path.
For instance, let u be the first chapter in Figure 3.6 d. on the previous page and let w be the section
labelled “1.1.2”, which is directly below u. Without the second condition concerning the tag paths of the
two nodes, w could be mistaken for a descendant of the title node or the appendix node because both
have the same label as u, namely, “1.1”.
To make sure that all necessary information for deciding Child+ is available during query evaluation,
Sacks-Davis et al. keep the tag paths together with the node labels in an inverted index. In each posting for
a given keyword (say, “XML”), the labels of nodes containing that keyword are grouped by their tag path
which is stored once for each group. For instance, the “XML” posting for Figure 3.6 d. on the preceding
page would contain two singleton groups, one for the path /book/title (containing the label “1.1.1”)
and another for the path /book/chapter/section (containing the label “1.1.2.1”). Mind the redundant
storage of the path prefix /book , which can be avoided with other data structures (see the next subsec-
tion). Also note that unlike elements, text nodes (each representing a single keyword occurrence) have
consecutive sibling codes, in order to support text distance queries. Thus the occurrence of “Retrieval” in
Figure 3.6 d. has the sibling code 2 for being the second keyword occurrence in the figure node, not 1
for being the first occurrence of “Retrieval” in that node.
3.4.2 Partial Path Encodings
The mPID scheme by Bremer and Gertz [2006] relies on tag-specific sibling codes like the Path-Based
encoding above, and also has the same expressivity. However, it uses several compression techniques and
a binary encoding for reducing the storage consumption, as follows. Given a tag path p in D, let the arity
of p be the maximum number of siblings with path p in D. First, Bremer and Gertz observe that when
assigning tag-specific sibling codes ≥ 0, all nodes with a tag path whose arity is 1 have the fixed code 0.
For instance, consider the tag path p = /book/chapter/section/figure that occurs only once in the
document tree D in Figure 3.6 e. on the previous page. Since there are never two siblings with the path p, the
arity of p is 1. For convenience, in Figure 3.6 e. the arity of any tag path is indicated as a subscript to the last
tag in that path (thus figure has the subscript 1). In fact, nodes whose tag path is either /book/chapter
or /book/chapter/section are the only nodes in D whose subscript is greater than 1 (i.e., whose sibling
codes are not fixed). All other sibling codes can be omitted from the labels without loss of information
(see below), provided that (1) we record during the labelling the tag paths with an arity > 1 and (2) we
know the tag path of every node. Recall from the description of the Path-Based scheme above that tag
path information is required anyway with tag-specific sibling codes, both for ensuring node uniqueness
and for deciding Child+ constraints. The following paragraphs explain how the mPID scheme realizes the
two requirements that enable a very efficient label compression.
In order to avoid the redundant storage of duplicate tag path prefixes, as with the Path-Based scheme,
Bremer and Gertz separate the node labels from the tag information and keep the latter in a centralized
structural summary (in this case, a DataGuide). The summary for the sample document D in Figure 3.6 e.
on the preceding page is shown in Figure 3.7 b. on the next page. EveryDataGuide node has two properties:
the arity of the tag path it represents (subscripts in Figure 3.7 b.), and a unique path label (in this case,
14This tag-specific sibling coding is called Same-Sibling Order Encoding by Tatarinov et al. [2002].
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Figure 3.7: Global data structures used by selected labelling schemes in Figure 3.6 on page 31. a. The
Finite-State Transducer (FST) for the Extended Dewey scheme, applied to the document tree D in Fig-
ure 3.6 c. The input is a sequence of sibling codes in D determining a unique path in the transducer. The
output is the sequence of states (tags) along this path. b. Structural summary (DataGuide) for the mPID-
encoded tree D in Figure 3.6 e. DataGuide nodes have preorder labels. Tag subscripts specify the maximum
number of siblings with a specific tag path in D.
preorder labels are used, although the particular labelling scheme does not matter). The label of a tag path
in the DataGuide is referenced by all document nodes with that tag path: the mPID label of a document
node v in D is a pair (pi(v),pos(v)) where the first component is the path label of the uniqueDataGuide node
representing the tag path of v. With upward pointers in the DataGuide, the tags and arities along the entire
root path of any document node are thus available without redundant storage. The second label component,
pos(v), is the position path of v, i.e., the sequence of non-fixed sibling codes on v’s root path. For instance,
the node v with the mPID label (#3,〈1,0〉) in Figure 3.6 e. on page 31 has the position path 〈1,0〉 and
references the DataGuide node #3. Note that the corresponding tag path of v, /book/chapter/section ,
comprises three steps whereas pos(v) contains only two sibling codes. This is because one of the ancestors
of v has a fixed sibling code that has been omitted during labelling in order to save space. Obviously, we
need to know which code was dropped when using v’s label in decision or reconstruction operations. For
instance, we cannot compute parent1(v) if we ignore whether the second sibling code in pos(p) belongs
to v (in which case it has to be removed) or to v’s parent (in which case it must be kept).
To align pos(v) with the tag path represented by pi(v), the arities of DataGuide nodes are used as
follows. From pi(v) = #3 and its ancestors in the DataGuide we can tell that the sibling code for v’s book
ancestor has been omitted: as indicated by the tag subscript 1 to book in Figure 3.7 b., the arity of the tag
path /book is 1, therefore the book node in D has the fixed sibling code “0”. In other words, the original
position path of v before the compression was 〈0,1,0〉 (compare this to the Path-Based label 〈1,2,1〉 of
the same node v in Figure 3.6 d. on page 31).15 Given this information, the (compressed) mPID label of
v’s parent is easily reconstructed as parent1(v) = (#2,〈1〉), where #2 is the parent of #3 in the DataGuide
and 〈1〉 results from deleting the sibling code “0” of v in pos(v) = 〈1,0〉.
The way mPID decides Child+ constraints is quite close to the Path-Based scheme. Given the mPID
labels of two nodes u and v, Child+(u,v) holds iff pos(u) is a prefix of pos(v) and Child ′+(pi(u),pi(v))
holds true in the DataGuide. Note that the prefix test is applied to the compressed position paths, without
the need to restore omitted sibling codes. As a matter of fact mPID labels are not even manipulated as raw
sequences, but as packed bit strings consisting of fixed-length binary sibling codes. No level separators are
used since the number of bits needed for the sibling codes of a particular tag path p is fixed to the base 2
logarithm of the arity of p, which is stored in the DataGuide. If Child ′+(pi(u),pi(v)) holds true, then the
sibling codes in pos(u) and pos(v) are prefix-free and the two mPID labels can be compared in their binary
form. Otherwise u does not contain v anyway. Moreover, given the lengths of sibling codes specified
15Note that the sibling code “0” in the last step of pos(v) is not fixed – e.g., the section node left of v has code “1” – and hence
cannot be omitted.
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by the DataGuide nodes, the binary label of any node v can be decomposed for reconstruction without
extra bits for length components or padding, as in Figure 3.5 on page 28. To sum up, Bremer and Gertz
show how the use of a centralized structural summary for storing global document information permits
effective compression and fast manipulation of node labels at the same time. In practice mPID labels are
very compact (see the experimental results in Chapter 4), although the worst-case label size is still O(n),
as for all path encodings.
3.5 Multiplicative Encodings
Finally, we would like to mention two labelling schemes whose decision or reconstruction capabilities are
based on arithmetic properties of node labels in trees with a highly regular structure, such as binary trees or
complete k-ary trees. In such a regular tree, labels can be assigned so that specific relations between nodes
can be inferred from their labels alone, by simple numeric calculations. The idea is to find a mapping
from a given irregularly structured document tree D to a regular tree Dρ such that some of the arithmetic
properties in Dρ carry over to D:
Definition 3.5 (Multiplicative encoding) The class of multiplicative encodings subsumes schemes where
the label of a given document node v in D numerically encodes certain tree relations involving v, without
direct reference to nodes in the neighbourhood of v. To this end the document tree D is (not necessarily
physically) mapped to an internal representation Dρ with certain structural regularities that generally do
not hold in D, such as fixed node fan-outs or subtree sizes. These regularities entail arithmetic (typically
multiplicative) invariants on the labels of nodes in Dρ that are in a specific tree relation. The mapping ρ
from D to Dρ is such that tree relations between nodes in D can be decided or reconstructed by exploiting
the invariants of their counterparts in Dρ . 
Labelling with multiplicative encodings conceptually involves three consecutive steps. First, the doc-
ument tree D to be labelled is analyzed in order to determine a suitable internal representation Dρ of D.
In the second step, labels are created for the nodes in Dρ . Finally, each node in D is assigned the label of
its unique counterpart in Dρ . Note, however, that the labelling of Dρ and D might happen simultaneously,
i.e., steps two and three may be merged. In fact, the multiplicative approaches reviewed below do not even
fully represent Dρ physically in memory or on disk. Once a suitable mapping ρ from nodes in D to nodes
in Dρ is found, they simple traverse D and assign every node the label that it would have in Dρ .
It has been mentioned above that every multiplicative encoding relies on specific structural regularities
in Dρ to decide or reconstruct tree relations in D. Since in most realistic cases D is not as regularly
structured as Dρ , however, not all desirable properties of the labels in Dρ carry over to D. Therefore the
first of two major challenges in devising a good multiplicative labelling scheme is to find a way of mapping
any given document tree D to an internal representation Dρ such that the desired expressivity of the scheme
is guaranteed. The second challenge concerns the storage space needed for the resulting labels in D. As will
become apparent in the rest of this section, the structural regularity of Dρ typically causes Dρ to contain
many nodes that have no counterpart in D (so-called virtual nodes, a term coined by Lee et al. [1996]).
In more formal terms, the mapping ρ from nodes in D to nodes in Dρ is generally not surjective.16 In
practice this means that a potentially large portion of the range of possible labels is not used in the labelling
of D, being reserved for virtual nodes. Conversely, a much larger range of label values may be needed
for indexing a given document tree D than when using a less sparse encoding such as, e.g., Order/Size or
Pre/Post (see Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, respectively). On the other hand, these labelling schemes are also
far less expressive than some multiplicative encodings. The trade-off between expressivity and label size
is further discussed in Section 3.6.
Virtual Nodes. The earliest multiplicative labelling scheme we know of has been proposed by Lee et al.
in 1996. We refer to it as the Virtual Nodes scheme in the remainder of this work. As a very expressive
but also very space-hungry approach, it is a good example for the aforementioned trade-off faced by some
multiplicative encoding. Besides, the arithmetics behind this scheme is interesting in its own right.
16By contrast, the mapping ρ clearly is injective because otherwise the node labels in D would not be unique, unless they contain
extra components besides the labels from Dρ .
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Figure 3.8: The multiplicative encoding Virtual Nodes applied to the document in Figure 3.1 b. on page 18.
Shaded circles reached by dashed lines symbolize “virtual” nodes. Note the breadth-first label order.
When labelling a given document tree D using the Virtual Nodes scheme, the shape of the internal
representation Dρ of D depends on the maximal fan-out in D, i.e., the greatest number of children of
any node in D. In the sequel, let kD denote the maximal fan-out in D. Once the value of kD is determined
(usually, in a first traversal of the document tree), D is mapped to a kD-ary tree Dρ , as shown in Figure 3.8.17
Intuitively, Dρ is obtained by adding virtual nodes to D: for each v in D, ρ(v) = v; if v does not comply
with the definition of a kD-ary tree, the missing nodes are added as rightmost virtual children to v. The
example illustrates that the number of virtual nodes in Dρ may be exponential in the height of D in the
worst case.
The nodes in the kD-ary tree Dρ (including virtual nodes) are labelled with consecutive integer num-
bers ≥ 1 in a left-to-right breadth-first traversal of Dρ . As shown in Figure 3.8, the nine nodes in D are
given labels in the range [1..54], which illustrates the sparseness of the Virtual Nodes scheme. On the
other hand, a number of tree relations can be decided and reconstructed using these labels. The following
lemmata explain the reconstruction of i-th-child and parent1 (the proofs have been omitted by Lee et al. in
the 1996 paper):
Lemma 3.6 (Virtual Nodes child reconstruction) Let D be a document tree with maximal fan-out kD
and let Dρ be the kD-ary tree that is used for labelling D with the Virtual Nodes scheme. Besides, let v be
a node in D and let order(v) be the label of v in Dρ . If v has at least i children in Dρ (i > 0), then the i-th
child w of v in Dρ has the label order(w) = kD · (order(v)−1) + i + 1. 
Proof. For any node u in Dρ , let pu denote the number of nodes preceding u in a left-to-right breadth-first
traversal of Dρ . First of all, from the way Virtual Nodes labels are assigned, beginning with the label 1, it
follows that order(u) = pu + 1 for any node u in Dρ . In particular, this is true for the desired child node w
of v. So it remains to be shown that pw = kD · (order(v)−1) + i.
Obviously pw = p′w +p′′w where p′′w is the number of left siblings of w, which are children of w’s parent v,
and p′w denotes the number of nodes preceding w that are not children of v. Given that w is the i-th child
of v, there are i−1 left siblings of w, i.e., p′′w = i−1. The number p′w is determined as follows. Since node
labels are assigned consecutively in a left-to-right breadth-first traversal of Dρ , all nodes preceding w that
are not children of v are either predecessors of v or children of predecessors of v. We know that there are
order(v)− 1 predecessors of v in Dρ (see above) and that each of them has kD children (none of them is
a leaf, otherwise v could not have a child node w by definition of Dρ as a kD-ary tree). Hence there are
kD · (order(v)−1) children of predecessors of v in Dρ . However, the only predecessor of v that is not also a
child of a predecessor of v is the root of Dρ . It follows that p′w = kD · (order(v)−1)+ 1. We conclude that
pw = p′w + p
′′
w
= kD · (order(v)−1)+ 1 + i−1
= kD · (order(v)−1) + i 
17By a k-ary tree, we mean a tree in which every node is either a leaf or an inner node with exactly k children, and where no inner
node is visited after a leaf node in the left-to-right breadth-first traversal of the tree.
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The formula in Lemma 3.6 can be used to reconstruct i-th-child(v) for any node v in D, with an impor-
tant restriction: the result is correct only for nodes that indeed have at least i children in D. Notice that this
condition is even stricter than the one for Dρ that is mentioned in the lemma. After all, even if the i-th child
of v in Dρ exists, we ignore whether it has a counterpart in D, i.e., it might be a virtual node. In this case
the formula computes the label that is reserved for the i-th child of v in D, should it ever exist.
Lemma 3.7 shows how to reconstruct parent1(v) for any node v in D except the root (which is easily
recognized by its fixed label 1). Higher ancestors are obtained by repeated parent reconstruction. Note that
there is no additional restriction on v here because of the way how D is mapped to Dρ (see Figure 3.8): one
can show that for any node v in Dρ , if v belongs to D then so do all its ancestors.
Lemma 3.7 (Virtual Nodes parent reconstruction) Let D be a document tree with maximal fan-out kD
and Dρ the kD-ary tree that is used for labelling D with the Virtual Nodes scheme. Besides, let v be a node
in D and let order(v) be the label of v in Dρ . If v is not the root of Dρ , then the parent u of v in Dρ has the
label order(u) =
⌊
order(v)−2
kD
⌋
+ 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we define pu as the number of nodes preceding u in a left-to-right
breadth-first traversal of Dρ , and similarly for pv and v. Recall that order(u)= pu+1, hence pu =
⌊
order(v)−2
kD
⌋
remains to be shown. First, assume that v is the leftmost child of its parent u. Then the number of pre-
decessors of v that are not children of u is order(v)− 1. By the same argument as in the proof above, the
parents of these nodes are exactly the pu predecessors of u in Dρ . Among the order(v)− 1 predecessors
of v, the root of Dρ is the only node that does not have a parent in Dρ , so we are looking for the pu parents
of order(v)−2 nodes. Given that exactly kD children share the same parent, there must be pu = order(v)−2kD
parents.
In general, if v is the i-th child of u (1 ≤ i ≤ kD), then the number of predecessors of v that are
not children of u is order(v)− 1− (i− 1), and accordingly pu = order(v)−2−(i−1)kD . However, this is equal
to
⌊
order(v)−2
kD
⌋
since (i−1)≤ kD−1. 
PBiTree. Unlike Virtual Nodes, which is fairly expressive, the Perfect Binary Tree (PBiTree) encoding
by Wang et al. [2003a] only decides Parent+ constraints. The document tree D is mapped (“binarized”) to
a complete binary tree Dρ 18 using an injective homomorphism ρ such that for any pair u,v of document
nodes, Parent+(v,u) in D iff Parent+(vρ ,uρ) in Dρ . As with other multiplicative schemes, this may entail
the creation of numerous virtual nodes needed to make Dρ complete. (Again, the binarization need not
take place physically.)
The label of a node v in D is the inorder rank of ρ(v) in Dρ . In the binary tree with its highly regular
structure, ancestor reconstruction is possible. The ancestor of a node ρ(v) at height h in Dρ is computed
as anc(ρ(v),h) = 2h ·
⌊
ρ(v)
2h+1
⌋
+ 2h. The ancestor reconstruction in Dρ allows to decide Parent+ in D, as
follows: Parent+(v,u) holds true for nodes u,v in D iff ρ(u) = anc(ρ(v),h) for some h. By contrast,
deciding Parent i(v,u) for a specific proximity i is impossible because the binarization does not preserve
the node levels and distances in the original tree D. To check whether u and v are at a specific distance
in D, we would need to know the height of ρ(u) in the binarized tree Dρ —but there is no way to infer h
from i. By the same argument, PBiTree does not support the reconstruction of parent i in D.
3.6 Summary and Discussion
Labelling schemes are structural summaries that can match D-constraints on individual document nodes
in a decentralized fashion, without accessing larger parts of the data. As such they are a fundamental
building block for many different structural joins algorithms and a valuable complement to centralized
structural summaries like the schema tree introduced in Section 2.3. This section has provided an overview
of selected representative labelling schemes for XML documents. As mentioned before, there is a wealth
18By a complete k-ary tree, we mean a tree in which every node is either a leaf or an inner node with exactly k children, and where
all leaf nodes are at the same level.
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of contributions that have been made in more than twenty years, with a particular raise of activity during
the last five to six years. An exhaustive survey is still missing in the literature but currently under way
[Weigel and Schulz 2007]. It applies an extended version of the classification above to about thirty distinct
labelling schemes (see Table 3.2 on page 39).
To compare and evaluate the various approaches, four characteristic properties and possible optimiza-
tion goals have been suggested. The expressivity of a labelling scheme indicates which D-constraints can
be matched using that scheme, and in which way. In this context we have proposed the terms decision
and reconstruction to denote two very different matching techniques that are preferable in distinct retrieval
situations. The impact on the matching performance is quantified in Section 4.6 and Section 8.5. Besides,
the runtime performance of alternative labelling schemes varies for a given decision or reconstruction op-
eration, which can affect the performance of the query processor, too. The space consumption on disk and
in memory depends on the average and maximal label sizes. Finally, updatability (or robustness) deals with
how well a given scheme can reflect structural or textual modifications of the underlying documents. Node
insertions are particularly difficult to handle for certain classes of labelling scheme (see below).
As often, these major characteristics turn out to represent conflicting optimization goals. The rest of
this chapter briefly compares the selected approaches above on each of the four fields, in an attempt to
highlight the different priorities of the individual labelling schemes (and also classes of schemes) in the
trade-off between space consumption, expressivity, efficiency, and robustness.
Space consumption. In the literature on labelling schemes, storage issues are sometimes regarded either
from a more theoretical or from a more practical point of view, depending on the intended application
scenario and also the community that a particular approach comes from. On the one hand, it is important
to explore the asymptotic worst-case bounds on the label size, and much work has been devoted to ob-
taining ever tighter upper bounds, mostly by experts in the field of Discrete Mathematics (among others,
Peleg [2000], Kaplan and Milo [2000], Abiteboul et al. [2001a], Alstrup et al. [2002]). However, some of
these labelling schemes are rather complicated and therefore unlikely to be widely deployed. Also the
significance of theoretical bounds for practical use is limited: thus some of the highly space-optimized
schemes have been reported to perform worse than simpler ones [Kaplan et al. 2002], because the worst-
case bounds tend to overestimate the space that is actually consumed when labelling real-world documents.
On the practical side, many techniques for reducing the space consumption have been developed, even
though they may not improve the asymptotic behaviour. These techniques target either the average size
or the maximal size of the labels that are created for a given document collection, depending on whether
individual labels are stored using a variable or a fixed number of bits, respectively. For path encodings with
their worst-case label size of O(n), various binary encodings have been put forward, including the skew
Huffman codes used by ORDPATH that reserve shorter bit strings for the most frequent sibling codes.
Even for the less specialized UTF-8 encoding applied to Dewey and Extended Dewey, Lu et al. [2005]
report space savings of up to 50% compared to raw labels. Unlike these approaches, the mPID scheme
does not encode the number of bits used for each sibling code in the labels, but stores this information
in a centralized structural summary once for all nodes with the same tag path. This way the label size is
reduced considerably. Some more space is saved by omitting codes of singleton siblings in the labels, which
effectively compresses the labels. Compared to ORDPATH, mPID encoding reduces the space consumption
by up to 50% with variable-size labels, and even more for fixed-size labels (see Section 4.6 in the next
chapter). In some cases the average and occasionally even the maximum size of mPID labels is smaller
than for preorder ranks [Bremer and Gertz 2006; Weigel et al. 2005d].
Extended Dewey, Path-Based and mPID also exemplify alternative approaches to combining node la-
bels with element tags using some sort of global data structure outside the labels. The Path-Based scheme
keeps all distinct tag paths together with the node labels in an inverted index, which causes redundant stor-
age but saves pointers. By contrast, Extended Dewey and mPID labels reference the corresponding tag paths
in a centralized structural summary (FST or DataGuide, respectively). While mPID uses explicit pointers to
DataGuide nodes, Extended Dewey chooses sparse sibling codes representing FST states. Which approach
takes up less space depends on the structure of the documents: it affects both the size of the DataGuide
(hence the length of the pointers) and the sparseness of the sibling codes. In general the FST has the same
number of edges but fewer nodes than the DataGuide. On the other hand, while Extended Dewey supports
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recursive DTDs, it cannot handle tags that occur below different tag paths in the documents, unlike mPID.
A modified FST with states representing tag paths rather than singleton tags would grow to the same size
as the DataGuide.
Although subtree encodings enjoy a modest upper label size bound of O( logn), there are differences
to observe. For instance, Grust et al. [2004] point out that with a fixed label size, region encodings like
Start/End can represent only half as many nodes as Pre/Post. Intuitively, this is because node labels
[start(v),end(v)] with start(v) > end(v) are prohibited (see the unused lower part of the two-dimensional
label space in Figure 3.4 b. on page 25). On the other hand, the Order/Size scheme is no sparser than
Pre/Post (compare Figures 3.4 a. and c.) but more robust against changes of the document tree (see the
paragraph on updatability below).
Expressivity. Table 3.2 on the facing page summarizes the expressivity of the labelling schemes dis-
cussed in this chapter. Roughly speaking, one can observe two clusters in the table: one the one hand, there
are very expressive schemes like most multiplicative encodings and the path encodings close to Dewey
(upper half of Table 3.2). On the other hand, many other approaches are much more focused on specific
decision or reconstruction problems. In particular, subtree encodings (lower part of Table 3.2) only decide
Parent+ and NextElt+ constraints, but ignore sibling decision as well as any reconstruction besides sub-
tree size. Combined with the fact that they are concise, fast in decision problems and easy to implement,
this makes them a good choice for the set-at-a-time identification of ancestor/descendant pairs in structural
joins.
The group of path encodings (middle part of Table 3.2) falls into three subgroups each with a different
expressivity profile. The most expressive approaches with rich decision and reconstruction capabilities are
those based on some form of Dewey encoding (rows down to and including Extended Dewey in Table 3.2).
A second cluster subsumes a number of path encodings that are not compatible with document order,
which prevents the decision and reconstruction of most horizontal tree relations. These includes schemes
with tag-specific sibling codes, like the Path-Based and mPID labellings, as well as so-called layered
encodings (marked with an “ℓ” in Table 3.2). Layering is discussed in Section 4.5.2 below. Like the
layered schemes, the remaining path encodings mostly stem from the graph theory and network routing
communities and are mainly designed to minimize the label size and derive tight asymptotic bounds, at
the expense of even more restricted expressivity. While guaranteeing a better worst-case label size, they
tend to be far too complicated for productive use and are therefore primarily of theoretical interest. Note
that due to their top-down approach to node labelling (see Section 3.4), all path encodings ignore the size
of specific subtrees in the documents (last column in Table 3.2). The only exception, the LCA scheme by
Peleg [2000], is in fact a combined path and subtree encoding.
Finally, the first two of the multiplicative encodings (upper part of Table 3.2) are highly expressive
owing to the strong tree regularities they exploit (see Section 3.5). Note that the Virtual Nodes scheme does
not recognize document order because is assigns node labels in a breadth-first traversal of the document
tree. The BIRD scheme is presented in the next chapter. In contrast to these schemes, PBiTree encoding
supports only the decision of Parent+ because of the lossy mapping into its internal tree representation (see
Section 3.5). Like path encodings, the multiplicative schemes are incapable of reconstructing size, due to
their sparseness.
Runtime performance. Labelling schemes not only differ with respect to the choice of tree relations
that they decide or reconstruct, but also in how fast this is done. For instance, ancestor reconstruction with
Virtual Nodes or Dewey-based schemes may take time linear in the length of the label string (depending
on the binary label encoding), whereas mPID and BIRD compute the ancestor labels at any height in quasi-
constant time. The asymptotic behaviour of these labelling schemes when faced with various reconstruction
and decision problems is analyzed in earlier work [Weigel et al. 2005c].
Note, however, that assessing the efficiency of a labelling approach is complex, and hardly possible
when taking only theoretical properties into account, because many factors can have a more or less tangible
influence on the runtime performance of the query engine. Thus our experiments in the next chapter (see
Sections 4.6.2 and 4.6.3) show that in practice, using reconstruction rather than decision has a huge impact
while the difference between distinct reconstruction methods is often negligible.
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Table 3.2: Expressivity of different labelling schemes. Symbols in the individual columns indicate whether
a specific tree relation is decided or reconstructed by a particular labelling scheme (see the key below the
table for the meaning of the symbols). Shaded columns highlight tree relations that are of special interest for
XPath or XQuery processors. The table includes many approaches not discussed in this work. For a detailed
analysis and comparison of all labelling schemes, see the complete survey [Weigel and Schulz 2007].
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Updatability. Modifying a document collection that has been indexed using a specific labelling scheme
may affect the existing labels assigned to individual document nodes. The impact of a document update
typically depends on any combination of (1) the labelling scheme used (e.g., path versus subtree encoding
with or without text labelling), (2) the kind of update (insertion versus removal of a document, element, or
text passage), (3) the location of the update (e.g., in a leaf node of the document tree), and (4) the extent of
the update (e.g., how many nodes are added at a given position). While the removal of documents, elements
or text passages is often handled simply by leaving labels unassigned, adding new content is more critical.
In some scenarios, updates occur either rarely (like in static databases containing, e.g., medical, juridi-
cal, geographical or historical information), or new data are first collected and then added to the database
in a bulk update once in a while (e.g., in digital archives, linguistic corpora, encyclopedias and dictionar-
ies, product catalogues, or digital libraries). Under such circumstances, robustness is a minor concern,
whereas storage demands and runtime performance are much more important. A straightforward solution
is to reindex the entire document collection from time to time. On the other hand, in dynamic databases
whose contents change frequently, like news repositories, auction servers, or flight booking services, such
a strategy is clearly infeasible. Here node insertions must be done incrementally, i.e., without affecting too
many of the existing node labels.
The class boundaries between subtree encodings, path encodings and multiplicative encodings also
mark fundamental differences with respect to updatability. As observed by Yu et al. [2005], subtree encod-
ings propagate topological changes bottom-up through the document tree D because the label (i.e., interval
or region) of any document node is contained in the label of all its ancestors in D. For instance, if a newly
inserted node causes the parent interval to overflow, then this might propagate up to the root of D. The
situation is even worse for multiplicative encodings, where an overflow might propagate to disparate re-
gions in D or even the entire tree (e.g., consider Virtual Nodes labelling when the maximal fan-out of D
increases).
By contrast, path encodings propagate label updates top-down to all descendants, which inherit a prefix
of the path label from their ancestor. As a consequence, path encodings can more easily accommodate an
unknown number of future node insertions. Thus Dewey encoding naturally supports the adding of new
rightmost siblings (in other words, unordered insertions) without the need for reassigning existing labels,
provided labels can occupy a variable number of bits. Other path encodings use placeholder labels, either
one below each node (for unordered insertions, as suggested by Kaplan et al. [2002]) or one between any
two siblings (for ordered insertions at arbitrary positions in D, as suggested by O’Neil et al. [2004] for
ORDPATH).
With fixed-size subtree or multiplicative encodings, the easiest way to prepare for a limited number of
node insertions to come is to leave a certain number of labels unassigned during indexing. This technique
was proposed by Li and Moon [2001] for Extended Preorder, among others. Note, however, that the size of
the gaps must be fixed at indexing time, unlike the placeholders used with path encodings. If variable-size
labels are admissible, floating-point rather than integer numbers may be used as interval bounds in order
to make subtree encodings more robust. This idea was already hinted at by Santoro and Khatib [1985] and
was later adopted by Chien et al. [2001] and Jagadish et al. [2002], too.
Alternatively, the Relative Region scheme by Kha et al. [2001] encodes the interval bounds of any
node v in D relative to the interval bounds of the parent u of v. Similar encodings have been described by
Tatarinov et al. [2002] (Local Order ) and Sacks-Davis et al. [1997] (Path-Based). However, this means
that Parent+(v,u) can no longer be decided from the labels of v and u alone, which spoils the local character
of the labelling and may entail extra I/O during the query evaluation.
Kha et al. also suggest defining the interval bounds in terms of byte offsets rather than preorder node
ranks. The same idea is pursued by Yoshikawa et al. [2001]. Note that this not only reduces the robustness
of the labelling, but also prevents proximity matching in terms of the token distance. In the literature on
structural joins for XML retrieval, where region encoding has been most influential (see above), the original
representation using token positions is predominant.
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The BIRD Labelling Scheme
4.1 Overview
To assess the cost and benefit of labelling schemes for XML, the preceding chapter has surveyed a choice
of approaches with different features and weaknesses. We now present a new labelling scheme called
BIRD (the acronym of Balanced Index-based numbering scheme for Reconstruction and Decision) that
combines great expressivity and efficiency with modest storage needs and reasonable robustness. BIRD
is the first in a sequence of interrelated contributions to be presented throughout this work. Together with
the CADG index (Part III), it serves as a building block to the RCADG retrieval engine (Part IV), whose
evaluation algorithm draws much of its power from the reconstruction capabilities of the BIRD scheme.
The benefits of BIRD also carry over to incremental query evaluation with the RCADG Cache (Part V).
Before explaining BIRD in detail, let us briefly recapitulate on the role of labelling schemes for XML
retrieval. Given more and more large collections of XML documents, efficiency and scalability are a
major concerns. Matching query constraints directly in the documents is prohibitively expensive especially
when using general-purpose storage infrastructure, such as an RDBS or a standard file system. Centralized
structural summaries like the schema tree introduced in Chapter 2 partially shift the burden to the schema
level, where weaker query conditions (so-called S-constraints) can be processed very fast. However, while
this typically rules out some false positives, the results of the schema-matching stage must be checked once
more on the document level against the exact query constraints (the D-constraints). Labelling schemes
as decentralized structural summaries can assist in this document-matching stage, supplying information
about the tree relations between individual document nodes through their labels. Rephrasing Definition 3.1
on page 17 a little more precisely, one can say that labelling schemes specify conventions for assigning
unique labels to the nodes in the document tree that allow to decide or reconstruct specific D-constraints
efficiently without access to the entire document tree, which saves I/O and possibly join operations.
Following the terminology introduced in the previous chapter, BIRD belongs to the small class of
multiplicative encodings (see Section 3.5). Recall from Definition 3.5 on page 34 that unlike subtree or
path encodings which derive the label of an element respectively from its descendants or ancestors, mul-
tiplicative labelling schemes exploit certain regularities in the document structure to encode tree relations
numerically in the labels. In the case of BIRD, each document node is given a fixed weight at indexing
time, and labels are assigned in such a way that the label of every node is a multiple of its weight. As
shown later, this allows to reconstruct the ancestors, siblings and children of any given document node
and to decide almost all tree relations in our data model. Thus BIRD is among the few most expressive
labelling schemes known to the literature (see Table 3.2 on page 39). In particular, BIRD labels respect the
document order, which greatly facilitates sort, join and merge operations on node sets (see Section 4.6). Of
course using only labels that are multiples of specific weights leaves many possible label values unused. As
other multiplicative labelling schemes, BIRD is in fact a rather sparse encoding that reserves many labels
to so-called “virtual” nodes, i.e., additional document nodes that do not exist physically (and hence cannot
be queried), but are assigned node labels nonetheless. Their existence is assumed solely for the sake of
establishing structural regularities that are not manifest in the original document tree.
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a. document tree D b. schema tree S
Figure 4.1: The multiplicative encoding BIRD applied to the document in Figure 3.1 b. on page 18.
For illustration, consider the document tree shown in Figure 4.1 a. Each node v is annotated with its
BIRD label β (v) (in bold face) and with its weight ω(v) (in parentheses). For instance, the shaded node v
in the figure has the label β (v) = 20 and the weight ω(v) = 2. Weights are not stored with the labels, but
in a centralized structural summary such as the schema tree in Figure 4.1 b. All nodes in a. with the same
tag path as v have the same weight, which is attached to the corresponding schema node pi(v) in b. (large
numbers). Decision problems for any XPath axis can be solved based on the following observations. First,
given two nodes v and w in the document tree, w is a descendant of v iff β (v) < β (w) < β (v)+ ω(v). Thus
node 21 is a descendant of v because 20 < 21 < 20 + 2. To decide NextSib+(v,w), we test if β (v) < β (w)
and the two nodes v,w have the same parent node (parents are reconstructed, see below). Following(v,w)
holds true iff β (w)≥ β (v)+ ω(v). For instance, node 25 follows v since 25 ≥ 20 + 2. Furthermore, given
the BIRD label β (v) of a node v and the weight ω(u) of any ancestor u of v (say, its parent node), we
can reconstruct the BIRD label of u, which is β (u) = β (v)− (β (v) mod ω(u)).1 The parent of v in Fig-
ure 4.1 a., e.g., has the weight 6, hence the label reconstruction yields 20− (20 mod 6) = 20−2 = 18. This
briefly illustrates how the BIRD labelling is used to decide the tree relations in our data model for two given
document nodes and to reconstruct part of the tree neighbourhood (here, the root path) of a single given
document node. The decision and reconstruction of other tree relations is discussed below.
We shall see that the BIRD scheme supports the decision of all XPath axes, as well as the reconstruction
of all functional XPath axes (i.e., those containing at most one node by definition, such as the parent axis).
Involving only trivial arithmetic calculations such as those shown above, the decision and reconstruction is
very efficient, provided that fast access to the BIRD weights is available. To this end, the weights are stored
in a centralized structural summary (e.g., the schema tree introduced in Chapter 1) that is typically small
enough to reside in main memory. Matters of storage consumption are discussed below, where we introduce
various variants of BIRD labelling schemes that offer distinct compromises between the expressivity of
the scheme and the size of the resulting BIRD labels. The storage requirements are also influenced by
the choice of the structural summary (see Section 4.8). In this sense, BIRD labelling actually defines a
family of possible schemes. Our experimental evaluation (see Section 4.6) shows that BIRD outperforms
various other tree labelling schemes in terms of runtime performance and expressivity, and that its storage
behaviour and updatability are competitive on document collections up to the gigabyte range.
The next section explains how to create BIRD labels and weights for a given document tree to be la-
belled. The algorithms described there cover different variants of BIRD encoding. Section 4.3 presents a
series of lemmata that show how to reconstruct tree relations from BIRD labels and weights. The deci-
sion of query constraints is covered by Section 4.4. These two sections formally prove the expressivity of
the BIRD scheme that was claimed earlier (see Table 3.2 on page 39). Handling document updates with
BIRD is discussed in Section 4.5, featuring two variants of the scheme that promises increased robustness.
Section 4.6 reports on the outcome of our experimental evaluation and comparison of a number of differ-
ent labelling schemes for XML data. Section 4.7 summarizes the contributions made by the competing
schemes. We conclude in Section 4.8 with an outlook on further optimizations and open questions.
1For integers i, j (j 6= 0), let i mod j denote the unique integer l ≡ i modulo j such that 0 ≤ l < j.
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4.2 The Family of BIRD Labelling Schemes
This section deals with how to create BIRD labels and weights at indexing time. Runtime operations for the
decision and reconstruction of query constraints are covered in the next two sections. As mentioned above,
a centralized structural summary is used for providing quick access to BIRD weights during query evalua-
tion. In the sequel, we assume that the weights are stored in the schema tree, as shown in Figure 4.1 on the
facing page. For a discussion of other structural summaries that can be used with BIRD, see Section 4.8.
Let D be a document tree to be labelled, and let S be its schema tree. As illustrated in the examples
above, we have to make sure that for any given node v in D, the weights of v and all its ancestors in D can
be obtained from S. Also, it has already been mentioned that for any node v in D, the BIRD label β (v) of v
must be a multiple of its weight ω(v). We thus enforce the following two invariants during the labelling:
1. Weight invariant: All document nodes with the same tag path have the same BIRD weight. For
any node v in D, its weight ω(v) is stored in the node pi(v) in S.
2. Label invariant: During the labelling of D, the BIRD label β (v) of any node v in D is deter-
mined to be the smallest unassigned multiple of ω(v) in document order.
Let ω(p) denote the BIRD weight stored in a given a schema node p in S. The first invariant states that
for every document node v, ω(v) = ω(pi(v)). Intuitively, the weight of v must be large enough to subsume
the interval spanned by all BIRD labels in the subtree of D that is rooted in v. Note that in general this
interval is larger than the number size(v) of nodes in that subtree because v’s descendants are subject to the
label invariant above. Also note that distinct document nodes with the same tag path may have different
intervals. To comply with the weight invariant, we therefore choose ω(pi(v)) to be the largest interval for
any document node with the same tag path as v. This idea is expressed formally in the weight definition
below (see the next subsection).
Labelling a document tree D with BIRD is done in three phases. First, D is traversed once to determine
for each document node v the number of children of v, which is later used to determine the aforementioned
subtree interval of v. In the second phase, the schema tree S is traversed bottom-up to compute and store
the weight ω(pi) of every schema node p in S. Finally, in the third phase D is traversed again in document
order to assign BIRD weights to all document nodes in D, based on the weights in S.
4.2.1 Creating BIRD Weights
To facilitate the labelling process, we only consider balanced variants of the BIRD scheme. Here the
weights for schema nodes are unified among all children (or grand-children, etc.) of a given schema node
in S.2 The degree of balancing is controlled by the parameter b.
Let p denote a node in S, and let b ≥ 1. By the b-step ancestor of p, we mean the unique ancestor
of p in S that is reached from p in exactly b parent steps. As a matter of fact, the b-step ancestor of p is
defined if and only if level(p)≥ b. Since the weight ωb(p) of p in a b-balanced BIRD scheme is based on
the maximal interval size among the siblings, cousins, grandcousins, etc. of p in S, depending on the value
of b, the following definition of b-equivalent nodes is needed. Intuitively, two nodes are 1-equivalent iff
they are siblings (i.e., share the same parent), 2-equivalent iff they are siblings or cousins (i.e., share the
same grandparent), and so on.
Definition 4.1 (b-equivalence) Let S be a schema tree with set of nodes P. The equivalence relations ∼b
(b ≥ 1) on the set P of nodes in S are inductively defined as follows:
1. for all p,p′ ∈ P, p ∼1 p′ iff the 1-step ancestors (i.e., parents) of p and p′ are defined and coincide.
2. Let b ≥ 1. For all p,p′ ∈ P, p ∼b+1 p′ iff p ∼b p′, or the b + 1-step ancestors of p and p′ are defined
and coincide.
If p ∼b p′, we say that p and p′ are b-equivalent. By [p]b we mean the equivalence class of the node p with
respect to ∼b. 
2There also exists an unbalanced variant that produces smaller weights and labels, but has disadvantages in terms of expressivity
and memory consumption during label creation (see Section 4.8).
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The following two definitions are key to the bottom-up creation of balanced BIRD weights in S:
Definition 4.2 (Child count) Let D be a document tree with set of nodes V , and let v ∈ V be a node
in D. The child count childCount(v) of v is the number of children of v in D, i.e., childCount(v) =
|{w ∈V | Child(v,w)}|. 
Definition 4.3 (Balanced BIRD weight) Let D be a document tree with set of nodes V , and let S be the
schema tree for D with set of nodes P. Besides, let b ≥ 1. The b-balanced BIRD pre-weight ω ′b(p) and the
b-balanced BIRD weight ωb(p) of a schema node p ∈ P are recursively defined as follows:
ω ′b(p) :=
{
ωb(p′) ·maxv∈V {childCount(v)+ 1 | pi(v) = p} iff p has a child p′,
1 otherwise
ωb(p) := maxp′∈P {ω ′b(p
′) | p′ ∼b p}.
Finally, for every v ∈V, the b-balanced BIRD weight of v is defined as ωb(v) := ωb(pi(v)). 
Note that the maximum operation in the definition of ωb leads to unified weights for all b-equivalent
schema nodes in S (balancing). It also guarantees the well-definedness of pre-weights ω ′b since any two
children p′,p′′ of a schema node p have the same b-balanced weights ωb(p′) = ωb(p′′). The final clause
conforms to the weight invariant on page 43.
1-balanced weights are also called child-balanced weights. If b equals the height hD of the document
tree D, then ωb(p) is called the totally balanced weight of the schema node p. In the remainder of this
chapter, Sb denotes the variant of the schema tree S where the b-balanced weight ωb(p) is attached to each
schema node p, as illustrated for b = 1 in Figure 4.2 on the next page.
Example: Child-balanced BIRD weights. Consider the document tree D shown in Figure 4.2 a. and
the corresponding schema tree S1 in Figure 4.2 b. on the facing page, to which the child-balanced BIRD
has been applied (i.e., 1 = 1). Each node p in S1 is annotated with its child-balanced weight ω1(p) and,
for convenience, the pre-weight ω ′1(p) (in parenthesis). If p has children, then Figure 4.2 b. also depicts
the number maxv∈V {childCount(v)+ 1 | pi(v) = p} that is used in Definition 4.3 above (written above the
line next to p). Note that only the weights ω1 are stored physically in the schema tree.
To understand how the depicted pre-weights and weights in S1 are computed, consider the leftmost path
in Figure 4.2 b. The weighting procedure runs bottom-up and begins with the leaves p1 = /r/a/c/b/c and
p2 = /r/a/c/b/b , which respectively represent the document nodes 115 and 116 in D (larger numbers3 in
Figure 4.2 a.). Their pre-weight is fixed to ω ′1(p1) = ω ′1(p2) = 1 according to the first part of Definition 4.3.
To compute the final weight ω1(p1) of p1, we must determine the greatest pre-weight of all schema nodes
that are 1-equivalent to p1. Since [p1]1 = [p2]1 = {p1,p2}, we obtain ω1(p1) = ω1(p2) = 1 (second part
of Definition 4.3). We next consider the parent node p3 = /r/a/c/b of p1 and p2, which represents the
document nodes 111, 114 and 282 in D. The nodes 111 and 282 have no children, but childCount(114) = 2
(see Figure 4.2 a.). Therefore in the calculation of ω ′1(p3), the child weight ω1(p1) is multiplied by a
factor 2 + 1 = 3 according to the first part of Definition 4.3. The resulting pre-weight of p3 is ω ′1(p3) = 3.
In the next step, the final weight ω1(p3) is computed: The bottom-up algorithm has already computed the
pre-weight of the siblings p4 = /r/a/c/c and p5 = /r/a/c/d of p3, which is 1 because they are leaves.
The weight of each of the three siblings p3, p4 and p5 is the maximum of their pre-weights, i.e., ω1(p3) =
ω1(p4) = ω1(p5) = 3 according to the second part of Definition 4.3. On the higher levels, pre-weights
and weights are computed in exactly the same way until we reach the root /r of S1. Its 1-balanced BIRD
weight is 450.
4.2.2 Creating BIRD Labels
We now describe the b-balanced BIRD scheme, which assigns an integer βb(v) to each node v in D, given
the schema tree S for D that contains b-balanced weights as described above (see Definition 4.3). In the
special case where b = 1, the scheme is called the child-balanced BIRD scheme. If b = hD represents the
height of the document tree, we refer to it as the totally balanced BIRD scheme.
3For convenience, the example refers to document nodes by their BIRD labels, although the label computation is only explained
later (see the next subsection).
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a. document tree D
b. schema tree S1
Figure 4.2: Child-balanced BIRD labelling (b = 1). a. A sample document tree D. For any document
node v shown in the figure, the large number denotes the child-balanced BIRD label β1(v) of v, whereas
the small number in parentheses denotes the upper bound of v’s subtree interval, i.e., β1(v) + ω1(v).
b. The 1-balanced schema tree S1 for D in a. For any schema node p shown in the figure, the large
number denotes the child-balanced BIRD weight ω1(p) of p, whereas the small number in parenthe-
ses denotes the corresponding pre-weight ω ′1(p) of p. For each non-leaf node p in S, the number
maxv∈V {childCount(v)+ 1 | pi(v) = p} is indicated (see Definition 4.3 on the preceding page). Note that
only BIRD labels and weights (i.e., large numbers in a. and b.) are stored physically.
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a. document tree D with child-balanced BIRD labels b. schema trees S1 for D
Figure 4.3: Child-balanced BIRD labelling applied to the sample document in Figure 2.1 on page 8.
Definition 4.4 (Balanced BIRD label) Let D be a document tree with root r, and let Sb be the schema
tree for D with b-balanced weights as defined above, for a fixed b ≥ 1. The b-balanced BIRD label βb(v)
of a given document node v in D is recursively defined as follows. If v = r, then βb(v) is any multiple
of ωb(pi(r)) (e.g., βb(v) := 0). Otherwise let u denote the parent of v in D, and let βb(u) be the b-balanced
BIRD label of u. If v is the leftmost child of u, then βb(v) is the smallest multiple of ωb(pi(v)) that is greater
than βb(u). Otherwise let w be the immediate left sibling of v in D, and let βb(w) be the b-balanced BIRD
label of w. Then βb(v) := βb(w)+ ωb(pi(v)). 
The recursive definition of the BIRD labels above translates naturally into a labelling algorithm that
traverses D in pre-left order (i.e., document order) during the third of the aforementioned labelling phases.
This ensures that the label invariant on page 43 is observed (see Lemma 4.6 below). Note that Definition 4.4
does not distinguish between specific values of the balancing parameter b. Instead the b-balancing is
implied by the weights in S. Therefore exactly the same labelling algorithm is used for creating the labels
of any b-balanced BIRD scheme.
Example: Child-balanced BIRD labels. In Figure 4.2 a. on the preceding page, each document node v
is annotated with its 1-balanced BIRD label β1(v) (large number). The labelling starts with 0 for the root
node, and traverses the document tree top-down left-to-right, as described above. Note that for any b ≥ 1
the BIRD labels and weights are defined in such a way that all labels in the subtree rooted in a document
node v are contained in the interval [βb(v),βb(v)+ ωb(v) [. This important relation between labels and
weights is established by Lemma 4.5 below. For convenience, the upper bound of the subtree interval is
depicted as the small number in parentheses next to each node in Figure 4.2 a. Note that only the labels are
stored physically, whereas the intervals are calculated from the labels and weights at runtime.
Example: Totally balanced BIRD labels. Figure 4.4 a. on the next page shows the same document tree
as Figure 4.2 a. on the preceding page, but with BIRD labels computed for a balancing parameter of b = 4.
Note that since D has height hD = 4, the labelling shown in Figure 4.4 a. is the totally balanced BIRD
scheme for D. Each database node v is annotated with its label β4(v) (large number) and with the upper
bound β4(v)+ ω4(v) of its subtree interval. The 4-balanced BIRD weights for the nodes in D are given as
annotations to the corresponding nodes in the schema tree S4 (see Figure 4.4 b.).
Example: Document tree and schema tree from Chapter 2. Figure 4.3 shows the document tree D
and child-balanced schema trees S1 for the XML fragment in Figure 2.1 a. on page 8. The document
tree in Figure 4.3 a. differ from the one in Figure 2.1 b. in that preorder labels have been replaced with
child-balanced BIRD labels. The schema tree in Figure 4.3 b. is the same as in Figure 2.1 c., except that
child-balanced BIRD weights have been added to the nodes.
The following two lemmata show that BIRD weights define subtree intervals for the labels of document
nodes and their descendants in D. This observation is important because it guarantees the uniqueness of
the node labels in D. In addition, it shows that the labelling function β is compatible with the document
order NextElt+ in D, in the sense that NextElt+(v,w) implies β (v) < β (w) for any two nodes v,w in D.
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a. document tree D
b. schema tree S4
Figure 4.4: Totally balanced BIRD labelling (b = hD = 4). a. A sample document tree D. For any
document node v shown in the figure, the large number denotes the totally balanced BIRD label β4(v)
of v, whereas the small number in parentheses denotes the upper bound of v’s subtree interval, i.e.,
β4(v) + ω4(v). b. The 4-balanced schema tree S4 for D in a. For any schema node p shown in the
figure, the large number denotes the totally balanced BIRD weight ω4(p) of p, whereas the small number
in parentheses denotes the corresponding pre-weight ω ′4(p) of p. For each non-leaf node p in S, the number
maxv∈V {childCount(v)+ 1 | pi(v) = p} is indicated (see Definition 4.3 on page 44). Note that only BIRD
labels and weights (i.e., large numbers in a. and b.) are stored physically.
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Lemma 4.5 (BIRD label order) Let D be a document tree with set of nodes V , and let b ≥ 1. Besides,
let v be a node in D, and let v1, . . . ,vm denote the sequence of all children of v in document order. Finally,
let ω := ωb(pi(v1)) = · · ·= ωb(pi(vm)). Then we have
βb(v) < βb(v1) < · · · < βb(vm) < βb(vm)+ ω ≤ βb(v)+ ωb(v) 
Proof. Clearly ω ≥ 1 (see Definition 4.3 on page 44). Hence the inequalities βb(v) < βb(v1) < · · · <
βb(vm) < βb(vm)+ ω follow from Definition 4.4 on page 46, and only the final inequality βb(vm)+ ω ≤
βb(v)+ ωb(v) remains to be proved.
Let p := pi(v) and let p′ := pi(v1) = · · · = pi(vm). Obviously ω = ωb(p′). Since according to Defini-
tion 4.4 βb(vi+1) = βb(vi)+ω for all 1 ≤ i < m, we have βb(vm)+ω ≤ βb(v)+ω · (m+1). Furthermore,
since v1, . . . ,vm are child nodes of v, ω · (m + 1) ≤ ω ·maxw∈V {childCount(w)+ 1 | pi(w) = p}. With
the first part of Definition 4.3, it follows that ω · (m + 1)≤ ω ′b(p), which in turn is no larger than ωb(p),
according to the second part of Definition 4.3. Putting it all together, we have proved that
βb(vm)+ ω ≤ βb(v)+ ω · (m+ 1) ≤ βb(v)+ ω ′b(p) ≤ βb(v)+ ωb(p)
The final inequality in Lemma 4.5 follows directly from ωb(p) = ωb(v). 
Lemma 4.6 (BIRD labelling function) Let D be a document tree with set of nodes V and root r, and
let b ≥ 1. Regardless of the initial assignment of βb(r), both of the following statements are true:
1. For all v ∈V, βb(v) mod ωb(pi(v)) = 0.
2. The labelling function βb is injective and compatible with the document order in D. 
Proof. The statement 1 follows immediately from Definition 4.4 and statement 2 from Lemma 4.5. 
The final lemma in this subsection shows how the growth of node labels is limited by the height and
branching degree of the document tree:
Lemma 4.7 (BIRD label size) Let D be a document tree with height hD, maximal fan-out kD, set of
nodes V and root r. Besides, let b ≥ 1. Suppose that r is assigned the b-balanced BIRD label βb(r) := 0.
Then βb(v)≤ (kD + 1)hD for all v ∈V . 
Proof. Let Sb be the schema tree for D with b-balanced BIRD weights as defined above. Besides, for
any schema node p in Sb let height(p) denote the height of p in Sb, defined in the obvious way. A simple
induction starting from leaves of the schema tree shows that for all p in Sb, ωb(p)≤ (kD +1)height(p). Since
height(pi(r)) = hD, we have ωb(pi(r))≤ (kD + 1)hD. The result follows from Lemmata 4.5 and 4.6. 
4.3 Reconstruction of Tree Relations with BIRD
We now examine the runtime manipulation of BIRD labels during query evaluation. This section deals with
the reconstruction of various tree relations from BIRD labels and weights that are stored in a centralized
structural summary. Solving decision problems with BIRD is discussed in the next section.
In the sequel, let D be a document tree, and let Sb be the schema tree for D with b-balanced BIRD
weights, for a fixed b≥ 1. Besides, let pi be the mapping from document nodes in D to schema nodes in Sb,
as defined in Chapter 2.
Lemma 4.8 (BIRD ancestor reconstruction) Suppose that for some document node v in D we are given
its BIRD label βb(v) and the schema node p := pi(v) in Sb. Let i ≥ 1. Then using the weights in Sb we can
solve the following tasks without access to D:
• Decide if there exists an ancestor u of v that is reached from v with exactly (at least) i parent steps.
• In the affirmative case, get the BIRD label βb(u) and the schema node pi(u) corresponding to u. 
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Proof. Obviously, v has an ancestor u that can be reached with exactly i parent steps iff p has such an
ancestor, p′, in Sb. By traversing the root path of p in Sb upwards, we may decide this question, finding p′
in the affirmative case. By Lemma 4.6 on the facing page, βb(u) is a multiple of ωb(p′). It follows from
Lemma 4.5 that βb(u) is the greatest multiple of ωb(p′) that is smaller than βb(v). As mentioned before,
the BIRD label of u can be calculated as βb(u) = βb(v)− (βb(v) mod ωb(p′)). 
Lemma 4.9 (BIRD child reconstruction) Suppose that for some document node v we are given its BIRD
label βb(v) and the schema node p := pi(v) in Sb. Let i ≥ 1. Then using the weights in Sb we can compute
the BIRD label βb(vi) of the i-th child vi of v, assuming that this child exists, without access to D. 
Proof. From Sb we fetch the uniform weight ω := ωb(p′) of any child p′ of p. By Definition 4.4 on
page 46, if i = 1 then βb(vi) is the smallest multiple of ω that is larger than βb(v), and for i > 1 we have
βb(vi) = βb(v1)+ ω · (i−1). 
Note that in general, we cannot directly compute the schema node pi(vi) that corresponds to the i-th
child vi of v, unless we have further information (e.g., in the schema tree Sb we would need the tag of vi).
In any case, however, that we know the weight of vi since b ≥ 1, i.e., we use a child-balanced labelling
scheme.
Lemma 4.10 (BIRD left-sibling reconstruction) Suppose that for some document node v we are given
its BIRD label βb(v) and the schema node p := pi(v) in Sb. Let i ≥ 1. Then using the weights in Sb we can
solve the following tasks without access to D:
• Decide if v has exactly (at least) i siblings that precede v in document order.
• If v has at least i preceding siblings, get the number βb(vi) of the i-th preceding sibling vi of v. 
Proof. We may assume that v has a parent node u (otherwise v has no siblings). Let βb(u) denote its BIRD
label, calculated as described in Lemma 4.8 on the facing page. Besides, let ω := ωb(p). By Lemma 4.5
on the preceding page, v has at least i preceding siblings iff βb(u) < βb(v)− i ·ω . From Definition 4.4 on
page 46, it follows that v has exactly i preceding siblings iff βb(v)− (i+ 1) ·ω ≤ βb(u) < βb(v)− i ·ω . If
the i-th preceding sibling vi of v exists, it has the BIRD label βb(vi) = βb(v)− i ·ω . 
As for the i-th child (see above), we cannot directly compute the schema node corresponding to the i-th
left sibling vi of v, unless we have further information. The nodes vi and v have the same weight since b≥ 1.
Lemma 4.11 (BIRD right-sibling reconstruction) Suppose that for some document node v we are given
its BIRD label βb(v) and the schema node p := pi(v) in Sb. Let i ≥ 1. Then using the weights in Sb we can
compute the number βb(vi) of the i-th right sibling vi of v, assuming that it exists, without access to D. 
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.10 above. 
Note that while we can decide whether a given document node v has a specific ancestor or left sibling
(see Lemmata 4.8 and 4.10, respectively), the same is not true for children and right siblings (see Lem-
mata 4.9 and 4.11, respectively). Intuitively, this is because the only way to find out about the existence of
such a node is to reconstruct the BIRD label that it would have if it existed, and then to check whether the
assumption that this label is indeed assigned to the node in question causes a conflict, e.g., because there is
no corresponding schema node or because there is overlap with the subtree interval of nodes whose label
is already known. However, since the labelling is done in document order, these cases are easy to detect
for nodes on reverse axes but much harder for nodes on forward axes (in the XPath terminology). As far
as Lemmata 4.9 and 4.11 are concerned, we can only check if the child or right sibling to be reconstructed
would fit into the subtree interval [βb(v),βb(v)+ωb(v) [ of the assumed parent node v. But it is impossible
to decide whether it actually exists or whether it is only a virtual node.
The following lemma summarizes the reconstruction capabilities of balanced BIRD schemes, which
are also listed in the first row of Table 3.2 on page 39.
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parent i(v)
parent
We proceed as in Lemma 4.8 on page 48.
i-th-child(v)
child
We proceed as in Lemma 4.9 on the previous page.
prevSib i(v)
preceding-sibling
We proceed as in Lemma 4.10 on the preceding page.
nextSib i(v)
following-sibling
We proceed as in Lemma 4.11 on the previous page.
i-th-ca(v,w) Starting from v, we visit all nodes on the root path of v bottom-up. An-
cestors of v are reconstructed iteratively using the procedure described in
Lemma 4.8 on page 48. For each node u on v’s root path (including v it-
self), we decide if Child ∗(u,w) holds true (see Lemma 4.14 in Section 4.4
below), until either the i-th decision test succeeds or the root of D is re-
constructed. In the first case, the last reconstructed ancestor of v equals
i-th-ca(v,w). Otherwise the value of i-th-ca(v,w) is undefined.
lca(v,w) The value of lca(v,w) is computed as i-th-ca(v,w) for i = 1 (see above).
sepLevel(v,w) Let u := lca(v,w), computed as described above, and let p′ := pi(u) be the
schema node corresponding to u. It is easy to see that either p′ = p or p′ is
obtained during the ancestor reconstruction as described in Lemma 4.8 on
page 48. The separation level sepLevel(v,w) of v and w is the level of p′ in
the schema tree.
distance(v,w) Let level(v) and level(w) be the levels of v and w in D, respectively. Fur-
thermore, let sepLevel(v,w) be the separation level of v and w, which is
computed as described above. Then distance(v,w) = level(v)+ level(w)−
2 · sepLevel(v,w).
Table 4.1: Relations reconstructible using any b-balanced BIRD scheme where b ≥ 1. Given the BIRD
label βb(v) of a document node v as well as the schema node p = pi(v) holding the weight corresponding
to v, all binary functional relations are reconstructible without access to the document level. Analogously,
given βb(v), p and the BIRD label βb(w) of a second document node w, all ternary functional relations are
reconstructible without access to D. For distance, the level of w must be known, too. For each reconstruc-
tion problem f (v) or f (v,w), the reconstruction procedure is sketched as part of the proof of Lemma 4.12,
and the corresponding XPath axis is given, if applicable, with v as context node. For example, parent i(v)
denotes the i-th ancestor of node v, which is on the parent axis.
Lemma 4.12 (BIRD reconstruction) Let D be a document tree, and let Sb be the schema tree for D that
contains the b-balanced weights of the nodes in D, for a fixed b ≥ 1. Suppose we are given the BIRD
label βb(v) of the document node v in D and the schema node p = pi(v) in Sb that corresponds to v. Let f
be any of the following functional relations: parent i, i-th-child, prevSib i, nextSib i. Then, using the weights
in Sb we can reconstruct the value of f (v) without access to D.
Furthermore, assume that in addition to βb(v) and p we are also given the BIRD label βb(w) of a
second document node w in D. Now let R be any of the following relations: i-th-ca, lca, sepLevel. Then,
using the weights in Sb we can reconstruct the value of f (v) without access to D.
Finally, assume that in addition to βb(v), βb(w) and p we are also given the level level(w) of w
in D (e.g., because pi(w) is known, too). Then, using the weights in Sb we can reconstruct the distance
distance(v,w) of v and w in D without access to D. 
Proof. See Table 4.1. 
The remainder of this subsection discusses some properties specific to totally balanced BIRD labelling.
An attractive feature of totally balanced BIRD labelling is the following.
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a. reconstruction with single node labels b. reconstruction with pairs of node labels
Figure 4.5: Reconstruction of nodes in a document tree D of height hD that is labelled with the totally
balanced BIRD scheme. a. The part of D that can be reconstructed given the label βhD(v) and the
weight ωhD(v) of the node v in D. b. The part of D that can be reconstructed from v using pairs of
BIRD labels (preorder and inverse postorder).
Lemma 4.13 (BIRD totally balanced reconstruction) Let D be a document tree of height hD. Besides,
let p be a schema node in ShD with a child p′. Then ωhD(p) is a multiple of ωhD(p′).
Furthermore, let βhD(v) be the BIRD label of some document node v in D with children v1, . . . ,vm in
document order, and let ω := ωhD(v1) = · · · = ωhD(vm) be the balanced weight of the children of v. Then
we have βhD(vi) = βhD(v)+ i ·ω for all vi (1≤ i ≤ m). 
Proof. The first statement is simply a consequence of the fact that all schema nodes at the same level of
the schema tree are assigned the same weight by ωhD . By Definition 4.3, each balanced pre-weight ω ′hD
on the parent level is a multiple of this weight. Hence the same holds for the maximum of the pre-weights,
which produces the weight on the parent level. The second statement follows easily. 
Note that Lemma 4.13 generally does not apply to labelling schemes that are not totally balanced, i.e.,
where b < hD. Figure 4.2 on page 45 illustrates this for b = 1 and hD = 4. As a counterexample for the first
statement in the lemma, consider the schema node /r/b in Figure 4.2 b., whose weight 75 is not a multiple
of the weight 4 of its children in S1. In the document tree D shown in Figure 4.2 a., the leftmost child 375
of the root and its four children illustrate that the second statement in Lemma 4.13 does not apply.
The following is a simple consequence of Lemma 4.13. Given a node v with the totally balanced BIRD
label βhD(v), the label βhD(w) of any descendant w of v, specified in the form “w is the i-th child of the . . . of
the j-th child of v”, can be computed without access to D, using the totally balanced BIRD weights stored
in ShD . Note, again, that for b < hD) we cannot guarantee the existence of this node without accessing D.
From the totally balancedBIRD label βhD(v) of a node v in D we can reconstruct the weight ωhD(pi(v)),
given the list of the uniform weights of all levels of the schema tree ShD . In fact ωhD(pi(v)) is the largest
weight ω stored in our list such that βhD(v) mod ω = 0. (As a by-product, the level of v is also obtained
this way.) Hence, for b = hD Lemmata 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 can be refined in the sense that we do not need to
know the schema node p corresponding to v.
The higher the balancing degree b, the fewer nodes in the structural summary are needed for storing
weights. For b = hD, an hD-tuple of weights suffices for the reconstruction of node labels. In special cases,
however, it might be convenient to store the weights redundantly in all nodes of the summary. This is
true, e.g., when using the schema tree which serves both as weight index and as path index during query
evaluation.
The results obtained for the totally balanced enumeration scheme are summarized in Figure 4.5 a.
Given the BIRD label βhD(v) of a document node v, we immediately know how many ancestors u of v
there are, and we can compute the labels βhD(u) of all these ancestors without accessing the document
level. Furthermore we can deduce the number of preceding left siblings w for each of these nodes as well
as their labels βhD(w). In the remaining regions of the tree (indicated by small dots in Figure 4.5 a.) we
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know the label reserved for each node, yet we cannot decide which labels correspond to existing nodes
and which ones are unassigned. This picture can be generalized through the use of a symmetric second
labelling based on an inverse postorder traversal of the document tree. The inverse postorder behaves like
a “right-to-left preorder”. If each document node is assigned a pair of labels according to a preorder (→)
and a “right-to-left preorder” (←) traversal of D, then for a given node v with the labels 〈β→hD(v),β←hD(v)〉
we can compute the number of preceding and following siblings of v as well as their respective label pairs.
4.4 Decision of Tree Relations with BIRD
In this section we explain how to decide specific tree relations without access to the document level, using
the BIRD labelling scheme. In the sequel we assume that a b-balanced BIRD scheme is applied to the
document tree D, where b ≥ 1. As before, let Sb denote the schema tree for D that contains the b-balanced
BIRD weights, and let pi be the mapping from document nodes in D to schema nodes in Sb, as defined in
Chapter 2.
The first row in Table 3.2 on page 39 lists the set of tree relations that can be decided using balanced
BIRD labelling. Comparing this to Table 2.1 on page 9 reveals that a large subset of the relations in our
data model is covered. In fact, the only relations that cannot be decided by BIRD (besides Self, which is
trivial to decide) are i-th-Following and NextElt i as well as their reverse counterparts. Unlike the other
proximity relations (e.g., Parent i or NextSib i), deciding any of these requires knowledge about the size of
specific subtrees of D, which is spoilt by the sparseness of the BIRD labels (as for all multiplicative and
most path encodings, by the way).
In the following we constructively prove that all other tree relations can be decided usingBIRD. The fol-
lowing sixteen relations4 are mentioned explicitly: Child, Child+, Child ∗, NextSib, NextSib+, NextSib∗,
Following, the respective inverse relations, Sibling, and Self. For any such relation R and two document
nodes v,w in D, we write D |= R(v,w) iff in D the relation R holds between v and w i.e., if f DecR (v,w) = 1.
For instance, D |= Child(v,w) iff w is a child of v in D.
The following lemma shows that using any balanced BIRD scheme, a superset of all XPath axes5 is
decidable without any I/O operation. The XPath axes corresponding to the aforementioned relations are
given in Table 4.2 on the facing page.
Lemma 4.14 (BIRD decision) Let D be a document tree, and let Sb be the schema tree for D that contains
the b-balanced weights of the nodes in D, for a fixed b ≥ 1. Suppose we are given
• the BIRD label βb(v) of the document node v in D,
• the schema node p = pi(v) in Sb that corresponds to v,
• the BIRD label βb(w) of a second document node w in D.
Let R be any of the following relations: Child, Child+, Child ∗, Parent, Parent+, Parent∗, NextSib,
NextSib+, NextSib∗, PrevSib, PrevSib+, PrevSib∗, Sibling, Following, Preceding, Self. Then, using the
weights in Sb we can decide if D |= R(v,w) (or if D |= R(w,v)) without access to D. 
Proof. See Table 4.2 on the next page. 
4.5 Handling Document Updates with BIRD
In this section we sketch two different update strategies to illustrate that the BIRD scheme is not only
appropriate for static document collections, but capable to adapt to different kinds of dynamic data. The
second strategy below is also interesting from a theoretical point of view since it generalizes the update
technique of path encodings (see Section 3.4).
4Further proximity variants such as Parent ji are handled similarly. They are also included in an alternative presentation of BIRD’s
decision and reconstruction capabilities, to be introduced in Chapter 8.
5We do not consider the attribute and namespace axes here, which can be treated similarly to the child axis, see Section 2.1.
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D |= Child(v,w)
child
We check if p has any child, say, p′, using Sb. In the negative case,
w is not a child of v. In the positive case let ω := ωb(p′). Then D |=
Child(v,w) iff βb(w) is a multiple of ω and βb(v) < βb(w) < βb(v)+
ωb(p). The weights ωb(p′) and ωb(p) are obtained from Sb.
D |= Child+(v,w)
descendant
We retrieve ωb(p) using Sb. Then D |= Child+(v,w) iff βb(v) <
βb(w) < βb(v)+ ωb(p).
D |= Child∗(v,w)
descendant-or-self
The relation holds iff D |= Child+(v,w) or βb(v) = βb(w).
D |= Parent(v,w)
parent
We proceed as in Lemma 4.8 on page 48, with i = 1, and compare the
resulting BIRD label to βb(w).
D |= Parent+(v,w)
ancestor
We iterate the procedure in Lemma 4.8 for i = 1 until reaching either w
(positive result) or a node u where βb(u) < βb(w) (negative result).
D |= Parent∗(v,w)
ancestor-or-self
The relation holds iff D |= Parent+(w,v) or βb(v) = βb(w).
D |= NextSib(v,w) We obtain ωb(p) and p’s parent p′ from Sb and compute the la-
bel βb(u) of the parent u of v in D (see Lemma 4.11 on page 49).
D |= NextSib(v,w) holds iff βb(w) = βb(v) + ωb(p) and βb(w) <
βb(u)+ ωb(p′).
D |= NextSib+(v,w)
following-sibling
We obtain ωb(p), p′ and βb(u) as above (see D |= NextSib(v,w)).
D |= NextSib+(v,w) holds iff βb(w)−βb(v) is positive and a multiple
of ωb(p) and if βb(w) < βb(u)+ ωb(p′).
D |= NextSib∗(v,w) The relation holds iff D |= NextSib+(v,w) or βb(v) = βb(w).
D |= PrevSib(v,w) We proceed as in Lemma 4.10 on page 49, with i = 1, and compare the
resulting BIRD label to βb(w).
D |= PrevSib+(v,w)
preceding-sibling
We obtain ωb(p) and p’s parent p′ from Sb and compute the la-
bel βb(u) of the parent u of v in D (see Lemma 4.8 on page 48).
D |= PrevSib+(v,w) holds iff βb(v)− βb(w) is positive and a multi-
ple of ωb(p) and if βb(u) < βb(w).
D |= PrevSib∗(v,w) The relation holds iff D |= PrevSib+(v,w) or βb(v) = βb(w).
D |= Sibling(v,w) The relation holds iff D |= PrevSib+(v,w) or D |= NextSib+(v,w) or
D |= Self(v,w) (see below).
D |= Following(v,w)
following
The relation holds iff βb(v) + ωb(p) ≤ βb(w), by Lemma 4.5 on
page 48 and Lemma 4.6 on page 48. The weight ωb(p) is obtained
from Sb.
D |= Preceding(v,w)
preceding
The relation holds iff βb(w) < βb(v) and w is not an ancestor
of v. The latter problem is decided as described above (see D |=
Parent+(v,w)/ancestor).
D |= Self(v,w)
self
The relation holds iff βb(v) = βb(w).
Table 4.2: Relations decidable using any b-balanced BIRD scheme where b ≥ 1. Given the BIRD labels
βb(v) and βb(w) of two document nodes v,w as well as the schema node p = pi(v) holding the weight
corresponding to v, all relations are decidable without access to the document level. For each decision
problem R(v,w), the decision procedure is sketched as part of the proof of Lemma 4.14 on the preceding
page, and the corresponding XPath axis is given with v as context node. For example, Child(v,w) means
w is a child of v and therefore on the child axis.
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4.5. HANDLING DOCUMENT UPDATES WITH BIRD
4.5.1 Sparse BIRD Labelling
It has been mentioned before that as a multiplicative encoding, BIRD labels virtual nodes, causing certain
labels to be left unassigned. This amount of unused labels typically grows with the balancing factor b. For
instance, reconsider the document tree in Figure 4.2 on page 45 that is labelled using the child-balanced
BIRD scheme (b = 1). Here 75 labels are reserved for the subtree rooted at the node with the label 150
(the second child of the root, in document order) although the subtree contains only two nodes. This is
because the node 150 inherits the weight 75 via child balancing from its left sibling, 75, whose subtree
is much larger. When inserting nodes in the subtree below node 150, the odds are that the corresponding
labels are still unassigned such that no relabelling is necessary. In other words, the sparse encoding makes
BIRD inherently robust against a certain amount of node insertions in specific positions. The same phe-
nomenon is exploited by Li and Moon [2001] for their Extended Preorder labelling, and also applies to
other approaches such as region encodings (see Section 3.3).
Of course, inserting a node in a subtree whose label space is exhausted causes an overflow. As a result,
the weights not only of the overflowing node, but also of its siblings in the schema tree change (again due
to child balancing). This update may propagate up through the schema tree and thus spoil the weights of
all other document nodes in the worst case. Because overflows cause a periodical relabelling of the entire
document collection, the update strategy just described is applicable only when the data is known to remain
reasonably homogeneous over time, with only little difference in the size of subtrees below the same tag
path. To reduce the overflow risk further, one may also deliberately leave some extra labels unassigned, as
suggested by Li and Moon, at the expense of an increased overall label size (see below).
In many applications node insertions do not occur at arbitrary positions in the document tree, but only at
the end of the collection (i.e., after the last node in document order). This further reduces the overflow risk.
As a special case, consider collections of bibliographic data like DBLP [DBLP] or the large Internet Movie
Database (IMDb) [IMDB] (see also Section 13.2 in the appendix), where the bulk of insertions happen
when adding entire documents (e.g., in the case of IMDb, new files describing movies, actors, directors,
or producers). This does not alter the nodes in existing documents (unless the new document changes
the weights of one or more tag paths due to balancing, in which case the labels of at least all nodes with
that path throughout the database are affected). Hence for such collections of more or less homogeneous
documents with updates at the document level only, incremental updates are not mandatory. Section 4.6
below provides experimental evidence for this.
4.5.2 Layered BIRD Labelling
We now sketch a second strategy for decoupling existing labels from labels assigned to newly added nodes.
This strategy is henceforth referred to as layering.6 The idea is to partition the document tree into a
hierarchy of horizontal regions, or layers, which are then labelled independently. The complete (layered)
label of a given document node v on layer ℓi (i ≥ 0) is then composed of v’s label on layer ℓi as well as
the labels of selected ancestors of v on higher layers in the hierarchy. As an extreme case, consider again
the path encodings presented in Section 3.4 that label any document node v with a sequence of sibling
codes each representing the position of an ancestor of v on a specific document level. Path encodings such
as Dewey can be regarded as special layered schemes where each layer corresponds to one level in the
document tree, so that each component in the layered label of v is just the sibling code of the ancestor
of v on the corresponding document level. It has been observed before that when using path encoding,
the label of v stays the same no matter how many nodes are inserted into the subtree rooted in v. This is
precisely because all layers (i.e., document levels in this case) are labelled separately. The same idea can
be generalized so that multiple levels of the document tree are subsumed by the same layer and therefore
represented by the same component of a layered node label, as follows.
Figure 4.6 a. on the next page depicts the same document tree D as Figure 4.2 a. on page 45, but
with two layers ℓ0 and ℓ1 that cover the five levels of D. Consequently, the layered BIRD labels consist
of two components. The upper layer, ℓ0, covers the three topmost levels in D. Nodes on these levels
6A formal unified definition of what we call layering is given in the aforementioned survey of labelling schemes
[Weigel and Schulz 2007]. There we also show that many variations of the same technique have been proposed independently before,
mostly for reducing the maximal node label size.
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a. layered document tree D
b. layered schema tree S1
Figure 4.6: Child-balanced Layered BIRD labelling with two layers, ℓ0 (top) and ℓ1 (bottom). a. A sample
document tree D. For any document node v on the upper layer ℓ0, the layered label is simply the child-
balanced BIRD label β1(v) of v that results from labelling only the upper part of D. Nodes on the lower
layer ℓ1 inherit the label of their lowest ancestor on layer ℓ0 (first label component, before “|”). In addition,
subtrees on the lower layer ℓ1 are labelled independently, again with the child-balanced BIRD scheme
(second label component, after “|”). b. The 1-balanced schema tree S1 for D in a. For any schema node p
in S1 that represents document nodes on layer ℓi (i ∈ {0,1}), the child-balanced BIRD weight ω1(p) of p
is shown that results from labelling only subtrees of D on layer ℓi. Note that schema nodes representing
leaves on either layer in D have the minimal weight, 1 (according to Definition 4.3 on page 44), even if
they are not leaves in S1.
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have as first label component ordinary child-balanced BIRD labels and as an implicit second component 0
(omitted in the figure). By contrast, document nodes on the lower layer, ℓ1, inherit the first label component
from their lowest ancestor on the upper level ℓ1, while the second component results from independently
labelling their respective subtree on ℓ1, again with the child-balanced BIRD scheme. For instance, consider
the node 7 on the upper layer in Figure 4.6 a. (left-hand side). All descendants of node 7 reside on the
lower layer, and therefore have 7 as their first label component. The second component of their labels is
independent of the upper-layer component, which allows to handle node insertions gracefully. For instance,
any number of children may be added below the node 7 (with layered labels “7|12”, “7|15”, . . . , according
to the child-balanced BIRD scheme on ℓ1) without affecting the labels of any nodes on ℓ0, or any of their
descendants on the lower layer. In fact, overflows may only occur inside a document subtree on a given
layer (e.g., if a right sibling of node “7|11” has to be added). But since any number of subtrees is allowed
on any layer, the Layered BIRD scheme still supports arbitrary many insertions (though not at all positions
in the document tree).
The BIRD weights on each layer are easy to determine using the bottom-up procedure described in
Section 4.2.1. A new layer is introduced in the scheme as soon as a suitable position for future node
insertions is reached (e.g., right above the movie level in the IMDb collection). Theoretically any number
of layers may be created, up to the extreme case where each document level is on a different layer, and
the Layered BIRD scheme coincides with Dewey. Layering also helps to prevent individual weights from
growing too large: when the desired upper bound is reached, the current layer is closed, and weighting
restarts with a leaf value of 1. In fact, any layer may even span only part of a level in the document tree, and
different tag paths may cross a different number of layers. Thus the labels of two document nodes v and w
on the same level in D need not even consist of the same number of components: e.g., v may be part of a
much richer subtree requiring more layers than w. The exact number and position of the layer boundaries
in the schema tree determines both the size of the resulting Layered BIRD labels and the positions in D
where unlimited insertions are supported. Like path encodings, the Layered BIRD scheme likely benefits
from a suitable binary encoding of the node labels (see Section 3.4.1) for storing the variable-sized layered
labels in a compact form.
Finally, all decision and reconstruction operations on ordinary BIRD labels are easily adapted to the
layered variant. As a matter of fact, in each such operation only one component of a Layered BIRD label
needs to be manipulated as in the unlayered case, whereas all other components are either removed from
the label or simply ignored. For instance, in order to reconstruct the i-th ancestor u := parent i(v) of a
document node v in D, one first goes up i levels in the schema tree, starting from pi(v), to determine the
weight of u. Whenever a layer boundary is crossed during the bottom-up traversal, the corresponding
component in the layered label of v is removed. The label of u on the target layer is computed from the
corresponding component in v’s label as usual, for the remaining number j ≤ i of levels covered by that
layer. All higher-layer label components remain unchanged.
Assume, e.g., that v is the node “7|10” in Figure 4.6 a. on the previous page. If i = 1, then no layer
boundary is traversed, and the label of the parent u of v is “7|9”, because (10− (10 mod 3)) = 9. For i = 2,
the boundary from ℓ1 to ℓ0 is crossed. Hence the second component in the layered label “7|10” of v
is removed. The label of node u on layer ℓ0 is “7” since 7− (7 mod 1) = 7, according to the ordinary
BIRD reconstruction on ℓ0. (Note that here u is the lowest ancestor of v on the upper layer, whose label
is inherited.) Similarly, all higher ancestors of v are reconstructed: parent3(“7|10”) = “5” because 7−
(7 mod 5) = 5, and parent4(“7|10”) = “0” because 7− (7 mod 30) = 0. Verify in Figure 4.6 a. that the
nodes on the root path of v = “7|10” in D are indeed “7|9”, “7”, “5” and “0”.
For deciding Child+(u,v), we check whether the relation holds for the label components of u and v
on u’s layer and whether all preceding components are equal in both layered labels. Comparing nodes
according to the document order is done component-wise in top-down direction, as with path encodings.
4.6 Experimental Evaluation
This section reports on our experimental evaluation and comparison of the following four labelling schemes:
BIRD (non-layered child-balanced, i.e., b = 1), ORDPATH by O’Neil et al. [2004] (see Section 3.4.1),
mPID by Bremer and Gertz [2006] (see Section 3.4.2) and Virtual Nodes by Lee et al. [1996] (see Sec-
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tion 3.5). We applied each scheme to the three document collections Cities, DBLP and XMark 1100 (see
Section 13.2 in the appendix), which differ considerably in size and structural complexity (in terms of the
number and length of the tag paths occurring in the documents). We implemented the four schemes to
be compared as described in the original literature. In line with the analysis of labelling schemes in the
previous chapter, the following optimization goals are examined: storage consumption (see Section 4.6.1);
runtime performance, both for individual reconstruction and decision operations (see Section 4.6.2) and for
entire queries (see Section 4.6.3), and updatability (see Section 4.6.4). Differences in the expressivity of
all schemes are discussed in Section 4.7.
As testbed we use the native XML database X 2 [Meuss et al. 2005; Meuss et al. 2003; Meuss 2000].
X 2 is implemented in Java and uses a RDBS back-end (PostgreSQL) where the XML documents are stored
in relational form (details are explained in Chapter 6). During the query evaluation, X 2 manipulates trees in
main memory, which are restored from sets of document nodes fetched from the RDBS. All tests are carried
out sequentially on the same machine, whose performance characteristics are listed in Section 13.1 of the
appendix (Test Environment A). The database cache of the RDBS is disabled. Apart from the processes
for X 2 and the RDBS, the test computer is idle during the experiments.
4.6.1 Storage Consumption
The storage consumption of the four labelling schemes on all test document collections are given in Ta-
bles 4.3 a.–c. on page 58. The first three columns after the scheme name contain the minimum, maximum,
and average number of bits used for a single node label, respectively. The remaining columns list the
storage needed for all labels together, both as an absolute value in MB (kB for Cities) in columns five
and seven, and relative to the corresponding result obtained for preorder labelling (columns six and eight),
which is the baseline in our experiments. The relative values are computed on bit counts, whereas the
absolute values are rounded to the nearest MB (kB for Cities).
We apply two different methods to compute the total storage consumed by a given labelling scheme.
On the one hand, we sum up the exact bit counts needed for the labels, assuming that labels can be stored
with variable size. This produces the absolute (relative) values in the fifth (sixth) column, which follow
the average label sizes in column four. On the other hand, it is perhaps more realistic to assume that when
stored in the database, all labels assigned to nodes in the same document collection take up the same space.
The total storage taken up by such fixed-size labels is the product of the maximum label size, as given
in column three, and the total number of nodes in the collection (see Section 13.2). The resulting values
appear in columns seven (absolute) and eight (again relative to the values obtained for preorder labelling).
We found that the BIRD scheme almost always takes up considerably less space than ORDPATH and
especially Virtual Nodes, the two schemes which are closest to BIRD in terms of expressivity (see Table 3.2
on page 39). When assigning fixed-size labels BIRD reduces the space consumption by nearly a factor 2
for ORDPATH and between 2.2 and 4.5 for Virtual Nodes. The reason is that for BIRD the maximum
label size is much closer to the average size than for ORDPATH and Virtual Nodes, which therefore incur
a significant storage overhead for fixed-size labels. For variable-size labels this factor decreases, but BIRD
labels still are clearly smaller than those of other schemes.
As the only approach (except preorder) with smaller labels than BIRD, the mPID scheme optimizes
storage at the expense of expressivity, as shown in Table 3.2 on page 39. Remarkably, mPID occupies less
space than the preorder scheme in our experiments, at least when assuming variable-size labels. In the un-
derlying trade-off between expressivity and space consumption, the mPID scheme chooses an intermediate
position between schemes with high expressivity and storage consumption, such as Virtual Nodes, on the
one hand and schemes with low expressivity and storage consumption, such as the subtree encodings in
Section 3.3, on the other hand.
In further experiments with more deeply nested, text-oriented document collections, such as the INEX
benchmark corpus [INEX] that consists of extremely heterogeneous and layout-polluted research papers,
we observed that on average BIRD labels grow larger than ORDPATH labels (97 versus 60 bits; Virtual
Nodes 78 bits), whereas their maximum size is still smaller than that of ORDPATH (98 versus 135 bits;
Virtual Nodes 217 bits). One reason is that with a maximum path length of 17, the multiplicative effect
on the label size (see Lemma 4.7 on page 48) becomes more dominant. What is worse, in heterogeneous
collections such as INEX the child-balancing blows up the weights of tag paths that lead to subtrees which
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scheme
ID size (bits) total storage (kB)
min. max. avg.
variable ID size fixed ID size
absolute % pre absolute % pre
BIRD 1 24 22 104 161 113 150
ORDPATH 2 49 33 151 232 223 305
—w/o careting-in 2 41 27 123 189 186 255
Virtual Nodes 1 58 37 168 261 264 363
mPID 1 14 11 50 78 64 88
preorder 1 16 14 65 100 73 100
a. Cities
scheme
ID size (bits) total storage (MB)
min. max. avg.
variable ID size fixed ID size
absolute % pre absolute % pre
BIRD 1 37 36 25 170 25 161
ORDPATH 2 53 37 26 186 36 240
—w/o careting-in 2 52 36 25 179 35 233
Virtual Nodes 1 95 37 25 174 64 413
mPID 1 28 21 14 99 19 122
preorder 1 23 21 14 100 15 100
b. DBLP
scheme
ID size (bits) total storage (MB)
min. max. avg.
variable ID size fixed ID size
absolute % pre absolute % pre
BIRD 1 44 43 113 188 113 177
ORDPATH 2 86 48 124 207 221 345
—w/o careting-in 2 77 43 111 185 198 309
Virtual Nodes 1 198 81 210 350 508 794
mPID 1 29 20 54 90 74 116
preorder 1 25 23 60 100 64 100
c. XMark 1100
Table 4.3: Storage consumption of different labelling schemes on the three document collections Cities,
DBLP and XMark 1100 (see Section 13.2 in the appendix for details).
greatly vary in size, thus causing many labels to be reserved for virtual nodes. Obviously, this could
be avoided if equal weights were assigned to nodes with a similar number of descendants, rather than
with equal tag paths. The corresponding structural summary holding the weights clearly would differ
significantly from the schema tree. But as mentioned in Section 4.1, BIRD can be combined with other
index structures providing efficient access to the weights, as long as specific requirements are met (see
Section 4.8 below).
Preliminary experiments show that for the INEX collection, the maximum label size may thus be re-
duced to 64 bits, i.e., below the performance-critical boundary discussed in the next section, although the
resulting weight index is huge. The exact size of the labels as well as of the structural summary serving as
weight index depends on which document nodes share the same weight, i.e., are regarded as equivalent in
terms of their subtree sizes. The finer the underlying equivalence relation, the better the weights reflect the
actual subtree sizes, but the more nodes are needed in the structural summary to represent those weights.
Methods to optimize this trade-off between label size and weight index size remain to be developed.
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Figure 4.7: Efficiency of ancestor reconstruction. a., b. Reconstruction of parent i from different levels l,
for fixed proximity i. c., d. Reconstruction of parent i from a fixed level l, for different proximities i.
4.6.2 Efficiency of Decision and Reconstruction
The first set of runtime experiments measure the efficiency of decision and reconstruction with different
labelling schemes. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 plot the computation time needed for various reconstruction and
decision problems on the DBLP and the XMark 1100 collection. Results for Cities are not shown, but
reveal similar tendencies. All four schemes (excluding preorder, for obvious reasons) were tested with
the same set of synthetically generated problems. Since the speed of individual operations cannot be
measured with sufficient confidence, the figures represent the accumulated time (in milliseconds) needed
for 50,000 repetitions of each decision or reconstruction. Note that this subsumes all necessary operations
including, e.g., access to the schema tree for BIRD or mPID and label comparison during decision.
Reconstruction. Figures 4.7 a., b. show the time needed to reconstruct the parents of nodes at different
levels (abscissa). For DBLP (a.) and XMark 1100 (b.), mPID is almost as fast as BIRD, whereas ORD-
PATH and Virtual Nodes are slower by at least a factor 4. On XMark 1100, the difference between BIRD
and ORDPATH is up to one order of magnitude. Clearly the performance of both BIRD and mPID is in-
dependent of the level of the source node. For ORDPATH, the computation time grows with the depth of
the source node. The reason is that ORDPATH bit strings must be parsed top-down (i.e., from left to right)
down to the level of the source node. The deeper the source node is located in the document tree, the longer
the parsing takes. We observe the same effect for Virtual Nodes on DBLP and XMark 1100 although in
theory its ancestor reconstruction works in constant time (see below). Presumably the representation of
numbers of arbitrary size, needed for Virtual Nodes here because of the sheer length of the node labels,
creates an overhead for arithmetic operations on label values. Since breadth-first labels grow larger on
deeper levels, this explains why the performance of Virtual Nodes degradates in Figures 4.7 a. and b. The
effect is not observed for the Cities collection where the Virtual Nodes labels take up at most 64 bits (not
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Figure 4.8: Efficiency of ancestor decision. a., b. Decision of Parent i from different levels l, for fixed
proximity i. c., d. Decision of Parent i from a fixed level l, for different proximities i.
shown in the figure).
Figures 4.7 c. and d. on page 59 illustrate the orthogonal situation: here parent i is reconstructed from
source nodes at a fixed level in the tree (level 7 for DBLP, level 13 for XMark 1100), with varying distance i
(abscissa). As in Figures 4.7 a. and b., BIRD and mPID are significantly faster than ORDPATH and Virtual
Nodes (nearly one order of magnitude; mind the different scales in c. and d.) and reveal no dependency on
the number of levels to be traversed. Both schemes climb up a path in the schema tree and then directly
reconstruct the desired node label, which takes practically constant time. By contrast, the Virtual Nodes
scheme reconstructs all ancestors iteratively and therefore suffers from a linear degradation for bigger
distances i. ORDPATH’s bit shift operations are indifferent to proximity.
Decision. The plots in Figure 4.8 are based on a similar setting as those in Figure 4.7 on the previous
page, but this time for the decision of the Child i relation. We observe the same dependencies on the level
of the source node and the distance to the target node as in the reconstruction tests. BIRD is as fast as for
reconstruction (3 ms for 50,000 iterations), whereas mPID is one order of magnitude slower. On DBLP,
BIRD outperformsORDPATH and Virtual Nodes by a factor 30 and 40, respectively (up to 100 for Virtual
Nodes with a level difference of 7). On XMark 1100, the difference is nearly two orders of magnitude (up
to 400 for Virtual Nodes with a level difference of 13).
The complete report [Weigel et al. 2005c] on our experiments covers a more detailed analysis of the
asymptotic behaviour of different labelling schemes, including the ones evaluated here, when faced with
specific reconstruction and decision problems.
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a. DBLP b. XMark 1100
Table 4.4: Efficiency of query evaluation with different labelling schemes on the two document collections
DBLP and XMark 1100 (see Section 13.2 in the appendix).
4.6.3 Efficiency of Query Evaluation
Experimental set-up. To quantify to what extent the differences in decision and reconstruction speed
observed in Section 4.6.2 affect the overall performance for entire queries, we evaluated a couple of sam-
ple tree queries using the same labelling schemes as in the previous section, both against the DBLP and
the XMark 1100 collection. The four test queries run against each collection are shown in Tables 14.1 a.
and 14.1 b. on page 184 in the appendix, respectively. To avoid artefacts due to file system cache effects,
the best and the worst result of six consecutive iterations of each query were discarded. The remaining four
iterations of the same query (occasionally fewer for some long-running queries) were then averaged. Ta-
bles 4.4 a. and b. list the total evaluation times (without profiling). A second set of runs of the same queries
was carried out to measure the contribution of individual query stages. Chapter 14 in the appendix contains
a detailed analysis of this additional experiment, including the complete profiling results (see Tables 14.2 a.
and 14.2 b. on page 185).
Due to the restricted tree query language supported by the retrieval system X 2, the test queries only
involve the decision of Child i and the reconstruction of parent i. Note that all query nodes are result nodes,
i.e., an answer to a query comprises the matches to all nodes in the query tree, not just one focussed node as
in XPath. The same evaluation algorithm is used for all labelling schemes; just the reconstruction, decision,
and comparison operations vary. The only exception is that schemes which do not preserve preorder (i.e.,
mPID and Virtual Nodes) cannot benefit from certain optimizations (see below). As a baseline, we use
preorder labels with brute-force reconstruction and decision: reconstructing the i-th ancestor of a node
requires i look-ups in a parent/child table in the RDBS that maps the preorder label of any node to the
preorder label of its parent node.
In order to estimate the benefits of reconstruction operations (which are not supported by all labelling
schemes, see above), we implemented and tested the three path join strategies ALWAYS, FIRST, and NEVER
which differ in their use of reconstruction of parent i. Details about the strategies are given elsewhere
[Weigel et al. 2005c]. In short, ALWAYS means that the matches of any branching node in the query tree
are joined with those of its child nodes by reconstructing the ancestors of the child matches and testing
whether they are contained in the branching node’s set of matches. Since our retrieval engine X 2 evaluates
queries bottom-up, the first child of any branching query node does not undergo the path join (which
would fail for the empty set of parent matches), but simply propagates its matches up to the parent node
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by reconstruction. The same is true for the second strategy, FIRST, which treats only subsequent children
differently. Here the path join decides for each pair of matches to the branching node and its child node
whether the Child+ relation holds. No test for set containment is needed, and schemes respecting document
order may benefit from optimizations saving the decision for some pairs of nodes, using common structural
join algorithms. The third strategy, NEVER, does not take advantage of reconstruction at all, not even for
the first child of a given branching node. Instead of propagating matches upward in the query tree, all nodes
in the documents with a path matching the path of the branching node are retrieved and then joined with
the matches of its first child query node by deciding Child+. Subsequent children are handled as described
for the FIRST strategy.
Summary. The following key results sum up the outcome of our experiments (again, see Chapter 14 in
the appendix for additional details of the analysis):
Result 1 The BIRD labelling scheme performs best for virtually all queries and path join strategies, both
on the DBLP and the XMark 1100 collection. 
The overall performance in all tests against the DBLP and XMark 1100 collections is given in Ta-
bles 4.4 a. and b. on page 61. Each of the three rightmost columns corresponds to one of the three path
join strategies explained above. BIRD almost always outperforms the other schemes, beaten only once by
mPID (DBLP: Q3 FIRST; XMark 1100: Q0 FIRST) and twice by preorder (DBLP: Q0 FIRST and NEVER;
XMark 1100: Q2 FIRST and NEVER). The most efficient schemes compared to BIRD are mPID (DBLP:
factor ≤ 1.6; XMark 1100: factor ≤ 1.2) and ORDPATH (DBLP: factor ≤ 1.6; XMark 1100: factor ≤ 3.3).
In terms of absolute numbers, the greatest difference between BIRD and mPID is 1.2 seconds on DBLP and
1.5 seconds on XMark 1100. ORDPATH is on DBLP up to 0.6 seconds slower and on XMark 1100 up to
30 seconds. The distance to Virtual Nodes is considerable (DBLP: factor ≤ 58; XMark 1100: factor ≤ 704
compared to BIRD). In extreme cases, Virtual Nodes is one order of magnitude slower than the baseline,
preorder, and even more compared to the other schemes, especially when reconstruction is disabled (e.g.,
Q1 NEVER in Table 4.4 b.). The exact performance differences vary dramatically with the time spent on
label comparisons (see also the following results). In terms of absolute numbers, the greatest difference
between BIRD and Virtual Nodes is more than one hour. As could be expected, brute-force reconstruction
and decision with preorder labels is usually very slow, especially when other schemes benefit from exten-
sive use of in-memory reconstruction. Evaluation with preorder labels takes up to 40 times or 10 minutes
longer than with BIRD labels.
Result 2 The efficiency of label comparisons has a greater impact on the overall performance than recon-
struction and decision, and can be affected by the label size. 
A detailed profiling of different evaluation ingredients (see Chapter 14) proves that most of the query
evaluation time is spent on comparing node labels, both during decision and, most prominently, when
manipulating the sets of potential matches fetched or reconstructed before. While decision and reconstruc-
tion contribute up to one second to the total evaluation time, label comparison easily takes two orders of
magnitude longer. Accordingly, the time spent on reconstruction and decision differs by one second or
less among the schemes (ignoring cases where Virtual Nodes must perform far more decision operations
than the other schemes, see Result 4), whereas the efficiency of label comparison can make a difference of
20 seconds and more. As the difference between Virtual Nodes and the other schemes on DBLP shows,
the size of the labels can have a huge impact on the performance of all label operations (most notably, the
frequent comparisons): as the only scheme whose labels do not fit the native 64-bit data types provided
by most high-level programming languages, Virtual Nodes suffers from a considerable overhead even for
the strategy ALWAYS (a second handicap of Virtual Nodes for the other two strategies is subsumed under
Result 4). ORDPATH is subject to the same effect on XMark 1100 where its labels grow larger than 64 bits,
too. While the impact of the label size depends on the underlying computer architecture as well as the data
structures used, schemes exceeding a certain label size will always incur some runtime overhead, not to
speak of the disk space they occupy.
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Result 3 Reconstruction is of paramount importance to efficient query evaluation because it saves label
fetching and comparison. 
The comparison of the three path join strategies ALWAYS, FIRST and NEVER also clearly shows that
reconstruction is key to efficient query evaluation. Performance decreases dramatically for all schemes and
almost all queries when reconstruction is disabled (strategy NEVER, as opposed to FIRST and ALWAYS).
The fact that the huge overhead incurred by NEVER is mainly due to label comparisons rather than node
fetching illustrates that our results do not only apply to native retrieval systems like X 2 but also, perhaps
to a lesser extent, to other engines where fetching is cheaper (such as purely relational systems). BIRD,
ORDPATH and mPID prefer FIRST with its mixture of reconstruction and decision, owing to their efficient
decision techniques. Virtual Nodes, by contrast, suffers from a massive join overhead for this strategy,
caused by the breadth-first order of its labels (see Result 4). With its different join algorithm, ALWAYS
brings Virtual Nodes a little closer to the other three schemes.
Result 4 Labelling schemes preserving document order benefit greatly from path join optimizations. 
The path join strategies involving decision, i.e., FIRST and NEVER, locate ancestor/descendant pairs
in sets of matches to two given query nodes. Processing these label sets in document order has the advan-
tage that not all possible label pairs (i.e., the full Cartesian product) need to be checked, which may save
many decision (and, consequently, comparison) operations, as explained in the complete report on the ex-
periments [Weigel et al. 2005c]. Obviously schemes like BIRD, ORDPATH and preorder benefit from this
optimization whereas Virtual Nodes, whose labels are assigned in a breadth-first traversal of the document
tree, typically must decide ancestorship for many more label pairs. The resulting overhead explains why for
FIRST and NEVER, Virtual Nodes is far less competitive than for ALWAYS. The mPID scheme, although
violating the document order between arbitrary nodes, is also amenable to the optimization provided that
only sets of nodes with the same tag path are joined (because among these nodes, the document order is
preserved). Since our test system X 2 always retrieves and joins nodes belonging to the same schema node,
this condition is satisfied and mPID can be handled as if it were fully compatible with document order.
4.6.4 Updatability
In Section 4.5.1 an update scenario is outlined where more and more documents are successively added
to a collection that was originally labelled with a deliberately sparse BIRD scheme. The question is how
often an overflow of some of the weights established during the last indexing occurs, which triggers a
relabelling of the entire collection (recall that no layering is available in this setting). To answer this
question empirically for a large collection of real-world data, we carry out the following experiment.
An XML version of the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) (8.4 GB on disk, see Section 13.2 for details)
is labelled with two variants of the child-balanced BIRD scheme that differ in their degree of sparseness.
Nearly 2,000,000 documents are indexed consecutively in chunks of 1,000 documents (about 4-6 MB
per chunk). Figure 4.9 on the following page shows BIRD’s overflow behaviour and space consumption
as more and more documents are added. In a first experiment, no future insertions are anticipated, i.e.,
the weight of a given tag path is always just as large as it must be to accommodate the greatest known
subtree below that path (“BIRD” in Figure 4.9 a. and 4.9 b.). We then label the collection once again, this
time reserving extra labels for 100 potential child node insertions below any overflowing node during the
weight computation (“BIRD+ 100” in Figure 4.9 a. and 4.9 b.).
Each point in the plot in Figure 4.9 a. (left-hand side) illustrates how many times at least one weight
in the schema tree must be changed while adding another 100,000 documents, thus causing a relabelling
of the collection. The two large peaks at the beginning indicate that the ordinary BIRD weights become
reasonably stable only after indexing the first 400,000 documents, or 20% of the data. Up to that point, a
large number of overflows occur in the first experiment (dashed line). However, this improves significantly
when applying the extra-sparse encoding (solid line). Note that in these early stages of the evolution of the
collection, relabelling is much cheaper than later on, after many documents have been added. In the sequel,
the need for relabelling dwindles rather quickly, especially for BIRD+ 100 which triggers only one more
weight update before adding 1,300,000 documents without any overflow.
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Figure 4.9: Effect of updates to the IMDb collection with different labelling schemes. a. Number of weight
overflows that occur while labelling a chunk of 100,000 documents with child-balanced BIRD schemes of
different sparseness. b. Growth of the maximum label size for different labelling schemes while adding
documents ot the collection.
In Figure 4.9 b. we observe an early saturation of the label sizes (the maximum was mostly reached
after indexing less than 20% of the documents) and a very low overall space consumption for BIRD (at
most 45 bits per label, for a collection of more than 83,000,000 nodes). Obviously reserving extra labels
to increase the robustness of the scheme is not expensive in terms of storage: the greatest BIRD label in
the extra-sparse encoding (“BIRD+ 100”, at most 54 bits per label) still occupies far less than 64 bits, a
critical boundary in our runtime experiments (see Section 4.6.3 above). Although with a height of five
the document tree for the IMDb collection is fairly shallow, ORDPATH labels grow rapidly beyond the
64-bit line (maximum label size 73 bit). This is true even for a variant of ORDPATH with smaller labels
(“ORDPATH w/o caret” in Figure 4.9 b.; maximum label size 68 bit). Here the sparse encoding (careting-
in) for future updates is disabled, at the expense of limited updatability. The resulting ORDPATH variant is
similar to Dewey, but enjoys binary ORDPATH encoding. However, the labels are still considerably larger
than with either variant of the BIRD scheme.
4.7 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has introduced the Balanced Index-based numbering scheme for Reconstruction and Deci-
sion (BIRD). BIRD is a multiplicative labelling scheme optimized towards fast query evaluation through
efficient reconstruction and decision of query constraints. Experiments show that BIRD scales up well
to large collections containing gigabytes of XML documents, in terms of both the runtime performance
and the space occupied by the node labels. We have also sketched several variants of BIRD labelling that
target distinct optimization goals. Thus b-balanced BIRD with b > 1 extends the reconstruction capability
beyond i-th-child, to descendants on deeper levels. As an extreme case, the totally balanced labelling re-
constructs large parts of the document tree while minimizing the number of distinct weights to be stored in
a structural summary. On the other hand, increasing the balancing parameter b causes the node labels and
weights to grow larger unless the structure of the documents is extremely homogeneous.
A decrease in space efficiency is also the price to pay for greater updatability. We have sketched two
ways to make BIRD more robust against node insertions: a sparse variant reminiscent of Extended Preorder
[Li and Moon 2001] that deliberately reserves labels for future nodes to be added; and the Layered BIRD
labelling which replaces singleton labels with top-down label sequences, similar to path encoding. The
sparse BIRD scheme performs quite well on the large IMDb collection, preventing many weight overflows
with only a very modest storage overhead. However, deeply nested and heterogeneous collections such as
INEX are still much of a challenge to the scalability of BIRD.
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Figure 4.10: Visualization of the positions that different labelling schemes occupy in the trade-off between
expressivity, runtime efficiency, storage consumption, and updatability. Each of the first three criteria
is represented by a distinct dimension in the three-dimensional trade-off space shown. Updatability is
symbolized by the colours of the points in the plot: darker colours indicate a more robust labelling scheme.
Time and space efficiency reflect our experimental results, not the theoretical worst-case complexity.
Comparison of labelling schemes. Figure 4.10 presents a tentative visualization of the trade-off between
the different optimization goals mentioned before. The idea is to position BIRD and its competitors in the
form of a ranking along distinct axes that respectively represent expressivity (vertical), space efficiency
(left) and runtime performance (right). Intuitively spoken, one can see that the various approaches head in
different directions to solve the problem of “good” XML labelling. Let us briefly highlight the characteris-
tics of each labelling scheme, symbolized by its position in the trade-off space. Preorder labelling (white)
is at the lower end of the expressivity and performance dimensions, but of course very space-efficient. Ex-
tended Preorder (red, see Section 3.3.1) gains a little expressivity (and hence, runtime efficiency) through
the use of a second label component, which doubles the label size. Compared to preorder and Extended
Preorder, mPID (blue, see Section 3.4.2) adds important reconstruction capabilities but lacks support for
deciding document order; still we assume that the benefit of the former outweighs the downside of the latter
(see below for a short discussion on how to rank the different criteria). In terms of time and space efficiency,
the performance of mPID is unsurpassed in our experiments. ORDPATH (brown, see Section 3.4.1) is more
expressive than mPID (most notably because it respects document order), but less time- and space-efficient.
Finally, Virtual Nodes (yellow, see Section 3.5) and BIRD (green) are the most expressive schemes tested.
While BIRD is as fast as mPID and has smaller labels than ORDPATH, Virtual Nodes is fairly inefficient
in both respects.
However, notice that the above representation of trade-offs has the following limitations. First, the
important criterion of updatability is not represented in a geometric fashion, unlike the other three opti-
mization goals just mentioned. Instead, darker colours in Figure 4.10 indicate a more robust approach.
Obviously, ORDPATH is most advanced in terms of updatability. Second, the three-dimensional trade-off
space shown in Figure 4.10 is topological, but not metric. In other words, the relative position of two ap-
proaches to each other indicates which one is better in terms of a specific criterion, but it does not indicate
how much. Finally, the topology in the two horizontal dimensions (i.e., time and space efficiency) is based
on our experimental results (see Sections 4.6.1, 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 above), not on the theoretical complexity
of the underlying problems. Otherwise, BIRD would be close to Virtual Nodes in the storage dimension
because the labels of both schemes grow exponentially in the height of the document tree D (the base being
the maximal fan-out in D, see Lemma 4.7 on page 48). Similarly, mPID would be close to ORDPATH in
the storage dimension because despite the good compression rate achieved by mPID, its worst-case label
size is still linear in the number of nodes in D.
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Weighting comparison criteria. As the discussion above illustrates, the decision which labelling scheme
to use for a particular application depends on a number of different criteria and factors to be weighted
against each other. Most prominently, the importance of robustness depends on whether the document col-
lection to be labelled is frequently updated and if so, in which way (see Section 3.6). Similar constraints
and preferences may apply to the storage available, the runtime performance e.g. on large collections,
and the support for handling specific tree relations. For instance, the fact that in general mPID and Vir-
tual Nodes labels do not reflect the document order can be an important disadvantage especially for the
evaluation of XPath and XQuery, whose semantics strongly build on node sets being sorted in document
order. Lack of support for document order deeply affects the evaluation algorithm and seriously limits the
use of most common structural join algorithms. However, if it is guaranteed that at any time during the
query evaluation only labels are compared that belong to elements with the same tag path, then the mPID
scheme may actually be a good choice, because mPID labels of such nodes do respect document order (see
Section 3.4.2).7
Further criteria to be taken into account when choosing a suitable labelling scheme include the indexing
performance (e.g., how many traversals of the document tree are needed for labelling), specific mappings
to physical storage [Bremer and Gertz 2006] or other labelling schemes [Wang et al. 2003a], or whether
global data structures such as the schema tree or an FST can be used [Gavoille and Peleg 2003; Peleg 1999].
Also, manipulating node labels in a restricted environment (such as standard SQL without user-defined
extensions) may be an issue (see Chapter 7). For instance, some approaches require full regular expressions
[Yoshikawa et al. 2001] or bitwise parsing [O’Neil et al. 2004], which may or may not be supported by the
runtime environment.
As a general finding, however, the experiments in Section 4.6 show that the ability of a labelling scheme
to reconstruct certain query constraints (most notably, parent i) is key to efficient XML query evaluation.
This is confirmed in different settings by Christophides et al. [2003] and by Lu et al. [2005]. Consequently,
while the subtree encodings reviewed in Section 3.3 produce small node labels that can be used in struc-
tural joins to decide Child+ constraints, they are usually outperformed by schemes like BIRD that exploit
the power of reconstruction. We empirically support this claim in further experiments to be presented later
(see Chapter 8), where BIRD competes with the Pre/Post labelling (see Section 3.3.2) in a relational en-
vironment. The same effect can be expected for other schemes with reconstruction support, e.g., Dewey or
ORDPATH. As the use of ORDPATH in a commercial RDBS [O’Neil et al. 2004] shows, these approaches
are of great practical interest. The plain Dewey scheme is easy to implement and fairly robust, but needs
of course a binary label encoding to prevent excess label size. ORDPATH is particularly attractive due to
its support for unlimited updates, which in a highly dynamic setting will outweigh by far the loss of a little
expressivity and space efficiency.
4.8 Optimizations and Open Problems
Layered BIRD and unbalanced BIRD labelling. The comparison and experimental evaluation of mul-
tiple labelling schemes above has shown that the child-balanced, non-layered BIRD scheme is highly ef-
ficient and expressive. The practical performance and benefit of the Layered BIRD labelling outlined in
Section 4.5.2 remains to be evaluated. As a matter of fact there is also an unbalanced variant of BIRD
labelling, which emerges naturally when fixing a balancing factor of b = 0. Additional work omitted here
shows that the unbalanced labelling scheme creates labels and weights that are smaller and less likely to be
affected by node insertions. Intuitively, this is explained by the fact that without balancing fewer document
nodes are forced to have the same weight and hence labels that are multiples of a specific number. While
a weight overflow in any balanced BIRD scheme invalidates the weights and labels of all document nodes
that are represented by a sibling, cousin, . . . of the schema node causing the overflow, the unbalancedBIRD
labelling restricts this to those elements with exactly the same schema node.
However, without balancing certain tree relations such as i-th-child or nextSib i can no longer be recon-
structed. Furthermore, the creation of unbalanced labels turns out to be more complex than in the balanced
case. In particular, the memory consumption during labelling is probably prohibitively high because for
7In fact we exploit this feature, to the benefit of mPID, in our experiments with the X 2 system, whose query kernel processes
node sets that were fetched for specific tag paths.
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each element visited in the first pass through the document tree, the sequence of tags of its children must
be recorded, rather than only the number of children as in the current labelling procedure. This issue would
need to be solved before the unbalanced BIRD scheme might become a more space-efficient and robust
alternative to the balanced BIRD labelling described above.
Structural summaries of document subtrees. By contrast, there are other ways how the BIRD scheme
could be optimized to obtain labels that are smaller and more robust against modifications of the document
tree (most notable, node insertions at arbitrary positions). As suggested by the position of BIRD in the
trade-off space in Figure 4.10 on page 65, these are the major challenges faced by our approach. A possible
technique for reducing the size of BIRD labels and weights has been hinted at in Section 4.6.1. There we
sketched an alternative structural summary which is different from the schema tree that we used as weight
index throughout this chapter. Currently all document nodes with the same tag path are assigned the same
weight, as stated by the first invariant on page 43. Obviously this may cause many labels to be reserved
for virtual nodes, namely, when some document nodes with a given path have a large subtree (and hence, a
large weight) while other document nodes with the same tag path would only need a much smaller weight.
The sample document in Figure 4.3 a. on page 46 illustrates this effect: although the node with the BIRD
label 36 (the rightmost child of the document root) has only two children, which would require a BIRD of 3
(see Section 4.2.1), the actual weight of the node 36 is 9. The reason is that other document nodes with the
same tag path as node 36 (namely, its three siblings 9, 18 and 27) all have larger subtrees which do not fit
a weight of 3.
It therefore seems promising to decouple the weights from the tag paths by using a structural summary
in which every node represents element with a similar subtree size, rather than elements with the same tag
path. As a matter of fact, BIRD can be used with a variety of structural summaries covered by Definition 2.5
on page 11. The only restriction is that the Child relation on document nodes must be preserved by the
structural summary in the obvious sense, so that ancestor weights are available when reconstructing parent i.
Clearly this is true for the schema tree: recall from Section 2.3 that given two document nodes u and v
with respective tag paths pi(u) and pi(v), if we have a D-constraint Child(u,v) in the document tree then
the corresponding S-constraint Child ′(pi(u),pi(v)) holds true in the schema tree. An open question is
which other structural summaries could be used that satisfy the above condition and at the same time
treat elements as equivalent that have subtrees of a similar size or structure. Note that this could not only
help to decrease labels and weights, but also make BIRD labelling more robust: after all, weight changes
caused by overflows would no longer propagate to all document nodes with the same tag path, regardless
of their subtree size. Instead only nodes with a specific sort of subtree would be affected. Depending
on how heterogeneous the document structure is, this may mean that many node labels that are currently
invalidated for no reason remain unchanged.
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Index Structures for Structured Documents
5.1 Overview
This chapter surveys existing techniques for indexing both the structure and the textual contents of XML
documents. The various table- or tree-shaped data structures presented here are all instances of centralized
structural summaries (see Definition 2.5 on page 11). As such they could in principle be complemented by
decentralized summaries as those discussed before (see Chapters 3 and 4). From the wealth of centralized
approaches to capturing the structure of XML documents, only a few representative indexing schemes can
be reviewed in the scope of this thesis. For a more detailed survey, the reader is referred to earlier work
[Weigel 2002].
5.2 Inverted Files
The most basic document indices are inverted files (also called inverted lists). These table-like index
structures are standard in Information Retrieval on “flat” documents (i.e., documents without markup) but
have also been used for semistructured data like XML documents, either stand-alone or in combination
with more complex structure indices (see below).
A typical inverted file is shown in Figure 5.1 a. on the following page. It indexes the textual contents
of the document tree D in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8, as follows: each row in the table (or posting in the file)
maps a unique keyword k ∈ K (left column) to the places where k occurs in the documents (right column)—
much in the same way as the keyword index in the backmatter of this thesis. In the example, each keyword
occurrence is given as the unique node label of the containing element; multiple occurrences of k in the
same element are not distinguished. However, depending on the underlying data and query model, the index
could be either coarser (identifying only the documents where k occurs, as in flat-text retrieval) or more
fine-grained (indicating the exact position of k’s occurrences in a given element, as needed when evaluating
queries with text distance constraints). In addition, the physical organization of the postings may vary;
e.g., the table shown in Figure 5.1 a. could also be in first normal form. In Information Retrieval typically
not all distinct keywords are indexed, the most frequent ones (so-called stop words like conjunctions and
prepositions) being left out to keep the index smaller. Finally, keywords are often normalized (e.g., by
stemming and conversion to lower-case) in order to map all morphological and orthographical variants of
a term to the same set of occurrences.
Inverted files are also used to index tag occurrences in structured documents. Figure 5.1 b. on the
following page depicts such a tag index for the document tree D in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. Each distinct
tag t ∈ T is mapped to the set of nodes with tag t in D. Note that the two inverted files in Figures 5.1 a.–b.
together support simple queries against D. For instance, to select all name nodes containing the keyword
“Lee”, one would look up “lee” in the first table and name in the second one, and then intersect the
two resulting node sets. This produces the query result {21,30,39} which is correct, as can be verified in
Figure 2.1 b.
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a. inverted text file
b. inverted tag file
c. inverted path file
d. inverted text/path file
Figure 5.1: Inverted files for the document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8.
By contrast, locating the occurrences of an entire tag path p = /t0/ · · ·/tj (where j > 0) in D with an
inverted tag file is cumbersome and often inefficient. All tags tl (0≤ l≤ j) in p must be looked up separately
in the index, which produces j + 1 node sets. For each j + 1-tuple 〈v0, . . . ,vj〉 in the look-up result one
must then check whether Child(vl,vl+1) holds true for all 0 ≤ l < j. Tuples for which this fails do not
represent element paths in D. For instance, let p be the tag path /people/person/name in Figure 2.1 b.
on page 8. Looking up the three tags people , person and name in the table in Figure 5.1 b. produces
the tuples 〈0,9,12〉 and 〈0,9,21〉, among many others. The Child test reveals that the first tuple is indeed
an occurrence of p in D, whereas the second is not a valid element path (because 21 is not a child of 9).
The Child test is a special case of a so-called structural join [Zhang et al. 2001; Al-Khalifa et al. 2002;
Bruno et al. 2002; Chien et al. 2002], where two node sets are compared to find all pairs of nodes in a
particular tree relation (most commonly, Child or Child+). Many relations can be decided efficiently
for a given node pair when a suitable labelling scheme is available (see Chapters 3 and 4). But even if
sophisticated algorithms are used, joining large node sets may be expensive in terms of runtime. In this
case the size of the node sets to be joined depends on how often the individual tags in the path occur
in the documents. Consider the tag path /people/person/name again, and assume there are only few
person names in the data, but many name nodes occur below other tags, such as /people/group/name
or /people/relation/name and so on. Then the Child join will involve a large set of name nodes,
most of which are not part of the query result (for not being children of person nodes). This is because
the tag index fails to capture information about the nesting of tags.
A second drawback of indexing singleton tags rather than tag paths is that the number of structural joins
needed to rule out invalid tuples grows with the length of the query path—even when the matches to most
query nodes are not needed to answer the query. In the example above, unless the people and person
nodes have been explicitly marked as result nodes, the desired answer is just a list of name nodes (which
of course must have a person and a people ancestor, but we do not need to know their node labels). An
index locating all nodes reached by a specific tag path without touching the ancestors of these nodes can
save many structural joins. Such path index structures are presented in the next two sections.
5.3 Atomic Path Indexing
To reduce the number of structural joins needed for matching tag paths, index structures have been proposed
that map an entire tag path to the set of nodes D with that path. Each tag path is represented as a single
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Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional path bitmap for the document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8.
text string (like those used for illustration throughout this text) that contains all the tags on that path in top-
down order. Note that prefixes shared by distinct tag paths are duplicated in their respective strings: e.g., the
common prefix of /people/person/name and /people/person/profile is stored redundantly. We
refer to this as atomic path indexing since tag paths are treated as monolithic objects (rather than sequences
of tags, as with the compositional path representation described below).
5.3.1 Inverted Path Files
A simple way to index tag paths is to put them in an inverted file, either as keys or as values. Figure 5.1 c.
on the facing page depicts a table similar to the one in b., but with entire tag paths in the first column. Given
such an index, query paths involving only Child steps can be easily matched. In fact, the paths could be
represented physically as a B+-Tree or a Trie [Fredkin 1960] to accelerate the look-up. By contrast, query
paths with Child+ or Child∗ steps or missing tag constraints require special string-matching techniques
that allow to ignore steps in the indexed tag paths. Details are given in Section 7.4.1 for XRel, an atomic
path index by Yoshikawa et al. [2001].
To match both tag paths and keyword constraints without having to intersect node sets looked up in
separate text and path indices (such as those in Figures 5.1 a. and c.), Sacks-Davis et al. [1997] combine
both into a single table, shown in Figure 5.1 d. This inverted text/path file differs from the original inverted
text file in two respects. First, the occurrences in the second column are no longer singleton node labels, but
sequences of labels representing element paths in the documents. For instance, while the posting for “fe-
male” in Figure 5.1 a. contains the node label 26, among others, the corresponding posting in Figure 5.1 d.
contains the element path /0/18/24/26 instead. Second, the occurrences in a given posting are grouped by
distinct tag paths, which are stored with each group. In Figure 5.1 d., the “female” posting comprises two
groups: the first one contains two occurrences of the tag path /people/person/profile/sex (namely,
the element paths leading to nodes 26 and 34), whereas the second group contains only one occurrence
of another tag path, /people/person/gender . Again, special string-matching techniques are needed to
handle query paths with descendant steps or tag wildcards, as mentioned above.
5.3.2 Path Bitmaps
In flat-text Boolean Information Retrieval, keyword occurrences in documents are traditionally indexed
using a two-dimensional bitmap called the document/term matrix. Imagine the bitmap as a table with one
column for each document and one row for each distinct keyword (term) occurring in these documents.
Given any combination of a keyword k and a document d, the bitmap value 〈k,d〉 in the corresponding
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a. look-up for a tag path b. look-up for a keyword c. tag path/keyword look-up
Figure 5.3: Different operations on a three-dimensional path bitmap (BitCube).
table cell indicates whether or not k occurs in d (values 1 and 0, respectively).
The same idea can be applied to structured documents by reserving a single column for each distinct tag
path, rather than each document. Figure 5.2 on the preceding page depicts the resulting two-dimensional
bitmap for the document tree D in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. Note that since all combinations of keywords and
tag paths are materialized, the bitmap is generally sparse. For instance, in the two leftmost columns no bit is
set because the people and person nodes in D do not contain text. By contrast, from the third column
we can tell that six distinct keyword occur in name nodes. Bit vector operations such as conjunction
and disjunction permit to test simple Boolean keyword constraints against tag paths: e.g., the only tag
path leading to occurrences of both “female” and “male” is /people/person/profile/sex (bitwise
conjunction of the “female” and “male” rows in Figure 5.2). However, there is no way to determine from
the bitmap whether there is any single node in D that contains these two keywords together, because no
pointers to individual occurrences of keywords and/or tag paths are given. In terms of the Three-Level
Model of XML Retrieval introduced in Section 2.4, the two-dimensional bitmap only indexes information
on the schema level, but not the document level.
It seems natural to add a third dimension to the bitmap which captures information on the document
level. The BitCube proposed by Yoon et al. [2001] is such a three-dimensional bitmap, consisting of a
keyword axis, a document axis and an element (or element path) axis. As with the document/term matrix
above, we substitute tag paths to documents in order to have the full schema information reflected in the
index structure. Thus for any triple 〈k,p,v〉 consisting of a keyword k, a tag path p and a document node v,
a bitmap value of 1 indicates that node v with path p contains an occurrence of k. Like the two-dimensional
path bitmap, the BitCube may be extremely sparse. For instance, a bitmap value of 0 is stored for every
tuple 〈k′,p,v〉 consisting of p and v and any keyword k′ that does not occur in v.
Figure 5.3 illustrates different ways to look up information in the BitCube. In a., a vertical slice of the
cube is read which contains all values 〈k,p,v〉 for a fixed tag path p. This basically produces a tag path-
specific inverted text file (compare this to Figure 5.1 a. on page 72). Analogously, a horizontal slice of the
BitCube, as shown in Figure 5.3 b., corresponds to a keyword-specific inverted path file (see Figure 5.1 c.),
or a single posting in the combined text/path file by Sacks-Davis et al. (see Figure 5.1 d.). Finally, a com-
bination of both operations produces a vector containing all elements (or, alternatively, element paths) that
have a specific tag path and contain a specific keyword, as depicted in Figure 5.3 c.
5.4 Compositional Path Indexing
A variety of path indices have been proposed which are more or less close to the schema tree introduced in
the previous chapter (see Definition 2.6 on page 11). As illustrated in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8, each distinct
tag path occurring in the document tree D is materialized as a sequence of nodes in the schema tree S,
rather than an atomic string value.1 The most obvious advantage of this compositional path representation
is that prefixes shared by multiple tag paths are stored only once. For instance, the same people and
1In fact, given the alphabet T of tag symbols, the schema tree S can be viewed as a Trie [Fredkin 1960] created from a set of
words over T that represent all distinct tag paths.
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person nodes in S are part of the tag paths /people/person/name and /people/person/profile ,
among others. For highly heterogeneous collections where the schema tree grows large, this decrease in
redundancy – compared to atomic path indexing – can save some space. Another benefit of compositional
path indexing for query evaluation against a recursive schema is discussed later (see Section 7.4.1).
Note that since the schema tree does not capture document-level information (recall the Three-Level
Model of XML Retrieval illustrated in Figure 2.3 on page 13), additional pointers are needed to locate the
occurrences of tag paths in the data. Besides, in order to match keyword constraints, the textual contents of
the documents need to be indexed, too. In the sequel we review a couple of alternative ways to realize this.
5.4.1 DataGuide
The perhaps best-known compositional path index for semistructured data is the DataGuide, developed
in 1997 by Goldman and Widom for the Lore retrieval system [McHugh et al. 1997]. For tree data, the
DataGuide looks exactly like the schema tree S shown in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8. As mentioned before,
in all but very few artificial cases S is small enough to fit main memory.2 Thus schema matching in the
DataGuide is done by following paths in a memory-resident tree structure, typically starting from the root
node. Query paths with unspecific tags or with steps involving Child+ or Child ∗ cause backtracking in S
since multiple matches might be found. For instance, the XPath query /people/person/profile/*
matches two tag paths in S, represented by the nodes #4 and #5 in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8, respectively.
To locate occurrences of tag paths in the documents, Goldman and Widom combine the DataGuide
with an inverted path file similar to the one shown in Figure 5.1 c. on page 72. The only difference is that in
the left column of the table, the tag paths are represented by the numbers of the corresponding DataGuide
nodes, rather than strings. Thus the first row maps the tag path #0 to element 0, the second row maps #1 to
elements 9, 18, 27, 36, and so on (the tag path numbers correspond to DataGuide nodes in Figure 2.1 c. on
page 8). Together the two index structures allow to match query paths where only the leaf node is a result
node, as in the XPath expression /people/person/name which returns only name nodes. Note that the
DataGuide does not provide matches to higher nodes on the query path (e.g., the corresponding person
nodes).
Combining the DataGuide with an inverted text file like the one shown in Figure 5.1 a. on page 72
permits to match path queries with keyword constraints. For instance, to obtain all elements in D that have
the tag path /people/person/name and contain the keyword “lee”, one would proceed in four steps:
1. Search the given tag path in the DataGuide in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8. This selects the schema
node #2 (in this case, a singleton node since the query path comprises only Child steps with no tag
wildcards).
2. Look up the schema node #2 in the inverted path file (see Figure 5.1 c. on page 72). This produces
the element set {12,21,30,39} as matches to the structure part of the query.
3. Look up the given keyword in the inverted text file in Figure 5.1 a. on page 72. This produces the
element set {21,30,39} as matches to the text part of the query.
4. Compute the intersection of both element sets (if the keyword constraint specified government rather
than containment, a structural join of the two sets would be needed instead). This yields {21,30,39}
as the query result.
Note that steps 2 and 3 are independent of each other and could therefore be executed in reverse order.
Step 4 can be expensive for large node sets, especially when a structural join is required (see above).
A number of other compositional path indices for XML have been proposed, most of which resemble
the DataGuide to some extent. The remainder of this section briefly reviews a few characteristic ap-
proaches. For a more detailed survey and comparison, see [Weigel 2002]. Further XML index structures
have been proposed by Chung et al. [2002], Kaushik et al. [2002a], Shin et al. [1998], Wang et al. [2003b]
as well as Rao and Moon [2004], among others.
2In theory the schema tree S can grow as large as the document tree D, but only if no tag path occurs twice in D. Typically
even highly heterogeneous tree collections such as Treebank [Treebank] or INEX [INEX] contain considerable structural redundancy.
Examples of graph documents where the DataGuide has exponential size are given in previous work [Weigel 2002].
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5.4.2 IndexFabric
The IndexFabric by Cooper et al. [2001] aims to eliminate step 4 above, where the results of two separate
index look-ups for a tag path and a keyword are joined to produce the final query answer. To this end,
the inverted path and keyword files are combined with the schema tree S into one large disk-based tree
structure, the IndexFabric, as follows. For a given tag path p in the documents, let Kp be the set of distinct
keywords occurring in any element with path p. If Kp is not empty, then new branches are added below p
in S which represent the keywords in Kp as a Trie [Fredkin 1960]. The nodes in these additional branches
represent sets of elements with path p that contain a particular keyword in Kp. This way not only the query
path, but also the keyword constraints can be matched by following paths in the IndexFabric.
For instance, for the tag path p = /people/person/name in the document tree D (see Figure 2.1 b.
on page 8), we have Kp = {“jeff”,“jill”,“lee”,“mae”,“smith”,“sue”}. The IndexFabric for D would
therefore contain (among others) a path /people/person/name/l/e/e representing the elements 21, 30
and 39 (which have the tag path /people/person/name and contain the keyword “lee”, see above).
Similarly, /people/person/name/s/m/i/t/h would represent 12, and /people/person/name/s/u/e
would represent 39. Note that these two paths in the IndexFabric would share a prefix of four steps, includ-
ing the s node: like tag paths, keywords below the same tag path are also represented in a compositional
fashion (namely, as a Trie) to reduce redundancy.
In terms of the Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval (see Figure 2.3 on page 13), the IndexFabric com-
bines information from both the schema level (the tag paths) and the document level (the path and keyword
occurrences). Clearly the resulting index structure is too large to be held in main memory. Cooper et al.
therefore propose a paging strategy for partitioning the IndexFabric on disk in order to restrict the num-
ber of page faults during index look-ups. Besides, to save disk space all non-branching parts of paths in
the IndexFabric are contracted, which reduces the number of nodes in the tree. However, the compressed
IndexFabric only indexes leaf nodes in D or nodes which contain keywords, and therefore fails to answer
certain path queries.
5.4.3 Signature File Hierarchy
The Signature File Hierarchy by Chen and Aberer [1998; 1999] pursues a different strategy to alleviate
the burden of joining path and keyword occurrences in step 4 (see page 75). Recall that since query paths
with Child+ or Child ∗ steps and/or unspecified labels may have more than one match in the schema tree S,
entire subtrees of S must be searched in a backtracking procedure. In the course of this search, multiple
schema nodes may be selected, all of which undergo the occurrence look-up in the inverted path file (step 2).
However, it might happen that some schema node p does not contribute any occurrences to the query result,
because no element with the tag path p contains the query keyword. In this case the occurrences of p are
in vain fetched from the inverted path file in step 2 and intersected with element sets from the inverted text
file in step 4.
In order to rule out such false positives early during the matching, Chen and Aberer use a well-known
Information Retrieval technique to give approximate hints as to which tag paths in S have occurrences that
contain a specific query keyword, as follows. Assume that each keyword k ∈ K occurring in the documents
is mapped to a bit string with a fixed length and a fixed number of bits set. This bit string is called the
keyword signature of k. For any node v in the document tree D, let Kv be the set of distinct keywords
occurring in v. A keyword signature for the node v is then created by superimposing the signatures of all
keywords in Kv by bitwise disjunction. Note that given the keyword signature of v and the signature of any
keyword k∈K, the following implication holds: if v contains k, then all bits set in the signature of k are also
set in v’s keyword signature (we also say that the signature of v qualifies for the signature of k). However,
the inverse is in general not true: even if v’s signature qualifies for k’s signature, v may not contain k, since
the bit patterns in the signatures of distinct keywords contained by v may happen to overlap and together
cover all bits that are set in the signature of K.
These observations can help to avoid needless look-ups and joins in steps 2 and 4. From the contrapo-
sition of the implication above, it follows that given the signatures of a set of document nodes and a query
keyword k, we may recognize for some (though perhaps not all) nodes that they surely do not contain k
(namely, those whose signatures contain unset bits that are set in k’s signature). To exploit this during path
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matching, Chen and Aberer create a Signature File Hierarchy by annotating the schema tree with keyword
signatures and information from the inverted path file, as follows. First, every keyword k ∈ K to be indexed
or queried is mapped to a fixed-length signature (usually the same signature will be recreated from k when-
ever needed, so that the mapping need not be stored physically). Each schema node p in S holds a signature
file listing all elements v with the tag path p, along with their keyword signatures. These are created by
merging the signatures of the keywords they contain, as described in the previous paragraph.
A signature file serves two purposes: on the one hand, it locates the elements with a particular tag
path, thus replacing the inverted path file. On the other hand, it provides an approximate summary of the
keywords contained in these elements. Given the signature of the query keyword k and the signature file of
a schema node p visited during path matching in S, we may recognize that no element listed in p’s signature
file contains k—by examining the signature file, without access to any keyword index. This would save
us from joining p’s occurrences with other element sets in vain in step 4. Note that this method is inexact
in the sense that occurrences of p with the right bits set in their signature might still be false positives.
Hence the subset of p’s occurrences whose signatures look promising for k cannot be used as-is, but must
be joined with the look-up result for k, as before. However, occurrences whose signature does not qualify
can be safely ignored, without altering the query result.
The path occurrences in the signature files add document-level information to the schema tree, which
is therefore unlikely to reside in main memory. For instance, applied to the IMDb collection comprising
more than 80 million document nodes (see Chapter 13), the contents of all signature files together would
easily take up some 640 MB (assuming 32-bit signatures and 32-bit element node labels). As a remedy,
Chen and Aberer [1999] suggest storing the keyword signatures for each tag path in a Trie rather than a flat
list, which avoids the redundant storage of shared bit prefixes (but of course requires some extra space for
the Trie structures).
5.4.4 T-Index
With the T-Index, Milo and Suciu [1999] have introduced a family of index structures for tree- or graph-
shaped documents, that are all tailored to tag paths of a specific structure, described by a path template
(hence the nameT-Index). The template, to be fixed by the database administrator before creating the index,
specifies which tag paths (or fragments thereof) are indexed and which ones are ignored. Depending on the
given path template, a T-Index may capture more or less of the document structure than the DataGuide.
Textual contents of the documents can be indexed with an inverted keyword file, as with the DataGuide.
Milo and Suciu discuss two particular variants of the T-Index that are of general interest. The 1-Index
covers all tag paths starting from the document root. When dealing with tree documents, the 1-Index looks
exactly like the DataGuide. The 2-Index locates all pairs of ancestor and descendant elements that are
linked by a specific sequence of tags. For instance, given a 2-Index for the document tree in Figure 2.1 b.
on page 8, it would be possible to look up all pairs of nodes 〈u,v〉 where there exists a third node w such
that Child(u,w), Child(w,v), tag(w) = profile and tag(v) = edu . In the example, these are the node
pairs 〈9,16〉 and 〈18,25〉. Note that the 2-Index allows to retrieve paths and path fragments anywhere in
the documents, not necessarily starting at the root. This saves the search and backtracking needed with the
DataGuide or 1-Index when matching query paths whose first step involves the descendant axis, such as
//profile/edu .
Of course, the 2-Index incurs a heavy storage penalty, being quadratic in the size of the document tree in
the worst case. More selective path templates may reduce the index size by ignoring less frequently queried
paths. Thus a restricted 2-Index might cover only path fragments of a specific length or with specific tags.
However, tuning the T-Index in this way requires a thorough knowledge of both the schema and the query
workload.
5.5 Tree and Graph Indexing
The data model introduced in Section 2.1 regards XML documents as trees, deliberately restricting them to
the nesting structure their elements. However, index structures have been proposed that take into account
cross-links, which can be specified using either XML’s ID/IDREF attributes or external mechanisms such
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as XLink [XLink] or XPointer [XPointer]. For instance, the Hopi index by Schenkel et al. [2004; 2005]
supports path queries with descendant steps and tag wildcards against arbitrary graphs. The DataGuide
and T-Index presented above are also applicable to documents with cross-links.
The key problem here is how elements that are reached by multiple distinct tag paths should be repre-
sented in the schema tree. One solution, adopted by the T-Index, is to treat all elements having the same set
of tag paths as occurrences of the same schema node. Thus every schema node represents a set of tag paths,
rather than a single path as in the tree case. This preserves the unique mapping from elements to schema
nodes and ensures that the 1-Index on graph documents grows lineary with the number of document nodes.
However, the schema tree may now contain path duplicates because the sets of tag paths represented by
distinct schema nodes are not necessarily disjoint. This causes backtracking during path matching even for
queries without tag wildcards and Child+ or Child∗ steps.
An alternative approach, taken by the DataGuide, is to let each schema node represent exactly one tag
path as before, which means that elements reached by multiple tag paths are indexed redundantly. On the
one hand, this avoids the extra backtracking incurred by the T-Index. On the other hand, the DataGuide
may grow exponentially in the worst case, due to the redundant indexing of elements. However, document
collections which cause exponential growth tend to be extremely artificial and are unlikely to occur in
practice [Weigel 2002].
A graph document model also entails important difficulties for the use of decentralized structural sum-
maries such as the labelling schemes discussed in Chapter 3. Since any document node may be related
to any other regardless of the hierarchical nesting of elements, it is much harder to encode specific tree
relationships such as Child or Child+ in a local fashion. The most powerful labelling schemes for XML
are therefore restricted to tree documents.
Schenkel [2004] argues that a judicious choice of how to index a given document collection depends on
a number of parameters including, e.g., the collection size, the query workload and, for graph documents,
the structure of the cross-links. For instance, some parts of the collection may be entirely tree-shaped while
others are heavily connected through cross-references. The FliX framework by Schenkel provides methods
to partition a heterogeneous collection of cross-linked documents, based on different parameters, in order
to let each part of the collection benefit from the most appropriate indexing technique. This could be a step
towards the semi-automatic selection of structural summaries (both centralized and decentralized) based
on the monitoring of data and query statistics, as offered by some commercial relational database systems
(e.g., IBM’s DB2).
5.6 Summary and Discussion
For any index structure in whichever data model, there are at least three possible (and often conflicting)
optimization goals:
1. runtime performance: To what extent does the index accelerate query evaluation?
2. storage consumption: How much space does the index structure take up on disk or in memory?
3. robustness: How do changes to the indexed data affect the index?
Besides these general questions, there are additional issues specific to the XML data model. The survey of
centralized structural summaries in this chapter, albeit brief and by no means exhaustive, has highlighted
some of the key problems to be taken into account when indexing XML data:
4. path representation: Are tag paths atomic or compositional?
5. content and structure: How does the index combine keyword and path occurrences?
6. backtracking: How are unspecific query paths matched?
The following is a short discussion of these issues with respect to the different approaches presented above.
The runtime performance of XML query evaluation with a given index structure depends not only on
how fast it locates elements that satisfy some part of the query (e.g., a tag, tag path, or keyword constraint),
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but also on how many separate index look-ups and joins are needed to compute the whole query result. As
mentioned before, the flat inverted files discussed in Section 5.2 support only look-ups for individual tag
or keyword constraints. Each conjunction of two constraints entails the intersection or structural join of
(possibly large) sets of elements. Hence the overhead for matching complex queries with branching paths
can be considerable. Different algorithms have been proposed to expedite joining; in particular, so-called
holistic twig joins [Bruno et al. 2002] strive to reduce the size of intermediate results by matching multiple
tag or keyword constraints simultaneously. However, since inverted files only cover simple constraints, the
initial node sets to be joined may still be large.
This problem is addressed by various path indexing techniques which allow to match the leaf of an en-
tire query path including multiple tag constraints at once, without structural joins. Matches to nodes higher
on the path are either materialized in the index, as with the inverted text/path file by Sacks-Davis et al.,
or reconstructed on-the-fly with a suitable labelling scheme (see Chapters 3 and 4). Major differences
exist concerning the representation of tag paths in the index. Atomic path indices like the inverted path
or text/path files presented in Section 5.3 store tag paths as strings, thereby duplicating shared path pre-
fixes. This redundancy not only increases the index size, but also makes it harder to handle changes to
the path structure (e.g., when a subtree in a document is moved). Compositional path indices like the
DataGuide and its variants avoid this redundancy by organizing tag paths in a tree structure, similar to
a Trie [Fredkin 1960]. Goldman and Widom [1997] show how to update the DataGuide incrementally in
time linear in the number of nodes changed.
In any case, matching unspecific query paths that may have multiple matches in the schema requires an
additional effort: for atomic path indexing, substring matching or regular expressions are needed, whereas
compositional indices must be searched with backtracking. Moreover, multiple schema matches entail
additional look-ups in the inverted files as well as additional joins. The Signature File Hierarchy uses
keyword signatures as a heuristic means to avoid needless joins. However, the space overhead in the
schema tree can be considerable. Exact methods that materialize entire tree relations (e.g., Child+ as with
the 2-Index) are unlikely to scale up to tens of gigabytes. Here an alternative are labelling schemes that
encode such tree relations locally. However, this introduces additional caveats concerning updates (see
Chapter 3).
Another important question is how to combine path and keyword indexing in order to enable fast look-
ups of both without blowing up the index size. The straightforward approach sketched for the DataGuide
– i.e., separately look up structure and contents, then join the results – again entails the manipulation of
potentially large node sets. Keeping both tag and elements in a single table like the inverted text/path file
optimizes combined look-ups, at the expense of a larger index size because the same tag path is indexed
repeatedly for distinct keywords. This could be problematic at least for atomic path indices, where the
entire path string is literally duplicated. Path bitmaps like the BitCube further aggravate the problem by
materializing all possible combinations of tag paths and keywords, rather than only those which actually
occur in the documents. Compressing the resulting sparse bitmaps could recuperate wasted space, but
would also introduce a runtime overhead for decompression during the index look-up.
One viable approach is taken by the IndexFabric, which materializes all existing keyword/tag path
combinations in a large Trie on disk and creates additional main-memory structures for fast access to
the right disk pages. However, this involves compression techniques that prevent the IndexFabric from
answering all queries. The next chapter presents a different solution with full support for the XML query
model above: it is an enhanced DataGuide that features (1) combined structure and keyword indexing on
disk, (2) a compositional schema representation in main memory, and (3) efficient keyword-driven pruning
during path matching.
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CHAPTER
SIX
The Content-Aware DataGuide (CADG)
6.1 Overview
This chapter presents the Content-Aware DataGuide (CADG), a compositional centralized structural sum-
mary based on the DataGuide, which is optimized for the efficient evaluation of queries with combined
path and keyword constraints. The attribute “content-aware” is meant to emphasize that unlike pure path
indices like the original DataGuide, the CADG combines content and structure matching during all steps
of the retrieval process. In particular, it allows to prune branches of the schema tree which are irrelevant
with respect to a given set of query keywords, in order to avoid needless path look-ups and backtracking
during path matching. Moreover, the join of elements with a specific tag path and keyword occurrence is
materialized on disk, which significantly reduces the need for joins of large element sets at runtime.
Together with the BIRD labelling scheme (see Part II), the CADG is the basis for the two other main
contributions of this work, namely, the relational query evaluation with the RCADG index (see Part IV)
and the incremental query processing with the RCADG Cache (see Part V). Besides, the CADG has also
been combined with ranking techniques for structured documents [Weigel et al. 2005a] (see Part VI). In
the following, some technical details that are not relevant to this work are omitted for simplicity. A more
exhaustive presentation and evaluation of the CADG can be found in earlier work [Weigel et al. 2004a;
Weigel 2003].
6.2 Materialized Join of Content and Structure
The previous chapter has highlighted several ways to combine the content and the structure of XML doc-
uments to be indexed. This problem is indeed of paramount importance for the efficient evaluation of
combined tag path and keyword queries. In this respect, the main drawback of the DataGuide setting
described above is that content and structure information are rigorously separated into two different data
structures (namely, the inverted keyword and tag path files). This way keywords and tag paths taken from
the same query must be looked up independently, as if all their occurrences were equally relevant to the
query. Only in the last step of the retrieval process (see page 75) content and structure are brought together
again, in a join of potentially large element sets that is computed at runtime.
The experiments with the DataGuide and the inverted files below show that the content/structure join is
often a bottleneck during the query evaluation. The CADG avoids this by materializing this join at indexing
time: the inverted keyword and tag path files are replaced with a single element table containing all triples
〈p,k,v〉 where a document node v with the tag path p contains the keyword k. Figure 6.1 on the following
page depicts the element table for the document tree D in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. Tag paths, keywords and
elements are stored in the pid, key and eid columns, respectively. Note how the labels of schema nodes in
Figure 2.1 c. on page 8 act as foreign keys to the pid column in the element table in Figure 6.1. In general
the element table is larger than the sum of the two inverted files, for two reasons. First, while every pair
〈p,v〉 of a tag path p and one of its occurrences v is stored once in the inverted path file, the same pair
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Figure 6.1: The CADG element table for the document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8.
〈p,v〉 occurs repeatedly in the element table, once for each distinct keyword that v contains. Besides, it is
convenient to store an additional entry 〈p,v,“”〉 for each pair 〈p,v〉 and the empty keyword “” such that
occurrences of tag paths can be efficiently looked up without any specific keyword in mind.
For instance, given the tag path p = /people/person/sex represented by the schema node #5 in
Figure 2.1 c. on page 8, the element table in Figure 6.1 locates either all occurrences of p (entries 〈#5,“”,v〉
for any v, i.e., 17, 26 and 34) or only the subset of occurrences of p that contain the keyword “male” (entries
〈#5,“male”,v〉 for any v, i.e., only 17), whatever is need for answering the query. In the second case, the
use of the element table saves one look-up in the inverted text file and one content/structure join, compared
to the DataGuide evaluation procedure sketched on page 75.
6.3 Keyword-Driven Path Matching
Another problem faced by path indices is that unselective query paths involving Child+ steps or missing tag
constraints can have multiple matches in the index (see Section 5.4 above for an example). In compositional
path indices like the DataGuide, these matches are found through backtracking in the schema tree. In
the worst case, the whole schema tree must be scanned in this way. Even though this does not entail I/O
operations since the schema tree is memory-resident, it may cause some overhead in the case of structurally
diverse document collections like Treebank [Treebank] or INEX [INEX], whose DataGuide contains tens
of thousands of nodes. More importantly, however, every schema node selected during path matching
causes a separate look-up in the inverted path file, which in turn may produce a set of elements to be joined
with look-up results from the inverted text file. Reconsider the sequence of steps for query evaluation with
the DataGuide (see page 75): only during the join in step 4 it becomes clear which elements satisfy both
the structural and the textual query constraints—after all the I/O for the table look-ups is done.
Unlike the DataGuide (or IndexFabric or T-Index), the CADG allows to skip during path matching
branches of the schema tree that represent parts of the documents where the query keyword does not
occur, and that therefore cannot contribute to the query result anyway. As an example, consider the XPath
query //person//*[contains(.,"male")] and the schema tree in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8. To answer
this query with the DataGuide procedure, we would first look up all schema nodes below #1 (the person
node) in the inverted path file. The following intersection of the resulting five element sets with the inverted
text file posting for “male” would reveal that only node 17 satisfies the query. By contrast, with the CADG
the path matching could be restricted to the schema node #5 right away, so that only a single element set
would be fetched from the path file in step 2 and intersected in the last step. This of course requires some
keyword-specific information to be available on the schema level. In terms of the data model introduced
in Chapter 2, the CADG allows to match approximate keyword constraints Contains ′k and Governs ′k for
keywords k ∈ K during path matching (see Section 2.3). In the following we outline two alternative ways
to do this (for details see [Weigel et al. 2004a; Weigel 2003]).
6.3.1 The Signature CADG (SCADG)
The first possibility to realize a keyword-driven, or content-aware, path matching is inspired by the Signa-
ture File Hierarchy. Recall from Section 5.4.3 that here each schema node keeps a signatures file containing
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the elements it represents, and for each element a keyword signature that indicates its textual contents in
an approximate manner. The problem is that for tag paths which occur frequently in the documents, the
list of occurrences to be scanned and signatures to be compared is long. Besides, all information from the
inverted path file must be held in memory. The Signature CADG (SCADG) remedies this by merging all
keyword signatures in the same signature file into a tag path-specific containment signature, much in the
same way as the signature for a single element is created from the signatures of the keywords it contains.
Thus each node in the schema tree S stores only one signature instead of a whole signature file, which
reduces the index size and the number of signatures to be compared during path matching.
The path matching procedure for containment constraints is similar to the one sketched for the Signa-
ture File Hierarchy before. During step 1, each schema node p matching a query node with a containment
constraint for a keyword k is examined to check whether its containment signature qualifies for the signa-
ture of k. If this is not the case, p is ignored, i.e., its occurrences are not looked up and do not take part in
subsequent joins. Of course merging multiple keyword signatures into a single containment signature (by
bitwise disjunction) may render the content representation even less precise than with the Signature File
Hierarchy. However, this only affects the number of false positives that might be overlooked during path
matching, whereas the final query result is exact (as with the Signature File Hierarchy).
A second signature attached to each schema node p in S indicates which keywords are governed by the
elements with the tag path p. This government signature is created by merging the containment signatures
of all descendants of p in S. Obviously, if the government signature of p does not qualify for any key-
word signature in the query, then there is no point in searching p’s subtree in S for nodes with promising
containment signatures. Thus government signatures allow to prune entire subtrees of the schema tree and
to ignore their nodes during the look-up and join steps. This applies even very early during step 1, when
matching nodes higher on the query path which perhaps do not specify keyword constraints themselves
(such as the person node in the sample query above).
6.3.2 The Inverted-File CADG (ICADG)
A second variant of the CADG pursues the same goals as the SCADG, but with different means. Unlike the
SCADG, the Inverted-File CADG (ICADG) does not annotate the schema tree in order to lift some content
information up to the schema level. Instead, all tag paths that lead to elements containing query keywords
are looked up in the element table before the path matching begins. Imagine these keyword-relevant tag
paths as highlighted in the schema tree, indicating which parts of the document schema must be examined
(from a keyword-only point of view) and which ones can be safely ignored. In fact, since only the leaves of
the paths are stored in the element table, we need to decide efficiently for any schema node visited during
path matching whether it is an ancestor of such a keyword-relevant leaf. To this end, the Pre/Max labelling
schemes introduced in Chapter 3 is applied to the schema tree. Using this interval labelling, ancestorship
can be decided in constant time for any two schema nodes.
For instance, reconsider the sample query //person//*[contains(.,"male")] and the schema
tree S in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8. A quick look-up for “male” in the element table identifies #5 as the
only keyword-relevant schema node. Thus the path leading from #0 to #5 in S should be highlighted,
indicating that the other branches leading to #2, #4 and #6 can be ignored. This is achieved by comparing
the Pre/Max labels of the schema nodes visited during path matching in S to the labels of keyword-relevant
nodes fetched beforehand. In the example, the relevant schema node has the label [#5,#5] (being a leaf of
the schema tree). Starting from the root of S with the interval [#0,#6], we proceed since [#5,#5]⊂ [#0,#6].
Similarly, [#5,#5] ⊂ [#1,#6] for the child of the root. However, in the following the intervals [#2,#2],
[#4,#4] and [#6,#6] do not contain [#5,#5]. Therefore the only keyword-relevant path in S leads from #1
via #3 to #5.
A minor technical issue concerns the robustness of the ICADG against modifications of the document
structure. It has been noted above that the labels of schema nodes in S act as foreign keys to the element
table. However, when a new tag path appears in the document collection, the schema node labels may
need to be reassigned according to the Pre/Max scheme. Since changing foreign keys to the large element
table could entail massive disk I/O, every schema node is given an extra identifier that is used as foreign
key instead of the preorder rank of the node. This artificial key value remains constant over time and thus
preserves the foreign key relation regardless of the current shape of the schema tree.
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Figure 6.2: Runtime performance gain of the ICADG and SCADG, compared to the DataGuide.
6.4 Experimental Evaluation
The following summarizes the most salient results of the exhaustive experiments that were carried out for
the original work on the CADG [Weigel 2003]. The experimental set-up is as follows. Three different index
structures have been implemented and integrated with the X 2 retrieval system for XML [Meuss et al. 2005;
Meuss et al. 2003; Meuss 2000]: on the one hand, the SCADG and ICADG as main-memory tree structures
backed by the element table on disk, and on the other hand, the DataGuide in main memory with the
inverted text and tag path files as tables on disk. All three tables are kept in a relational database system,
with the following columns indexed: the element table has one B+-Tree on the path and keyword columns
and another B+-Tree on the keyword column alone. The inverted text file is indexed by a B+-Tree on the
keyword column. The inverted tag path file is indexed by a B+-Tree on the path column. The SCADG uses
64-bit signatures.
With this setting, three different document collections have been indexed, whose characteristics are
summarized in the appendix (see Section 13.2). Cities is very small, with a fairly homogeneous and non-
recursive structure, whereas XMark 29, a synthetically generated corpus [XMark], is structurally slightly
more diverse and contains recursive paths (e.g., parlist elements may contain other parlist ele-
ments). The highly recursive and heterogeneous NP collection comprises half a gigabyte of syntactically
analyzed German noun phrases [Oesterle and Maier-Meyer 1998]. Both manually written and automati-
cally generated query sets have been evaluated against the three collections, resulting in the following four
test suites: CitiesM contains 90 hand-crafted queries against the Cities collection. CitiesA (639 queries),
XMarkA (192 queries) and NpA (571 queries) consist of synthetic queries against the Cities, XMark 29, and
NP collections, respectively. All test suites contain both satisfiable and unsatisfiable queries (50% each).
Detailed properties and a classification of the queries according to various selectivity measures are given
in [Weigel et al. 2004a; Weigel 2003]. Only path queries have been processed in this experiment so as
to minimize dependencies on the underlying evaluation strategy and join algorithms employed by the X 2
system.
All tests have been carried out sequentially on the same computer hosting both X 2 and the RDBS
back-end (technical details are listed in the appendix, see Test Environment B in Section 13.1). To prevent
artefacts due to the file system cache, each query has been processed once without taking the results into
account. The following three iterations of the same query were then averaged. Figure 6.2 shows the
performance results for three selected subsets of the queries in each test suite: while plot a. covers all
evaluated queries, plot b. in the middle narrows down to unselective queries with mostly Child+ steps and
few tag constraints. Finally, plot c. covers all satisfiable queries. Each plot depicts, on a logarithmic scale,
the average speedup of the SCADG and ICADG over the DataGuide, i.e., the proportion of the CADG’s
evaluation time to the DataGuide’s evaluation time.
In a nutshell, the experiments show that (1) the CADG is considerable faster than the DataGuide espe-
cially on large collections and (2) the ICADG always performs a little better than the SCADG. The ICADG
beats the DataGuide by a factor 5 to 200 on average, depending on the document collection. Not sur-
prisingly, the speedup increases for poorly structured queries (see Figure 6.2 b.), where the potential for
subtree pruning is higher. The ICADG evaluates structurally unspecific queries against the large NP collec-
tion 479 times faster than the DataGuide on average. Further statistics show that in this setting one out of
two queries are evaluated by two orders of magnitude faster than with the DataGuide [Weigel et al. 2004a].
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Figure 6.3: Storage consumption of the ICADG, SCADG and DataGuide, relative to the collection size.
For queries with more selective keywords, the speedup again increases by 10-20% on average, and up to
30% for the ICADG. Yet the content awareness pays off even for unselective keywords. Summing up, the
CADG performs best on queries with selective keywords and little structure constraints. In practice this is
an important class of queries, given that most users are accustomed to web search engines and therefore
tend to focus on keyword constraints, especially when they are not familiar with the document schema.
The chart in the Figure 6.2 c. on the facing page focuses on the subset of satisfiable queries in each test
suite, which makes up about 50%. While the ICADG’s average speedup still reaches 4-7 for the smaller test
suites (versus 5-12 for all queries in a.) and two orders of magnitude for NpA, the SCADG performs only
twice as good as the DataGuide on the Cities and XMark 29 collections. On NP it beats the DataGuide by
one order of magnitude (average speedup 28). The reason why the SCADG performs worse in Figure 6.2 c.
is that this experiment does not include the queries that the SCADG answers particularly fast: obviously
it excels at filtering out unsatisfiable queries, especially those with non-existing keywords which it rejects
immediately during path matching. In practice this might be a valuable feature, as users are unwilling to
accept long response times when there is no result in the end. The ICADG is a little slower here because it
recognizes non-existing keywords only after a look-up in the element table.
Figure 6.3 plots the storage consumption of the ICADG, SCADG and DataGuide, respectively. The
chart shows that again both CADGs are most effective for large corpora such as the NP collection. The
ICADG grows to 87% (2.4 MB) and the SCADG to 168% (4.6 MB) of the size of the Cities collection in
the database (DataGuide 1.6 MB). However, this storage overhead is reduced considerably for XMark 29
and completely amortized for NP (ICADG 3% (21 MB), SCADG 6% (36 MB), DataGuide 3% (15 MB)).
Note that the size measures of the SCADG include an extra table containing the signatures for all distinct
keywords in the collection. Without this table, the overhead compared to the ICADG is negligible. Further
experiments including stop words and unstemmed morphological keyword variants have not substantially
changed the results.
6.5 Summary and Discussion
The experiments above clearly show the benefit of the CADG’s materialized content/structure join and
keyword-driven path matching, which come at a relatively low cost in terms of storage. Note that the
results reported here only apply to a hybrid setting, where the structural summary is kept in memory and
the rest and the rest of the index structure resides in a relational database system. Chapters 7 and 8 explore
a different situation where the index is stored entirely on disk and the whole evaluation process takes place
inside the RDBS.
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CHAPTER
SEVEN
XML Retrieval in Relational Database Systems
7.1 Overview
The indexing approaches presented in Chapters 5 and 6 mostly target native or hybrid retrieval systems
where at least some part of the index structure is held in main memory (typically, a centralized struc-
tural summary such as the schema tree). However, faced with very large document collections where
scalability and retrieval efficiency are major concerns, storing and querying XML data entirely inside a re-
lational database system (RDBS) seems particularly promising because (1) highly efficient access methods
for relational data have been developed for over thirty years and (2) query planning and optimization in
the relational algebra is well-understood. Besides, nowadays there is a great choice of mature relational
databases, some of them freely available, that are already widely deployed and offer many features which
are favourable to a productive use. These include, e.g., concurrency, transactions, safety and recovery, as
well as sophisticated index structures and algorithms for query planning and optimization.
Consequently, a variety of relational storage schemes for XML have emerged, which are either generic
in nature or rely on a fixed schema (e.g., a given DTD or XML Schema [XSD1]). All these approaches
have in common that they “shred” the hierarchical XML data into tuples to be stored in the flat data model
of the RDBS. One the one hand, possibly expensive joins are necessary to restore part of the original node
hierarchy at query time. On the other hand, the resulting tables can be efficiently indexed and searched
with the common operators of the relational algebra. This chapter reviews several alternative approaches
to XML retrieval in an RDBS, highlighting their respective strengths and weaknesses for different kinds of
documents and queries. One particularly interesting question here is in how far existing native XML index-
ing techniques, like the ones described in the preceding chapters, can be adapted for use in the relational
setting.
7.2 Classification of Storage Schemes
A recent survey by Krishnamurthy et al. [2003] provides a comprehensive overview, terminology and clas-
sification of a large number of research contributions dealing with XML and RDBSs. First, storage schemes
are contrasted with publishing techniques, whose aim is not to store XML in the relational data model but
to make relational data accessible as if it were XML. (The latter are not tightly related to this work and
therefore ignored in the sequel.) Relational storage schemes for XML are further differentiated according
to the database schema they use for shredding XML data. Approaches in the first class derive a suitable
relational schema for each document collection from a given DTD or other prescriptive XML schema,
and are therefore called schema-based by Krishnamurthy et al.1 (Yoshikawa et al. [2001] refer to them as
structure-mapping approaches.) For instance, Schmidt et al. [2000] suggest storing all elements with the
1Schema-based approaches include work by Shanmugasundaram et al. [1999], Harding et al. [2000], Schmidt et al. [2000],
Bohannon et al. [2002], Runapongsa and Patel [2002], Chen et al. [2003], Balmin and Papakonstantinou [2005] and
Chebotko et al. [2005].
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same tag path together in a separate table. The number of tables needed thus depends on the structural
diversity of the documents. The second class is schema-oblivious in the sense that all sorts of XML docu-
ments, whatever their structure may be, are stored in the same set of tables, designed to fit the XML data
model as closely as possible while allowing for efficient query evaluation.2 (These storage schemes are
therefore called model-mapping approaches by Yoshikawa et al.)
Note that schema-oblivious storage schemes may well index the structure of the documents (in fact,
we will come to know such schemes in this chapter and the next one). But the document schema does not
affect the number of tables and columns used. On the one hand, this means that all elements are stored
in a predefined set of tables, which may therefore become large and need appropriate indexing. Besides,
keeping all data in a small number of tables might slow down the parallel access by multiple threads.
On the other hand, schema-oblivious storage has a number of advantages: (1) No prescriptive schema is
needed to index a new collection of XML documents. If desired, a structural summary can be created on
the fly while indexing the documents. (2) During query evaluation, only a small fixed number of tables is
accessed. There is no need to compute the union of results retrieved from distinct tables. (3) The storage
scheme is robust against schema evolution. For instance, no additional table is needed when a new tag path
appears in the documents. These issues advocate a schema-oblivious approach in the course of this work.
The following brief review of some existing storage schemes therefore covers mainly schema-oblivious
works.
7.3 Node Indexing
An obvious way to shred an XML document tree D into relations is to represent each document node in D
as a tuple in a node table, with enough information to restore specific tree relations through selfjoins of the
node table. For instance, if the tuple representing a document node v contains the unique node labels of v
and its parent in D, then all parent/child pairs in the documents can be obtained through an equijoin of the
node table on the two label columns. Textual contents are either included in the node table or stored in one
or more additional tables. We refer to this kind of relational XML storage as node indexing schemes in the
sequel. Three such schemes are outlined in this section.
7.3.1 The Edge Scheme
The Edge scheme by Florescu and Kossmann [1999] uses a node table with five columns that essentially
materialized the Parent relation. Each document node v is represented as a quintuple containing the unique
node label of v, the node label of v’s parent, v’s tag name, the position of v among its siblings (if any) and
a flag indicating whether or not v has textual contents. The actual content values are stored in a separate
content table mapping node labels to strings.3 While matching Child steps in a query path is easy with
the Edge scheme – a simple equijoin of the node table as sketched above –, handling Child+ steps is only
possible through recursive SQL queries [Krishnamurthy et al. 2003]. Keyword containment constraints
entail joins of the node table with the content table. For government constraints again recursive SQL
queries would be needed.
Florescu and Kossmann also describe two variants of the Edge scheme that aim to expedite access
to relevant tuples in the node table and avoid joins with the content table. First, the node table may be
partitioned into a separate table for all nodes with the same tag. Second, further columns may be added to
the node table in order to store the attributes of an element and their text values. This is known as inlining.
However, since not all elements have the same attributes, the resulting node table may contain many null
values. Both the partitioning and the inlining turn the storage scheme into a schema-based approach, with
the pros and cons listed above.
2Schema-oblivious approaches have been proposed, among others, by [Deutsch et al. 1999], Yoshikawa et al. [2001],
Grust [2002], Jiang et al. [2002], Tatarinov et al. [2002], DeHaan et al. [2003], Harding et al. [2003], Chen et al. [2004],
Pankowski [2004] and Chen et al. [2005a].
3Actually the Edge scheme is a little more involved, capturing different data types in distinct type-specific content tables.
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Figure 7.1: Node table of the XPath Accelerator scheme for the document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8.
7.3.2 The XPath Accelerator Scheme
The XPath Accelerator scheme by Grust et al. [2002; 2004] also materializes the Parent relation, but adds
information for handling Child+ steps and type constraints. Each document node v is represented as a
quintuple in the node table which contains the pre- and postorder ranks of v, the preorder rank of v’s parent
as well as v’s tag name and node type. Figure 7.1 shows the node table for the document tree in Figure 2.1 b.
on page 8. Child steps are matched through an equijoin of the node table, as with the Edge scheme. For
handling Child+ steps, Grust et al. takes advantage of the Pre/Post labelling scheme (see Chapter 3).
Recall from Section 3.3.2 that given two elements u and v, Child+(u,v) holds iff pre(u) < pre(v) and
post(v) < post(u). This decision procedure translates directly into a predicate for a selfjoin of the node
table. Thus the XPath Accelerator efficiently matches Child+ steps without recursive SQL queries.
Grust et al. show that all XPath axes can be decided through joins with different predicates on the node
table columns. In terms of the query model specified in Section 2.2, any query with m query nodes is
matched in an m-fold selfjoin of the node table. To expedite the joins, several optimization have been
proposed, including the Staircase Join [Grust et al. 2003], a new join operator to be integrated into the
RDBS kernel, and shrink-wrapping, a method to decide Child+ steps with a more restrictive predicate.
7.3.3 The STORED Scheme
Deutsch et al. [1999] describe a mixed semistructured/relational storage scheme that is at the boundary
between schema-based and schema-oblivious approaches. It makes use of data mining techniques for
semistructured data [Wang and Liu 1998] in order to devise a relational schema that captures the most
regularly structured part of the documents. The remaining data is collected in a so-called overflow graph
that is not stored in the RDBS, but in a separate database for semistructured data. The creation of the
overflow graph may benefit from a prescriptive schema, but does not depend on it. If a document changes,
newly inserted data that does not conform to the relational schema is added to the overflow graph.
Queries against the original data in the documents are translated into separate queries to be evaluated
by the RDBS and the semistructured database, respectively. Regular path expressions are allowed, but the
translation into SQL expressions is non-trivial. Besides, the mediation between the two database systems
may cause performance issues. Although in principle any kind of semistructured data can be handled by
the STORED scheme, it clearly targets documents with a rather regular structure.
7.4 Path Indexing
Above we raised the question whether path indexing techniques for native XML retrieval could be exploited
in a relational retrieval setting as well. Chapter 5 has highlighted two advantages of indexing entire tag
paths rather than only individual elements:
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1. Path indices allow to match simple query path expressions with fewer joins.
2. Matching tag paths rather than singleton tags provides more selective search conditions, which sim-
plifies index look-ups and reduces the size of intermediate results to be joined.
A third plus is especially relevant to query planning and relevance ranking:
3. Path-specific information (e.g., the node type or statistics about the keyword distribution) need not
be stored redundantly for all elements with a given tag path, but only once in the path index.
These observations apply to native or hybrid retrieval systems just as well as to XML retrieval in RDBSs.
However, among the many relational storage schemes cited above, few preserve information about entire
tag paths or at least fragments thereof. The remainder of this section reviews two such schemes. Similar to
the native approaches presented before, they represent tag paths either in atomic or compositional form.
7.4.1 Atomic Path Indexing with XRel
The XRel scheme by Yoshikawa et al. [2001] resembles XPath Accelerator to some extent (see Sec-
tion 7.3.2), but extends the database schema in order to capture schema-level information, as follows. XRel
consists of three tables that index tag paths, elements and textual contents, respectively.4 Each distinct tag
path is represented as a string which is given a unique integer identifier called path ID. A path table with
two columns, pathexp and pathid, materializes the mapping from path strings to path IDs. The path ID is a
foreign key to the other two tables containing document nodes and their contents, respectively. Document
nodes are labelled using region encoding (see Section 3.3.3), a labelling scheme similar to Pre/Post that
can efficiently decide the Child+ relation. Each document node v is represented in the node table as the
quadruple consisting of v’s start and end position (according to the region encoding) as well as the path ID
of v’s tag path and an integer indicating the position of v among its siblings, if any. Similarly, the textual
contents of any element v are represented as a tuple in the content table – recall that region encoding treats
every text value as a node in its own right – that consists of start and end positions, the path ID of v and the
text value to be indexed.
Path queries without keyword constraints are processed in a join of the path and node tables, as follows:
relevant tag paths are looked up in the path table (using string matching, see below), and the selected path
IDs act as foreign keys to retrieve their occurrences in the node table. As explained in Chapter 5 for native
path indices, this means that matching a whole query path of length m (more precisely, retrieving matches
to its leaf node) requires just one join of the path and node tables, in contrast with the m-fold selfjoin of the
node table needed with the node indexing schemes above. If the query specifies a keyword containment
constraint, the path table is joined with the content table instead. However, this way only the position of
the matching text value is retrieved, not the containing element itself (this would require another join with
the node table).
Tree queries are first divided into path expressions whose leaves are result nodes or branching nodes or
leaf nodes in the tree pattern. For instance, the XPath query Q3 = /people//person[name]//edu is di-
vided into the query paths /people//person , /people//person/name and /people//person//edu .
Then the occurrences of these query paths are retrieved as just described, through multiple joins with the
node table. Matches to the entire tree pattern are filtered out during the join by extra predicates that decide
the Child+ relation for the individual occurrences of distinct query paths, using their region-encoded node
labels. In the case of Q3, e.g., this might rule out name children of person nodes for which no edu
descendant could be found.
To understand the look-up of query path expressions in the path table, assume the table contains, among
others, the three distinct tag paths p1 = /people/person/name , p2 = /people/person/profile/name
and p3 = /people/person/lastname as strings in the pathexp column. A path query without tag wild-
cards and Child+ steps could be matched simply by an equality predicate on the pathexp column in the
path table. For instance, a suitable predicate for the query Q1 = /people/person/name in SQL syn-
tax would be pathexp = ‘/people/person/name’ , which would correctly select p1 but not p2 and p3.
4The presentation of the XRel scheme here is slightly simplified in order to fit the XML data model from Section 2.1.
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Now consider another query Q2 = /people/person//name that involves a Child+ step. A naı¨ve se-
lection predicate on the path table would be pathexp like ‘/people/person/%name’ , using SQL’s
wildcard % for matching any (possibly empty) sequence of characters in a string. However, this would
not only match p1 and p2 but also p3, which is wrong. This is because using % , one cannot distinguish
between tag names and their delimiters. Note that pathexp like ‘/people/person%/name’ would be
incorrect too, selecting other tag paths such as, e.g., /people/personnel/name . Finally, pathexp like
‘/people/person/%/name’ would correctly rule out p3, but fail to select p1.
To handle queries like Q2, Yoshikawa et al. replace each delimiter “ / ” in a tag path with the two-
character sequence “ #/ ”. This way the beginning and end of tags in a query path can be marked up inde-
pendently. For instance, Q2 is matched using the predicate #/people#/person#%/name . It is easy to ver-
ify that this matches p1 = #/people#/person#/name and p2 = #/people#/person#/profile#/name ,
but excludes p3 = #/people#/person#/lastname , as desired. However, more complex path queries
such as /people/*/name or /people//*/name require regular expressions.5
The atomic indexing of tag paths as strings in XRel’s path table has a number of disadvantages. First,
string matching on a large path table can be slow when the selection predicate is a regular expression
or a suffix pattern beginning with the % wildcard. Second, the path table contains many duplicates of
path prefixes because every tag path is stored in its entirety, from root to leaf. However, query for-
malisms like XQuery, XPath or the one introduced in Section 2.2 specify path expressions in fragments
rather than as root-to-leaf patterns. For instance, the XPath query Q3 above contains three path fragments
(namely, /people//person , name and edu ) from which the XRel processor must first restore the query
paths /people//person , /people//person/name and /people//person//edu to be looked up in
the path table. Third, matching tree queries like Q3 with XRel sometimes produces many false hits on
the schema level that are only discarded during the join with the node table. For instance, when look-
ing up the above query paths for Q3 in XRel’s path table, there is no way to select only those tag paths
which refer to the same person node: /people/faculty/person , /people/staff/person/name
and /people/students/person/edu are all valid matches to the three query paths, although they do
not belong to the same schema hit. Needlessly retrieving and joining their respective occurrences from
the node table sometimes slows down the query evaluation considerably (see the experiments in the next
chapter). For recursive document collections, this can even lead to false query results. A sample query
illustrating this issue and the corresponding SQL code for the XRel scheme are given in the next chapter.
7.4.2 Compositional Path Indexing with BLAS
The Bi-Labelling Based System (BLAS) by Chen et al. [2004] is so far the only relational storage scheme
for XML we are aware of that represents (suffixes of) tag paths in a compositional manner. The name
of the approach alludes to the fact that there are two different kinds of labels, D-labels for elements and
P-labels for tag paths, which are used to match structural query constraints on the document and schema
levels, respectively. D-labels are simply integer intervals following region encoding, as with the XRel
scheme above. P-labels are generated on the fly during indexing and query evaluation for any tag path
suffix encountered in a document or query. A P-label is an integer interval denoting the set of all possible
tag paths which share a specific suffix. For instance, the P-label for the tag path suffix /person/name
represents all possible tag paths /. . ./person/name . In particular, each root-to-leaf tag path p (a special
case of a path suffix) is assigned a P-label that is stored with each occurrence of p in the node table, similar
to the path ID used by XRel above.
The idea is to choose P-labels in such a way that given the P-label P of any tag path suffix in the
query, one can easily retrieve all elements with that tag path suffix by inspecting their P-labels in the
node table. To this end, the labelling ensures that for any two tag path suffixes s and s′ with P-labels Ps
and Ps′ , respectively, Ps contains Ps′ (as an interval) iff s is a suffix of s′. Otherwise Ps and Ps′ are
disjoint. For instance, the P-label for the suffix /name contains the P-label for /person/name which
in turn contains the P-label for /people/person/name . Thus a query path s = //person/name can be
matched by selecting all tuples in the node table whose P-label is contained in Ps. This would include, e.g.,
elements reached by /people/person/name , but not those below /people/person/profile/name
5Regular expressions are not part of the SQL-92 standard [SQL2], but included in SQL:1999 [SQL3].
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(whose P-label is disjoint with Ps).
P-labels, D-labels and textual contents of elements are all stored together, i.e., there is no separate path
table as with XRel. Chen et al. suggest using a separate node table for all elements with the same tag name,
similar to the Edge scheme above. Each element v is represented as a tuple consisting of v’s D-label (i.e.,
its start and end positions in the documents), the P-label of v’s tag path as well as the level of v and its
textual content, if any. The P-labels are created on-the-fly for all tag paths encountered during indexing,
based on schema statistics like the total number of distinct tags and the height of the document tree. (In
this sense BLAS uses a schema-based storage scheme.)
Similarly, when a query Q comes in, P-labels are created for all tag path suffixes in Q. The tag path
suffixes in Q are obtained by extracting all sequences of consecutive non-branching Child steps from the
query path expressions. For instance, the tree query Q3 = /people//person[name]//edu is cut into
four path suffixes, namely, /people , /person , /name and /edu . Both the “ // ” symbol denoting a
Child+ step and XPath predicates indicating a branch act as breakpoints for dividing path expressions into
suffixes. These suffixes are looked up as P-labels in the node tables. The resulting four sets of people ,
person , name and edu nodes are then combined through structural joins on their D-labels, in order to
filter out those quadruples which indeed form a subtree with the specified structure.
The example above illustrates that path suffixes without Child+ steps are generally less selective than
the original query paths (e.g., compare the four suffixes that BLAS extracts from Q3 to the three rooted
query paths used by XRel above). To obtain more selective look-up predicates, Chen et al. propose two
optimizations. First, longer path suffixes can be created for children of a branching query node: in Q3,
e.g., we can use /person/name instead of /name because the person and name nodes are connected
through a Child step. This might reduce the number of name nodes participating in the structural joins.
However, the technique does not apply to the edu node in Q3, because of the descendant step. Thus
BLAS still tolerates even more false hits on the schema level than XRel, despite its compositional path
representation. Since only path suffixes are matched in the first place, there is no way to select only edu
nodes below a specific person node in the schema tree, or even below any person at all, let alone to
rule out combinations of person , name and edu nodes that do not belong to the same schema hit.
The second optimization makes use of schema information in a DTD (if available) to unfold (i.e.,
instantiate) path expressions like /people//person//edu in Q3 into a set of root-to-leaf paths without
Child+ steps and tag wildcards. This way few look-ups for unselective path suffixes in the node table are
replaced with many look-ups for very selective rooted tag paths, in a sort of query expansion. Note that
the idea is similar to the path matching that XRel performs through string matching in the path table and
that native systems realize by traversing the schema tree. However, with prescriptive schema information
as specified by DTDs, the query expansion proposed by Chen et al. is likely to produce many tag paths
that do not occur in the documents. For recursive DTDs the unfolding does not even terminate unless a
maximum length for the resulting tag paths is fixed. Finally, the unfolding with BLAS seems to happen
outside the RDBS, and it is not explained how this could be best done in the relational model.
7.5 Summary and Discussion
Given that today’s relational database technology is efficient, scalable, mature and widely deployed, the
prospect of seamlessly integrating XML retrieval with RDBSs is particularly tempting. The literature
abounds with different ways to store and query XML data as tuples. While many approaches depend
on DTDs or other specifications of the document structure to choose a database schema, and some use
labelling schemes as decentralized structural summaries of tree relations between individual tuples, very
few relational storage schemes leverage the benefit of indexing schema information with a centralized
structural summary. Systems that only index singleton elements with their tags, but not paths (as with
the Edge scheme) must often join large node sets to find out that only few candidates are actually part of
the query result. Sophisticated join algorithms have been developed as a compensation (like the Staircase
Join by Grust et al. [2003] for XPath Accelerator). But still experimental results such as the ones reported
by Chen et al. [2004] or those presented in the next chapter show that path indexing can speed up query
evaluation in RDBSs just as much as in a native or hybrid environment.
However, it makes a difference how exactly the schema information is represented. Most observations
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made in Chapter 5 for native path indexing also apply to relational systems. On the one hand, atomic path
indices like XRel do prevent irrelevant elements from being retrieved and joined in certain cases, but their
string representation of tag paths is redundant, awkward to match and of limited use for branching path
expressions and recursive document collections. By separating document-level and schema-level infor-
mation into two distinct tables, XRel can match schema constraints without accessing the full document
data, but the resulting path information is often not precise enough to pick exactly the relevant elements
in the node table. On the other hand, the compositional path representation of BLAS is quite compact, but
produces even more false positives on the schema level than XRel and also requires query preprocessing
outside the RDBS (for creating P-labels and unfolding query paths). Moreover, BLAS stores and compares
both schema-level and document-level information in node tables, which means larger index scans during
schema matching and more I/O needed for updates when the document structure changes.
The next chapter shows how to avoid these shortcomings to make relational XML retrieval benefit even
more from path indexing with a centralized structural summary. TheRelational CADG (RCADG) presented
below is based on a compositional path representation which is simpler and more precise than BLAS. It
builds on the interval labelling of schema nodes described for the ICADG [Weigel 2003] in Section 6.3.2.
As a matter of fact, this approach is dual to BLAS in the following sense. In the ICADG, the interval
label of a schema node represents all rooted tag paths with a common prefix. The interval of a longer
tag path is contained in the intervals of shorter ones with the same prefix. For instance, the interval for
/people/person contains the one for /people/person/name . By contrast, the P-labels used by BLAS
represent sets of tag path suffixes. For the purpose of analogy, they may be regarded as interval-labelled
nodes of a modified schema tree containing all inverse (i.e., leaf-to-root) tag paths or path suffixes in the
documents. The examples above illustrate how indexing path prefixes rather than suffixes can reduce the
number and size of intermediate results to be joined. The next chapter explains how the RCADG takes
advantage of this observation.
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CHAPTER
EIGHT
The Relational CADG (RCADG)
8.1 Overview
This chapter introduces the Relational CADG (RCADG), a new time- and space-efficient approach to XML
retrieval in relational database systems. The aim of this work is to bring together sophisticated XML
indexing techniques and the mature and highly optimized relational technology in order to get the best
from both worlds. The RCADG builds on much of the work presented so far, most prominently: the BIRD
labelling scheme explained in Chapter 4, a decentralized structural summary with powerful decision and
reconstruction capabilities, and the CADG index presented in Chapter 6, a centralized structural summary
that combines the schema tree in main memory with a materalization of the content/structure join on disk.
The main contributions of the RCADG are (1) a relational storage scheme for the CADG and (2) query
planning, translation and evaluation algorithms that together
1. leverage the full schema matching precision of the CADG in an RDBS,
2. preserve its compositional path representation to rule out many false schema hits early,
3. exploit the power of BIRD reconstruction to avoid needless disk I/O and joins of large intermediate
results,
4. enable query planning and optimization based on path and keyword selectivity statistics and an ana-
lysis of reconstructible relations in the query, and
5. exploit standard relational techniques as much as possible.
The rest of this chapter discusses these issues in more detail. The next section explains the relational
storage scheme used by the RCADG and outlines the query evaluation process from an intuitive point of
view. Section 8.3 briefly reviews the child-balanced BIRD encoding introduced in Chapter 4, focusing on
how to realize decision and reconstruction in the RDBS. Based on these preliminaries, Section 8.4 describes
the nuts and bolts of XML retrieval with the RCADG, including query planning and rewriting as well as
the generation of SQL code for query matching on the schema and document levels. Section 8.5 reports
the results of comparing our implementations of the RCADG, XPath Accelerator and XRel schemes with
the original CADG. Section 8.6 provides a quick wrap-up of the RCADG’s contributions compared to the
related work reviewed in the previous chapter. The last section mentions some remaining issues and open
questions.
8.2 The RCADG Storage Scheme
This section describes a relational database scheme for storing the Content-Aware DataGuide (CADG) in
an RDBS. As described in Chapter 6, the CADG consists of two data structures, the schema tree and the
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Figure 8.1: The RCADG path table for the schema tree in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8.
element table. Since the latter is ready to be stored in an RDBS without further modification, only the
schema tree must be migrated to the relational data model. To preserve the compositional representation of
tag paths in the CADG, the schema tree should not be stored as a list of path strings, as with the XRel scheme
(see Section 7.4.1). Moreover, schema-level and document-level information should be kept separate rather
than in one large table, as the one used by the BLAS scheme (see Section 7.4.2).
A straightforward relational representation of the schema tree S is the path table shown in Figure 8.1.
The idea is to “shred” S into tuples each representing a single schema node. To decide the Child and Child+
relations in S efficiently, each schema node is labelled according to the Pre/Max encoding (see Chapter 3).
The result is similar to applying one of the node indexing schemes mentioned in Section 7.3 to the schema
tree (rather than the document tree as proposed there). Each schema node p in S is stored as a tuple
〈pid,parid,maxid, tag, type, level,weight, . . .〉
that consists of at least the seven fields listed in Table 8.1:
field description
pid the preorder rank of p in S (assuming an arbitrary sibling order)
parid the preorder rank of p’s parent node in S (null for the root of S)
maxid the greatest preorder rank of any node in the subtree of S rooted in p
tag the tag name of p in S (the last tag in the tag path corresponding to p)
type the node type of p in S
level the level of p in S
weight the BIRD weight of p (see Section 8.3 below)
Table 8.1: Mandatory fields in the RCADG path table for a given node p in the schema tree S.
Further fields may be added to store tag-path specific information, e.g., statistics for query planning and
result ranking or keyword signatures for keyword-driven schema matching (see Section 5.4.3). Examples
for such optional fields are given in Table 8.2:
field description
csig the containment signature of p in the SCADG (see Section 6.3.1)
gsig the government signature of p in the SCADG (see Section 6.3.1)
elts the number of elements with the tag path p
keys the number of distinct keywords contained in elements with the tag path p
Table 8.2: Selected optional fields in the RCADG path table for a given node p in the schema tree S.
For reasons of clarity, the descriptions in this chapter assume three minor simplifications of the actual
path table as it is implemented in our RCADG-based XML database. First, we henceforth consider an
RCADG path table consisting only of the mandatory fields in Table 8.1, unless stated otherwise. Second,
the string values in the tag and type columns of Figure 8.1 are given only for illustration purposes. In fact
this information is encoded numerically, using a unique mapping from tag names or node types to integer
values. Finally, the actual path table has an additional field containing update-robust foreign keys to the
element table, as explained for the ICADG (see Section 6.3.2).
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For XML retrieval with the RCADG, the path table on disk replaces the schema tree in main mem-
ory, which is no longer needed. The element table is the same as for the CADG (see Section 6.2). The
RCADG-based retrieval system evaluates a given XML query Q by (1) translating Q into a sequence of
SQL statements involving joins of the path and element tables, (2) running these queries in the RDBS to
obtain the query result as a set of element tuples (matches), and (3) returning the answer in a suitable form
(e.g., by extracting the XML representation of the query matches from the original documents or gener-
ating it on the fly). In a first phase, schema matching takes place through an m-fold selfjoin of the path
table, where m is the number of query nodes in Q. This produces a preliminary result table containing all
schema hits for Q (schema hits are introduced in Section 2.3). Schema-level matching takes advantage of
the Pre/Max labels in the path table to decide the ancestorship of schema nodes. In the second phase the
schema hits are matched on the document level in repeated joins of the most recent intermediate result with
the element table. Successively partial matches to schema hits are either completed or discarded, until all
query constraints have been processed and the last result table contains the final query result. Document-
level matching benefits specifically from BIRD reconstruction and decision. The following sections explain
all steps of this procedure in detail.
8.3 BIRD Revisited: Reconstruction and Decision in the RDBS
In Chapter 4 is has been shown how the reconstruction and decision capabilities of the BIRD labelling
scheme can accelerate the query evaluation. BIRD decides and reconstructs many tree relations in the
document tree using simple arithmetic computations on numeric element labels and tag path weights. To
take advantage of BIRD for the RCADG, these computations must be performed inside the RDBS during
query matching on the document level (the second of the abovementioned retrieval phases). More precisely,
reconstruction and decision formulae are part of the joins of intermediate result tables with the element
table, in the form of either join predicates or projection clauses (the WHERE and FROM parts of a SQL query,
respectively) or both.
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 on the following page list rules to deduce suitable join predicates and projection
clauses for matching binary query constraints on the document level with child-balanced BIRD labels. In
the remainder of this chapter we refer to these rules as document matching rules, in contrast to several other
types of rule to be introduced later. In each rule, the upper part represents “input” or preconditions, i.e.,
constraints that are either given in the query or have been deduced through query rewriting (see below) or
by applying other rules. The lower part represents “output” or postconditions, i.e., deduced conditions on
BIRD labels and weights to be used in the joins, or further constraints to be processed. The join expressions
are given in a formal notation as for the relational algebra. Translations of sample expressions into SQL
can be found in the next section. Suffice it to say here that the reconstruction and decision formulae in
Figures 8.2 and 8.3 on the next page are all simple enough to be expressed in plain SQL [SQL2] without
user-defined functions. They involve only comparison operators (<, <=, =), arithmetic operators (+, -, the
multiplication * and the modulo operator %) as well as Boolean operators (AND, OR).
Figure 8.2 on the following page summarizes BIRD’s decision capabilities in eleven rules of the above-
mentioned form. In each such rule with a binary constraint R(v0,v1) in the upper part, the lower part
specifies predicates for selecting elements v1 in a join with the element table such that R(v0,v1) is satisfied
for a given element v0. Both v0 and the BIRD weight of its tag path pi(v0) are assumed to be known. For
instance, consider the first rule DMDecChild∗0 , which states that the nodes in the subtree rooted in a particular
element v0 are exactly those elements whose BIRD label is greater than or equal to v0’s label but smaller
than v0’s label plus its weight. Applied to element v0 = 24 in Figure 4.3 a. on page 46, whose tag path
pi(v0) = #3 has the weight 3 (see Figure 4.3 b. on page 46), the rule DMDecChild∗0 selects as v0’s descendants(including v0) all elements v1 where 24 ≤ v1.eid < 24 + 3, i.e., the elements 24, 25 and 26 in Figure 4.3 a.
This mirrors exactly BIRD’s decision procedure for Child∗0 that is described in Chapter 4.
In the same way most other binary relations listed in Table 2.1 on page 9 can be decided (except
i-th-Following, NextElt ji and their inverses, which are not supported by BIRD), using the corresponding
rules in Figure 8.2. Note that constraints of the form Parent ji(v0,v1) or Child
j
i(v0,v1) are rewritten into
Child ∗0(v0,v1) and Parent∗0(v0,v1) earlier during the evaluation, after matching their proximity bounds on
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Child ∗0(v0,v1)
v1.eid ≥ v0.eid ∧ v1.eid < v0.eid + pi(v0).weight
(DMDecChild∗0)
Parent∗0(v0,v1)
v1.eid ≤ v0.eid ∧ v1.eid > v0.eid−pi(v1).weight
(DMDecParent∗0)
NextSib∗1(v0,v1) ∃v2 : Parent(v0,v2)
v1.eid > v0.eid ∧ v1.eid < v2.eid + pi(v2).weight ∧ v1.eid mod pi(v0).weight = 0
(DMDecNextSib ∗1)
NextSib ji(v0,v1)
NextSib∗1(v0,v1) ∧
v1.eid−v0.eid
pi(v0).weight
≥ i ∧ v1.eid−v0.eid
pi(v0).weight
≤ j
(DMDec
NextSib ji
)
PrevSib∗1(v0,v1) ∃v2 : Parent(v0,v2)
v1.eid < v0.eid ∧ v1.eid > v2.eid ∧ v1.eid mod pi(v0).weight = 0
(DMDecPrevSib ∗1)
PrevSib ji(v0,v1)
PrevSib∗1(v0,v1) ∧
v0.eid−v1.eid
pi(v0).weight
≥ i ∧ v0.eid−v1.eid
pi(v0).weight
≤ j
(DMDec
PrevSib ji
)
Following(v0,v1)
v1.eid ≥ v0.eid + pi(v0).weight
(DMDecFollowing)
NextElt∗1(v0,v1)
v1.eid > v0.eid
(DMDecNextElt∗1)
Preceding(v0,v1)
v1.eid ≤ v0.eid−pi(v1).weight
(DMDecPreceding)
PrevElt∗1(v0,v1)
v1.eid < v0.eid
(DMDecPrevElt∗1)
Self(v0,v1)
v1.eid = v0.eid
(DMDecSelf)
Figure 8.2: BIRD document matching rules for deciding binary tree relations (v0,v1,v2 ∈V ).
Parent∗0(v0,v1)
v1.eid = v0.eid− (v0.eid mod pi(v1).weight)
(DMRecParent∗0)
PrevSib ii(v0,v1) ∃v2 : Parent(v0,v2) ∧ v0.eid− i ·pi(v0).weight > v2.eid
v1.eid = v0.eid− i ·pi(v0).weight
(DMRecPrevSib ii
)
NextSib ii(v0,v1) ∃v2 : Parent(v0,v2) ∧ v0.eid + i ·pi(v0).weight < v2.eid + pi(v2).weight
v1.eid = v0.eid + i ·pi(v0).weight
(DMRecNextSib ii
)
Self(v0,v1)
v1.eid = v0.eid
(DMRecSelf)
Figure 8.3: BIRD document matching rules for reconstructing binary tree relations (v0,v1,v2 ∈V , i ∈ IN).
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the schema level (see Section 8.4.2). Therefore no further rules for these relations are needed at this stage.
The four decision rules for NextSib and PrevSib in Figure 8.2 expect as input the BIRD label and
weight not only of v0, but also of its parent v2. Similarly, the rule DMDecPreceding can only be applied when
given the weight of the elements v1 to be selected. The evaluation procedure presented in the next section
makes sure that (1) during schema-level matching all required weights are extracted from the path table
and (2) during document-level matching only rules for constraints R(v0,v1) are applied for which v0 (and
possibly v2) is known, either from previous joins with the element table or through reconstruction (see the
next paragraph).
Figure 8.3 on the facing page lists the most important reconstruction rules for the BIRD scheme. For
any constraint R(v0,v1) in the upper part of a reconstruction rule, the singleton R-image of v0 can be com-
puted from the BIRD label and weight of v0 as specified in the lower part of that rule. Like in the decision
case, some reconstruction rules require as additional input the label and weight of v0’s parent v2 or the
weight of the element v1 to be reconstructed, which are retrieved earlier during the evaluation process. For
instance, to match a query constraint Parent11, which is rewritten to Parent∗0 after schema-level matching,
the rule DMRecParent∗0 can only be applied when both v0 and the corresponding parent weight pi(v1).weight are
given. For v0 = 24 in Figure 4.3 a. on page 46, e.g., we know from schema-level matching that v1’s tag path
pi(v1) = #1 has the weight 9 (see Figure 4.3 b. on page 46). Thus the BIRD label of v1 is reconstructed as
v1.eid = 24− (24 mod 9) = 18 according to the rule DMRecParent∗0 . Note that apart from the trivial reconstruc-
tion of the Self relation (rule DMRecSelf in Figure 8.3), only ancestors and preceding siblings at an arbitrary,
but fixed distance i can be reconstructed with the RCADG. Other reconstructible relations (see Table 3.1 on
page 20) are not considered here.
8.4 Query Evaluation with the RCADG
1 // evaluateQuery: RCADG query evaluation from scratch
2 // →Q: the query to be evaluated
3 procedure evaluateQuery (Q: query)
4 // schema-level matching
 5 call rewriteSchemaLevel (Q) // see Section 8.4.1

6 call matchSchemaLevel (Q) // see Section 8.4.2
7 // document-level matching
 8 call rewriteDocLevel (Q) // see Section 8.4.3
9 P := call createPlan (Qv,Qc) // see Section 8.4.4
10 for all steps s ∈ P do
11 call matchDocLevel (Q, s) // see Section 8.4.5

12 end for
13 // projection to result nodes
14 call createResult (Q) // see Section 8.4.6
15 end procedure
Algorithm 8.1: RCADG query evaluation from scratch. The input is a query Q = 〈Qv,Qc,Qr〉 to be evalu-
ated, where Qv is the set of query nodes, Qc the set of query edges and Qr the set of result nodes in Q.
The top-level evaluation procedure for the RCADG is given in Algorithm 8.1. As mentioned before,
query evaluation is divided into two phases. In phase 1, the query constraints are processed on the schema
level (lines 5 to 6), typically at a negligible join cost since the path table is rather small. Initially some
rewriting attempts to minimize the query and prepares it for evaluation with the RCADG (line 5). The
remaining query constraints are then translated to a single SQL statement expressing a selfjoin of the path
table (line 6). This produces a first intermediate result on the schema level consisting of tuples of schema
nodes that together form a matching to the entire query graph (the schema hits, as defined in Section 2.3).
The schema hits are stored as rows in a temporary table with columns for the labels (pid) and weights
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a. intermediate result Q s0 after phase 1
b. intermediate result Q s1 after step s1 in phase 2
c. intermediate result Q s2 after step s2 in phase 2
d. intermediate result Q s3 after step s3 in phase 2
e. final result ans(Q) after phase 2
Figure 8.4: RCADG result tables for the query Q in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10. The SQL code for computing
the results comprises five statements, given in Figures 8.6, 8.12 and 8.17 (see pages 105, 113 and 117,
respectively). Four intermediate result tables are created, one in phase 1 (a.) and three in phase 2 (b.–d.).
These tables may be stored persistently to build up a query result cache (see Chapter 10). The final answer
to Q (e.) is extracted from the result table in d. It is visualized as subtree a2 in Figure 2.1 e. on page 8.
(weight) of all schema nodes in a tuple. Such a result table is shown in Figure 8.4 a. for the sample query Q
in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10.
In the second evaluation phase (lines 8 to 12 in Algorithm 8.1), further rewriting removes query con-
straints that have been fully catered for on the schema level (line 8). Then the query is matched on the
document level, based on the intermediate schema-level result from phase 1. Step by step occurrences of
tag paths in the schema hits are retrieved from the element table, checked against the query constraints,
and possibly added to the next intermediate result table (see Figures 8.4 b.–d.). Where applicable, recon-
struction is used to avoid expensive joins with the element table. First a query plan is created (line 9 in
Algorithm 8.1) that specifies which binary constraints shall be reconstructed and in which order the oth-
ers shall be decided. This also determines which occurrences are obtained through joins with the element
table, and in which order. Each step in the constraint-solving plan comprises a number of joins of the
most recent result table with the element table, together with reconstructions and decisions, and produces
another table with the updated intermediate results. A final projection of the last intermediate table onto all
distinct matches to the result nodes in the query (line 14) produces the final answer (see Figure 8.4 e.). The
rest of this section explains all evaluation stages in detail.
8.4.1 Schema-Level Query Rewriting
Before the actual matching takes place, the query is preprocessed in order to eliminate unneeded query
nodes and redundant constraints. Note that the underlying query rewriting is designed for the RCADG and
BIRD and by no means exhaustive. However, the rules below are generic and hence applicable to other
retrieval scenarios, too. We only sketch a couple of basic rewriting rules here. A thorough analysis of
minimization techniques for XML queries is beyond the scope of this thesis.1
1XML query rewriting and optimization in different application scenarios has been studied, among others, by
McHugh and Widom [1997], Amer-Yahia et al. [2001], Zhang et al. [2001; 2002], Ramanan [2002], Olteanu et al. [2002],
Pilar [2002], Grust et al. [2003], Flesca and Furfaro [2003] and Jagadish et al. [2004].
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It has already been mentioned that query rewriting is triggered twice during the evaluation procedure,
namely, once before schema-level matching (phase 1) and once again before document-level matching
(phase 2). The different rules that rea applicable in either phase are described here and in Section 8.4.3,
respectively. It is not hard to prove that all these rules preserve the query semantics. Note that during
the rewriting, any binary query constraint R ji(q,q′) and its inverse (R−1)
j
i(q
′,q) are treated as interchange-
able. In the sequel, let RProx = {Parent,Child,NextSib,PrevSib,NextElt,PrevElt} be the set of binary
proximity relations (see Section 2.1). The following query rewriting rules are used by the procedure
rewriteSchemaLevel at the beginning of retrieval phase 1 (see Algorithm 8.1 on page 101):
Adding query edges. The source and target node of any PrevSib or NextSib edge (with or without prox-
imity bounds) are linked to the same parent node in the query graph. If exactly one of the two sibling nodes
has an outbound Parent11 edge (or inbound Child 11 edge), then another Parent11 edge is added that links the
other sibling to the same parent. Otherwise, if both siblings are connected to different nodes via Parent11
(or Child 11) edges, then these two nodes are linked by a Self constraint. If neither sibling is involved in a
parent/child constraint, two Parent11 edges to a single new parent node are created.
For instance, consider the query in Figure 8.5 a. on the following page that contains two binary query
constraints NextSib(q6,q5) and Parent(q5,q4), among others. Since every match to q6 is necessarily a
sibling of a match to q5 and therefore has the same parent node, we can safely add a new constraint
Parent(q6,q4) (see Figure 8.5 b.). Without the Parent(q5,q4) edge in the original query in a., a new query
node q7 would be created with two edges Parent(q5,q7) and Parent(q6,q7). Conversely, if q6 were linked
to an exiting query node q7 by a Parent edge, then a new edge Self(q7,q4) would be added instead.
The purpose of this treatment of sibling nodes is twofold. First, it allows to infer further selection
predicates from the newly added Self edges. Moreover, making implicit parent/child relations explicit
through additional Parent edges allows to take these relations into account during query planning (see
Section 8.4.4). In particular, the query planner might opt for matching the explicit Parent constraint at a
certain point during phase 2 in order to apply one of the BIRD document matching rules for deciding or
reconstructing the sibling relation afterwards. Recall from the previous section that these rules require the
respective parent nodes to be known (see rules DMDecPrevSib ∗1 , DM
Dec
PrevSib ji
, DMDecNextSib∗1 , DM
Dec
NextSib ji
in Figure 8.2
and rules DMRecPrevSib ii , DM
Rec
NextSib ii
in Figure 8.3 on page 100).
Merging query nodes. All (new or existing) binary query constraints are analyzed to merge query nodes
which must have the same set of matches. For instance, all neighbours reached from a given query node by
Parent ii edges (i∈ IN) are merged. The same applies to all other functional query constraints, i.e., NextSib ii,
NextElt ii, PrevSib ii, PrevElt ii, and Self. The unary constraints involving two nodes to be merged must be
compared in order to reconcile their tag names, node types, levels and keywords. If this is impossible
(e.g., when a query node representing only elements and another query node representing only attributes
are linked via a Self edge), the query is rejected as unsatisfiable.
proximity first second result
lower R ···i (q0,q1) R ···i ′ (q0,q1) R
···
max{i, i ′}(q0,q1)
upper
R j··· (q0,q1) R j
′
··· (q0,q1) R
min{j, j ′}
··· (q0,q1)
R j··· (q0,q1) R ∗··· (q0,q1) R
j
··· (q0,q1)
R ∗··· (q0,q1) R ∗··· (q0,q1) R ∗··· (q0,q1)
Table 8.3: Adjustment of proximity bounds when merging of overlapping binary query constraints (i, i ′≥ 0:
lower bounds; j, j ′ ≥ 0: upper bounds; ∗: unspecified upper bound). Two query edges of type R ∈ RProx
from q0 to q1 (first, second) are replaced with a single query edge of type R from q0 to q1 (result).
Merging overlapping query edges. Each pair of edges of type R ∈ RProx that overlap, i.e., share the
same source and target node, is replaced with a single edge of type R. The upper and lower proximity
bounds of this new edge are determined as specified in Table 8.3. For instance, when two edges Parent∗i ,
Parent∗i ′ with different lower proximity bounds i, i
′ connect the same pair of query nodes, the resulting
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a. original query b. rewriting in phase 1 c. rewriting in phase 2
Figure 8.5: RCADG query rewriting. a. A sample query against the XMark benchmark collection [XMark].
Result nodes are shaded. b. The query in a. after the first rewriting for matching on the schema level
(phase 1). c. The query in a. after the second rewriting for matching on the document level (phase 2).
merged edge inherits the stricter condition (i.e., the greater lower bound), as specified in the first row in
Table 8.3. Note that this rule applies regardless of the upper bounds of the two edges (symbolized by the
ellipsis “. . . ”), which are covered by one of the other three rules.
Collapsing transitive query edges. Unselective query nodes cause many tuples in the element table to
be selected and joined, and should therefore be eliminated whenever possible. In particular, queries may
specify unselective nodes which are neither part of the answer nor needed for path joining. To eliminate
such useless parts of the query, we remove all intermediate nodes between two edges of type R ∈ RProx
in the same direction from the query and replace the two edges with a single direct connection of type R,
unless the intermediate node satisfies any of the following conditions: (1) it has unary constraints to be
matched; (2) it is also reached by other than the two edges in question; or (3) it is a result node. In all
remaining cases the node contributes neither selection predicates nor join predicates nor projection clauses
to the SQL queries to be created.
For instance, consider the sample query in Figure 8.5 a.. The query node q2 has two inbound edges,
Child(q1,q2) and Parent∗1(q3,q2). The Child edge is equivalent to the inverse constraint Parent(q2,q1), as
mentioned above. Thus q2 is an intermediate node between to Parent edges in the same direction. However,
it cannot be removed because of its tag constraint, which is essential to the query semantics. Without the
tag constraint, q2 would be removed and the two query edges to q1 and q3 would be replaced by a single
edge linking q3 to q1 directly. Table 8.4 summarizes the rules for collapsing two edges in this way, i.e.,
replacing them with a single transitive one that links the source of the inbound edge directly to the target
of the outbound edge. As shown in the table, lower and upper proximity bounds add up, if specified
(otherwise “don’t care” symbols prevail). Again the ellipsis “. . . ” is a placeholder for ignored bounds to
which appropriate rules in Table 8.4 apply in turn.
proximity inbound outbound result
lower R ···i (q0,q1) R ···i ′ (q1,q2) R
···
i+i ′ (q0,q2)
upper
R j··· (q0,q1) R j
′
··· (q1,q2) R j+j
′
··· (q0,q2)
R j··· (q0,q1) R ∗··· (q1,q2)
R∗··· (q0,q2)R ∗··· (q0,q1) R
j ′
··· (q1,q2)
R ∗··· (q0,q1) R ∗··· (q1,q2)
Table 8.4: Adjustment of proximity bounds when collapsing transitive binary query constraints (i, i ′ ≥ 0:
lower bounds; j, j ′ ≥ 0: upper bounds; ∗: unspecified upper bound). Two query edges of type R ∈ RProx
from q0 to q1 (inbound) and from q1 to q2 (outbound) are replaced with a single query edge of type R
from q0 to q2 (result).
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CREATE
TABLE Q_s0 AS -- create new result table
SELECT
createSchemaHitID() AS sid, -- create fresh schema hit ID
PT1.pid AS p1, PT2.pid AS p2, -- add schema node labels
PT3.pid AS p3, PT4.pid AS p4,
PT1.weight AS w1, PT2.weight AS w2, -- add schema node weights
PT3.weight AS w3, PT4.weight AS w4
FROM
PathTable PT1, PathTable PT2, PathTable PT3, PathTable PT4 -- selfjoin of path table
WHERE
PT1.tag = ‘person’ AND PT2.tag = ‘name’ AND -- match tag constraints
PT3.tag = ‘edu’ AND PT4.tag = ‘sex’ AND
PT1.type = ‘Element’ AND PT2.type = ‘Element’ AND -- match node type constraints
PT3.type = ‘Element’ AND PT4.type = ‘Element’ AND
PT2.parid = PT1.pid AND -- decide Child(q1,q2)
PT3.pid > PT1.pid AND PT3.pid <= PT1.maxid AND -- decide Child∗1(q1,q3)
PT1.pid < PT4.pid AND PT1.maxid >= PT4.pid -- decide Parent∗1(q4,q1)
Figure 8.6: SQL code for evaluating the query Q in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10 on the schema level (phase 1).
A selfjoin of the path table produces the first intermediate result table containing a single schema hit (see
Figure 8.4 a. on page 102). The table has fields for a schema-hit identifier (sid, created on the fly by the
function createSchemaHitID()) as well as for the schema node labels (p) and BIRD weights (w) of all nodes
in the schema hit. Each pair of columns pi and wi corresponds to the query node qi in Q.
8.4.2 Schema-Level Matching
After the initial rewriting, all S-constraints in the query are matched on the schema level in an m-fold
selfjoin of the path table, where m is the number of nodes in the rewritten query. The outcome of this join
is a first intermediate result table containing all schema hits for the query, which will later be joined with
the element table (see Section 8.4.5). Figure 8.4 a. on page 102 shows the schema-matching result for the
query Q in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10. The sample query has only one schema hit, χQ, which is shown as a
tree in Figure 2.1 e. on page 8. This schema hit occupies one row in the result table, with a unique identifier
created on the fly (column sid in Figure 8.4 a.). The remaining fields are the labels and weights of all nodes
in the schema hit (columns p and w in Figure 8.4 a., which correspond to the pid and weight fields from
the path table in Figure 8.1 on page 98). For query planning, statistical information about the schema node
may be taken from the path table, too (omitted in Figure 8.4 a.).
Generating SQL code. The procedure matchSchemaLevel called in line 6 of Algorithm 8.1 on page 101
is responsible for generating and executing the SQL code that creates the first result table during phase 1.
The sample code corresponding to the table in Figure 8.4 a. is given in Figure 8.6. The CREATE, SELECT
and FROM clauses are easily derived from the given query Q to be evaluated, as follows. The result table is
called Q s0 (denoting step 0 of the evaluation of Q). Since Q has four nodes (see Figure 2.2 b. on page 10),
four instances of the path table (called PathTable here) are joined, and the result is projected onto the path
labels and weights as described above. The call to createSchemaHitID() in the SELECT part is a placeholder
for generating fresh identifiers for rows in the result table, which are needed when reusing cached query
results (see Chapter 10). It can be realized using, e.g., a system-specific autocounter function.
To generate the WHERE part of the statement in Figure 8.6, one must (1) choose those constraints in Q
that shall be matched on the schema level and (2) translate these constraints to suitable join conditions.
These two tasks are guided by schema adaptation rules and schema matching rules, respectively.
Adapting query constraints to the schema level. The schema adaptation rules for the RCADG are listed
in Figure 8.7 (for unary constraints) and Figure 8.8 on the following page (for binary constraints). Rule SA0
in Figure 8.7 states that the tag, root, level and type constraints on any query node apply directly to the
schema nodes that match this query node (because these are S-constraints, as defined on page 11). By
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R(q0) R ∈ R1 \ {Containsk,Governsk}
R(pi(v0))
(SA0)
R(q0) R ∈ {Containsk,Governsk}
R ′(pi(v0))
(SA1)
Figure 8.7: RCADG schema adaptation rules for unary query constraints (q0,q1 ∈Qv; v0,v1 ∈V ; vl denotes
a document node matching ql).
R(q0,q1) R ∈ {Parent,Child,Self}
R ′(pi(v0),pi(v1))
(SA2)
R(q0,q1) R ∈ {NextSib,PrevSib,Sibling}
Sibling ′(pi(v0),pi(v1)) ∧ ¬Root(pi(v1))
(SA3)
R(q0,q1) R ∈ {Following,Preceding,NextElt}
¬Root(pi(v1))
(SA4)
Figure 8.8: RCADG schema adaptation rules for binary query constraints (q0,q1 ∈ Qv; v0,v1 ∈V ; vl de-
notes a document node matching ql). Proximity bounds are preserved.
Tagt0(p) · · · Tagtm(p) t0, . . . ,tm ∈ T
p.tag = t0 ∨ ·· ·∨p.tag = tm
(SMTag)
R(p) R ∈ T
p.type = R
(SMType)
Level ii(p)
p.level = i (SMLevel ii)
Level ji(p)
p.level≥ i ∧ p.level≤ j (SMLevel ij)
Root(p)
Level00(p)
(SMRoot)
Contains ′k0(p) · · · Contains
′
km(p) k0, . . . ,km ∈ K
−(σ(k0) θ · · ·θ σ(km)) ⊔ p.csig =⊤
(SMContains ′k )
Governs ′k0(p) · · · Governs
′
k0(p) k0, . . . ,km ∈ K
−(σ(k0) θ · · ·θ σ(km)) ⊔ p.gsig =⊤
(SMGoverns ′k)
Figure 8.9: RCADG schema matching rules for unary query constraints (p ∈ P; i < j ∈ IN). In the last two
rules, σ is the signature creation function; ⊤ denotes a keyword signature with all bits set; ⊓,⊔,− are
bit string operators for bitwise conjunction, disjunction and inversion, respectively; and θ = ⊔ or θ = ⊓
depending on whether the keyword constraints on p are marked as conjunctive or disjunctive, respectively.
Child ′(p0,p1)
p1.parid = p0.pid
(SMChild ′)
Child ′ ∗0(p0,p1)
p1.pid ≥ p0.pid ∧ p1.pid ≤ p0.maxid
(SMChild ′ ∗0)
Child ′ ii(p0,p1)
Child ′ ∗0(p0,p1) ∧
p1.level = p0.level+ i
(SMChild ′ ii)
Child ′ ji(p0,p1)
Child ′ ∗0(p0,p1) ∧
p1.level≥ p0.level+ i ∧ p1.level≤ p0.level+ j
(SM
Child ′ ji
)
Sibling ′(p0,p1)
p1.parid = p0.parid
(SMSibling ′)
Self ′(p0,p1)
p1.pid = p0.pid
(SMSelf ′)
Figure 8.10: RCADG schema matching rules for binary query constraints (p0,p1 ∈ P; i < j ∈ IN). The rules
SMParent ′ , SMParent ′ ∗0 , SMParent ′ ii and SMParent ′ ji
are omitted for simplicity. They are symmetric to the rules
SMChild ′ , SMChild ′ ∗0 , SMChild ′ ii and SMChild ′ ji
, respectively. Note how SMChild ′ ∗0 exploits the Pre/Max labels
of schema nodes. For a lower proximity of 1, replace p1.pid ≥ p0.pid with p1.pid > p0.pid (SMChild ′ ∗1).
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contrast, keyword constraints can only by matched approximately on the schema level (rule SA1), and only
if the path table contains keyword signatures (the csig and gsig fields mentioned in Section 8.2). Similarly,
Parent, Child and Self constraints in the query translate to Parent ′, Child ′ and Self ′ constraints on schema
nodes, according to rule SA2 in Figure 8.8. Rule SA3 specifies that the only the unordered sibling relation
can be matched in the schema tree and that the root node does not have siblings. The other binary tree
relations cannot be matched on the schema level at all, but at least we can infer from Following, Preceding
and NextElt constraints in the query that the schema root cannot match their target node (rule SA4). This
is because its only occurrence, the document root, is the first node in document order (and hence not in the
Following- or NextElt-image of any other element) as well as the ancestor of all other elements (and hence
not in their Preceding-image).
Matching query constraints on the schema level. The schema matching rules in Figures 8.9 and 8.10 on
the preceding page determine how to translate unary and binary constraints on schema nodes (as produced
by the schema adaptation rules) to join conditions on the path table. The first two rules in Figure 8.9
simply match tag and type constraints against the tag and type columns in the path table. Likewise, level
constraints with fixed proximity bounds translate to an equality check on the level column, while level
ranges translate to a range check (rules SMLevel ii and SMLevel ij , respectively). Rule SMRoot is justified by
the fact that the root is the only node at level 0. Keyword constraints are handled by rules SMContains ′k
and SMGoverns ′k , if applicable, which respectively check containment and government signatures in the path
table. The bit string manipulation in the lower parts of both rules reflects the way keyword signatures
are compared (see Section 5.4.3).2 Translating these conditions involves the SQL operators for bitwise
conjunction (“&”), disjunction (“|”) and inversion (“~”). Thus the keyword-driven schema matching with
keyword signatures, as described in Section 6.3.1 for the SCADG, can be mimicked in the path table of the
RCADG.
Finally, the rules in Figure 8.10 translate binary constraints on schema nodes that result from the schema
adaptation rules in Figure 8.8. The parent/child relation requires a mere equality comparison on the pid
and parid fields of the schema nodes (rule SMChild ′ ). The SMChild ′ ∗0 rule exploits the Pre/Max labels in
the pid and maxid columns of the path table to decide ancestorship between two schema nodes, like the
ICADG described in Section 6.3.2. The proximity variants SMChild ′ ii and SMChild ′ ji
additionally check the
level difference of the two schema nodes. Rule SMSibling ′ states that two schema nodes are siblings if they
have the same parent in S. The Self ′ relation on schema nodes is checked through a simple comparison of
their unique labels in the pid column (rule SMSelf ′ ).
8.4.3 Document-Level Query Rewriting
As shown in Algorithm 8.1 on page 101, the second retrieval phase begins with another round of query
rewriting. This time the goal is to eliminate parts of the query that contribute only S-constraints, which
are not matched on the document level. The following query rewriting rules are used by the procedure
rewriteDocLevel called in line 8 of Algorithm 8.1:
Removing query nodes. In phase 2, after all S-constraints have been fully processed on the schema level,
some query nodes are no longer needed. As in phase 1, this applies to nodes that contribute neither selection
predicates nor join predicates nor projection clauses to the SQL queries to be created for document-level
matching. In particular, we remove every query node which satisfies all of the following conditions: (1) it
is not a result node; (2) it has no keyword constraint; and (3) it is connected to the rest of the query graph
by a single Self or inbound Parent or outbound Child edge (with any proximity bounds, if applicable).
It is easy to verify that this preserves all information which is needed the match the query on the
document level. For instance, consider the query Q′ in Figure 2.2 a. on page 10. Assuming that the node q′4
is not a result node, it can be safely ignored during document-level matching because it contributes only
tag (and perhaps level) constraints, which have already been processed on the schema level (see the next
2Earlier work on the SCADG [Weigel et al. 2004a] explains the choice of the bit string operator θ for keyword conjunctions and
disjunctions in Figure 8.9 on the facing page.
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section). As a matter of fact, in the schema hits retrieved during phase 1 all tag paths matching q′3 are of
the form //person//profile/sex . Therefore there is no need to match q′4 on the document level. Of
course, if q′4 were reached by, say, a NextSib or NextElt edge rather than a Parent edge, the rule would not
apply since sibling constraints are not fully matched on the schema level.
Collapsing transitive query edges. A similar argument concerns intermediate nodes in a chain of two
transitive Parent or Child edges in the query. The two edges can be collapsed and the intermediate node
removed unless it is a result node or has keyword constraints. This collapsing rule for phase 2 differs in
two respects from the one described in Section 8.4.1 for phase 1: on the one hand, it applies only to Parent
and Child edges; on the other hand, it covers even intermediate nodes with tag, type or level constraints
because for Parent and Child these have been fully catered for on the schema level.
For instance, consider the query shown in Figure 8.5 a. on page 104 again. In phase 1, the two edges
Parent∗1(q3,q2) and Child(q1,q2) (which is equivalent to Parent(q2,q1)) could not be collapsed (see Fig-
ure 8.5 b. on page 104) because the intermediate node q2 has a tag constraint. In phase 2, however,
the tag constraint on q2 has become dispensable since all matches to q3 have a tag path of the form
//person/watches//open auction anyway. Hence q2 is removed from the query and the two adja-
cent edges are replaced with a single edge Parent∗2(q3,q1) (see Figure 8.5 c.). Note the lower proximity
bound 2 resulting from the adjustment rules in Table 8.4 on page 104.
8.4.4 Query Planning
As mentioned before, the document-level matching is performed stepwise according to a query plan cre-
ated immediately after the second query rewriting. The query plan determines in which order the query
nodes are matched, either through joins with the element table or through recontruction of binary query
constraints. The planning goals are (1) to avoid as many joins with the element table as possible by ex-
ploiting the full power of BIRD reconstruction, and (2) to minimize the number of tuples in intermediate
results by probing the element table with the most selective constraints first (e.g., rare query keywords).
Obviously conflicts may arise between these two goals (see below). To simplify the understanding of the
main idea, this section describes an algorithm that produces a single query plan for a given query, based on
and a naı¨ve but effective optimization strategy. The next subsection explains how exactly to realize joins,
reconstruction and decision in the RDBS. For now we are only concerned with methods to arrange these
steps for efficiently evaluating a given query.
Query plans. A query plan P is a sequence of evaluation steps. Each evaluation step s is a triple s =
〈Joins,Recs,Decs〉 where Joins is a set of query nodes to be matched in step s through joins with the
element table, and Recs and Decs are sets of binary constraints to be reconstructed and decided in step s,
respectively. Figure 8.11 on the next page depicts two sample query plans involving joins, reconstruction
and decision. As illustrated in Figure 8.11 a., the plan PQ in b. matches the query Q from Figure 2.2 b. on
page 10 in three steps. In the first step, sQ1 , Join1 = {q4} means that matches to query node q4 are retrieved
by joining the schema-matching result from phase 1 (Figure 8.4 a. on page 102) with the element table
(Figure 6.1 on page 82). Given the BIRD weights in the intermediate result, the ancestors of these elements
that match q1 can be reconstructed on the fly, without the need for another element-table join. This is
indicated by the red edge in Figure 8.11 a., and specified as Rec1 = {Parent∗1(q4,q1)} in Figure 8.11 b.
By contrast, Dec1 = {} since the two Child constraints in Q cannot be reconstructed with BIRD. The
intermediate result table produced by step sQ1 is shown in Figure 8.4 b. on page 102.
In the next step, sQ2 , this table is joined with the element table to obtain the matches to q2 (Join2 = {q2}).
Now the Child(q1,q2) edge in Q can be decided (Dec2 = {Child(q1,q2)}), which yields the intermediate
result in Figure 8.4 c. on page 102. Similarly, step sQ3 joins q3 and decides Child∗1(q1,q3). This produces
the result table in Figure 8.4 d. which contains all matchings to Q (since all query constraints have been
matched in the three evaluation steps). The query plan PQ thus specifies a way to answer Q using three
look-ups in the element table, compared to four look-ups needed without structural summaries (e.g., see
Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2). The second query in Figure 8.11 c. illustrates a case where the benefit of the
RCADG is even greater. As shown in the query plan in Figure 8.11 d., this five-node query can be matched
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a. the query Q from
Figure 2.2 b. on page 10
plan PQ = 〈sQ1 , s
Q
2 , s
Q
3 〉
step sQ1 = 〈Join1, Rec1, Dec1〉
Join1 = {q4 }
Rec1 = {Parent ∗1(q4,q1)}
Dec1 = {}
step sQ2 = 〈Join2, Rec2, Dec2〉
Join2 = {q2 }
Rec2 = {}
Dec2 = {Child(q1,q2)}
step sQ3 = 〈Join3, Rec3, Dec3〉
Join3 = {q3 }
Rec3 = {}
Dec3 = {Child∗1(q1,q3)}
b. plan for the query Q in a.
c. the query from Figure 8.5 c. on page 104
plan P = 〈s1, s2〉
step s1 = 〈Join1, Rec1, Dec1〉
Join1 = {q5 }
Rec1 = {
Parent(q5,q4),
Parent∗1(q4,q1),
PrevSib(q5,q6)
}
Dec1 = {Parent(q6,q4)}
step s2 = 〈Join2, Rec2, Dec2〉
Join2 = {q3 }
Rec2 = {}
Dec2 = {Parent ∗2(q3,q1)}
d. plan for the query in c.
Figure 8.11: RCADG query plans for the queries in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10 (a.–b.) and Figure 8.5 c. on
page 104 (c.–d.). In a. and c., blue colour indicates query nodes matched through joins with the element
table, red colour stands for nodes and edges matched through reconstruction, and green colour highlights
query edges matched through decision.
in two steps with only two look-ups in the element table. Compared to the schema-less approaches men-
tioned above, BIRD reconstruction saves three index look-ups and possibly much I/O in this example. The
positive effect of such query planning on the runtime performance in also reflected in the experimental
results (see Section 8.5).
Planning algorithm. The two query plans in Figure 8.11 are produced by the procedure createPlan that
is called in line 9 of Algorithm 8.1 on page 101. The pseudocode for createPlan is given in Algorithm 8.2
on the following page. The procedure accepts as input a set Mv of query nodes to be matched and another
set Mc of query edges between these nodes. When evaluating from scratch, createPlan is called for all
query nodes and edges in a given query Q, i.e., Mv = Qv and Mc = Qc.3 First an empty query plan P is
created (line 7). The set Kv initialized in line 9 keeps track of all query nodes that are matched during the
execution of the plan, either by element-table joins or by reconstruction.
The outermost for loop (lines 12–48) of createPlan examines each of the given query nodes in Mv to
determine which ones shall be matched through a join with the element table and which ones can then be
reconstructed on the fly. For each node q ∈Mv to be joined, a new evaluation step s is added to P and Joins
is initialized with q (line 17). Then the for loop in lines 20–36 examines nodes q′ and edges c in a breadth-
first traversal of the subgraph of Q that is reachable from q, using a queue M′v. Inbound edges R(q′,q) may
be replaced with their equivalent outbound inverse (R−1)(q,q′), as during query rewriting. Edges that are
3Different parameters may be given to createPlan when a query cache is used, see Chapter 10.
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1 // createPlan: RCADG query planning
2 // →Mv: the set of query nodes to be matched
3 // →Mc: the set of query edges to be matched
4 // ← the query plan to be devised
5 procedure createPlan (Mv, Mc)
6 // create an empty query plan
7 P := a new empty query plan
8 // remember “known” nodes that have been matched meanwhile (Kv ⊂Mv)
9 Kv := /0
10 // for all nodes in Mv, reconstruct as many edges in Mc as possible
11 // start with nodes that are selective and support much reconstruction
12 for all q ∈ Mv in a suitable order do
13 // join q in a new step s unless it is already known
14 if q ∈ Kv then next in loop end if
15 Kv := Kv∪{q}
16 s := a new empty evaluation step
→ 17 Joins := {q}
18 P := P∪{s}
19 // starting from q, follow all reconstructible edges in Mc
 20 for M′v := {q} while M′v 6= /0 do
21 q′ := call removeFirst (M′v)
22 for all edges c leaving q′ do
23 if c 6∈Mc then next in loop end if
24 qt := the target node of c
25 if qt was reconstructed from q then
26 next in loop
27 end if
28 if qt ∈ Kv or qt 6∈Mv then
→ 29 Decs := Decs∪{c}
30 else if c is reconstructible then
→ 31 Recs := Recs∪{c}
32 M′v := M′v ∪{qt}
33 Kv := Kv∪{qt}
34 end if
35 end for

36 end for
37 // use extra steps to match keywords of nodes reconstructed in step s
 38 if Recs 6= /0 then
39 for all c ∈ Recs do
40 qt := the target node of c
41 if qt has keyword constraints then
42 s := a new empty evaluation step
43 Joins := Joins∪{qt}
44 P := P∪{s}
45 end if
46 end for

47 end if
48 end for
49 // return the query plan
50 return P
51 end procedure
Algorithm 8.2: Query planning with the RCADG. The input consists of two sets Mv,Mc of nodes and edges
in a query to be matched. The output is a suitable query plan P for evaluating the given query constraints.
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not in the given set Mc of edges to be matched are ignored (line 23; this does not happen when evaluating Q
from scratch). Edges to nodes that have been matched before are decided (line 29) since in this case the
current intermediate result contains already pairs of matches to both endpoints of the edge. Edges to yet
unmatched nodes in Mv that can be reconstructed are added to Recs (line 31). Each target node qt of such
an edge is appended to the queue M′v, so that in the end all chains of reconstructible edges from q to nodes
in Mv are reconstructed in the current step s. The check in line 25 makes sure that each edge is matched
only once. Non-reconstructible edges to nodes in Mv are ignored at this stage. Note, however, that they will
be either decided or reconstructed later, when their target node is visited as node q in a subsequent iteration
of the outermost for loop. The time and space needed for query planning with createPlan is linear in the
size of the given set Mc of query edges.
For instance, reconsider the query shown in Figure 8.11 c. on page 109. In the first iteration of the
outermost loop in createPlan, a new step s1 is created for q = q5, therefore Join1 = {q5} (line 17 in
Algorithm 8.2). In lines 20–36, the nodes q6, q4 and q1 in Mv are visited and the corresponding edges are
added to Rec1 (line 31). Only the edge from q6 to q4 is decided because these two nodes have just been
matched through reconstruction (line 29). The edge Parent∗2(q3,q1) cannot be reconstructed from q1 and
is therefore ignored in the first step. However, since q2 ∈ Mv, one of the subsequent iterations will start
from q2 and match this edge—through decision, because q1 has already been matched in step s1 (line 29).
All other nodes in Mv (q1, q4 and q6 in Figure 8.11 c.) are immediately skipped in the outer loop (line 14).
As shown in the next subsection, keyword constraints are easily handled when matching a query node
through a join with the element table. However, a little extra treatment is needed when the matches to
a query node with keyword constraints are obtained through reconstruction rather than an element-table
join. For example, if the query node q4 in Figure 8.11 c. had a keyword constraint Containsk(q4) for some
keyword k ∈ K, then the plan in Figure 8.11 d. would be incorrect because matches to q4 are never looked
up in the element table to see whether they really contain an occurrence of k. Therefore in lines 38–47
of Algorithm 8.2, all query nodes matched through reconstruction in the current evaluation step s are
examined once again. Those with keyword constraints are scheduled for an extra join with the element
table in subsequent steps (line 43). In the above example, we would have to add a third step s3 to the
query plan in Figure 8.11 d. with Join3 = {q4}, Rec3 = {} and Dec3 = {}. Note that although the benefit
of reconstruction on the runtime performance is reduced in such cases, this plan is still preferable to one
where q4 is matched through a join right from the start, for two reasons. First, reconstructing q4 allows
to reconstruct q1 in the first step, too, which saves one join (since q1 does not have a keyword constraint).
Second, looking up q4 in the element table requires only an equality condition on the eid column because
the matches to be checked are already known from the previous step. By contrast, deciding the Parent edge
from q5 to q4 involves a range condition, which is less efficient.
Planning strategies. Note that the number of possible reconstructions often depends crucially on the
choice of the next query node to be joined. For instance, an alternative query plan for the query in Fig-
ure 8.11 c. that matches q1 through a join in the first step cannot reconstruct the Parent∗1(q4,q1) edge and
therefore needs more than two element-table joins to answer the query. One method to reduce the number
of joins in a query plan is to sort the given set Mv of query nodes in such a way that nodes which allow
more edges to be reconstructed are processed first. To this end we compute for each node q ∈Mv its recon-
struction count, i.e., the total length of all reconstructible paths leaving q (not shown Algorithm 8.2). The
nodes in Mv are then sorted in the order of descending reconstruction counts before the actual planning be-
gins. As a consequence, the outermost for loop in Algorithm 8.2 on the facing page (lines 12–48) collects
reconstructible edges in a greedy manner, which is perhaps not optimal but certainly an efficient and quite
effective strategy (see the experiments Section 8.5). Although the reconstruction counts could probably be
computed in time linear in the number of query edges in Mc, even a simple repeated traversal of the query
graph with distinct start nodes runs sufficiently fast, despite its quadratic time complexity in Mc.
However, there are more possible planning goals besides minimizing the number of element-table joins.
Most importantly, the size of intermediate results to be joined can be reduced by matching first those query
nodes that have selective constraints such as, e.g., infrequent keywords or tag paths or rare combinations of
both. To take advantage of the most selective query constraints, statistical information about the distribution
of tag paths and keywords in the documents is needed. Section 8.2 has introduced the optional elts and keys
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columns in the path table as basic selectivity estimates. These can easily be integrated with the planning
algorithm, similar to the reconstruction count above. More sophisticated planning could also use cardinality
estimates for combined structure and keyword constraints. Yet this is outside the scope of this work.
Of course, when pursuing multiple planning goals at once conflicts may arise, e.g., when highly selec-
tive query nodes have a low reconstruction count and vice versa. The following preliminary solution to this
problem reconciles both reconstruction and selectivity optimization while giving keyword constraints the
priority. Currently we simply distinguish query nodes in Mv with any keyword constraint from those with-
out, and sort the two resulting subsets of Mv separately in the order of descending reconstruction counts,
as described above. Any node with a keyword constraint is thus visited before all nodes without keyword
constraints as node q in the outermost for loop of createPlan (lines 12–48 in Algorithm 8.2). This suffices
to produce query plans like the ones illustrated in Figures 8.11 a. and c., for example.
Intermediate results. The procedure createPlan in Algorithm 8.2 on page 110 produces query plans with
only a single element-table join per evaluation step. In other words, in any given query plan P we have
∀si ∈ P : |Joinsi |= 1. However, the planning algorithm is easily adapted to allow for multiple joins in the
same step, which reduces the number of steps and hence of intermediate result tables to be created. Since
subsequent intermediate results for the same query usually overlap considerably (e.g., consider the tables
in Figures 8.4 b.–d. on page 102), permitting multiple joins per evaluation step helps to save storage in the
RDBS. However, intermediate results play an important role for the incremental query evaluation based
on cached queries, as explained in Chapter 10. In a caching scenario, it makes sense to evaluate queries
in small steps with many intermediate results, because this allows to compare and reuse the answers to
previous queries at a fine granularity.
Both approaches have been successfully applied in the two scenarios. The experiments with query
evaluation from scratch in Section 8.5 are based on a slightly modified version of createPlan that allows
multiple joins in each evaluation step. By contrast, for the incremental evaluation in Chapter 10 we will
assume one join per step, which increases the effectiveness of the query cache at the expense of a higher
space consumption. For simplicity, the following description of the query matching on the document level
adopts the single-join approach, too.
8.4.5 Document-Level Matching
Once a query plan P has been devised for the query Q to be answered, the evaluation steps si ∈ P (i≥ 1)
are translated and matched on the document level one by one. Each step si produces a new intermediate re-
sult table Q si by joining the previous result table Q si−1 with the element table (recall from Section 8.4.2
that Q s0 denotes the schema-matching result computed during phase 1). Figure 8.4 on page 102 depicts
the sequence of result tables produced during the evaluation of query Q in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10. The
document-level matching discussed here comprises the three tables in Figures 8.4 b.–d., which correspond
directly to the three evaluation steps in the query plan PQ shown in Figure 8.11 b. on page 109.
The first step in PQ, sQ1 , adds matches to the query nodes q4 and q1 (columns p4 and p1 in Figure 8.4 b.,
respectively) by joining q4 and reconstructing the edge Parent∗1(q4,q1) in Q. Note that there are two distinct
pairs matching the two query nodes (q4 = 26, q1 = 18 versus q4 = 34, q1 = 27). In the document tree D
in Figure 4.3 a. on page 46, these are the pairs of person and sex nodes in the subtrees a2 and a3 of D,
respectively. As a consequence, the result table Q s1 contains two rows each representing a distinct partial
matching of the query Q (partial, because nodes q2 and q3 are ignored at this stage). The second step of
the query plan, sQ2 , matches the query node q2 through another join with the element table and decides
the Child(q1,q2) edge. Since there is a corresponding name child below the person element in both a2
and a3, each of the two partial matchings can be expanded with a match to q2 (the p2 values 21 and 30
in Figure 8.4 c., respectively). The last step, sQ3 , joins q3 and decides the Child∗1(q1,q3) edge. While the
person node in a2 has a matching edu descendant that is added to the result table (element 25 in the last
column in Figure 8.4 d.), there is no such descendant in a3. Hence the second partial matching from the
previous result Q s2 (last row in Figure 8.4 c.) is discarded. Thus at the end of phase 2, the result table Q s3
in Figure 8.4 d. contains all possible matchings to the entire query Q (in this case, a single document-level
match for the only schema hit χQ retrieved in phase 1).
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CREATE
TABLE Q_s1 AS -- create new result table
SELECT
sid, p1, p2, p3, p4, w1, w2, w3, w4, -- copy schema hits
ET4.eid AS e4, -- add matches to q4
ET4.eid - (ET4.eid % w1) AS e1 -- reconstruct Parent∗1(q4,q1)
FROM
Q_s0, ElementTable ET4 -- join previous result table with element table
WHERE
ET4.pid = p4 AND -- match unary constraints on q4
ET4.key = ‘female’
a. step s1 of document-level matching (phase 2)
CREATE
TABLE Q_s2 AS -- create new result table
SELECT
sid, p1, p2, p3, p4, w1, w2, w3, w4, -- copy schema hits
e1, e4, -- copy matches from previous steps
ET2.eid AS e2 -- add matches to q2
FROM
Q_s1, ElementTable ET2 -- join previous result table with element table
WHERE
ET2.pid = p2 AND -- match unary constraints on q2
ET2.key = ‘’ AND
ET2.eid > e1 AND ET2.eid < e1 + w1 -- decide Child∗1(q1,q2)
b. step s2 of document-level matching (phase 2)
CREATE
TABLE Q_s3 AS -- create new result table
SELECT
sid, p1, p2, p3, p4, w1, w2, w3, w4, -- copy schema hits
e1, e2, e4, -- copy matches from previous steps
ET3.eid AS e3 -- add matches to q3
FROM
Q_s2, ElementTable ET3 -- join previous result table with element table
WHERE
ET3.pid = p3 AND -- match unary constraints on q3
ET3.key = ‘’ AND
ET3.eid > e1 AND ET3.eid < e1 + w1 -- decide Child∗1(q1,q3)
c. step s3 of document-level matching (phase 2)
Figure 8.12: SQL code for evaluating the query Q in Figure 2.2 b. on page 10 on the document level
(phase 2). The document-level matching of Q is divided into three steps, s1–s3, according to the query plan
in Figure 8.11 b. on page 109. As before, blue, red and green colour highlights code related to element-
table joins, reconstruction and decision, respectively. a. Step s1: The query node q4 is matched through a
join of the element table (see Figure 6.1 on page 82) with the schema-matching result (see Figure 8.4 a. on
page 102). Matches to q1 are obtained by reconstructing the Parent∗1(q4,q1) edge. This produces the result
table in Figure 8.4 b. on page 102. b. Step s2: The query node q2 is matched through a join of the element
table with the intermediate result from step s1. The Child(q1,q2) constraint is adapted to Child ∗1(q1,q2)
(see Figure 8.14) and then decided. The result table is shown in Figure 8.4 c. on page 102. c. Step s3: The
query node q3 is matched through a join of the element table with the intermediate result from step s2, and
the Child ∗1(q1,q3) constraint is decided. This produces the result table in Figure 8.4 d. on page 102.
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R(q0) R ∈ {Containsk,Governsk}
R(v0)
(DA0)
Figure 8.13: RCADG document adaptation rules for unary query constraints (q0 ∈Qv; v0 ∈V ; vl denotes a
document node matching ql).
R ji(q0,q1) R ∈ {Parent,Child}
R∗0(v0,v1)
(DA1)
R ji(q0,q1) R ∈ R2 \ {Parent,Child}
R ji(v0,v1)
(DA3)
R ∗i (q0,q1) R ∈ {Parent,Child}
R ∗0(v0,v1)
(DA2)
R ∗i (q0,q1) R ∈ R2 \ {Parent,Child}
R∗i (v0,v1)
(DA4)
Figure 8.14: RCADG document adaptation rules for binary query constraints (q0,q1 ∈Qv; v0,v1 ∈V ;
i < j ∈ IN; vl denotes a document node matching ql).
Generating SQL code. The SQL code for creating the three intermediate result tables Q s1, Q s2 and
Q s3 in Figures 8.4 b.–d. is given in Figure 8.12 on the preceding page. Three SQL statements are gen-
erated and executed by the procedure matchDocLevel which is called once for each evaluation step (see
line 11 in Algorithm 8.1 on page 101). The rest of this subsection explains how matchDocLevel expresses
query constraints as SQL statements that are then handed over to the RDBS.
For instance, consider the first join with the element table in step s1, expressed by the SQL statement in
Figure 8.12 a. on the preceding page. Some parts of the code are either fixed or like a template to be filled
in with the query node in Join1, whereas others are inferred from the query constraints in s1 using a set of
document-level rules (see below). A fixed code block is the projection of schema-level information (first
line of the SELECT clause): it simply copies the schema hits retrieved in phase 1, along with their BIRD
weights which may be needed for reconstruction and decision (see Section 8.3). Since Join1 = {q4}, the
schema matching result Q s0 is joined with an instance ET4 of the element table (FROM clause), and the
matches to q4 in the eid column of ET4 are added to the new result table Q s1 (SELECT clause). The result
table names to be used in the CREATE and FROM parts follow directly from the current evaluation step (in
this case, s1). Furthermore, a first join condition selects those tuples in the element table with a tag path
matching q4 (first row in the WHERE clause). These code templates apply analogously to Join = {q2} in
Figure 8.12 b. and Join = {q3} in Figure 8.12 c.
The remaining code fragments in Figure 8.12 are derived for each step si from unary keyword con-
straints on the join node in Joini and from the binary constraints in Reci and Deci. As during phase 1, two
distinct sets of rules specify how to translate these query constraints to SQL: document adaptation rules
select the constraints to be matched on the document level whereas document matching rules generate
appropriate selection and projection expressions for these constraints.
Adapting query constraints to the document level. The document adaptation rules for unary and binary
constraints are given in Figures 8.13 and 8.14, respectively. The rule DA0 in Figure 8.13 states that keyword
constraints are the only unary constraints to be matched on the document level (recall from Section 8.4.2
that tag, type, root and level constraints are handled during phase 1). The adaptation rules DA1 and DA2 on
the left-hand side in Figure 8.14 suppress proximity bounds of Parent and Child constraints, because they
have already been translated to level predicates during schema matching (see rules SMChild ′ ii and SMChild ′ ji
in Figure 8.10 on page 106). Binary constraints other than Parent and Child are matched unmodified on the
document level, as specified by rules DA3 and DA4 on the right-hand side of Figure 8.14.
Matching binary query constraints on the document level. After applying the document adaptation
rules, the resulting unary and binary constraints on elements are translated to join conditions and projection
clauses using a set of document matching rules. These rules handle exactly the D-constraints listed in
Definition 2.8 on page 12. We first discuss the matching of binary D-constraints with BIRD. Keyword
matching is explained below.
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Containsk0(v0) θ · · · θ Containskm(v0) k0, . . . ,km ∈ K
v0.key = k0 θ · · · θ v0.key = km
(DMContainsk )
Governsk0(v0) ∨ ·· · ∨ Governskm(v0) k0, . . . ,km ∈ K
∃w ∈V : Child ∗0(v0,w) ∧ (Containsk0(w) ∨ ·· · ∨ Containskm(w))
(DMGovernsk)
Figure 8.15: RCADG document matching rules for unary query constraints (q0 ∈ Qv; v0 ∈V ; vl denotes
a document node matching ql). In the first rule for keyword containment, θ = ∧ or θ = ∨ depending
on whether the keyword constraints on q0 are marked as conjunctive or disjunctive, respectively. The
second rule translates a disjunction of government constraints into a single condition. By contrast, given
a conjunction of government constraints the rule applies to each constraint separately (treating it as a
singleton disjunction).
The binary constraints to be matched on the document level include Child, NextSib, NextElt, Following
and their inverses as well as Sibling and Self. All of them can be decided using the BIRD document
matching rules in Figure 8.2 on page 100. Alternatively, Parent, PrevSib, NextSib and Self constraints may
be reconstructed with the rules in Figure 8.3 on page 100. However, no ambiguitites arise since the query
plan for a given query specifies which constraints to decide and which to reconstruct, as described above.
For instance, reconsider the query plan PQ in Figure 8.11 b. on page 109 and the corresponding SQL
statements in Figure 8.12 on page 113. In the first step, s1, the constraint Parent∗1(q4,q1) shall be matched
through reconstruction. The adaptation rule DA2 in Figure 8.14 on the facing page replaces query nodes
with elements and modifies the lower proximity bound in order to prepare the application of a suitable
document matching rule. This yields the adapted constraint Parent∗0(v4,v1) where v4 stands for any match
to the query node q4, and likewise for v1. The unique reconstruction rule that is relevant to this constraint
is DMRecParent∗0 in Figure 8.3 on page 100. Applied to the pair 〈v4,v1〉 (which is called 〈v0,v1〉 in Figure 8.3),
the lower part of the rule states that for any match v4 to q4, the element label of the corresponding ancestor
matching q1 can be computed as v1 = v4− (v4 mod pi(v1).weight) where pi(v1).weight is the BIRD weight
of the tag path of v1. Now compare this to the SQL code for s1 in Figure 8.12 a. on page 113. Here
the reconstruction formula for the Parent∗1(q4,q1) edge in Q is expressed as the projection clause that is
highlighted red. The BIRD weight pi(v1).weight of v1 is available in the column w1 of the result table Q s0
from phase 1 (see Section 8.4.2). The matches to q4 are taken from the eid column of the instance ET4 of
the element table, hence v4 becomes ET4.eid. Finally, the matches to q1 to be reconstructed are given the
alias e1. Thus v1 = v4− (v4 mod pi(v1).weight) translates to ET4.eid - (ET4.eid %w1) AS e1 in SQL.
As in the example above, the lower part of any reconstruction rule is added to the SELECT part of the
SQL statement to be created. More complex rules like DMRecPrevSib ii or DM
Rec
NextSib ii
in Figure 8.3 also have
preconditions concerning the parent v2 of the element v0 whose sibling v1 shall be reconstructed. Note that
when applying such a rule to a sibling constraint on v0 and v1, matches to v2 are guaranteed to be already
known because (1) the schema-level rewriting of the query ensures that v0 and v2 are connected with a
Parent edge and (2) this parent edge is reconstructed no later than the sibling constraint on v0, according
to the query planning algorithm in Section 8.4.4. The precondition on v0 and v2 in the upper part of rules
DMRecPrevSib ii
and DMRecNextSib ii is added to the WHERE clause of the SQL statement to be created. This way
the node label of v1 is computed for any tuple containing elements v0 and v2 that satisfy the precondition.
Other tuples are silently dropped.
The following steps in the query plan PQ in Figure 8.11 b. on page 109 involve the decision of binary
constraints. Here the document matching rules in Figure 8.2 on page 100 are applied to create suitable join
predicates for the SQL statement. For instance, in step s2 the constraint Child ∗1(q1,q2) is decided. As de-
scribed before, it is adapted to Child ∗0(v1,v2) by rule DA2 in Figure 8.8 on page 106. The first decision rule
in Figure 8.2, DMDecChild∗0 , produces the join predicate v2.eid ≥ v1.eid∧v2.eid < v1.eid +pi(v1).weight which
is translated to the SQL expression ET2.eid > e1 AND ET2.eid < e1 +w1, as shown in the WHERE part of
Figure 8.12 b. on page 113 (highlighted green). The Child∗1(q1,q3) edge in step s3 is treated analogously.
As in the reconstruction case, some decision rules like DMDecNextSib∗1 and DM
Dec
PrevSib∗1
in Figure 8.2 assume
parent matches to be known, which is safe with the query rewriting and planning introduced above.
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Matching keyword constraints on the document level. According to Definition 2.8 on page 12, the only
unary constraints to be matched on the document level are keyword constraints. Like binary D-constraints,
they are first adapted to the document level (using rule DA0 in Figure 8.13 on page 114) and then trans-
lated by applying document-matching rules (DMContainsk and DMGovernsk in Figure 8.15 on the previous
page). For instance, consider again the query plan PQ for the query Q in Figure 8.11 a. on page 109.
The query node q4 to be matched through an element-table join in the first step sQ1 has a keyword con-
straint Contains“female”(q4). According to the adaptation rule DA0 this constraint must be enforced on
the elements matching q4, which are contained in the instance ET4 of the element table in Figure 8.12 a.
on page 113. The matching rule DMContainsk in Figure 8.15 specifies the appropriate join predicate for a
conjunction or disjunction of keywords k0 θ · · · θ km (θ ∈ {∧,∨}). The resulting predicate for the single-
ton keyword “female” in the keyword column of ET4 is shown in the last line of code in Figure 8.12 a.:
ET4.key = ‘female’. The same mechanism applies to the join nodes of the subsequent steps s2 and s3
(q2 and q3, respectively). Since these do not have query keywords, a containment constraint for the empty
keyword is assumed by default. Recall from Section 6.2 that an extra row is added to the element table
for each element and the empty keyword. This way matches to query nodes without keyword constraints
can be looked up efficiently with a precise equality predicate like ET2.key = ‘’ or ET3.key = ‘’ in Fig-
ures 8.12 b. and 8.12 c., respectively.
The join predicate for government constraints is a little more involved, due to the fact that the element
table only indexes contained keywords explicitly. The data model in Section 2.1 defines the keywords
governed by an element v as those k ∈ K that are contained either in v or in any of its descendants. This
definition also captures conjunctions and disjunctions of government constraints, as follows. An element v
governs a disjunction k0 ∨ ·· · ∨ km of keywords if either v or any of its descendants contains at least one
of these keywords. The matching rule DAGovernsk in Figure 8.15 on the preceding page reflects exactly
this definition, replacing the government constraints on a given element v0 with containment constraints
on another element w that is either v0 itself or one of its descendants (i.e., Child ∗0(v0,w)). Similarly,
v governs a conjunction k0 ∧ ·· · ∧ km of keywords if each of these keywords is contained in any node in
the subtree rooted in v. Note, however, that not all keywords are necessarily contained in the same node
in the subtree. Simply substituting “∧” to “∨” in DAGovernsk would therefore be too restrictive. Instead the
rule DAGovernsk is applied separately to each government constraint Governski(v) (0 ≤ i ≤ m), so that the
keyword disjunction in the upper part of the rule consists only of ki. This way distinct descendants of v are
accepted for distinct keywords ki.
As an example, consider a variant of the query Q in Figure 8.11 a. where q4 has two government
constraints, Governs“female”(q4) and Governs“PhD”(q4), instead of the containment constraint. If the two
government constraints are marked as disjunctive, then the join predicate ET4.key = ‘female’ in Fig-
ure 8.12 a. is replaced with the code listed in Figure 8.16 a. on the next page. Here a single subquery
checks whether any descendant of a match to q4 contains either “female” or “PhD”. By contrast, a con-
junction of independent subqueries for all keywords is needed when the two government constraints are
marked as conjunctive (see Figure 8.16 b.).
8.4.6 Computing the Final Query Result
The last intermediate result table created during phase 2 contains all query matchings as defined before
(see Definition 2.3 on page 10). Recall from Section 2.2 that the final query answer ans(Q) is obtained by
restricting these matchings to the set Qr of result nodes given as part of the query specification. Also, the
result tables contain the schema hits and weights corresponding to each matching, which are not part of the
query answer. Therefore a final query is needed to extract all relevant data from the last intermediate result
table and return it as the final result ans(Q) to the user. This is done by the procedure createResult called
in line 14 of Algorithm 8.1 on page 101.
The SQL code for creating the final result of the query Q in Figure 8.11 a. on page 109 is given in
Figure 8.17 on the next page. It consists of a single statement that simply projects the last intermediate
result table, Q s3 in Figure 8.4 d. on page 102, onto those columns ei which contain the matches to result
query nodes qi. In the example we assume that all nodes in Q are results nodes, i.e., Qr = Qv. Note the
use of the keyword DISTINCT to remove duplicate results from the final output. In fact, explicit duplicate
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... -- CREATE, SELECT, FROM as before
WHERE
ET4.pid = p4 AND -- select matches v to q4
ET4.key = ‘’ AND
EXISTS ( -- match Governs disjunction using a single descendant w of v
SELECT eid
FROM ElementTable ET4desc
WHERE
ET4desc.eid >= ET4.eid AND ET4desc.eid < ET4.eid + w4 AND -- match Child∗0(v,w)
(ET4desc.key = ‘female’ OR ET4desc.key = ‘PhD’) -- match Contains disjunction on w
)
a. disjunction of government constraints on node q4 in query Q
... -- CREATE, SELECT, FROM as before
WHERE
ET4.pid = p4 AND -- select matches v to q4
ET4.key = ‘’ AND
EXISTS ( -- match Governs ” f emale”(q4) using a descendant w of v
SELECT eid
FROM ElementTable ET4desc
WHERE
ET4desc.eid >= ET4.eid AND ET4desc.eid < ET4.eid + w4 AND -- match Child∗0(v,w)
ET4desc.key = ‘female’ -- match Contains ” f emale”(w)
) AND
EXISTS ( -- match Governs ”PhD”(q4) using another descendant w of v
SELECT eid
FROM ElementTable ET4desc
WHERE
ET4desc.eid >= ET4.eid AND ET4desc.eid < ET4.eid + w4 AND -- match Child∗0(v,w)
ET4desc.key = ‘PhD’ -- match Contains ”PhD”(w)
)
b. conjunction of government constraints on node q4 in query Q
Figure 8.16: SQL code for matching keyword government constraints. The code is generated for a variant
of query Q in Figure 8.11 a. on page 109 where the containment constraint Contains“female”(q4) on node q4
has been replaced with two government constraints Governs“female”(q4) and Governs“PhD”(q4). The two
government constraints are either disjunctive (a.) or conjunctive (b.). Each of the two statements is meant
to replace the code for the first evaluation step s1 in the query plan PQ in Figure 8.11 b. on page 109. The
CREATE, SELECT and FROM clauses remain unchanged (see Figure 8.12 a. on page 113). Only the WHERE
is modified according to the document matching rule DAGovernsk in Figure 8.15 on page 115, as follows.
Let v be a match to the query node q4. a. A disjunction of the two government constraints is translated
into a single subquery selecting any descendant w of v that contains either keyword. b. A conjunction
of the two government constraints translates to a conjunction of two separate subqueries. Each subquery
independently selects a descendant w of v that contains a specific keyword.
SELECT
DISTINCT e1, e2, e3, e4 -- copy matches to result nodes
FROM
Q_s3 -- retrieve answer from the last intermediate result
ORDER BY
e1, e2, e3, e4 -- order result as needed
Figure 8.17: SQL code for computing the final result of the query Q in Figure 8.11 a. on page 109. The
last intermediate result from phase 2 (see Figure 8.4 d. on page 102) is projected onto matches to the result
nodes (in this case, all query nodes). This produces the query answer shown in Figure 8.4 e. on page 102.
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elimination is only needed when some match columns are dropped, i.e., when Qr ( Qv. The ORDER BY
clause serves to return the query answer in some specific order. In this case, it is sorted so that all matches
to the query node q1 appear in document order. (Tatarinov et al. [2002] mention different output modes to
be applied analogously.)
The output of the SQL query in Figure 8.17 is shown in Figure 8.4 e. on page 102. Here ans(Q)
consists of the tuple 〈18,21,25,26〉 of node labels that denotes exactly the document subtree depicted
in Figure 2.1 e. on page 8 (the corresponding node labels are given in Figure 4.3 a. on page 46). Of
course a different result presentation may be chosen for the user. For instance, given the original XML
representation of the documents and a mapping from node labels to the corresponding byte offsets in the
XML code, the query answer could be presented as XML fragments (possibly rendered using stylesheets).
Alternatively, XML code might be generated on the fly. However, these presentation details are beyond the
scope of this work.
8.5 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the practical use of XML indexing with the RCADG, we created path and element tables for
different document collections in an RDBS and implemented the evaluation procedure evaluateQuery (see
Algorithm 8.1 on page 101) in a retrieval engine called Document eXplorer (DoX). DoX evaluates XML
queries like those used throughout this work by translating them into SQL statements against the path and
element tables, as described above. The system is compared to (1) the native XML engine X 2 that was
already used for the experiments with the CADG in Section 6.4; (2) the relational node indexing scheme
XPath Accelerator by Grust et al. [2002; 2004] (see Section 7.3.2); and (3) the relational path indexing
scheme XRel by Yoshikawa et al. [2001] (see Section 7.4.1). All query engines have been implemented (or
reimplemented, in the case of XPath Accelerator and XRel) in Java. Details of the hardware and software
set-up are given in the appendix (see Test Environment A in Section 13.1).
We ran a number of queries against the four document collections IMDb, XMark 1100, INEX and DBLP
listed in Section 13.2 of the appendix. The Internet Movie Database (IMDb) comprises more than 8 GB of
XML documents describing movies and actors from a commercial web site [IMDB], whereas XMark 1100
consists of 1 GB recursive XML synthetically generated by a benchmarking tool [XMark]. The highly
heterogeneous INEX benchmark [INEX] contains scientific articles in full-text. DBLP [DBLP] is an on-
line collection of bibliographic data from computer science. The key results of the evaluation are the
following:
1. The RCADG outperforms both the native and the relational baseline systems by two orders of mag-
nitude and more in terms of retrieval speed. Complex queries with large results causing the baseline
systems to break down are answered within seconds by the RCADG. Querying XML in a relational
database system benefits greatly from native XML indexing techniques (see Section 8.5.2 below).
To a certain extent this also confirms previous findings reported by Chen et al. [2004] for the BLAS
storage scheme (see Section 7.4.2).
2. The RCADG easily scales up to collections of multiple gigabytes both in terms of retrieval speed and
storage demands. The path table is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than the original
data (see Section 8.5.4).
3. Query planning has a significant impact on the performance of the RCADG. While very encouraging
results were obtained with the planning strategies described above, in some cases inappropriate plan-
ning may prevent a performance gain. Also, enhancing the relational optimizer with tree statistics
seems promising (see Section 8.5.3).
4. Keyword-driven schema matching using signatures in the path table does not entail a significant
performance gain in our experiments. The overhead for signature comparison lies between 100 ms
and 300 ms, whereas the time needed for creating signatures is negligible.
Table 8.5 on the next page summarizes the performance results for the RCADG (averaged after remov-
ing the best and worst of five runs). Sample queries are given as their closest XPath equivalents. The
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Corpus QID result closest XPath query processing
size time (s)
IMDb I3 6507 //*[title=”love”]/production year 1.27I4 118,150 //movie[.//genre=”documentary”]//actor 8.77
XMark
1100
X4 2 /site/open auctions/open auction[ 0.44
bidder[personref/@person=“person20”]/following-sibling::
bidder[personref/@person=“person17290”]]/reserve
X15 1890 /site/closed auctions/closed auction/annotation/description/ 0.52
parlist/listitem/parlist/listitem/text/emph/keyword
X14 9461 /site//item[contains(description, “gold”)]/name 3.34
X13 22,000 /site/regions/australia/item[name and description] 0.88
X2 597,777 /site/open auctions/open auction/bidder/increase 17.54
Table 8.5: RCADG query performance, in seconds. The original queries are given here as their closest
XPath equivalent. XMark 1100 queries are adapted from the XQuery benchmark [XMark]. Only matches
to XPath result nodes were computed (unlike Table 8.6 on the following page).
XMark 1100 queries X2, X4, X13, X14 and X15 as well as X1 (in Table 8.6 on the following page) capture
the XPath portion in the corresponding queries from the XQuery benchmark [XMark]. As can be seen in
Table 8.5, the RCADG scales well with both the size of the document collection and the number of query
results. The rest of this section discusses more results (see Tables 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8) in greater detail.
8.5.1 Test Systems
The DoX system consists of (1) an indexer for creating the RCADG tables and BIRD labels, (2) a system
kernel including modules for query rewriting, planning and SQL code generation, and (3) a runtime for
creating XML queries, triggering the kernel operations and sending the resulting SQL statements to the
RDBS. The two RCADG tables are indexed using B+-Trees, as follows. The path table has a cluster index
on the 〈pid,maxid, tag〉 fields and an additional index on the tag field. The element table has a cluster index
on the 〈pid,key,eid〉 fields and an additional index on the 〈key,eid〉 fields. In the RDBS, only standard
relational operators are used; in particular, no structural join for sets of XML elements is available.
Our native XML baseline database is X 2 [Meuss et al. 2005], which combines the original CADG index
(see Chapter 6) and the BIRD labelling scheme (see Chapter 4). At system start-up, the CADG schema tree
is loaded into main memory. During query evaluation, X 2 fetches sets of elements from the relational
back-end and combines them into query matchings in memory. Element sets are joined using a variant of
the TwigStack structural join by Bruno et al. [2002]. The query planning algorithm is similar to the one
used by DoX (see Section 8.4.4 above). In particular, X 2 benefits from BIRD reconstruction, too. Note that
X 2 always computes matches to all query nodes, i.e., Qr = Qv by default.
As a baseline for relational query evaluation without a schema index we implemented the XPath Ac-
celerator storage scheme by Grust et al. [2002; 2004] (see Section 7.3.2). Each query is translated into an
m-fold join of the node table where m is the number of nodes in the query. Any element is labelled by its
pre- and postorder ranks in the document tree, which also serve to decide binary query constraints. Recon-
struction is not supported, and no schema-level index is available. The node table is indexed using separate
B+-Trees on the preorder, postorder, parent label, tag and node type fields, as described by Grust [2002].
Textual contents are kept in a separate table indexed both on the preorder and keyword fields. We also
applied the shrink-wrapping optimization proposed by Grust [2002]. By contrast, non-standard relational
operators like the Staircase Join [Grust et al. 2003] are not available. Query planning for the node-table
join happens entirely in the realm of the RDBS.
A second relational baseline system is our implementation of XRel [Yoshikawa et al. 2001] (see Sec-
tion 7.4.1). XRel indexes tag paths as strings in a path table and performs schema-level matching through
string search in the path table. A foreign key connects each tag path to its occurrence in a node table.
Each XML query is translated into a single SQL statement joining the path and node tables. Again, query
planning is done by the RDBS kernel. Like XPath Accelerator, XRel uses a subtree labelling scheme (see
Section 3.3) to decide binary query constraints on the document level. Reconstruction is not supported.
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Corpus QID result closest XPath query processing time (s)
size RCADG CADG XPAcc
IMDb
I1a 12 //person[name=“mastroianni” 0.10 12.72 0.04
and born/@place]/biography/movie
I1b 3 //person[name=“felix” 0.11 12.60 0.50
and born/@place]/biography/movie
I1c 24 //person[name=“cooper” 0.15 12.84 215.83
and born/@place]/biography/movie
I1d 72 //person[name=“steve” 0.52 12.85 > 600
and born/@place]/biography/movie
I2 6507 //title[.=“love”] 0.37 0.30 > 600
I3 6507 //*[title=“love”]/production year 1.52 26.07 > 600
I4 118,150 //movie[.//genre=“documentary”]//actor 34.68  > 600
XMark
1100
X1 1 /site/people/person[@id=“person0”]/name 0.09 6.85 0.02
X21 13 //site//europe//item[.//description// 0.32 21.80 > 600
keyword[.=“abandon” and .//bold]
and .//name
and (.//category or .//*[@category])
and .//mail[.//date and .//from and .//to]]
X13 22,000 /site/regions/australia/item[ 2.35 2.79 61.46
name and description]
X2 597,777 /site/open auctions/open auction/ 122.43  292.14
bidder/increase
Table 8.6: Query performance comparison for RCADG, CADG (CADG) and XPath Accelerator (XPAcc),
in seconds. The original queries are given here as their closest XPath equivalent. XMark 1100 queries are
adapted from the XQuery benchmark [XMark]. Unlike Tables 8.5 and 8.8, matches to all query nodes were
computed. The symbol “ ” indicates that a specific query was not answered properly.
8.5.2 Runtime Performance
RCADG versus CADG. A first set of experiments measures the performance gain the RCADG achieves
over native XML retrieval with X 2 (see the RCADG and CADG columns in Table 8.6). To avoid a handicap
for the X 2 system, which always matches the entire query graph, the systems treated all query nodes as
result nodes. For the RCADG, the runtime performance therefore differs from the results in Table 8.5 on
the preceding page.
Queries I1a to I1d retrieve the place of birth and the movies of different people mentioned in the
movie database IMDb. Note how the performance of both the RCADG and the CADG remains stable as
the selectivity of the query keyword decreases: while the keyword “mastroianni” is contained only in
406 elements, the frequency of “felix” is almost ten times higher; “cooper” occurs in 10,398 elements
and “steve” in 38,983 elements. The RCADG’s performance gain is two orders of magnitude for the most
selective keyword (I1a) and still more than a factor 20 for the most frequent keyword (I1d). As queries I2
and I3 illustrate, the overhead incurred by the CADG is mainly due to “output” nodes like place and
movie which are not subject to keyword constraints. While the CADG is highly competitive for queries
without such unselective nodes, such as I2, the production year node in I3 slows down the native
system by two orders of magnitude. Unlike the RCADG, the CADG retrieves matches to the title and
production year nodes in the element table and transfers them into main memory for deciding their
binary query constraint (the child step).4 By contrast, the RCADG translates binary constraints into join
conditions supported by relational indices on the element table, and therefore faces no such overhead for
loading large element sets.
Query I4 illustrates another potential weak-spot in native retrieval systems which compose matches
to tree queries in main memory: processing large intermediate result sets containing tens or hundreds of
thousands of tuples easily exceeds the hardware capacities. During the evaluation of I4, X 2 quickly ran out
4The huge overhead for I3 compared to I2 might not be faced by native systems which do not compose path occurrences in this
way but retrieve entire tree fragments instead, like the NatiX system [May et al. 2004; Fiebig et al. 2002].
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Corpus QID closest XPath query result size processing time (s)RCADG XRel RCADG XRel
INEX N1a //p 609 609 < 0.01 0.09N1b //p[sub]/b 27 3,485,916 0.01 515.22
Table 8.7: Query performance comparison for RCADG and XRel on the schema level, in seconds. Process-
ing times and intermediate result sizes are measured at the end of phase 1. The original queries are given
here as their closest XPath equivalent.
of memory; allocating more than 800 MB on our 1-GB machine avoided a crash but resulted in swapping.
The RCADG, however, copes well with large result sets.
Query X21 against the XMark 1100 collection examines how the systems cope with tasks whose com-
plexity is in the query structure, not the result size. The RCADG invests 85% of a total of 321 ms in
generating extremely efficient SQL code that involves the reconstruction of four Parent constraints. By
constrast, X 2 is again trapped in too many decision operations. The results for X1 and X2 in Table 8.6 con-
firm the earlier observations for I3 and I4, respectively. Note that when returning only matches to the XPath
result nodes, the RCADG answers the same queries again up to 7 times faster (see Table 8.5), retrieving
more than half a million matches in less than 20 seconds.
RCADG versus XPath Accelerator. It has been mentioned before that XPath Accelerator decides all
binary constraints via selfjoins on the node table, lacking both reconstruction capabilities and schema-level
information. Consequently, in our test with different keyword selectivities (queries I1a to I1d in Table 8.6
on the preceding page), the evaluation time rapidly grows with the size of intermediate results, reaching
820 seconds for I1d compared to only 0.52 seconds with the RCADG. Less selective queries like I2 to I4
also take longer than ten minutes to evaluate. Only for highly selective queries like I1a or X1, XPath
Accelerator is slightly faster than the RCADG, possibly because the latter issues multiple SQL queries
rather than only a single one. The impact of a complex query graph like X21 is much higher for XPath
Accelerator than for the native or relational CADGs. Since XPath Accelerator selects tuples in the element
table based only on singleton tags rather than tag paths, it has to join large intermediate results.
The most unselective query in our test suite, X2, has a much simpler structure (no branches and no
descendant steps). Here XPath Accelerator is faster than for X21, but still takes more than twice as long
as the RCADG. Query X2 is reported as critical by Grust et al. [2004], too. Note that when retrieving only
matches to the leaf of the path, in XPath style, the RCADG outperforms XPath Accelerator by one order
of magnitude (22 seconds versus 220 seconds). As query I4 shows, XPath Accelerator does not scale well
to unselective queries with many descendant steps, which involve range conditions in the selfjoin of the
node table. Here the RCADG is two orders of magnitude faster. Note that even the special relational index
structures and join operators employed by Grust [2002], which are reported to recover up to one order of
magnitude of processing time, are unlikely to remedy this handicap completely. Obviously the RCADG
takes considerable advantage from BIRD reconstruction when answering query I4, using the keyword-
restricted genre node as a starting point in the query plan.
Summing up, the experiments prove that the native XML indexing techniques underlying the RCADG
entail a decisive performance gain in the relational domain.
RCADG versus XRel. As explained in Section 7.4.1, XRel’s atomic representation of tag paths as strings
has a number of disadvantages, compared to the compositional path representation of the RCADG. First,
string matching tends to be slower than the comparison of numeric node labels, especially for query paths
starting with a descendant step. The following experiment quantifies this overhead using queries against the
INEX collection. Table 8.7 compares how fast RCADG and XRel match a query graph on the schema level
(phase 1) and how many matches they retain for document-level matching (phase 2). For N1a both systems
retrieve 609 matches, but the RCADG is slightly faster. Second, XRel produces many partial matches to be
discarded later in phase 2: for N1b its intermediate result is five orders of magnitude larger than that of the
RCADG. As explained in Section 7.4.1, XRel’s atomic path representation is not precise enough to discard
combinations of sub and b elements that do not belong to the same p parent.
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Corpus QID closest XPath query result size processing time (s)RCADG XRel RCADG XRel
DBLP D1a //article[author=“codd”]/title 34 34 0.12 9.18D1b /dblp/article[author=“codd”]/title 34 34 0.12 9.14
XMark
1100
X1 /site/people/person[@id=“person0”]/name 1 1 0.09 3.96
X22 //parlist[.//text[.=“zenelophon”]]/ 133  183 0.14 27.95
listitem/text
X14 /site//item[contains(description,“gold”)]/name 9461 9461 3.34 > 600
X13 /site/regions/australia/ 22,000 22,000 0.88 > 600
item[name and description]
X23 //regions[contains(.,“zyda@ask”)]//keyword 416,175 416,175 32.21 310.03
X2 /site/open auctions/open auction/ 597,777 597,777 17.54 6.12
bidder/increase
Table 8.8: Query performance comparison for RCADG and XRel, in seconds (phases 1 and 2). The original
queries are given here as their closest XPath equivalent. Only matches to XPath result nodes were computed
(unlike Table 8.6 on page 120). The symbol “ ” indicates that a specific query was not answered properly.
This also slows down the subsequent document-level matching, as shown in Table 8.8. Here the pro-
cessing time subsumes the entire query evaluation process (phases 1 and 2), and the result size only counts
only elements that are part of the final answer to the query. On the DBLP collection the RCADG is almost
two orders of magnitude faster than XRel (D1a), even for an absolute query path (D1b). On XMark 1100,
the difference is between one and three orders of magnitude. XRel outperforms the RCADG only for a
single unselective query without branching nodes and descendant steps (X2). For such queries matching
exactly one path in the schema, the RCADG’s compositional path representation has no extra benefit, but
rather entails a small overhead compared to exact string matching without wildcards.
By contrast, for proper tree queries with descendant steps, XRel not only takes more processing time but
may also produce wrong final results on recursive collections like XMark 1100. For instance, in the case of
query X22, XRel is two orders of magnitude slower than theRCADG and retrieves 50 false hits. By contrast,
the query evaluation with the RCADG is fast and correct, owing to its compositional path representation and
BIRD reconstruction. This phenomenon is explained as follows. For illustration, reconsider the query in
Figure 8.5 a. on page 104. The RCADG answers this query with only two element-table joins, as specified
by the corresponding query plan in Figure 8.11 d. on page 109. The SQL code generated to answer the
same query with XRel is given in Figure 8.18 on the next page. Here we ignore the query node q6 and the
NextSib edge because XRel does not support sibling constraints. For the resulting query graph comprising
the five query nodes q1 to q5, XRel combines a five-fold join of the path table with another five-fold join
of the node and content tables (see the FROM clause in Figure 8.18). As described in Section 7.4.1, tag
path patterns are created from the query and matched against the pathexp column in the path table (black
part of the WHERE clause in Figure 8.18). The path IDs retrieved this way act as foreign keys to the node
and content tables (blue part of the WHERE clause in Figure 8.18). Finally, all binary query constraints are
decided on the document level, using region encoding (green part of the WHERE clause in Figure 8.18).
Note how matches to distinct tag paths are first retrieved independently and then combined through the join
predicates on the node and content tables. This causes the large intermediate result after phase 1 for N1b
in Table 8.7.
Compared to XRel, the RCADG (1) replaces suffix and infix string matching involving numerous wild-
cards with efficient numeric equality predicates in the selfjoin of the path table, (2) saves three out of five
expensive joins with the element table through BIRD reconstruction, (3) looks up fewer schema hits in the
element table in cases where the individual query paths have disparate partial matches in the documents
(as in query N1b above), and (4) correctly discards partial matches from the final result in presence of a
recursive schema. For instance, assume that the sample query from Figure 8.5 a. is run against a document
collection containing nested person elements. Then the code in Figure 8.18 on the facing page wrongly
accepts those person elements which lack a suitable watches child, but instead have a person descen-
dant with such a watches child. The reason is that XRel loses track of the common person ancestors
of matches to node q2 ( watches ) and q4 ( profile ), which are treated simply as matches to two dis-
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SELECT
NT3.start, NT3.end, NT4.start, NT4.end -- add matches to q3 and q4
FROM
PathTable PT1, PathTable PT2, PathTable PT3, -- join path, node and content tables
PathTable PT4, PathTable PT5,
NodeTable NT1, NodeTable NT2, NodeTable NT3, NodeTable NT4,
ContentTable CT5
WHERE
PT1.pathexp LIKE ‘#%/person’ AND -- match tag paths
PT2.pathexp LIKE ‘#%/person#/watches’ AND
PT3.pathexp LIKE ‘#%/person#/watches#%/open_auction’ AND
PT4.pathexp LIKE ‘#%/person#%/profile’ AND
PT5.pathexp LIKE ‘#%/person#%/profile#/gender’ AND
NT1.pathid = PT1.pathid AND -- match unary constraints
NT2.pathid = PT2.pathid AND
NT3.pathid = PT3.pathid AND
NT4.pathid = PT4.pathid AND
CT5.pathid = PT5.pathid AND
CT5.value = ‘XML’ AND
NT1.start < NT2.start AND NT1.end > NT2.end AND -- decide Child(q1,q2)
NT2.start < NT3.start AND NT2.end > NT3.end AND -- decide Parent∗1(q3,q2)
NT1.start < NT4.start AND NT1.end > NT4.end AND -- decide Parent∗1(q4,q1)
NT4.start < CT5.start AND NT4.end > CT5.end -- decide Parent(q5,q4)
ORDER BY
NT3.start, NT3.end, NT4.start, NT4.end -- order result as needed
Figure 8.18: SQL code for query evaluation with XRel (see Section 7.4.1). Blue colour highlights code
related to joins with the node or content table, whereas green colour is used for the decision of binary
query constraints. The query being evaluated is a variant of the query in Figure 8.5 a. on page 104 where
the node q6 and the binary constraint NextSib(q6,q5) have been removed (since XRel does not support
sibling constraints).
tinct path patterns ( #%/person#/watches and #%/person#%/profile in the WHERE part of the SQL
statement). By contrast, the RCADG keeps tuples of matches to all nodes in the query graph as interme-
diate results and hence never mixes up distinct person ancestors. Faced with two nested partial person
matches as just described (one satisfying only the constraints related to q2 and the other to q4), the RCADG
rejects both during phase 2 at the latest, but possibly even earlier during schema matching. In the same
way, it discards nested parlist elements that only partially match the root of query X22 in Table 8.8.
8.5.3 Impact of Query Planning and Optimization
The RCADG offers a considerable potential for query optimization. First, the path table neatly accommo-
dates certain statistical information about the document tree and its textual content, as sketched in Sec-
tion 8.2. The need to enhance relational query optimizers with such tree-specific data was pointed out by
Krishnamurthy et al. [2003]. Second, query evaluation may benefit greatly from logical query planning and
rewriting. For instance, query X4 from the XMark benchmark (see Table 8.6 on page 120) originally en-
forces only a NextElt constraint between the two personref nodes. Replacing this with a more restrictive
NextSib constraint between the bidder nodes reduces the processing time with the RCADG from 5287 ms
to 508 ms, if matches to all query nodes are to be computed. If only the reserve node is regarded as a
result node, the rewriting techniques described in Section 8.4.3 remove the site , open auctions and
personref nodes after schema matching, which again saves 68 ms, resulting in a total processing time of
440 ms as shown in Table 8.5 on page 119. Processing the second keyword constraint earlier in the query
plan would probably further accelerate the evaluation.
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8.5.4 Storage Requirements
Maintaining schema information besides the actual element data, as with the RCADG or CADG, comes at
only little extra cost in terms of storage. In our experiments, the path table occupies merely between 48 kB
(DBLP) and 120 kB (XMark 1100) on disk, including the various B+-Trees and optional fields mentioned
before. The CADG schema tree in memory occupies 2 MB in both cases (with keyword signatures and
statistical information attached to the schema nodes, as described before). Only for the heterogeneous
INEX corpus the path table is nearly 2 MB on disk and the schema tree 25 MB in memory.
By contrast, the element table of the RCADG grows to 17 GB for XMark 1100 and 34 GB for IMDb
(again including all relational index structures). In particular, the materialized join of elements and the
keywords they contain introduces considerable redundancy, which on the other hand speeds up query eval-
uation. For instance, to support efficient keyword search, different keywords occurring in the same element
are stored in distinct rows of the element table, rather than in a single tuple containing the full textual ele-
ment content as a string (this has been proposed, e.g., by Grust et al. [2004] for XPath Accelerator). While
our approach is certainly less compact (because there may be multiple tuples for the same element/tag
path pair), it permits to solve keyword constraints with efficient equality conditions instead of substring
matching. We applied the same technique to the XPath Accelerator storage scheme to make both systems
comparable.
Note that in the experiments, the XPath Accelerator node and content tables together are only a little
smaller than the RCADG’s element table (XMark 1100: 3 GB + 11 GB; IMDb: 12 GB + 19 GB). By
contrast, the CADG originally stores elements with the same tag path and keyword together as a list in the
same tuple (non-first normal form), rather than in separate rows as with the RCADG. Therefore its element
table is considerably smaller (4.5 GB on XMark 1100, 5.2 GB on IMDb). For the RCADG, storing elements
in non-first normal form is infeasible because it prevents index conditions on individual elements, as used
by the BIRD rules in Figures 8.2 and 8.3.
To sum up, our experiments show that the RCADG scales up to multiple gigabytes and is far from
the quadratic space needed by highly redundant techniques like a fully materialized Parent∗1 relation, as
proposed by Jiang et al. [2002]. The nativeCADG is more storage-efficient than the two relational schemes.
Yet we believe that from a user’s perspective, and given the steady advances of storage technology, retrieval
speed should be given a higher priority than space consumption.
8.6 Summary and Discussion
The Relational CADG (RCADG) presented in this chapter exploits native XML indexing techniques for
the efficient evaluation of XML queries a relational database system. In particular, it has been shown how
a centralized structural summary (the CADG) and a decentralized structural summary (the BIRD labelling
scheme) can be migrated to the relational data model, and how suitable query planning and rewriting exploit
these summaries to reduce the number and size of element sets to be joined in the RDBS.
The benefit of path indexing in RDBSs has been discussed in the previous chapter for storage schemes
like XRel, which stores tag paths as strings in a path table, and BLAS, which represents tag path suffixes
as numeric intervals. Like the RCADG, these schemes match simple path expressions with fewer joins
than those without a path index [Krishnamurthy et al. 2003], like the XPath Accelerator or Edge schemes.
As described in Section 7.4, path-based approaches retrieve elements based on more restrictive selection
predicates, which simplifies index scans and reduces the size of intermediate results to be joined. Besides,
path-specific information like the node type is no longer stored redundantly for all elements with a given
tag path, but only once in the corresponding path table entry.
Contributions of the RCADG. The RCADG further enhances relational path indexing in several re-
spects, addressing several open problems mentioned in the literature. The key contribution of our approach
compared to previous work is the precise compositional representation of tag paths. To the best of our
knowledge the RCADG is the only relational storage scheme to represent every tag path prefix as a se-
quence of nodes (i.e., tuples in the path table). This has a number of advantages, also compared to the
abovementioned string-based or suffix-based approaches:
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• The entire query graph structure is matched against the path table before accessing the large element
table. Unsatisfiable schema constraints are detected extremely fast during retrieval phase 1. Ac-
cess to the element table are restricted to paths satisfying all S-constraints. In particular, branching
path expressions are matched already on the schema level. This discards partial schema hits during
phase 1 that cannot be detected by less precise path indices like XRel and BLAS.
• Schema-level matching receives excellent indexing support through B+-Trees on the numerical in-
terval labels for schema nodes. This is more efficient than XRel’s substring matching, especially for
paths with leading descendant steps. Matching tag path constraints through a selfjoin of the small
path table is cheap and happens entirely in the realm of the relational query optimizer.
• Representing the schema as a tree in the RDBS allows the RCADG to take advantage of BIRD
reconstruction, which avoids expensive joins with the element table.
• The RCADG efficiently evaluates queries involving any XPath axis and //* steps, which string-
based approaches as proposed by Yoshikawa et al. [2001] and Jiang et al. [2002] support only with
more complex regular expressions. Furthermore, /* steps do not entail extra selfjoins of the element
table as with XRel.
• Existential XPath predicates are handled correctly even for recursive collections without a massive
join overhead, which is considered an open problem by Krishnamurthy et al. [2003]. False positives
in the final query result as with XRel are avoided.
• Prefixes shared by multiple tag paths are not stored redundantly as with XRel. No string operations
are needed to concatenate query path fragments, as with XRel or BLAS.
• Unlike the P-labels used by BLAS, the tag-path references in the RCADG’s element table are robust
against changes to the schema tree.
Fast tree matching in large recursive document collections. XRel’s incorrect handling of certain queries
against recursive collections was hinted at by Krishnamurthy et al. [2003], who concluded that “the general
problem of translation of path expressions with predicates for the path-based schema-oblivious schemes is
still open”. Node-indexing approaches like the XPath Accelerator or Edge schemes answer such queries
by triggering a selfjoin of the node table for each step in a query path, which is costly. With the exception
of BLAS, the RCADG is the only path-indexing approach we know of that correctly handles these queries.
BLAS achieves this by checking additional level constraints on elements, a technique which might also fix
XRel’s defective evaluation of such queries. The RCADG does the same already on the schema level and
therefore needs much fewer comparison operations. Besides, the RCADG benefits from the reconstruction
capabilities of the BIRD tree encoding to avoid expensive joins with the element table. As shown in Chap-
ter 4, this feature is paramount to efficient large-scale processing of XML queries. While the experimental
results reported by Chen et al. forBLAS are in line with our findings concerning path- versus node-indexing
schemes, they are insufficient to judge the scalability of their approach up to tens of gigabytes.
Tree-aware query planning. The query planning and rewriting techniques presented in this chapter
strive to optimize the generation of SQL code for evaluating tree queries in an RDBS. However, the way
a relational query kernel processes this code could also benefit from techniques specific to the tree data
model. Tatarinov et al. [2002] point out that “relational optimizers need to understand the hierarchical
structure of XML”. With the RCADG, statistical information kept in the path table enables more accurate
query planning based on properties of the document tree (not merely the set of tuples stored in the element
table), such as the number of elements with a given tag path or the number of distinct keywords contained
or governed by these elements. While in our experiments encouraging results were obtained without such a
“tree-aware” RDBS kernel, we expect that physical plans estimating access costs based on XML statistics
will further speed up the query evaluation.
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8.7. OPTIMIZATIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
Indexing textual element contents. It has been mentioned before that XPath Accelerator (and many
other relational storage schemes) keep elements and their textual contents in separate node and content
tables, unlike the RCADG which combines both in a single element table. As a matter of fact, the RCADG’s
element table is a materialized join of the node and content tables used by node-indexing storage schemes,
augmented with schema-level information in the form of references to the path table. Grust et al. [2004]
argue that separate node and content tables allow to match structural constraints on the document level
without accessing textual contents in the first place. This is an advantage when given unselective keyword
constraints. In particular, queries without any keyword constraint may run faster against a node table that
is clustered, say, in document order [Grust et al. 2004].
Of course, keyword constraints are often selective and thus help to reduce the size of intermediate result
to be joined. With separate node and content tables, such queries are also easily processed through a simple
join on the document node labels. Here the RDBS query kernel automatically figures out whether to start
the join with the structure or keyword constraints. However, potentially selective schema constraints (such
as a specific combination of tag paths in the query) are not taken into account.
Therefore the RCADG combines tag paths, keywords and elements in a single element table which
is clustered by tag paths, keywords and elements, in that order. For queries with selective schema and
keyword constraints, this reduces the I/O during the element look-up. However, unselective constraints
may cause more disk pages to be accessed than with the separate node and content tables, due to the
clustering. Thus schemes like XPath Accelerator and the RCADG are optimized towards distinct kinds of
query. However, while the difference between separate versus combined indexing of content and structure
is crucial in native XML retrieval (see Chapter 6), the impact in the relational scenario is probably lower.
The way element contents are indexed also has an impact on how to obtain an XML serialization of
the query results. Grust et al. [2004] sketch a method to create XML fragments on the fly by sequentially
scanning the node table in document order. Since the RCADG’s element table is clustered by tag paths and
keywords rather than elements, this could result in much random disk I/O. Therefore we keep the original
documents and the byte offsets for all elements instead. This allows to retrieve the original serialization of
any result element from the documents in time linear in the size of the XML fragment, not the overall size
of all documents.
8.7 Optimizations and Open Problems
The most obvious way to enhance query evaluation with the RCADG further is more sophisticated query
planning based on selectivity estimates of keywords, tag paths, and combinations of both. An interesting
question in this context is how much of the planning can be realized outside the RDBS and at which point
the relational optimizer must be modified. As shown before, query planning is also tightly related to query
rewriting, where more advanced rules might be developed. In fact, much work has been done in the field of
XML query optimization so far, which is largely complementary to our approach. For references to related
work, see Section 8.4.3 above.
Another obvious enhancement of the RCADG is the use of a structural join algorithm in the RDBS.
However, at the time of this writing such XML-specific functionality is not available in most off-the-shelf
database systems. Realizing structural joins as user-defined functions might be considered in the future.
We have also outlined how the RCADG seamlessly integrates keyword signatures, a heuristic technique
from Information Retrieval, in order to detect keyword mismatches early during schema matching. How-
ever, in a small-scale experiment this technique did not expedite the query evaluation. A more thorough
analysis is needed to understand whether this observation also holds for other queries on different document
collections.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the RCADG could in principle be combined with labelling schemes
other than BIRD, although this would require parts of the query rewriting, planning and matching to be
revised. Chapter 3 has presented a small number of alternative labelling schemes with similar expressivity.
In particular, an approach with better update support, such as ORDPATH [O’Neil et al. 2004], could be
attractive at least for certain applications with highly dynamic document collections. However, since BIRD
offers high query performance combined with reasonable space consumption and integrates well with re-
lational query evaluation, we believe that it is a good choice for possible future work on the RCADG.
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CHAPTER
NINE
Caching Techniques for Incremental XML Retrieval
9.1 Overview
The preceding chapters have introduced different contributions to making the evaluation of XML queries
more efficient. So far it has been assumed that each query is evaluated from scratch, i.e., regardless of any
previously computed search results for the same or other queries. However, in a typical query workload
there may be numerous queries whose results overlap at least partially. This applies in particular to an
iterative retrieval process as discussed in Section 1.3, where the user is encouraged to modify and run a
given query repeatedly in order to improve the retrieval results. This chapter reviews different ways to
store available query results in a query cache after evaluation so that new queries might be answered based
on these cached results. Such reuse of query results is called incremental query evaluation in the sequel
because parts of the answers to future queries emerge gradually during the retrieval process. In the literature
the term semantic caching is also very common. The main challenge in incremental query processing is to
detect and exploit containment or overlap of query results with only a small overhead for the cache look-up.
Later a new query cache will be presented that allows to do this more efficiently than with the approaches
discussed in this chapter. Experiments will also show that the incremental evaluation of a given query is
often much more efficient than its evaluation from scratch.
Since cached query results can be regarded as views on (part of) the original document data, incre-
mental query processing is an instance of the problem of query answering in the presence of views.
Calvanese et al. [2003] distinguish the following two variants of the problem: in view-based query con-
tainment, queries and view definitions are compared on the intensional level only, i.e., without accessing
the actual data. By contrast, in view-based query answering the results of a given query are computed from
both the view definitions and extensions. Notice that this requires the views to be materialized. Query
answering with views is notorious for being inherently complex in the relational data model, and the same
is true for semistructured data (see below). Despite the high theoretical complexity, however, many differ-
ent approaches have been proposed that strive to push the practical efficiency of incremental XML query
processing to its limits. They build on a variety of different computational and data models and retrieval
techniques such as, e.g., native XQuery engines [Chen and Rundensteiner 2005; Shah and Chirkova 2003]
or XQL engines [Quan et al. 2000], two-way finite state automata [Calvanese et al. 2002], tree automata
[Chen et al. 2002] or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers [Marro´n and Lausen 2002].
This chapter reviews a selection of representative approaches to the incremental evaluation of XML
queries using some sort of query cache. A thorough comparison and survey of the topic seems to be
missing as of the time of this writing. Besides the underlying data model and the expressiveness of the
query language, there are other potential criteria for comparison and classification. For instance, one could
start out by distinguishing schema-aware and schema-oblivious approaches, as for the relational storage
schemes in Chapter 7. However, most systems reviewed below either ignore the document schema or
consider it only for query evaluation from scratch, but not for caching purposes. As a tentative guideline
to this overview – but also for future work in the field –, the following questions highlight the most salient
issues that can serve as marks of distinction when comparing XML caching techniques.
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1. query representation: Which query language and features are supported? If queries may be partially
answered using uncached data, which query engine is used for that purpose?
2. cache representation: How are cache contents represented? Is the representation intensional or ex-
tensional? Is the cache held in main memory, or secondary storage, or both?
3. cache usage: Does the cache exploit or require a DTD or other schema specification? Can
results of distinct cached queries be combined to answer a given new query?
How to choose the best among alternative reusable queries in the cache? Does
the system support a combined evaluation from the cache and from scratch?
4. query comparison: How are cached and new queries compared? Does the system take advantage
of result overlap, result containment, or only the repeated evaluation of the
same query? What is the time complexity for detecting query containment or
overlap?
5. scalability: How does the system avoid cache overflows? Is there a cache replacement
strategy? Does the overhead for cache look-ups grow with the cache size?
6. practical benefit: Has the system been evaluated experimentally to quantify the practical benefit
of incremental query evaluation compared to the evaluation from scratch?
How effective and efficient is the cache look-up?
9.2 XML Query Containment and Overlap
Before reviewing a couple of methods for processing XML queries incrementally, a formal description of
the underlying decision problems is in order. The fundamental notion of query containment has already
been mentioned. It is often understood in a fairly abstract sense with no regard to the actual representation
of queries and their results, and sometimes even used without specifying its formal semantics. Intuitively,
a query Qc is said to contain another query Qn iff the answer to Qc subsumes all matches to Qn. Typically,
this intuition implies that if Qc contains Qn and the result of Qc is available in the cache, then Qn can be
answered from the cache only, without accessing the original documents or any representation thereof.
However, after taking a closer look it turns out that whether access to data outside the cache is needed
to evaluate Qn depends on the exact representation of Qc’s answer in the cache. In fact, the conclusion
just mentioned silently assumes that each node in the document tree D that is part of some match to Qc
is cached together with its entire subtree in D. For instance, suppose Qc = //person/name and Qn =
//person/name[.= "Lee"] , where Qn restricts Qc with an additional keyword constraint. Obviously
the set of matches to Qn is a subset of the set of matches to Qc, hence Qc contains Qn in the above
sense. However, to process Qn incrementally, we must have access to the full textual content of the name
elements in Qc’s answer. If matches to Qc are only represented as sets of unique element labels in the cache
(as in the result tables produced by the RCADG evaluation that was presented in the previous chapter), then
answering Qn requires access to data outside the cache. Therefore, discussing the question of access to
data inside or outside the cache generally makes sense only with the concrete data representation of a given
caching approach in mind.
A second notion that is fundamental to incremental XML retrieval is query overlap or partial query
containment. The overlapping of two XML queries that do not fully contain each other is ignored by
almost all caching techniques we know of, and therefore rarely defined in the literature. In fact, there are
multiple ways how queries can overlap or partially contain each other, some of which are easier to exploit
than others. Figure 9.1 on the next page contrasts different cases of overlap/partial containment (a.–c.)
with full query containment (d.). The following definitions capture these differences.1 In this context,
recall from Definition 2.3 on page 10 that each match to a query Q is essentially a set of document nodes
that together match the query nodes in Q. Given such a match a, let v(a) be the set of document nodes in a.
1Here we assume a fixed document collection D against which the queries are executed, as before. Note that the definitions in
this chapter are easily generalized to capture query containment and overlap without a fixed document collection.
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a. overlap (Definition 9.1) b. node-containment (Definition 9.2)
c. match-containment (Definition 9.3) d. (full) containment (Definition 9.4)
Figure 9.1: Query containment and overlap. Each of the four subfigures depicts a cached query and a new
query to be evaluated incrementally, together with their extensions (matches) in the document tree D from
Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. Note that subfigures a.–d. show different pairs of queries and results with a vary-
ing degree of similarity. Four decision problems are presented, roughly speaking, in order of decreasing
hardness for most caching systems: a. Overlapping queries only share individual elements in their results.
Missing elements or entire matches must be retrieved from scratch. b. If the new query is node-contained
in a cached query, some of its matches are entirely present in the cache while others must be computed from
scratch. c. A cached query that match-contains the new query provides at least some elements for each
match of the new query. d. Full query containment guarantees that the cached query is no more restrictive
than the new query, and that all elements in the query result are present in the cache. However, note that
the cached query result may need to be purged of false matches with respect to the new query.
Definition 9.1 (Query overlap) Let Qc and Qn be two queries. We say that Qc overlaps with Qn, Qc⊃⊂Qn,
iff for at least one match an ∈ ans(Qn) there exists a match a ∈ ans(Qc) such that v(an) ∩ v(a) 6= /0. 
Definition 9.2 (Node-containment) Let Qc and Qn be two queries. Besides, let An be the subset of matches
to Qn that share nodes with matches to Qc, i.e., An = {an ∈ ans(Qn) | ∃a ∈ ans(Qc) : v(an) ∩ v(a) 6= /0}.
Finally, let VQn =
⋃
a∈An v(a) and VQc =
⋃
a∈ans(Qc) v(a). We say that Qc node-contains Qn, Qc ⊃v Qn, iff
Qc⊃⊂Qn and VQc ⊃VQn . 
Definition 9.3 (Match-containment) Let Qc and Qn be two queries. We say that Qc match-contains Qn,
Qc ⊃m Qn, iff for each match an ∈ ans(Qn) there exists a match a ∈ ans(Qc) such that v(an) ∩ v(a) 6= /0.
Definition 9.4 (Query containment) Let Qc and Qn be two queries. We say that Qc (fully) contains Qn,
Qc ⊃ Qn, iff Qc match-contains Qn and Qc node-contains Qn. 
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schema constraints query constraints complexity proved by
with DTD
/ , [] , // , * ExpTime-complete Neven and Schwentick 2003, Wood 2003
/ , [] coNP-complete Neven and Schwentick 2003, Wood 2001
/ , // , * PTime Neven and Schwentick 2003
without DTD
/ , [] , // , * coNP-complete Miklau and Suciu 2002
/ , [] , // PTime Amer-Yahia et al. 2001
/ , [] , * PTime Wood 2001
Table 9.1: Complexity of XPath query containment with selected query and schema constraints.
9.3 Complexity of XML Query Containment
As mentioned before, the incremental evaluation of XML queries based on cached results depends on
methods to detect containment or overlap between queries in the cache and a new query to be answered.
Many papers have studied the theoretical complexity of query containment on semistructured data for
different query languages which are mostly based on regular path expressions. There are a number of
parameters to the query containment problem that have a considerable impact on its theoretical complexity.
These parameters include: (1) the query language used to express the cached queries or views and the new
query; (2) the input alphabet (i.e., set of symbols in the XML documents) which may be either finite or
infinite; (3) whether we are interested in containment on either a fixed set of documents or any document
collection or all documents that are valid with respect to a given schema specification (e.g., a DTD); and,
most prominently, (4) particular features and restrictions of the query language, schema (if any) and the
concrete queries to be compared.
Table 9.1 summarizes some important complexity results concerning the containment of XPath queries
with various constraints on the queries and the document schema. The complexity of XPath containment
depends mainly on the allowed features of the language (e.g., which axes are used) and on the avail-
ability of schema constraints (e.g., in the form of a DTD). Most authors have studied different com-
binations of XPath features such as predicates (“ [] ”), wildcard node-test (“ * ”) and the child and
descendant axes (“ / ”, “ // ”). They found that unless “ * ” and “ // ” are both allowed, XPath contain-
ment can be decided in polynomial time [Amer-Yahia et al. 2001; Wood 2001; Miklau and Suciu 2002].
Miklau and Suciu also describe an algorithm for deciding containment in polynomial time that is sound, but
not complete. The situation is different in the presence of schema constraints, however. As Wood [2003]
points out, child or sibling constraints inferrable from a DTD permit to detect some cases of containment
that are not visible from the query intension alone. Yet such constraints also increase the complexity of the
query comparison. Neven and Schwentick [2003] show that as soon as predicates are allowed, deciding
XPath containment in the presence of a DTD requires exponential time.
Various other query and schema constraints have been considered in the literature to obtain a more
precise picture of the complexity of the problem. For instance, Neven and Schwentick extended the XPath
language with existential variable bindings and disjunction. Wood inquired into child, sibling and func-
tional constraints in DTDs as well as certain restrictions of tag repetitions in DTDs and queries. Before,
Deutsch and Tannen [2001] observed the impact of integrity constraints on XPath queries in the presence
of DTDs. Others have dealt with different query languages. For instance, Calvanese et al. [2000; 2002;
2003] considered both conjunctive queries over relational views and regular path queries over semistruc-
tured views of the documents, stressing the impact of whether the queries are expressed in terms of the
original or the view alphabet. They proved that deciding containment of regular path queries (with or
without inverse axes) needs exponential time in any case, although the tight complexity bounds vary.
9.4 XML Query and Result Caching
9.4.1 Incomplete Trees
In general a query cache can be expected to contain only part of the information needed to answer a given
query. Abiteboul et al. [2001b] therefore represent cached query results in a data structure that also speci-
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fies which information is missing in the cache. To this end, earlier work by Imielinski and Lipski [1984] on
incompleteness in relational databases is applied to a simple semistructured data and query model. Unlike
most other authors, Abiteboul et al. regard the XML data being cached as unordered. They describe the
document structure using a structural summary that is effectively a simplified variant of a DTD. The struc-
tural summary is mainly used for formulating queries. Any query is a prefix of the structural summary,
i.e., a subtree of the summary tree that includes its root, together with optional keyword constraints and tag
negation predicates. Queries may contain branchings of multiple root-to-leaf path patterns. More advanced
features such as XPath’s tag wildcard (“ * ”) and the descendant axis (“ // ”) are not supported.
Abiteboul et al. propose the Incomplete Tree as a main-memory cache data structure that comprises
both extensional and intensional parts. The extensional part of the Incomplete Tree is a prefix of the
document tree D, i.e., a copy of the upper part of D (including the root of D) that gradually becomes larger
as more and more query results are being added to the cache during retrieval.2 To indicate which data
are missing from the cache, the logical complements of all cached queries are intensionally represented
by extra nodes in the Incomplete Tree that have keyword constraints or DTD-style multiplicity predicates
attached. For instance, an intensional node below a path /people/person/name in the Incomplete Tree
might specify that the occurrences of name elements in the cache exclude elements which do not contain
the keyword “Lee”. This information is inferred by negating queries whose results are to be cached (in
the example, a query involving the path /people/person/name combined with a containment constraint
for “Lee”). Using the incompleteness information, non-redundant remainder queries can be created in
polynomial time, i.e., queries extracting precisely those parts of the desired data that is missing in the
cache. Abiteboul et al. even claim that so-called local queries, which are evaluated with cached elements
as context nodes, retrieve exactly the missing elements from the documents. However, it remains unclear
how document subtrees which have never been cached (due to some mismatch with all prior queries) can
be reached when using cached elements as context nodes. Moreover, the authors concede that generating
non-redundant remainder queries does not guarantee practical efficiency. No experimental evaluation is
provided in the literature.
A second issue concerns the size of the cache. Note that specifying missing information through query
negation may result in an exponential growth of the cache. Abiteboul et al. point out that this is a general
lower bound for representing the complement of a sequence of queries in the cache. They also describe
several workarounds which guarantee a maximum cache size that is polynomial in the total size of all
cached queries and their results. However, these techniques either make the cache look-up more complex
(in some cases, NP-hard) or further restrict the query language.
An alternative way to bound the cache size has been developed by Hristidis and Petropoulos in 2002.
Their XCacher system builds on the work by Abiteboul et al. and comes with support for a subset of
XQuery. Simplified XQuery expressions (no query nesting, document order, or LET clauses) are first trans-
lated into expressions of the same prefix-selection query language that has been used by Abiteboul et al.
(see above). The main difference of XCacher compared to previous work lies in its central data structure,
the Modified Incomplete Tree (MIT). The extensional part of the MIT is similar to the original Incomplete
Tree. Unlike the latter, however, the MIT intensionally describes the data currently cached, rather than the
data missing from the cache. Thus there is no need to compute query negations when adding results to the
cache. Combined with a partitioning of the possible element content into a limited number of predefined
domain ranges (e.g., fixed intervals for numeric data in the documents), this avoids the exponential growth
of the incomplete tree. Notice that although both systems store all elements on root-to-leaf paths to query
matches in the cache, they still assume that the extensional part of the cache tree can be held in main mem-
ory. To cope with obviously resulting space limits and avoid cache overflows, Hristidis and Petropoulos opt
for expelling selected cache contents, and also sketch a simple replacement strategy (least-recently used).
9.4.2 HLCaches
HLCaches by Marro´n and Lausen [2002] is a cache for XPath queries. The HLCaches system uses an
LDAP server as its storage back-end. LDAP (short for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) is a net-
2Since queries do not contain descendant steps, query results comprise all nodes on a root-to-leaf path in the document tree.
Adding such a result to the Incomplete Tree is therefore guaranteed to preserve its prefix property.
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working protocol for accessing TCP/IP-based directory services [LDAP]. The LDAP server provides a
query interface for simple navigation in the directory tree. HLCaches uses the LDAP infrastructure and
query engine for storing and retrieving the contents of XML documents, as follows. Each XML element or
text node is stored as a node in the LDAP directory tree. The LDAP server also maintains metadata includ-
ing the distinct kinds of directory nodes and their nesting, which resembles the schema tree for XML data
introduced before. This schema information is used for evaluating queries from scratch, but not for query
comparison. An XPath query to be evaluated is first split into subqueries each of which entails a separate
query against the LDAP directory. During the creation of LDAP queries, XPath navigation patterns in the
XML document tree translate to navigation patterns in the LDAP directory tree. Note, however, that the
LDAP query language described by Marro´n and Lausen does not support all XPath axes. In fact, HLCaches
seems to be restricted to XPath queries involving only the child and descendant axes as well as their
inverse relations.
Special LDAP nodes are reserved for caching processed queries and their results. The query cache
contains for each evaluated subquery the corresponding XPath expression (represented both as a string and
a hash code) as well as the set of elements matching that subquery. Each result element is stored together
with its context node. This allows for the following combined intensional and extensional query compari-
son. A new XPath query is decomposed into subqueries whose hash codes are looked up in the cache part
of the LDAP hierarchy. Subqueries are normalized before the look-up to capture XPath-specific syntactic
variants such as inverse axes, etc. For each cached subquery whose intension (i.e., XPath expression) is
equivalent to a new subquery, the sets of their context nodes are compared to determine whether the two
subqueries are equivalent or overlapping. In particular, if the cached set of context nodes includes the set
of context nodes of the new subquery, then the latter can be evaluated entirely from cache contents.
Notice that query containment detection is limited to those subqueries that have been processed in the
same form before (modulo syntactic variation). By contrast, cached subqueries that are strictly more gen-
eral than a given new subquery are not recognized as reusable. This might seriously limit the effectiveness
of the cache (no experimental results for HLCaches are given in the paper). Moreover, Marro´n and Lausen
do not explain how to combine cached queries that only partially contain the new query with other over-
lapping cache contents or with fresh results retrieved directly from the documents. In particular, the related
issues of duplicate elimination and integration with the evaluation from scratch are not covered. Finally,
no strategy is given for decomposing new or cached queries to be looked up or stored in the cache.
9.4.3 Prefix-Based Containment
Another XPath cache with a string-based look-up procedure was proposed by Mandhani and Suciu in 2005.
Their approach covers a subset of tree-shaped XPath queries (in particular, only child and descendant
steps are allowed, and value joins are prohibited). The system requires a hybrid storage back-end to com-
bine relational data and XML fragments representing the cache contents. The cache consists of a number
of tables containing both the query intensions (as strings) and query extensions (as XML fragments). Sim-
ilar to HLCaches, any new query Qn is split into subqueries which are then normalized and represented as
slightly modified XPath strings. These strings are looked up in the cache in order to find a cached query Qc
that contains Qn. The main difference to HLCaches lies in the way queries are decomposed and compared.
In particular, the technique put forward by Mandhani and Suciu does not only retrieve identical subqueries
in the cache, but also benefits from certain cached queries that are strictly more general than the query to
be evaluated. Note, however, that while the system offers limited support for checking the containment of
numeric value predicates in queries, keyword constraints cannot be compared during the cache look-up.
Besides, partial containment in cached queries is not exploited: any given query can reuse results from
at most one query in the cache, and there is no way to complete such cached results with other results
computed from scratch.
Mandhani and Suciu focus on a special case of full query containment that we refer to as Prefix-Based
Containment in the sequel. Given any tree-shaped XPath query Q, let the query axis of Q be the path from
the root of the query tree down to the unique XPath result node in Q. A query prefix of Q is obtained by
choosing any node on the query axis of Q as a split node and removing all nodes below it. Obviously there
are as many distinct prefixes of Q as there are query axis nodes. The unique prefix of Q that is obtained by
choosing Q’s result node as split node is said to be maximal because it includes the whole query axis of Q.
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The following sufficient condition for the containment of a new query Qn in a cached query Qc is
proved by Mandhani and Suciu: Qc contains Qn if a split node qn on the query axis of Qn can be chosen
such that (1) the resulting prefix of Qn is equivalent to the maximal prefix of Qc, and (2) each predicate
below the result node of Qc is mirrored in Qn, by a predicate below qn that is either equivalent or more
selective. Intuitively, this means that Qc and Qn are equivalent down to the level of the split node qn in Qn,
and Qc is no more restrictive than Qn in the remaining query parts. The main problems are to choose a
suitable split node in Qn such that there are cached queries satisfying the first condition, and then to check
efficiently whether they also fulfill the second condition.
The tables used for storing any cached query Qc include columns for the maximal prefix of Qc and
for the set of predicates below the result node in Qc. These subqueries of Qc are stored as strings, after
some normalization intended to unify XPath-specific syntactic variations. An index on the prefix column
enables the fast selection of cached queries with a particular maximal prefix. When a new query Qn arrives,
first its maximal prefix is looked up in the cache (i.e., the result node of Qn is chosen as split node qn in
the beginning). Every cached query with the same maximal prefix (after normalization) is then examined
to determine whether each of the predicates below its result node has a counterpart in Qn that is either
equivalent or more selective. To avoid the expensive computation of tree pattern embeddings between
predicates in Qc and Qn, Mandhani and Suciu suggest creating certain generalizations of the predicates
below qn in Qn as soon as the split node is chosen. With this sort of query expansion, the above condition
on Qc’s predicates is easy to check: each of the result-node predicates in Qc must appear in the expanded
set of predicates below qn in Qn. Note that for effiency reasons only a limited number of generalized
predicates can be created, which might cause reusable queries in the cache to be overlooked. Also there is
no index on the cache table for supporting the predicate check.
The first cached query that is proven to contain Qn in this way is used for answering Qn incrementally.
If the predicates in Qn are strictly more selective than those in Qc, then the cached result of Qc is restricted
accordingly. By contrast, if no reusable query could be found in the cache, the next higher node on the
query axis of Qn is chosen as split node, and the query expansion and look-up recommence. This bottom-
up iteration through Qn’s axis nodes stops when either a containing query is found in the cache or the
query comparison eventually fails for the root of Qn (in which case Qn must be evaluated from scratch).
The search for a good split node in Qn is performed bottom-up because a greater speedup is expected
when Qc and Qn share a longer prefix, since fewer predicates in Qn need to be evaluated on a smaller cached
result. In the experiments an average speedup factor of 2.6 was obtained compared to the evaluation from
scratch, for a large query workload including many queries with locality (which a favourable to incremental
processing). As a small caveat, Mandhani and Suciu mention that the results also reflect the locality of disk
pages fetched before the actual experiments, when the cache is created. This could mean that for systems
with a persistent cache, where no disk pages are fetched during start-up, the absolute response times are
longer and hence the speedup factor is smaller.
9.4.4 ACE-XQ
The ACE-XQ system by Chen et al. [2002; 2003; 2004; 2005] (formerly XCache [Chen et al. 2002]) an-
swers XQuery expressions using materialized views. A containment mapping is established between the
variables in a new XQuery expression and a cached one. To this end, queries to be cached are normalized
and then described in terms of the variables occurring in the RETURN clause or elsewhere in the query, the
path expression connecting them and conditions such as keyword constraints. To benefit from cached re-
sults, variables in the new query may only involve stricter conditions on structure or content than their
counterparts in the cached query. In other words, only full query containment is exploited (although
Chen and Rundensteiner [2005; 2002] report on experimental results for overlapping queries, which are
not explained). Recent work by Chen and Rundensteiner [2005] elaborates on XQuery containment in the
presence of hierarchical multi-valued dependencies among variables, which can define different groupings
of the same data. Cache replacement strategies have been studied in the 2004 paper by Chen et al. However,
the problem of how to choose the best cached query for containment mapping remains open.
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9.4.5 Caching Based on Access Frequencies
Shah and Chirkova [2003] address the materialization of XML views on relational data accessed through
an XQuery interface. Unlike all other approaches mentioned so far, they assume a constant query workload,
i.e., a fixed set of queries repeatedly evaluated by the system. The results of the most frequent queries are
stored as XML text fragments in a cache relation. To this end, access counters record which tuples are
used most often in query processing. From time to time, data in other frequently used tuples is added to the
materialized XML fragments, provided they are related to the cache contents in some way (e.g., because
they contain the same keywords). The authors claim that the data to be cached is chosen by a learning
algorithm, although the choice is made primarily based on the value of the access counters, and there
are no adaptive parameters that change over time like, say, weights in neural networks or other machine
learning paradigms. Also there is no training phase in the ordinary sense, where some sort of feedback
loop leads to a stepwise self-adjustment of the adaptive system parameters. The only adaptive parameter
is the threshold for selecting data that is access sufficiently often to be cached. However, the value of this
threshold is determined once empirically and then stays fixed.
The caching scheme proposed by Shah and Chirkova has a number of disadvantages. First, the cache
creation and maintenance requires much manual intervention by the database administrator. In particular,
the choices to be made by the administrator include a value for the access count threshold, queries for
testing it, the relations to be monitored, and a suitable schema for the cached data. Furthermore, since
query results are cached as strings representing XML fragments, they cannot benefit from XML indexing
techniques nor can they serve as partial results to new queries, their structure being invisible to the relational
query processor. This makes it hard to exploit query containment and overlap in many cases. In fact, the
experiments reported by the authors mostly show that retrieving XML results materialized after a previous
run of the same query takes less time than computing the answer again from scratch, which is trivial.
9.4.6 Argos
The Argos system by Quan et al. [2000] addresses incremental query evaluation from a different point
of view. Targeting view maintenance for dynamic resources, it assumes a fixed query workload known
in advance that is evaluated repeatedly against documents which change over time. Contrast this to the
approaches described before, which are designed to handle previously unseen queries against a static docu-
ment collection. Covering a fragment of tree-shaped XQL queries, Argos retrieves cached results to queries
that have been processed before. During an initialization phase, all queries are evaluated once with their
keywords removed in order to produce materialized views on the current structural matches in the docu-
ments. Those matches that also satisfy the keyword conditions are flagged using truth values. The flags
guide the both the cache look-up and the insertion of new data into the collection. Whenever the textual
document content changes, the flags for all affected structural matches are updated accordingly. However,
to cope with changes to the structure of the documents queries must be reevaluated. Note that query overlap
and partial query evaluation using materialized views are not examined. Besides, Quan et al. only evaluate
the proposed update algorithm, while the look-up efficiency is ignored in their experiments.
9.5 Summary and Discussion
The goal of this chapter was to provide an informative, albeit non-exhaustive, overview of different caching
techniques for the incremental evaluation of XML queries. The various contributions reviewed above differ
in their way of representing queries, documents (possibly including the document schema) and cached
results; looking up reusable query results in the cache through query comparison; handling previously
unseen queries and partially relevant cached results; combining cache contents with each other and with
data retrieved directly from the documents; maintaining and cleaning up the cache over time; and evaluating
the practical benefit of the system on a real-world scale. The rest of this section highlights problems and
potential optimizations that have been largely ignored so far. Some of these issues will be reconsidered and
addressed in the next chapter where we present a novel approach to the efficient incremental processing of
XML queries, based on the contributions introduced in previous parts of this work.
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Extensional cache look-up and query comparison. Most of the caching approaches described above
either completely ignore the document schema or consider it only for query evaluation from scratch, but
not for retrieving relevant cache contents. A given pair of a cached and a new query is typically compared
on a purely intensional basis. However, the question to what extent the results of two queries in a given
document collection actually overlap or even contain one another often cannot be answered from their
intensions alone. In such cases purely intensional approaches, failing to recognize valuable cache contents,
needlessly repeat the (possibly expensive) evaluation from scratch. In terms of the Three-Level Model of
XML Retrieval (see Figure 2.3 on page 13), it may be beneficial to compare queries not only on the query
level, but also on the schema level as an approximate view of the query extension that can be accessed
efficiently.
As mentioned before, some authors have investigated the use of DTDs for inferring structural con-
straints underlying the documents, which allow to detect otherwise invisible query overlap or contain-
ment. However, query comparison in the presence of DTDs has been mostly addressed from a theoret-
ical point of view in order to derive complexity bounds, while practical issues regarding efficient data
structures and algorithms are often ignored. The Incomplete Trees used by Abiteboul et al. as well as
Hristidis and Petropoulos (see Section 9.4.1) go in this direction, but lack indexing support for instanta-
neous access to relevant parts of the DTD tree. Besides, prescriptive schema specifications such as DTDs
are usually designed to capture a larger class of documents. Therefore they tend to be more general than
descriptive schemata like the CADG, which mirror the current structure of the documents more closely
and thus may reveal additional constraints to be exploited in the comparison. In the next chapter we show
how to make use of CADG-based schema information and a suitable index structure for quick access to
potentially reusable query results in the cache.
Reuse of overlapping query results. The systems reviewed above exploit query containment to a varying
extent. While some only benefit from the cache when exactly the same query is evaluated repeatedly, others
take advantage of cached queries that are strictly more general than the current query to be answered.
For instance, HLCaches makes use of cached queries containing only a subquery of the new query to be
evaluated, by looking up subqueries independently and then restricting their results to satisfy the remaining
constraints. However, while full containment can be handled this way, cached queries that deliver only
part of the final answer cannot be exploited. In fact only few systems take advantage from partial query
containment or overlap. The Incomplete Tree approach seems to generate suitable remainder queries for
completing partial query results retrieved from match-containing queries in the cache, at the expense of a
potential cache blow-up. By contrast, it remains unclear whether the proposed solution with so-called local
queries can really add previously unseen matches to the query result, which is mandatory for exploiting
cached queries that indeed overlap with the new query, but do not match-contain it.
One problem that most systems would need to solve before handling such queries is the need for an
integrated query evaluation from cache and from scratch. (Abiteboul et al. [2001b] regard this as a kind of
mediation between the domain of the cache and the domain of the original documents.) The next chapter
presents a way to reuse cached query results that (perhaps partially) cover some matches to a given new
query, and to compute all missing matches (and missing parts of incomplete matches) from scratch in an
integrated retrieval process.
Reuse of intermediate query results. All caching techniques discussed so far assume that only final
query results are stored in the cache. However, XML queries (notably those with branching path pat-
terns) are typically evaluated not in a single operation, but rather stepwise by composing multiple inter-
mediate results that have been obtained for smaller subqueries. For instance, to answer the XPath query
Q1 = //person[name= "Lee"]//edu , some systems would first retrieve two node sets, namely, the set
of person elements whose name child contains an occurrence of the keyword “Lee” and the set of
all edu nodes with a person ancestor. In a second step a structural join of the two sets would pro-
duce the final XPath result, i.e., those edu nodes that satisfy all query constraints. Let us assume that
the final query result is cached by any of the aforementioned systems, while the two intermediate result
sets are discarded. Now suppose that the system is given two new queries for incremental evaluation:
Q2 = //person[name= "Lee"] and Q3 = //person//edu . Obviously neither of these queries is con-
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tained in the cached query. In fact, the results of Q1 and Q2 are disjoint (assuming XPath result node
semantics), while there is overlap between Q1 and Q3. In any case, a system that only exploits query con-
tainment fails to answer the new queries from the cache, although their results were readily available to the
system during the evaluation of the cached query.
Two conclusions can be drawn from the phenomenon just described. First, by examining the inter-
mediate results produced during the evaluation of a cached query one may discover query containment or
overlap with new queries, even though the final result in the cache is too restrictive to answer these queries.
Consequently, caching intermediate results can increase the effectiveness of the cache, allowing to exploit
query containment or overlap that exists only up to a certain step during the evaluation of the cached query.
Second, the benefit of caching intermediate query results depends not only on the query workload, but
also on the planning strategies that were in effect when evaluating the queries that are now in the cache. For
instance, an alternative evaluation plan for the sample query Q1 above would be to retrieve three node sets
in the first place, namely, person nodes, name nodes containing the keyword “Lee”, and edu nodes.
Two structural joins would then be needed to produce the final answer to be cached. If the three node sets
were cached as intermediate results, both Q2 and Q3 above could be answered from the cache, although
some extra effort would be needed to match the person constraint. By contrast, the result of joining the
person and name node sets during the evaluation of Q1 could also be kept in the cache, which would
immediately answer Q2.
We are not aware of any systems that store both final and intermediate results in the cache. Conse-
quently, the impact of query planning on the cache contents has been completely ignored so far. The next
chapter presents a new approach to caching both intermediate and final results, as well as an experimental
quantification of the resulting impact on the effectiveness of the cache. There we will also discuss related
issues such as the question which intermediate results to cache.
Choice of cache contents to be reused. There are only few approaches where all query results to be
cached are merged into a single data structure, such as the Incomplete Tree used by Abiteboul et al. [2001b]
(see Section 9.4.1). Most other systems store the results of distinct queries separately in the cache. If the
look-up for a new query Qn retrieves multiple cached queries that are not equivalent to Qn but can be
reused, these systems face the question which cached query to choose in order to minimize the compu-
tation and I/O required to answer Qn incrementally. This problem of choosing the best among several
reusable queries in the cache is frequently ignored in the literature. The simple strategy proposed by
Mandhani and Suciu [2005] for Prefix-Based Containment (see Section 9.4.3) is based on a purely inten-
sional comparison of the queries, ignoring extensional aspects such as the selectivity of query constraints
in Qn that remain to be processed. However, just like the extensional comparison of queries based on
schema information can help to detect query containment or overlap (see above), the choice of cached
results to be reused can benefit from access to query extensions, too. The next chapter explains a way to
combine intensional and extensional information in order to make a good choice.
Choice of query results to be cached. A general problem related to incremental query processing is the
question which query results should go into the cache or be removed from it at a given point in time. In
fact this question splits up into several subproblems that we only mention here briefly. The first question is
how to decide whether a given query is worth caching. For instance, a very unselective query with a huge
result might be a bad candidate because it occupies much space in the cache while hardly facilitating the
incremental evaluation of more specific queries to come. Second, if we assume a fixed size limit of the
cache, the problem of a cache overflow arises. Here the question is which queries to keep in the cache and
which to discard (if any). An imminent cache overflow may also affect the selection criteria for new queries
to be cached, thus relating back to the first problem. Finally, for some applications it might be useful to set
up a functional cache at system start-up, rather than to begin with an empty cache. Here the problem is to
generate appropriate cache contents before the actual queries come in.
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The RCADG Cache for XML Queries and Results
10.1 Overview
With the work on BIRD, CADG and RCADG that has been presented before, we have developed and
combined different contributions to making XML retrieval more efficient. An underlying assumption was
that each query to be answered would be evaluated “from scratch”, i.e., regardless of the answers to other
queries processed earlier, although such previous results might contain some or even all matches to the new
query being processed. In this chapter we present the RCADG Cache, an XML query cache that allows for
efficient and scalable incremental query processing with the RCADG.
The benefit of caching query results for future use was recognized long before the advent of XML.
Experience with view-based query answering on relational data [Halevy 2001] shows that the incremental
evaluation based on cached query results can substantially improve the performance of RDBSs compared
to the evaluation from scratch. In fact, the main problems related to caching are similar both for relational
and XML data: (1) to determine which cache entries contain (part of) the desired data, and (2) to choose
those cache entries from which the final result can be obtained with the smallest computational and I/O
effort. Yet for accelerating XML search it is not enough to apply techniques developed for view-based
query answering in RDBSs to XML data stored as tuples. An explicit representation of the hierarchical
structure of the data is needed to decide if and how some cached query results can contribute to answering
a given new query (except in the trivial case where the same query is asked repeatedly).
The preceding chapter has reviewed a number of caching techniques designed specifically for the incre-
mental retrieval in XML documents. Among these approaches, there are few RDBS-based systems. Prior
work on XML query caching has focussed mostly on native or hybrid retrieval engines. Therefore the idea
of extending the RCADG – which owes much of its efficiency and scalability to its entirely relational nature
– to incremental query processing was a particularly interesting challenge in its own right. But besides that,
the RCADG Cache also addresses some of the other issues mentioned before that earlier approaches have
left open.
Most notably, we present a way to take advantage of schema information provided by structural sum-
maries for finding reusable queries in the cache that would be overlooked by purely intensional approaches,
and for retrieving cache contents that overlap with the desired answer. More precisely, the schema hits that
we compute when evaluating queries with the RCADG also help to detect query containment and overlap
efficiently in a combined intensional and extensional comparison procedure. Here we exploit the fact that
even when two queries cannot be compared directly, their schema hits can. The schema hits of a cached
query Q are held in a main-memory index structure for fast cache look-ups without access to the actual
query results on disk. Comparing the schema hits of Qn and Q may reveal that while the matches to some
schema hits to Qn must be computed from scratch, others are (perhaps partially) contained in the match
set of a schema hit to Q; in other words, Q overlaps with Qn. Similarly, if the matches to all schema hits
of Qn are fully contained in Q’s match sets, then Q contains Qn. After the query look-up and comparison,
an integrated evaluation process retrieves part of the final result of Qn from one or more cached queries, if
possible, and the rest from scratch.
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The different notions of query containment and overlap have been formally defined in the preceding
chapter (see Section 9.2). Recall that while results of a cached query Q containing a new query Qn may
only need to be purged of false positives with respect to Qn, exploiting query overlap or partial containment
is more challenging because it allows only for an incomplete evaluation of Qn to be finished in following
steps, perhaps by accessing the full data set. As shown in Figure 9.1 a.–c. on page 131, the result of an
overlapping query Q may be incomplete in two ways: not necessarily all parts of Qn are matched in Q, and
also entire hits can be missing (which might be obtained from other cached queries, though). Unlike prior
work addressing only query containment, where all desired data is subsumed by the result of a single cached
query, we consider the more general overlap problem because (1) completing partial and retrieving missing
matches is usually still faster than answering Qn from scratch; (2) the cached part of the result is quickly
available while the evaluation of the missing part is going on in the background; (3) when performing top-k
search, those matches retrieved in the cache may even suffice to fulfill the request. These advantages can
be particularly rewarding in the interactive retrieval scenario that motivated this work (see Chapter 1).
The RCADG Cache also addresses the open question of how to benefit from intermediate results com-
puted during the evaluation of queries to be cached. We have observed that all incremental approaches we
know of restrict themselves to caching merely final query results, despite the fact that even when the final
result to a cached query Q is too restricted and hence useless for answering Qn, a partial evaluation of Q
may yield full or partial matches to Qn. As a matter of fact, intermediate results are sometimes much more
likely to overlap with subsequent queries (for an example see Section 10.3 below). Therefore the RCADG
Cache also stores intermediate results obtained during the evaluation of cached queries. The intermediate
results tables produced by the RCADG (see Chapter 8) conveniently provide the query processor with mul-
tiple “snapshots” of a query result as it evolved during the stepwise evaluation process. The information
which snapshots (i.e., intermediate or final results) are available for a particular query in the cache is de-
rived from the query plan that was used to compute them. Details about the underlying query plan are kept
as annotations to the schema hits in the main-memory part of the cache. One problem besides efficient
cache look-ups is to avoid a cache blow-up in space, due to the rich information about query intensions,
extensions and plans in the cache.
Finally, we consider a preliminary strategy for choosing the best among several reusable queries in the
cache. Based on the query plans for the candidate queries, alternative plans are deduced for incrementally
answering the current query from the respective results in the cache. These plans are then compared in
terms of their execution cost, in order to exploit possibly the most useful cache contents.
Before explaining the nuts and bolts of incremental XML query processing with the RCADG Cache,
the next two sections present a couple of examples that illustrate the general ideas behind our approach.
Section 10.4 then explains to what extent the RCADG Cache takes advantage of query containment and
overlap. In Section 10.5 all essential data structures and algorithms of the cache are presented in detail.
Section 10.6 reports on our experimental evaluation of the RCADG Cache. The rest of the chapter high-
lights differences to other approaches as well as open issues and possible optimizations.
10.2 Schema Information in the RCADG Cache
Schema information is useful for incremental query processing because it helps to detect query overlap
or partial containment for queries that are hard to compare on a purely intensional basis. For instance,
consider the three queries in Figure 10.1 a.–c. on page 143 which represent the intensional viewpoint,
depicting exactly the information that is visible on the query level. For the sake of the example, assume
that the final results of the queries Q′ and Q (a., b.) have already been retrieved and stored in the query
cache (ignoring its exact structure for the moment). Notice that the third query Qn (c.) cannot be proved
to be contained in any of the cached queries from the intensions alone: the keyword constraints “Lee” and
“female” make Qn more restrictive than Q and Q′, but at the same time the tag disjunction gender∨sex
is less restrictive. Thus we cannot decide whether the three result sets overlap, nor retrieve exactly the
intersection of Qn with Q or Q′, unless we compare the actual results in the documents. Since this would
require Qn to be evaluated from scratch, the cache contents seem useless for answering Qn. However, below
we show how to translate the intensions of all three queries to extensional constraints on the schema level,
which are then compared in order to obtain part of the answer to Qn from the cache at low computational
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and I/O cost.
In many situations the schema information is indispensable for exploiting cache contents. For a cached
query Qc and a new query Qn whose intensions tell nothing about containment or overlap, schema hits
may show whether Qc nevertheless contains Qn, or else which parts of ans(Qn) are missing in ans(Qc)
and would need to be retrieved from other cached results or from the documents. Typical cases include the
following:
• Qc has a Parent constraint where Qn allows Parent∗1 (similar for Child and/or different proximity)
• Qc has a specific tag, type or level constraint that is missing in Qn
• Qc has specific tag constraints whereas Qn accepts the disjunction of a superset of these tags
• any combination of the above
As mentioned above, descriptive schemata, as up-to-date summaries of the current document structure,
often allow to detect more of the reusable cache contents than prescriptive schemata, which tend to be
too general. A key concept in comparing queries on the schema level are S-constraints and D-constraints
(see Definitions 2.7 and 2.8 on page 12). Recall from Chapter 8 that a given query Qn is evaluated (from
scratch) with the RCADG in two phases: during schema matching, we match the S-constraints in Qn against
the schema tree, which produces a set of schema hits. Then during document matching we successively
retrieve the occurrences of these schema hits while matching Qn’s D-constraints in an interleaved process.
To rephrase the caching problem, we would like to reuse (maybe partial) matches to (at least some) schema
hits from cached queries with constraints similar to Qn, and match only the missing constraints in Qn
against them. S-constraints play an important role in efficiently finding reusable queries in the cache. In
the sequel we assume that every query has at least one binary S-constraint (caching queries without Parent
and Child edges with the RCADG Cache is discussed in Section 10.8).
10.2.1 A Simple Example
First consider a cached query Qc that has exactly the same structure as Qn in Figure 10.1 c. on page 143,
but lacks the keyword constraints. Clearly Qc and Qn have identical S-constraints and hence the same two
schema hits χQ
c
1 = χ
Qn
1 and χ
Qc
2 = χ
Qn
2 (see Figures 2.1 f., g. on page 8), but possibly different result sets.
To decide whether Qc overlaps with Qn, we obviously need to compare those D-constraints in both queries
that correspond to each other. In this simple example the correspondence is easy to spot because Qc
and Qn are isomorphic. More involved cases are discussed below. The general idea is to compare the
(extensional) schema hits matching both queries along with their (intensional) query constraints. In what
we call schematization, all unary and binary D-constraints in a query are applied to those nodes of a
particular schema hit which match the query nodes involved in these constraints. Intuitively, each query
node is “replaced” with the corresponding node in the schema hit. In the sequel, let Q↓χQ denote the
schematization of a given query, Q, with one of its schema hits, χQ. For instance, Figures 10.1 f., g. depict
Qn ↓χQn1 and Qn ↓χQ
n
2 , i.e., the schematizations of Qn with χQ
n
1 and χ
Qn
2 , respectively. For χ
Qn
1 , e.g., the
schematized D-constraints are Contains“Lee”(#2), Contains“female”(#5), Parent(#2,#1) and Parent∗1(#5,#1)
(the inversion of the binary constraints is explained later). Schematizing Qc with χQc1 yields the same result,
except that the keyword constraints are missing.
The schematization of D-constraints tells us which parts of Qn and Qc must be reconciled: Qc and Qn
overlap with respect to χQ
n
1 and χ
Qc
1 if the schematized D-constraints that we get for Qc are no more re-
strictive than those obtained for Qn on the same schema nodes. For the binary constraints in Qc and Qn, this
is trivial since they are equal (Parent(#2,#1) and Parent∗1(#5,#1) in either query). However, the condition
would also be satisfied, say, if we had a binary D-constraint NextElt+1 (#2,#5) in Qc ↓χQ
c
1 and a corre-
sponding D-constraint NextSib+1 (#2,#5) or PrevSib42(#5,#2) in Qn ↓χQ
n
1 (now shown in Figure 10.1). In
our example, the overlap test also succeeds for the unary constraints in both queries because the empty
keyword constraint attached to node #2 in Qc ↓χQc1 is obviously less restrictive than the keyword constraint
Contains“Lee”(#2) in Qn ↓χQ
n
1 , and likewise for node #5. The test would fail, e.g., if Qc ↓χQ
c
1 specified a
single keyword other than “Lee” for node #2 or an additional binary constraint not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn1 .
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Note that even if the test fails, the answers to Qc and Qn might happen to overlap or even be exactly equal
for the particular document collection in question. However, such coincidental overlap cannot be detected
without access to the document level. Hence our approach is necessarily incomplete, just like the purely
intensional techniques developed earlier.
In our simple example, the D-constraints in Qc are necessary conditions for any match to Qn because
Qc ⊃ Qn, i.e., Qc contains Qn as defined in the preceding chapter (see Definition 9.4 on page 131). In fact,
we can even make stronger statements with respect to the individual schema hits of Qc and Qn, namely,
ans(χQ
c
1 )⊃ ans(χ
Qn
1 ) and ans(χ
Qc
2 )⊃ ans(χ
Qn
2 ). Note that such containment between the matches to
particular schema hits may hold even when the two queries do not fully contain one another. For instance,
imagine that Qc is modified so as to accept only elements with tag sex as matches to qc3, but not those with
tag gender . Clearly there is no full containment Qc ⊃ Qn under these circumstances: while Qc indeed
node-contains Qn, as required in Definition 9.4 on page 131, the matches in ans(χQn2 ) are not mirrored in
ans(Qc), i.e., Qc does not match-contain Qn. But still we have ans(χQc1 )⊃ ans(χQ
n
1 ), so that at least a part
of Qn’s result can be retrieved in the cache. Thus the schematization sometimes permits to reuse cache
contents (in this case, the cached matches to χQc1 ) that would otherwise be ignored.
Given that ans(χQ
c
1 )⊃ ans(χ
Qn
1 ), the sufficient conditions needed to retrieve exactly ans(χQ
n
1 ) follow
from the comparison of the schematized D-constraints in Qc ↓χQc1 and Qn ↓χQ
n
1 . The goal is to create a re-
mainder query [Hristidis and Petropoulos 2002] that returns ans(χQn1 ) based on ans(χQ
c
1 ) that is stored in
the cache, without repeating work that was done for before when evaluating Qc. Here the remainder query
for computing ans(χQ
n
1 ) from ans(χ
Qc
1 ) consists simply of the keyword constraints Contains“Lee”(#2) and
Contains“female”(#5). In other words, the matches to χQ
n
1 are obtained by selecting those matches to χ
Qc
1 in
the cache where “Lee” occurs in the name element and “female” occurs in the sex element. If the cached
elements are stored with their textual contents, we save at least two accesses to the documents compared to
evaluating Qn from scratch. But even when the keyword constraints are checked against the documents (as
it is the case for the RCADG Cache, see below), starting from a limited set of cached matches that already
satisfy a certain number of query constraints (e.g., all binary constraints in Qc) typically substantially re-
duces the evaluation cost in terms of CPU time and I/O operations. This is where the benefit of incremental
query processing comes from.
In fact we do not require Qc to node-contain Qn in order to take advantage of cached matches to χQc1 ,
as in the example above. Instead Qn may well have some extra nodes not mirrored in Qc whose matches
can be fetched from the documents during the evaluation of the remainder query. While this does cause
joins and possibly I/O, at least the cached matches to χQc1 tell us exactly where to find the missing data
in the documents. For instance, suppose Qn also included a Parent constraint to a fourth query node
with tag profile , similar to Q′ in Figure 10.1 a. on the next page. Retrieving the missing profile
element for every match to Qc in the cache could be done very efficiently with the RCADG, given the set
of these matches as a starting point. Supporting overlapping queries in this way makes the cache much
more effective than other approaches that are restricted to full query containment or even equivalence (see
Chapter 9). The definition of schema-hit containment below formally describes the degree of overlap
supported by the RCADG Cache.
10.2.2 The General Case
The simple example above illustrates how the schematization of D-constraints reveals which constraints
in Qn and Qc correspond and must be compared in their restrictiveness. While for isomorphic queries this
is trivial, the real benefit of schematization shows when Qn and Qc are structurally different. Two problems
must be solved here. First, we would like to be able to identify overlapping queries for Qn in a (possibly
large) number of queries in the cache, and second, we need a way to compare Qn’s schema hits and cached
schema hits that are not isomorphic.
To tackle the first problem, we also schematize the S-constraints in all queries to be cached or evaluated
incrementally. The schematization of S-constraints helps in locating cached queries that are potentially
useful for evaluating Qn. Note that while this look-up technique turns out to be very effective and efficient,
it cannot guarantee to produce only relevant candidates because even finding cached queries that overlap
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a. cached query Q′ b. cached query Q c. new query Qn
d. Q′ ↓χQ′ e. Q↓χQ f. Qn ↓χQn1
g. Qn ↓χQn2
Figure 10.1: Schematization of three sample queries
against the document tree in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8.
a.–c. query intensions. d.–g. queries after schematiza-
tion with the schema hits in Figures 2.1 d.–g. Note that
Qn has distinct schematizations f., g. for the two schema
hits χQ
n
1 , χ
Qn
2 , respectively. Binary constraints have been
normalized, tag constraints are shown for convenience.
with Qn would require access to the document level, let alone those that contain Qn. For efficiency reasons,
we simply look up all cached queries that share an edge with the new query after the schematization of
S-constraints. For instance, consider the query Qn in Figure 10.1 c. again. Schematizing the two binary
S-constraints in Qn, Child ′(qn1,qn2) and Child ′ ∗1(qn1,qn3), as before yields Child ′(#1,#2), Child ′ ∗1(#1,#5) for
the schema hit χQ
n
1 and Child ′(#1,#2), Child ′ ∗1(#1,#6) for χ
Qn
2 . Any schematized query with one of these
edges in the cache is regarded as a candidate for the comparison of D-constraints, as described above.
However, there may be even more equally relevant queries in the cache that also include one of the
S-constraints above, albeit in a syntactically different way. For instance, Child ′ ∗1(#1,#5) is of course
equivalent to Parent ′ ∗1(#5,#1). Moreover, after schematization we can even treat Parent ′ ∗1(#5,#1) and
Parent ′ ji(#5,#1) as interchangeable for any i, j because the vertical distance between the schema nodes
#5 and #1 is fixed, so that it does not matter which proximity bounds were specified in the original query.1
Therefore the schematized S-constraints in any query being added to or looked up in the cache are nor-
malized, as follows: (1) every Child ′ constraint is replaced with its unique equivalent Parent ′ constraint;
(2) all proximity bounds for Parent ′ edges are replaced with the “∗” symbol; (3) Parent ′ becomes Parent
to prepare the subsequent comparison of D-constraints; (4) tag, type and level constraints are discarded,
being unambiguous for schema nodes. In the case of Qn ↓χQn1 , this yields Parent∗∗(#2,#1), Parent∗∗(#5,#1)
(see Figure 10.1 f.), whereas for Qn ↓χQn1 we have Parent∗∗(#2,#1), Parent∗∗(#6,#1) (see Figure 10.1 g.).
Now assume that these constraints for Qn are looked up in a cache that contains the results of the two
queries Q′ and Q shown in Figures 10.1 a. and b., respectively. As mentioned earlier (see Figures 2.1 d., e.
on page 8), Q′ and Q each have one schema hit (χQ′ and χQ, respectively). The outcome of schematizing
Q′ with χQ′ , Q′ ↓χQ′ , and Q with χQ, Q↓χQ, is shown in Figures 10.1 d. and e., respectively. The six
binary S-constraints depicted there make up the schema-level contents of the cache (we ignore the cached
query answers on the document level for the moment). Looking up Parent∗∗(#2,#1), Parent∗∗(#5,#1) and
Parent∗∗(#6,#1) for Qn in the cache, we retrieve both Q′ ↓χQ
′
and Q↓χQ (each sharing two binary con-
straints with Qn ↓χQn1 and one with Qn ↓χQ
n
2 , see Figure 10.1). Now that we have found candidates for
the incremental evaluation of Qn, we need to check whether there is actually query containment or overlap
of Qn and Q′ or Q. This is done by comparing the schematized D-constraints. The following definition
1Note that proximity bounds may only be ignored when schematizing the vertical tree relations Child and Parent.
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captures a sufficient condition for query overlap that is exploited by the RCADG Cache:
Definition 10.1 (Schema-hit containment) Let D be a document collection and let S be the schema tree
for D. Besides, let χQc and χQn respectively be schema hits in S for a cached query Qc and a new query Qn
against D. We say that χQc contains χQn , χQc ⊃s χQ
n
, iff all of the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Qc ↓χQc either is a subgraph of Qn ↓χQn , or else contains no additional binary constraints that
introduce a proper restriction of ans(χQc) in D.
2. Given any D-constraint in Qc ↓χQc that has a corresponding D-constraint in Qn ↓χQn , the former is
at most as restrictive as the latter. 
The first condition in Definition 10.1 explicitly states that certain additional constraints in Qc which are
not mirrored in Qn may be ignored. For instance, the schematization of Q′ with χQ′ produces the binary
constraint Parent∗∗(#5,#3) (highlighted green in Figure 10.1 d. on the previous page) which is missing in
Qn ↓χQn1 (see Figure 10.1 f.). However, removing this constraint from Q′ would not alter ans(Q′) because
the ancestors of the schema node #5 are unambiguously fixed. Hence this additional constraint in Q′ can
be ignored. Since the second condition in Definition 10.1 is also satisfied, we have χQ′ ⊃s χQ
n
1 .
By contrast, the other cached query, Q, contains a binary constraint that must not be ignored. The
Parent∗∗(#4,#1) edge highlighted red in Figure 10.1 e., which is not mirrored in Figure 10.1 f., indeed
makes Q more restrictive: compare Figures 2.1 e., f. on page 8 to verify that the match a3 in ans(χQ
n
1 ) is
not part of ans(χQ), because of this edge. Hence χQ does not contain χQ
n
1 in the sense of Definition 10.1.
Likewise, since the Parent∗∗(#5,#1) constraint in Q′ ↓χQ
′
and Q↓χQ (see Figures 10.1 d., e.) is missing
in Qn ↓χQn2 (see Figure 10.1 g.), the second schema hit χQ
n
2 for Qn is not contained in any cached schema
hit. Therefore ans(χQ
n
2 ) cannot be computed incrementally with the RCADG Cache. In this way we
examine all schematized constraints in a cached query that are not mirrored in Qn to decide whether the
query can still contribute matches to Qn. By contrast, extra constraints in the new query Qn are simply
added to the remainder query (see above). The second condition in Definition 10.1 is checked by comparing
D-constraints as described before.2
Through schematization we learn that part of the answer to Qn – namely, the matches to the first
schema hit χQ
n
1 – can be obtained incrementally from Q′ by matching the keyword constraints for “Lee”
and “female” against ans(χQ′) in the cache. By contrast, the rest of the answer to Qn – namely, the matches
to the second schema hit χQ
n
2 – must be retrieved from scratch. Again, this distinction would be impossible
on the intensional level and even if a DTD were given.
10.3 Intermediate Query Results in the RCADG Cache
The examples above assumed that only the final results of the two queries Q and Q′ are stored in the cache.
However, the RCADG evaluation algorithm matches D-constraints step-wise, not all at once. Recall from
Chapter 8 that the result of every step in a query plan is stored in a separate table in the RDBS. Caching
these intermediate results can further increase the effectiveness of the cache when partial matches to a
cached query happen to coincide with results for the new query Qn.
For instance, assume that the D-constraints in the query Q from Figure 10.1 b. on the previous page
have been matched according to the query plan PQ shown in Figures 8.11 a., b. on page 109. Recall that
PQ comprises three steps: in the first two steps, sQ1 and s
Q
2 , the D-constraints Child(q2,q1), Parent∗1(q4,q1)
and Contains“female”(q4) are matched, producing as an intermediate result the two matches a2,a3. This
intermediate result after step sQ2 is symbolized by the blue ellipse in Figure 10.2 on the facing page. Only
in the third step, sQ3 , the edu node q3 is matched, causing a3 to be discarded from the final answer to Q
(grey ellipse in Figure 10.2). Thus before sQ3 , all matches to χQ
n
1 (namely, a2 and a3) can be obtained from
2Note that when looking up a new schematized query Qn ↓χQn in the cache, every schematized query Qc ↓χQc that is retrieved
shares some binary S-constraints (i.e., Parent ′ or Child ′ edges) with Qn ↓χQn . For the corresponding binary D-constraints (i.e., Parent
and Child edges) in Qc ↓χQc , the second condition in Definition 10.1 is trivially fulfilled. This means that in fact this condition need
only be checked for additional constraints in Qc ↓χQc that are not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn .
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Figure 10.2: Containment and overlap of intermediate and final query results. An intermediate result for
the query Q shown on top (center) contains two document matches, a2 and a3 (blue ellipse on the bottom
level). In the last step of the evaluation of Q, the match a3 is discarded from the final answer to Q (grey
ellipse). Thus only the intermediate result for Q contains all matches to the first schema hit χQn1 of Qn (left
half of the green area on the bottom level), whereas Q’s final answer is too restrictive for Qn.
the intermediate result of Q in the cache. (Observe that in Figure 10.2 the blue ellipse denoting ans(χQ)
and the left part of the green area denoting ans(χQ
n
1 ) contain the same set of matches, namely, a2 and a3).
This makes Q a competitor of Q′ in the contribution of cached query results for evaluating Qn. Moreover,
Q’s matches already satisfy the keyword constraint Contains“female”(#5) that also appears in Qn, but not Q′.
Thus the intermediate result for Q in the cache even permits to answer Qn more efficiently than when
using Q′. The query planner described in Section 10.5 below therefore prefers Q to Q′, thus saving an
access to the document level.
The example illustrates how the caching of intermediate results can improve both the effectiveness of
the cache and the efficiency of the evaluation of remainder queries. Of course, this benefit comes at the
expense of higher storage demands (see Section 10.6 for experimental results). In order to keep track of
the intermediate results available for the query Q in the cache, we annotate each schematized D-constraint
in Q with the unique step in the underlying query plan PQ in which that constraint was matched during
the evaluation of Q. This allows to determine the latest evaluation step in PQ after which the cached
schema hit χQ can be reused for answering the new query Qn. Let JχQK
s
Q
2
denote the part of Q after
schematization with χQ that has been matched before or in step sQ2 , i.e., everything but the highlighted
portion of Figure 10.1 e. on page 143. In our example, we have ans(χQ
n
1 ) = ans(JχQKsQ2 ), hence the
intermediate result for Q obtained in the step sQ2 can be used for answering part of Qn.
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10.4 Exploiting Containment and Overlap with the RCADG Cache
The preceding sections have sketched how to take advantage of queries in the RCADG Cache that overlap
with or even contain a query Qn to be evaluated incrementally. However, not all cached matches to such
queries can be exploited in that way. In fact, our technique reuses the sets of matches to cached schema
hits that contain all matches to a given schema hit χQn of Qn, as defined above. In other words, ans(χQn)
cannot be obtained by combining sets of matches to multiple schema hits in the cache. Note, however, that
matches to distinct schema hits of Qn may well be obtained from different schema hits or even different
queries in the cache. The following definition formally specifies which part of the answer to Qn can be
taken from the cache:
Definition 10.2 (RCADG Cache overlap) Let D be a document collection, let S be the schema tree for D,
and let C be an RCADG Cache built from queries against D. Besides, let Qn be a query against D to be
evaluated incrementally using the contents of C. Furthermore, for any query Q against D let XQ be the
set of schema hits of Q in S, and let XC = ⋃Qc∈C XQc be the set of all schema hits stored in the cache C.
Finally, let X = {χQn ∈ XQn |∃ χC ∈ XC : χC ⊃s χQ
n
} be the set of schema hits of Qn that are contained in
any cached schema hit (see Definition 10.1 on page 144).
The RCADG Cache overlap ansC(Qn) for Qn in C is defined as ansC(Qn) =⋃χQn∈X ans(χQn). 
The RCADG Cache overlap ansC(Qn), ansC(Qn) ⊂ ans(Qn), denotes exactly the subset of document
matches to Qn that is taken from the cache (and possibly completed with data from the RCADG element
table through remainder queries, as explained in the next section). Note that we can compute the union
in the definition of ansC(Qn) without checking for duplicate matches since the sets of matches to distinct
schema hits of the same query are always disjoint, as observed in Section 2.3.
As can be seen from Definition 10.2, ansC(Qn) subsumes all matches to those schema hits for Qn that
are contained in any cached schema hit. In other words, schema-hit containment is necessary for detecting
and exploiting query overlap with the RCADG Cache. On the other hand, remember that schema-hit con-
tainment is only a sufficient condition for query overlap, i.e., there may be partial or even full containment
between queries whose schema hits violate either condition in Definition 10.1 on page 144. This is be-
cause query overlap and containment are defined in terms of the document matches to the queries, but the
schema-level view provided by the schema hits is only an approximation of the actual query extension on
the document level. Hence the method to detect query overlap that we propose is necessarily incomplete
with respect to the definitions on page 131. However, it is complete in the sense that a cache look-up for a
given schematization of Qn retrieves all schematizations of cached queries whose S- and D-constraints are
equivalent or more general.
10.5 Incremental Query Evaluation with the RCADG Cache
This section presents the data structures and algorithms for incremental query evaluation with the RCADG
Cache. The cache stores the queries, query plans and query results (both intermediate and final) obtained
in the RCADG evaluation procedure that is described in Chapter 8. It consists of (1) a main-memory index
structure C containing the intensions, schema-level extensions and evaluation plans of the cached queries,
and (2) the document-level matches to all cached queries, which reside in result tables in the RDBS.
Each query to be cached is normalized and schematized as described above (see Section 10.2). The
resulting graph is decomposed into its schema edges (the binary constraints between schema nodes in Fig-
ures 10.1 d.–g. on page 143), which are then stored in C. The same decomposition, applied to a schematized
new query Qn, produces the schema edges to be looked up in C. The look-up result is a mapping LQn be-
tween schema edges created for Qn and schema edges belonging to some cached queries, together with
information about the query plans that were used to match the latter.
The schema edges retrieved in the cache tell us which cached queries and schema hits are candidates
for (partially) answering Qn. Every pair of schematizations of a cached query and Qn that have a schema
edge in common (like Q↓χQ and Qn ↓χQn1 in Figures 10.1 e., f.) must be tested for schema-hit containment,
as sketched before (see Section 10.2.2). This way we compute a set HQn of cache hits specifying (1) all
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Figure 10.3: Integrated query evaluation with the RCADG and RCADG Cache.
cached schema hits that contain a schema hit for Qn (see Section 10.2), (2) the evaluation steps providing
the right “snapshots” of their sets of matches in the cache (see Section 10.3), and (3) the remainder queries
for restricting and/or completing these cached results, depending on the additional constraints in Qn. Once
the cache hits are available, a query plan is created for each remainder query, telling us how to obtain the
desired matches to Qn based on the data specified by the corresponding cache hit and perhaps the full data
set in the element table. Since the same subset of Qn’s answer may be obtained from distinct cache hits,
we propose a cost measure that indicates which of several alternative plans to execute in order to exploit
the best-fitting cache hit. Owing to schema information, no duplicates need to be eliminated when merging
results from distinct query plans.
Figure 10.3 illustrates the integrated query evaluation with the RCADG and RCADG Cache. Every
query to be evaluated incrementally is first matched on the schema level. The resulting schematizations
are then decomposed into schema edges, which are looked up in the main-memory part of the cache.
Those schematizations for which no relevant cache contents could be retrieved are evaluated from scratch,
as explained in Chapter 8. The others enter the query comparison phase, where query constraints are
examined in order to decide for which schema hits matches are available in the cache. Again some schema
hits may be scheduled for the evaluation from scratch. Query planning is essentially the same for both
evaluation threads, except that for the incremental evaluation only remainder query plans are devised,
not full evaluation plans. The aforementioned cost estimation selects the most promising among multiple
alternative plans for matching a given schema hit from the cache. The routines for translating and executing
query plans are identical. The disjoint union of all results for distinct schema hits yields the final result.
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schema edge cache edges
Parent∗∗(#5,#1) 7→ { 〈 Parent∗∗(q4, q1), s
Q
1 , {χQ } 〉 ,
〈 Parent∗∗(q′3, q
′
1), s
Q′
1 , {χQ
′
} 〉 }
Parent∗∗(#2,#1) 7→ { 〈 Parent∗∗(q2, q1), s
Q
2 , {χQ } 〉 ,
〈 Parent∗∗(q′2, q
′
1), s
Q′
2 , {χQ
′
} 〉 }
Parent∗∗(#5,#3) 7→ { 〈 Parent∗∗(q′3, q′4), s
Q′
1 , {χQ
′
} 〉 }
Parent∗∗(#4,#1) 7→ { 〈 Parent∗∗(q3, q1), s
Q
3 , {χQ } 〉 }
Figure 10.4: The RCADG Cache C{Q′,Q} containing the schematized queries Q′ ↓χQ′ and Q↓χQ from
Figures 10.1 d., e. on page 143. Every distinct schema edge, i.e., a binary constraint from any of the
schematized queries (left-hand side), is mapped to a set of cache edges for different queries in the cache
(right-hand side). Each such cache edge specifies (1) the corresponding query edge before schematization,
(2) the evaluation step in which the constraint was matched, and (3) the set of schema hits that produced
the contraint during schematization. In our example, there are only singleton sets of schema hits because
both Q′ and Q each have only one schema hit.
10.5.1 Storing Queries in the RCADG Cache
The main-memory part C of the RCADG Cache is a mapping from schema edges to sets of so-called cache
edges that indicate which queries and schema hits in the cache produced a particular schema edge during
schematization. Figure 10.4 depicts C after adding the queries Q′ and Q from Figure 10.1 on page 143,
assuming the schema hits and query plans discussed above. We refer to this particular cache as C{Q′,Q}.
For instance, consider the first entry in C{Q′,Q}, which maps the schema edge cs = Parent∗∗(#5,#1) to
two distinct cache edges. The first cache edge, 〈Parent∗∗(q4,q1),s
Q
1 ,{χQ}〉, indicates that schematizing the
binary constraint Parent∗∗(q4,q1) in Q with the schema hit χQ produced the schema edge cs, and that this
constraint was matched on the document level in step sQ1 during the evaluation of Q. Likewise, the second
cache edge associated with cs in C{Q′,Q} states that the same schema edge is also part of Q′ ↓χQ′ . Note that
the two cached queries Q and Q′ bind the same schema node #5 to query nodes with different D-constraints:
as shown in Figures 10.1 d., e. on page 143, the query node q4 in Q has a keyword constraint for “female”
whereas the query node q′3 has no keyword constraint. When retrieving the two cache edges during the
look-up for a new query Qn, whose schematization also contains cs, the different D-constraints attached to
q4 and q′3 will need to be compared to the D-constraints in Qn (see Section 10.5.3 below).
In Figure 10.4 each cache edge covers exactly one schematization of a query in the cache. For instance,
the cache edge in the first row represents a binary constraint in Q↓χQ and the cache edge in the second
row represents one in Q′ ↓χQ′ . Note, however, that in general multiple schema hits for the same cached
query may produce the same schema edge. An example is given in Figures 10.1 f., g. on page 143 where
the schema edge Parent∗∗(#2,#1) is part of both Qn ↓χQ
n
1 and Qn ↓χQ
n
2 . Therefore each cache edge stands
for a set of schema this, as indicated by the curly braces around χQ and χQ′ in Figure 10.4. It is easy to
see that all schema hits in a given cache edge coincide on the corresponding query edge, i.e., they map
its source and target nodes to the same pair of schema nodes. Also note that a cache edge for a particular
evaluation step has no other (but maybe fewer) schema hits than any cache edge an earlier step in the same
query plan because schema hits may be discarded, but not added during the evaluation (see Chapter 8).
As more queries are added to the cache, new cache edges with different binary constraints, eval-
uation steps and schema hits are associated with new or existing schema edges in C. Hence C is a
one-to-many mapping from schema edges to cache edges.
10.5.2 Retrieving Cache Contents
Every new query to be evaluated incrementally first undergoes the same schema-level rewriting and match-
ing procedures that were described for the evaluation from scratch (see Sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2). In the
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schema
hit
evaluation
step
match edges
new edge cache edge
χQ
n
1 7→ { s
Q
1 7→ { 〈 Parent
∗
∗(qn3, q
n
1), 〈Parent
∗
∗(q4, q1), s
Q
1 , {χQ }〉 〉 } ,
s
Q
2 7→ { 〈 Parent
∗
∗(qn2, q
n
1), 〈Parent
∗
∗(q2, q1), s
Q
2 , {χQ }〉 〉 } ,
s
Q′
1 7→ { 〈 Parent
∗
∗(qn3, q
n
1), 〈Parent
∗
∗(q′3, q
′
1), s
Q′
1 , {χQ
′
}〉 〉 } ,
s
Q′
2 7→ { 〈 Parent
∗
∗(qn2, q
n
1), 〈Parent
∗
∗(q′2, q
′
1), s
Q′
2 , {χQ
′
}〉 〉 } }
χQ
n
2 7→ { s
Q
2 7→ { 〈 Parent
∗
∗(qn2, q
n
1), 〈Parent
∗
∗(q2, q1), s
Q
2 , {χQ }〉 〉 } ,
s
Q′
2 7→ { 〈 Parent
∗
∗(qn2, q
n
1), 〈Parent
∗
∗(q′2, q
′
1), s
Q′
2 , {χQ
′
}〉 〉 } }
Figure 10.5: The result LQ
n
{Q′,Q} of looking up cache edges in C{Q′,Q} (see Figure 10.4 on the preceding
page) for the schematized binary constraints in Qn ↓χQn1 and Qn ↓χQ
n
2 (see Figures 10.1 f., g. on page 143).
The look-up result is a nested mapping with the following structure. Each of the two schema hits for Qn
(left column) is mapped to a nested mapping that groups the retrieved cache edges by evaluation steps.
Every distinct evaluation step from any of the retrieved cache edges (middle column) is mapped to a set of
match edges each representing the matching of a relevant binary constraint which happened in that step.
A match edge simply binds a cache edge to the corresponding query edge in Qn, and thus indicates which
D-constraints in a cached query and in Qn must be compared.
case of our sample query Qn, this yields the two schema hits χQn1 and χQ
n
2 . Next, the query is normalized
and schematized with each of these schema hits, as shown in Figures 10.1 f., g. on page 143. The resulting
schema edges are then looked up in the main-memory part of the RCADG Cache. In our example, three
distinct schema edges are looked up, namely, Parent∗∗(#5,#1), Parent∗∗(#2,#1) and Parent∗∗(#6,#1). In the
cache C{Q′,Q}, four cache edges are retrieved for the first two schema edges (top four rows in Figure 10.4
on the facing page) whereas there is no hit for the third one.
The look-up result for Qn is rearranged in a nested map LQn (see Figure 10.5), as follows. Each
cache edge cc retrieved for a schema edge cs is bound to the binary constraint c in Qn that created cs.
For instance, looking up the schema edge cs = Parent∗∗(#5,#1) that was created from the binary con-
straint c = Parent∗∗(qn3,qn1) in Qn, we retrieve the cache edge cc = 〈Parent∗∗(q4,q1),sQ1 ,{χQ}〉 in C{Q′,Q}.
Therefore c and cc are associated in the first entry of LQ
n in Figure 10.5. Henceforth we refer to such a
pair 〈c,cc〉 of a query edge c in Qn and a cache edge cc retrieved for c as a match edge. Match edges
specify which D-constraints in a cached and a new query must be reconciled for schema-hit containment
to hold true. In this case, the first match edge in Figure 10.5 specifies that the second condition in Defini-
tion 10.1 on page 144 must be checked for the D-constraints attached to two pairs of query nodes, namely,
qn3,q4 and qn1,q1. The differences and relations between schema edges, cache edges and match edges is
summarized in Table 10.1 on the following page.
As can be seen in Figure 10.5, the look-up for Qn in C{Q′,Q} produces six match edges (right-hand side,
one match edge in each row). The nested structure of LQn emerges when grouping these match edges by
(1) by the schema hit for Qn for which the cache edges were retrieved (left column) and (2) by the evaluation
steps in the cache edges (middle column), in that order. For instance, the first four match edges in LQn were
retrieve for Qn ↓χQn1 and the last two for Qn ↓χQ
n
2 . Note that since Qn ↓χQ
n
1 and Qn ↓χQ
n
2 share the same
schema edge Parent∗∗(#2,#1) (see Figures 10.1 f., g. on page 143), the match edges for χQ
n
2 in the last two
rows of Figure 10.5 are duplicates of the match edges for χQ
n
1 in rows two and four. This redundancy
will allow us to obtain matches to distinct schema hits for Qn independently, which is a characteristic of
the notion of RCADG Cache overlap introduced before (see Definition 10.2 on page 146). In fact, LQn is
usually not materialized in its entirety at any given point in time. Instead we successively and separately
create, then process and finally discard each of the distinct top-level entries for all schema hits of Qn (see
below).
As indicated by the curly braces in Figure 10.5, each nesting level in LQn is a one-to-many mapping.
On the lower level (right-hand side), there may be multiple cache edges representing binary constraints in
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edge type description
query edge c
(Fig. 10.1 a.–c.)
Specifies a binary query constraint on the intensional level. These are the edges in
the query graph. There are query edges for expressing all XPath axes.
schema edge cs
(Fig. 10.1 d.–g.)
Represents a schema-level match to a query edge for a specific schema hit. Schema
edges are created by schematizing queries to be cached or to be looked up in the
cache. They serve as keys in the main-memory part of the cache, allowing to
retrieve cached candidate queries for a new query to be evaluated incrementally.
cache edge cc
(Fig. 10.4)
Indicates which query edge in a cached query corresponds to a particular schema
edge, and which schema hits produced that schema edge during the schematization
of that query. Cache edges serve to collect all schema hits to a cached query that
are relevant to a specific schema edge being looked up in the cache. Each cache
edge also specifies in which evaluation step the query edge in question was matched
on document level.
match edge cm
(Fig. 10.5)
Binds a cache edge to a query edge that belongs a new query being looked up in
the cache. Match edges specify which D-constraints in a cached query correspond
to which D-constraints in the new query. This is essential for deciding schema-hit
containment and creating remainder queries that return the RCADG Cache overlap.
Table 10.1: Different representations of binary query constraints (“edges”) during the incremental evalua-
tion process. Only query edges (first row) are part of the query model (see Section 2.2). All other types of
edge are needed for retrieving and comparing queries that are stored in the RCADG Cache.
a specific cached query that were matched in the same evaluation step (although this is not the case for
our sample queries Q′ and Q in the cache). The upper level of LQn (left-hand side of Figure 10.5) is a
one-to-many mapping, too, since for the same schema hit of a new query, cache edges for different queries
and evaluation steps may be retrieved in the cache, as shown in the figure.
Finally, note that the look-up result LQn for Qn only covers the first two steps in the evaluation of the
cached queries Q′ and Q. In particular, the cache entries in C{Q′,Q} for the schema edges Parent∗∗(#5,#3)
and Parent∗∗(#4,#1) (last two rows in Figure 10.4 on page 148) are not retrieved because these are not part
of any schematization of Qn (see Figure 10.1 on page 143). Provided that the mapping underlying C{Q′,Q}
is implemented so as to avoid a sequential scan of the memory-resident cache part (e.g., using suitable hash
functions), such irrelevant cache contents are typically never touched during the look-up. This means that
even as the cache grows, the promising candidate queries are retrieved very efficiently. In Section 10.6 we
experimentally confirm the scalability of the RCADG Cache.
10.5.3 Deciding Schema-Hit Containment
This subsection presents an algorithm for computing the RCADG Cache overlap (see Definition 10.2 on
page 146) for a new query Qn to be evaluated incrementally, given the cache look-up result LQn . At the
heart of the algorithm is the decision procedure for schema-hit containment. For each cached schema hit χ
in LQn that was retrieved for a schema hit χQn of Qn, we check whether χ ⊃s χQn as defined on page 144.
If the test succeeds, we create a cache hit saying that χ ⊃s χQ
n
to the set HQn of cache hits for Qn. Before
explaining the containment test and the creation of cache hits, let us take a brief look at the set of cache
hits that are eventually produced for the query Qn in Figure 10.1 on page 143, assuming the cache C{Q′,Q}
that contains Q′ and Q, as before.
Figure 10.6 on the next page depicts HQ
n
{Q,Q′}, i.e., the set of cache hits obtained for Qn in the example
above. Two cache hits have been created from the look-up result LQ
n
{Q,Q′} in Figure 10.5 on the preceding
page. Each cache hit specifies in the three leftmost columns how to obtain the matches to a specific schema
hit for Qn (in the example, χQn1 ) from the matches to a particular schema hit in the cache (χQ or χQ
′ ) using
a fixed snapshot (steps sQ2 and sQ
′
2 , respectively). For instance, the cache hit κ in the first row in Figure 10.6
tells us that ans(χQ
n
1 ) is a subset of ans(JχQKsQ2 ). Furthermore, from the pairs of corresponding edges in
the queries Qn and Q (middle), we see that the matches to the query node qn1 in Qn are taken from the set of
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cache
hit
final
step
schema
hits
corresponding edges in
new and cached queries
constraints in
remainder query
κ = 〈 sQ2 , {JχQKsQ2 ⊃s χ
Qn
1 },
{ 〈
Parent∗∗(qn2,q
n
1)
Parent∗∗(q2,q1)
〉
,
〈
Parent∗∗(qn3,q
n
1)
Parent∗∗(q4,q1)
〉 }
, {Contains“Lee”(qn2)} 〉
κ ′ = 〈 s
Q′
2 , {JχQ
′
K
s
Q′
2
⊃s χQ
n
1 },
{ 〈Parent∗∗(qn2,qn1)
Parent∗∗(q′2,q
′
1)
〉
,
〈Parent∗∗(qn3,qn1)
Parent∗∗(q′3,q
′
1)
〉 }
,
{Contains“Lee”(qn2)
Contains
“female”(qn3)
}
〉
Figure 10.6: The set HQ
n
{Q′,Q} of cache hits for Qn, constructed from LQ
n
{Q′,Q} in Figure 10.5 on page 149. The
two cache hits κ and κ ′ both obtain ans(χQ
n
1 ) from the cache, whereas ans(χ
Qn
2 ) must be computed from
scratch. The cache hit in the first row, κ , reuses the intermediate result that was cached after the second
step in the evaluation of the query Q, with one keyword constraint as remainder query. The cache hit in the
second row, κ ′, needs two keyword constraints against the final answer to the query Q′ in the cache.
matches to q1 in the mentioned subset, and likewise for qn2,q2 as well as qn3,q4. Finally, the remainder query
in the rightmost column indicates which subset of the cached results is relevant to Qn. In the case of κ ,
a single keyword constraint narrows ans(JχQK
s
Q
2
) down to those tuples where the elements matching qn2
(i.e., q2) contain the keyword “Lee”. Alternatively, the second cache hit κ ′ shows how to compute the
same set ans(χQ
n
1 ) from ans(JχQ
′
K
s
Q′
2
). Note that in this case, the remainder query has two keyword
restrictions instead of one as with κ , because q′3 in Q′ does not enforce the constraint Contains“female” that
is required by qn3 (see Figure 10.1 c. on page 143), unlike the node q4 in Q that is used by κ .
Creating cache hits. Algorithm 10.1 on the following page lists pseudocode for processing a schema
hit χQn of Qn, given the cache look-up result LQn and an initially empty set HQn of cache hits to be created
for χQn . The procedure createCacheHits successively visits all sets of match edges for χQn and distinct
evaluation steps in LQn . Evaluation steps belonging to the same query plan are processed one after the other,
in the order defined by the plan. Remember that the match edges for a specific evaluation step indicate
which pairs of query nodes and edges in Qn and a cached query might correspond. The outer for loop in
Algorithm 10.1 (lines 8–41) finds all consistent combinations of match edges in each step si (lines 27–30),
and tests for which of these combinations there is a cached schema hit χ such that JχKsi ⊃s χQ
n
. In line
with Definition 10.1 on page 144, the containment test involves the comparison of keyword constraints
attached to corresponding query nodes (lines 15–25) as well as of the binary D-constraints that have been
matched up to step si (lines 32–40). These two issues are elaborated below.
Each combination of match edges is represented as a cache hit containing the corresponding pairs of
new and cached query edges as well as the remaining constraints in Qn. Cache hits that were successful in
step si are added to the set Hcur of currently active cache hits. If there is another iteration for step si+1, these
cache hits are extended with additional match edges from that step to find out whether JχKsi+1 ⊃s χQ
n holds
true, too. Successful cache hits for step si that fail in step si+1 are removed from Hcur and are collected
in Hold instead. They remember si as the last reusable snapshot of the results they represent, but do not
participate in any further iterations. The other cache hits enter yet another round of containment tests until
there are either no more steps in the current plan, or one step is missing in LQn (lines 10–12). A missing
step indicates that none of the constraints matched in this step is mirrored in Qn ↓χQn . As a consequence,
all subsequent snapshots of the cached query result after the missing step cannot be reused for χQn .
In the end, all cache hits that were successful for any step in any plan are added to the result set HQn
(lines 43–48). HQn collects the cache hits for all schema hits of Qn, which are computed in successive
calls to createCacheHits. Cache hits that represent the same combination of corresponding query edges
for the same evaluation step are merged. Thus a single cache hit in HQn may specify multiple schema-hit
containment pairs for different schema hits of Qn (hence the curly braces in the third column in Figure 10.6).
This way each cache hit for a step si can be translated into a single remainder query plan operating on the
matches to multiple schema hits at once, which are all stored in the result table for si (and maybe those of
its successors). Query planning for Qn is explained in Section 10.5.4.
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1 // createCacheHits: creation of cache hits for a new schema hit
2 // → χQn : a schema hit for a new query Qn
3 // → LQ
n
: the cache look-up result for Qn
4 // ⇄HQ
n
: the set of cache hits to be created
5 procedure createCacheHits (χQn : schema hit, LQn : map, HQn : set of cache hits)
6 group the steps with key χQn in LQn by the plan they belong to
7 Hcur := /0; Hold := /0 for each new plan being processed
8 for all steps si in a given plan, in the order of their execution do
9 // only results obtained in successive evaluation steps can be used
 10 if i > 1 and the step before si was skipped then
11 break loop

12 end if
13 // find cached and new query edges whose D-constraints can be reconciled
14 M := /0
 15 for all match edges cm associated with si in LQ
n do
16 cn := the query edge from Qn in cm
17 c := the query edge from the cache edge in cm
18 qns , qnt := the source and target nodes of cn
19 qs, qt := the source and target nodes of c
→ 20 Ks := call checkKeywords (qns , qs )
→ 21 Kt := call checkKeywords (qnt , qt )
22 if Ks 6= nil and Kt 6= nil then
23 M := M∪{〈cn, c, Ks∪Kt〉}
24 end if

25 end for
26 // update the set of cache hits with new pairs of corresponding query edges
 27 H := the cache hits in Hcur that are inconsistent with any subset of edge pairs in M
28 Hcur := Hcur \H; Hold := Hold ∪H
29 H := all consistent cache hits created from Hcur using any subset of edge pairs in M

30 Hcur := Hcur ∪H
31 // keep only cache hits contributing a schema hit that contains χQn
 32 for all cache hits κ ∈ Hcur do
→ 33 X := call checkSnapshot (κ,si,LQn)
34 if X = /0 then
35 Hcur := Hcur \{κ}; Hold := Hold ∪{κ}
36 else
37 for an arbitrary χ ∈ X , add JχKsi ⊃s χQ
n
to κ (replacing any existing statement for χQn )
38 replace the step in κ with si
39 end if

40 end for
41 end for
42 // collect and possibly merge successful cache hits for all steps and plans
 43 for all cache hits κ ∈ Hcur ∪Hold with a schema-hit containment for χQ
n do
44 if ∃κ ′ ∈ HQ
n
:κ,κ ′ have the same corresponding query edges and step then
45 add κ’s schema-hit containment for χQn to κ ′
46 else
47 HQ
n
:= HQn ∪{κ}

48 end if
49 end for
50 end procedure
Algorithm 10.1: Creation of cache hits with the RCADG Cache. The input is a schema hit χQn for the
new query Qn to be evaluated, the result LQn of looking up Qn in the RCADG Cache, and a set HQn for
collecting the cache hits to be created. A sample output is shown in Figure 10.6 on the previous page.
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Checking unary D-constraints. The only unary D-constraints to be compared in the containment test are
keyword constraints.3 The procedure createCacheHits in Algorithm 10.1 on the facing page compares the
keyword constraints of every pair of query nodes that are the source or target nodes of two query edges in
the same match edge (lines 15–25). Only edges whose source and target node constraints can be reconciled
pairwise are added to the set M (line 23) that is used to create new cache hits (lines 27–30).
The actual comparison of keyword constraints is triggered by calls to checkKeywords in lines 20 and 21
of Algorithm 10.1. The pseudocode for checkKeywords is given in Algorithm 10.2. The procedure com-
pares the keyword constraints of two query nodes qn and q belonging to the new query Qn and a cached
query Q, respectively. It returns the subset of qn’s keyword constraints that remain to be checked against
the cached matches to q, or nil if q’s keyword constraints are too strict for qn. The empty set is returned
(line 60) if qn and q specify the same keywords with essentially the same Boolean junctor (conjunction
or disjunction) and scope (containment or government). If only q has keyword constraints, nil is returned
(line 63). If on the contrary only qn has keyword constraints, all these constraints must be matched (line 66).
In all remaining cases the keyword constraints of qn and q must be compared more thoroughly, as
shown in Figure 10.7 on page 155. The right-hand side of the figure (coloured) comprises sixteen areas
of eight squares each, most of them containing a relational symbol, which are arranged in pairs (a grey
square on the left and a coloured or white square on the right). Each of the sixteen areas corresponds to a
particular combination of the following four parameters: junctor(q), scope(q) (horizontal) and junctor(qn),
scope(qn) (vertical). The upper left area, e.g., applies if both nodes specify a disjunction of containment
constraints.
The four pairs of relation symbols in each area are to be read as follows: “=”, “⊂”, “⊃” and “⊃⊂”
denote the equality, containment (in either direction) and non-empty intersection (overlap) of sets, respec-
tively. Any pair 〈θ ,θ ′〉 of a grey and a coloured symbol indicates that if the two sets of keywords used
in the constraints of q and qn are in relation θ (grey square), then the two sets of elements that satisfy
these constraints are in relation θ ′ (coloured square). For instance, consider the upper left pair 〈=,=〉 in
Figure 10.7. It says that if q and qn both specify a disjunction of containment constraints for the same
set of keywords, then they will be matched by the same set of elements (as far as keyword constraints
are concerned, i.e., ignoring all other query constraints that q and qn may be involved in). This obvious
fact is captured by the first conditional branch of the procedure checkKeywords in Algorithm 10.2 on the
following page, along with the other four 〈=,=〉 pairs (highlighted grey and red).
The other pairs in Figure 10.7 deal with less obvious cases. All pairs with a “⊃” symbol on the right-
hand side (highlighted yellow) indicate that q’s keyword constraints are no more restrictive than those
of qn, which is exploited in lines 74 and 77 of Algorithm 10.2. If q and qn both specify a conjunction of
such constraints with the same scope (the two yellow “⊃” symbols directly below the two lower-right red
“=” symbols in Figure 10.7), then only the constraints in qn that are missing in q need to be part of the
remainder query (line 74). For instance, given two sets of constraints Containsk0(q) ∧ Containsk1(q) and
Containsk0(qn) ∧ Containsk1(qn) ∧ Containsk2(qn) for q and qn, respectively, only Containsk2(qn) must be
checked against the matches to q in the cache. In all other cases where the keyword constraints can be
reconciled (remaining pairs with yellow “⊃” symbols in Figure 10.7), the remainder query includes the
entire set of keyword constraints of qn.
For all but the yellow and red pairs in Figure 10.7 (symbols “=” and “⊃”, respectively), either the
set of elements matching q’s keyword constraints is known to be a subset of qn’s set of matches (blue
“⊂” symbols), or no specific relation between the match sets can be inferred (white squares with no sym-
bol). For these junctor/scope/keyword combinations, the procedure checkKeywords returns nil (line 69
in Algorithm 10.2 on the next page), which causes the corresponding match edge to be discarded from
cache-hit creation (line 23 in Algorithm 10.1 on the facing page).
Checking binary D-constraints. The notion of schema-hit containment in Definition 10.1 on page 144
implies that the schematized cached query does not contain any D-constraints which make its extension
too restrictive with respect to the schematized new query Qn. For every binary D-constraints in the cached
query, this means that if the constraint has a counterpart in Qn, they must be reconciled, and if not, the
3Recall from Definition 2.7 on page 11 that the other unary query constraints specifying tag, type and level conditions are
S-constraints. Being fully captured by schema nodes, they need not be matched on the document level.
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51 // checkKeywords: comparison of keyword constraints
52 // → qn: a query node in the new query Qn
53 // → q: a query node in a cached query Q
54 // ← a set of keyword constraints for the remainder query, or nil
55 procedure checkKeywords (qn: query node, q: query node)
56 // qn and q have similar constraints for the same keywords
57 if keywords(qn) = keywords(q) and
58 ( junctor(qn) = junctor(q) or |keywords(qn)|< 2 ) and
59 ( scope(qn) = scope(q) or |keywords(qn)|= 0 ) then
→ 60 return /0
61 // only q has keyword constraints
62 else if keywords(qn) = /0 then
→ 63 return nil
64 // only qn has keyword constraints
65 else if keywords(q) = /0 then
→ 66 return the constraints for keywords(qn)
67 // q’s keyword constraints are too restrictive
68 else if 〈q,qn〉 does not have a yellow “⊃” in the “matches” column in Figure 10.7 then
→ 69 return nil
70 // some keyword constraints in Qn are already subsumed by q
71 else if junctor(qn) = “∧” and
72 junctor(qn) = junctor(q) and
73 scope(qn) = scope(q) then
→ 74 return the constraints for keywords(qn)\keywords(q)
75 // all keyword constraints in Qn must be matched
76 else
→ 77 return the constraints for keywords(qn)
78 end if
79 end procedure
Algorithm 10.2: Comparison of keyword constraints with the RCADG Cache. This procedure is needed
for verifying the second condition in Definition 10.1 on page 144. The input is a query node in the new
query Qn to be evaluated and a query node from a query Q in the RCADG Cache. The output is the
(possibly empty) subset of the keyword constraints of qn that need to be matched as part of the remainder
query for Qn. A return value nil indicates that the keyword constraints of qn and q cannot be reconciled. For
a given query node q, junctor(q) is the Boolean operator (“∧” or “∨”), and scope(q) is either containment
or government.
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Figure 10.7: Comparison of the keyword constraints of a node q in a cached query and a node qn from a
new query to be evaluated incrementally. Each cell in the table represents a specific relation between the
two sets of keywords used in the constraints (left half of the cell, highlighted grey) and the resulting relation
between the two sets of elements that satisfy these constraints (right half of the cell, white or coloured).
The pairs of relations vary with the nature of the keyword constraints in q and qn. For instance, if both
nodes specify a disjunction of containment constraints (four upper-left pairs) and q has more keywords in
the disjunction than qn (third pair, symbol “⊃” highlighted grey), then it may also have a superset of the
matches to qn (symbol “⊃” highlighted yellow). By contrast, if both query nodes feature a conjunction of
government constraints (four lower-right pairs) and q has again more keywords than qn, then it may only
have a subset of the matches to qn (third pair, symbol “⊂” highlighted blue).
constraint must not introduce a proper restriction. This is verified by the procedure checkSnapshot listed in
Algorithm 10.3 on the following page. The procedure is called repeatedly by createCacheHits in line 33 of
Algorithm 10.1 on page 152 for a (preliminary) cache hit κ and an evaluation step si of a particular query Q
in the cache. At this point in time, κ contains a set of corresponding query edges from Q and Qn as well as
a set of remainder query constraints for Qn, as illustrated in Figure 10.6 on page 151. The pairs of query
edges in κ indicate which binary constraints in Q have which counterparts in Qn after schematization.
Qn is schematized with a specific schema hit χQn given as a parameter to createCacheHits (see above).
The schema hits for Q that produced the pairs of query edges in κ are available from the corresponding
cache edges for χQn and si in the look-up result LQ
n (see Figure 10.5 on page 149). Let Xsi be the set
of these schema hits. Now the task is to check whether there is at least one χ ∈ Xsi such that the binary
D-constraints in Q↓χ and Qn ↓χQn comply with Definition 10.1 (the unary D-constraints were already
compared before κ was created, see above).
Note that to confirm JχKsi ⊃s χQ
n
we only need to examine those binary D-constraints of Q that were
matched in step si, because constraints in earlier steps of the same plan have been checked in previous
iterations of the outermost for loop in createCacheHits (line 8 in Algorithm 10.1). As observed in Sec-
tion 10.5.1, this is true for all schema hits in the set Xsi , which is contained in the set of schema hits retrieved
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80 // checkSnapshot: decision of schema-hit containment
81 // → κ: a preliminary cache hit for a schema hit χQn of the new query Qn
82 // → si: a step in the evaluation plan of a cached query Q
83 // → LQ
n
: the cache look-up result for Qn
84 // ← a set of schema hits for Q that contain χQn in step si
85 procedure checkSnapshot (κ: cache hit, si: evaluation step, LQn : map)
86 X := nil
87 // all edges of Q decided or reconstructed in si must be mirrored in Qn ↓χQn
 88 for all query edges c ∈ Deci∪Reci do
89 if c is not among the edges from cached queries in κ then
90 return /0
91 end if
92 Xc := the schema hits from the cache edge for χQ
n
, si and c in LQ
n
93 if X = nil then
94 X := Xc
95 else
96 X := X ∩Xc
97 end if

98 end for
99 // all query nodes of Q joined in si must be mirrored in Qn ↓χQn
100 for all query nodes q ∈ Joini do
101 if q is not among the nodes from cached queries in κ then
102 return /0
103 end if

104 end for
105 return X
106 end procedure
Algorithm 10.3: Decision of schema-hit containment with the RCADG Cache (slightly simplified). This
procedure is needed for verifying the first condition in Definition 10.1 on page 144. The input is a cache
hit κ created for a schema hit χQn of the new query Qn to be evaluated, an evaluation step si for a cached
query Q that supplies the cached edges in κ , and the cache look-up result for Qn. The output is the set of
schema hits for Q that contain χQn in step si. A return value /0 indicates that κ associates edges from both
queries in such a way that the containment test fails, because some binary constraints in the schematized
query Q that were decided or reconstructed in step si are not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn .
for any predecessor of si. The procedure checkSnapshot returns the subset X ⊂ Xsi of all schema hits for
which the containment test succeeded. If X is non-empty, κ’s evaluation step and schema-hit containment
for χQn are updated accordingly (lines 37, 38 in Algorithm 10.1 on page 152). Note that since all schema
hits in X coincide on the query edges represented by κ (see Section 10.5.1), only one statement of the form
JχKsi ⊃s χQ
n is added to κ in line 37, for any schema hit χ ∈ X .
The procedure checkSnapshot in Algorithm 10.3 tests whether any binary constraint was decided or
reconstructed in si lacks a counterpart in Qn ↓χQn (line 89). If so, the containment test fails for κ and si,
and the empty set is returned. Otherwise we fetch for each query edge c ∈ Deci ∪Reci the corresponding
set of schema hits in LQn , which is contained in the cache for χQn , si and c (see Figure 10.5 on page 149).
The set X eventually contains the intersection of all these sets of schema hits (lines 92–97).
To understand why query edges that were decided or reconstructed in si must have a counterpart in Qn
for schema-hit containment to hold, consider a query edge c = R(qs,qt) in Deci∪Reci that is not mirrored
in Qn ↓χQn . If both qs and qt have counterparts in Qn ↓χQn , then matching c may have caused tuples in
the intermediate result to Q to be discarded in step si. For instance, if c = PrevSib(qs,qt), then all tuples
where qs is matched by a leftmost sibling are dropped in si. However, these tuples might well be part of
the answer to Qn, which accepts matches to qs and qt for which the relation R does not hold.
Now assume that qs has no counterpart in Qn ↓χQn . From the query planning algorithm presented in
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Section 8.4.4, it is obvious that matches to qs must have been obtained in step si or earlier: either by a join
with the element table which may have caused matches to Qn to be discarded from the intermediate result
of Q in step si−1, or by reconstructing another query constraint whose target node is qs. However, since
there are no cycles in the set Reci of reconstructed edges (see Chapter 8.4.4), the matching of qs must have
involved an element-table join at some point of the evaluation, either directly or indirectly, which violates
the first condition in Definition 10.1 on page 144.
If qs ∈ Deci, then the same argument applies in cases where qt has no counterpart in Qn ↓χQn . Now
assume that qs ∈ Reci. In general the reconstruction of c may have caused tuples to be discarded that
would have been matches to Qn (again, consider the case where c = PrevSib(qs,qt) and qs is matched by a
leftmost sibling). Therefore query constraints in Deci and Reci are treated alike in line 88 of checkSnapshot.
However, in fact we can show that under certain circumstances, reconstructed query edges whose target
node is not mirrored in Qn are admissible. The argument behind this is sketched in Section 10.8.
As mentioned before, every join with the element table in step si may eliminate tuples from the in-
termediate result of Q produced in that step. This might prevent the incremental evaluation of Qn based
on this snapshot of Q’s answer, unless the join conditions are also implied by Qn. Therefore we need to
check whether all query nodes in Q that are matched through an element-table join in step si have a coun-
terpart in Qn ↓χQn . Nodes in Joini typically have at least one adjacent edge in Deci or Reci. If such a
node is not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn , this edge does not satisfy the condition in line 89 of Algorithm 10.3 on
the facing page, so that the containment test fails, as intended. However, the query planning algorithm in
Section 8.4.4 may also produce evaluation steps that contain query nodes from Q to be joined, but no query
edges to be decided or reconstructed. As a simple solution, we explicitly verify that each node in Joini has
a counterpart in Qn ↓χQn (lines 100–104 in Algorithm 10.3), which ensures that the unary constraints of
the two nodes were compared before. Again, possible optimizations are discussed in Section 10.8.
To sum up, throughout this subsection we have seen five reasons why the containment test for two
schema hits χQn of Qn and χ of Q may fail in a particular query step si:
1. No match edges were retrieved for another evaluation step preceding si in the same query plan (see
createCacheHits in Algorithm 10.1 on page 152, line 10). For instance, this is the case for the schema
hit χQ
n
2 of Qn (see Figure 10.5).
2. The schematization with χQn and χ produces pairs of query nodes in Qn ↓χQn and Q↓χQ whose key-
word constraints cannot be reconciled (see checkKeywords in Algorithm 10.2 on page 154, lines 63
and 69).
3. At least one binary constraint from Q that is not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn was decided in step si (see
lines 88–98 in Algorithm 10.3 on the preceding page). An example is the constraint Parent∗∗(#4,#1)
in Figure 10.1 e. on page 143 that was decided in step sQ3 of the evaluation of Q.
4. At least one binary constraint from Q that is not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn was reconstructed in step si
(see lines 88–98 in Algorithm 10.3 on the preceding page). Constraints that do no introduce a
proper restriction may be ignored. An example is the query edge Parent∗∗(#5,#3) in the query Q′, see
Figure 10.1 d. on page 143.
5. At least one query node from Q that is not mirrored in Qn ↓χQn was matched through an element-
table join in step si (see lines 100–104 in Algorithm 10.3 on the preceding page).
10.5.4 Remainder Query Planning
As mentioned before, a separate query plan is created for each member of the set HQn of cache hits for Qn.
Such a plan specifies how to obtain the matches to one or more schema hits of Qn from a specific interme-
diate result table in the cache that is determined by the unique evaluation step represented by the cache hit.
Recall from Figure 10.6 on page 151 that every cache hit κ lists all constraints in a particular remainder
query for Qn whose answer subsumes exactly these matches. From the remainder query constraints in κ , a
query plan for κ is created as follows.
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plan PQ
n
κ = 〈s
Qn
κ ,1〉
step sQ
n
κ ,1 = 〈Join1, Rec1, Dec1〉
Join1 = {qn2 }
Rec1 = {}
Dec1 = {}
a. plan based on cache hit κ for query Q
plan PQ
n
κ ′ = 〈s
Qn
κ ′,1, s
Qn
κ ′,2〉
step sQ
n
κ ′,1 = 〈Join1, Rec1, Dec1〉
Join1 = {qn2 }
Rec1 = {}
Dec1 = {}
step sQ
n
κ ′,2 = 〈Join2, Rec2, Dec2〉
Join2 = {qn3 }
Rec2 = {}
Dec2 = {}
b. plan based on cache hit κ ′ for query Q′
Figure 10.8: RCADG Cache query plans for the incremental evaluation of the query Qn in Figure 10.1 c.
on page 143, based on the different cache hits in Figure 10.6 on page 151. a. The query plan created for
the cache hit κ (first row in Figure 10.6). It computes ans(χQn1 ) from ans(JχQKsQ2 ). b. The query plan
created for the cache hit κ ′ (second row in Figure 10.6). It computes ans(χQn1 ) from ans(JχQ
′
K
s
Q′
2
).
The core of the planning algorithm sketched in Section 8.4.4 is common to both the evaluation from
scratch and the evaluation with the RCADG Cache. The only difference is that when reusing cache contents,
some D-constraints in the new query Qn need not be matched any more. Therefore the planning procedure
createPlan in Algorithm 8.2 on page 110 is called with restricted sets Mv and Mc of query nodes and edges,
rather than all query nodes and edges in Qn as for the evaluation from scratch: Mv comprises all query
nodes of Qn that are involved in any unary or binary remainder query constraint in κ , and Mc contains
all binary remainder query constraints in κ . Consequently, in the resulting incremental query plan for Qn
the element table is joined only for query nodes and keyword constraints in Qn that are missing in the
cached query. Additional binary constraints in Qn are decided if they involve matches in the cached result,
otherwise reconstructed if possible.
Figure 10.8 depicts alternative query plans for computing the matches to the first schema hit of Qn, χQn
(see Figure 10.1 e.), based on results of either of the cached queries Q and Q′. The plan PQnκ in Figure 10.8 a.
for the cache hit κ from Figure 10.6 specifies how the matches to χQ
n
1 are computed based on matches
to χQ, using the result snapshot cached after the second step in the evaluation of Q. The plan PQnκ has only
one step created for the remainder query constraint Contains“Lee”(qn2) in κ . The step involves a single join
with the element table, needed to retrieve those matches to q2 in ans(JχQKsQ2 ) which contain an occurrence
of the keyword “Lee”.
An alternative plan PQ
n
κ ′ in Figure 10.8 b., created for the cache hit κ
′ in Figure 10.6, obtains the matches
to χQ
n
1 from ans(JχQ
′
K
s
Q′
2
), i.e., a part of the snapshot of the answer to query Q′ cached after step sQ′2 . This
plan requires two element-table joins because the remainder query in κ ′ comprises two keyword constraints,
Contains“Lee”(qn2) and Contains“female”(qn3). Note that both P
Qn
κ and PQ
n
κ ′ compute the same result – namely,
ans(χQ
n
1 ) – from distinct query results in the cache.
In general, to avoid the repeated matching of the same schema hit for Qn, we need to decide for each
schema hit which cache hit to use. This is done based on a cost measure for the query plans created for
the different cache hits, which at the moment simply counts the number of element-table joins needed to
execute a given plan. Thus in the example above, PQ
n
κ has a lower cost than PQ
n
κ ′ , hence κ is used for
answering Qn while κ ′ is discarded. More sophisticated methods could also take into account selectivity
estimates for keyword and tag constraints. Essentially the same optimizations that were evoked for planning
the evaluation from scratch also apply to the incremental query evaluation.
Figure 10.9 on the next page shows the SQL code generated for executing the query plan PQnκ . It joins
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SELECT
DISTINCT e1 AS e1, e2 AS e2, e4 AS e3 -- project result nodes as in cache hit κ
FROM
Q_s2 RT, -- retrieve answer from the penultimate intermediate result of Q
ElementTable ET2 -- join intermediate result table with element table
WHERE
RT.sid = ‘χQ’ AND -- select cached schema hit specified by cache hit κ
ET2.pid = RT.p2 AND -- match unary constraint on q2 in remainder query
ET2.eid = RT.e2 AND
ET2.key = ‘Lee’
ORDER BY
e1, e2, e4 -- order result as needed
Figure 10.9: SQL code for retrieving the matches to the schema hit χQn1 of query Qn in Figure 10.1 c. using
a cached intermediate result of the query Q in Figure 10.1 b. on page 143. The query statement computes
ans(χQ
n
1 ) from ans(JχQKsQ2 ), as specified by the cache hit κ in Figure 10.6 on page 151. The table Q s2
containing this particular snapshot of the matches to χQ is shown in Figure 8.4 c. on page 102. The keyword
constraint in the remainder query in κ entails a join with the element table in Figure 6.1 on page 82.
the snapshot of Q’s result in Figure 8.4 c. on page 102 with the element table shown in Figure 6.1 on
page 82. From the result table of Q, all tuples representing matches to χQ are selected. The matches to the
query node q2 in these tuples are then looked up in the element table to verify that they indeed contain the
keyword “Lee”, as demanded by the remainder query constraint in κ . The statement returns both tuples in
Q’s result table in Figure 8.4 c., projected onto the fields e1, e2 and e4. The projection clause in Figure 10.9
reflects the pairs of corresponding query nodes in κ . The resulting tuples 〈18,21,26〉 and 〈27,30,34〉 are
illustrated as matches a2 and a3 on the document level in Figure 10.2 on page 145. Note that the second
tuple, a3, is not available in the last result table of Q (see Figure 8.4 d. on page 102), which again underpins
the benefit of caching intermediate query results.
In our running example, only matches to χQ
n
1 are retrieved in the cache while ans(χ
Qn
2 ) must be obtained
without cache support. Therefore two distinct query plans must be executed to obtain the complete result
of Qn. In general, there may be multiple cache hits for distinct schema hits of Qn, each with its own
query plan, plus one additional plan covering all remaining schema hits of Qn that must be matched from
scratch. In our test system, these query plans are executed sequentially in the order of increasing estimated
execution cost. However, since the results of the different query plans are guaranteed to be disjoint (see
above), the RCADG Cache is particularly amenable to the parallel processing of multiple cache hits. This is
likely to improve the user experience especially in a highly interactive, browsing-oriented retrieval scenario
like the one sketched in the introduction.
10.6 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate the incremental query processing described in the previous section, we have conducted two
different experiments. A small-scale experiment studies how the performance for the incremental eval-
uation of a few hand-picked queries varies when cached queries with different degrees of similarity are
available. The second experiment relates the cost and benefit of caching on a larger scale, using a randomly
generated cache content and query workload. The two document collections used in the experiments are
IMDb and XMark 1100, respectively (see Section 13.2 in the appendix). Both experiments observe a num-
ber of different performance measures explained below. Salient properties of all test queries are shown in
Figure 10.10 a. on page 161 for the small-scale experiment and in 10.11 a. on page 162 for the large-scale
experiment.4 All query processing times presented in the sequel represent the average time needed to com-
pute all matches to all nodes in a given query with the RCADG Cache, as explained above. The average
is computed over three out of five consecutive runs after discarding the best and worst result, in order to
4Here the terms small-scale and large-scale refer to the size of the query workload submitted to evaluation, not to the size of the
test document collections. In fact, the larger of our two collections is used in the small-scale experiment.
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minimize artefacts. The correctness and completeness of the results returned by the RCADG Cache have
been verified against the results computed from scratch. The cache contents always include intermediate
and final results. All result tables on disk are indexed with a B+-Tree on the sid column (see Figure 8.4 on
page 102).
The test system is a Java implementation (JDK 1.5.0) of the data structures and algorithms presented
above. The mapping from schema edges to cached tuples in the main-memory part C of the RCADG Cache
(see Figure 10.4 on page 148) is a hash table providing access in amortized constant time. At system start-
up C is loaded into memory, and JDBC connections to the RDBS back-end are established once for the
whole test session. This takes 1-2 seconds. During the experiments, the test system and the RDBS are both
running on the same machine. Apart from these two tasks, the computer is idle during the experiments. All
queries are processed sequentially in Test Environment C (see Section 13.1).
10.6.1 Cost and Benefit of Evaluating Queries with the RCADG Cache
We quantify the benefit of incremental query evaluation by measuring the processing time and the number
of joins needed to compute the result (although counting the number of tuples being joined would be more
accurate). Since schema matching is the same for the evaluation from cache and from scratch, we do not
count the n-way selfjoin of the path table but only the number of joins with the larger element table (the
processing time includes both phases). On the cost side, retrieving and matching overlapping queries and
their schema hits in the main-memory part of the cache takes some extra computation time not needed when
evaluating a query from scratch. We refer to this overhead as (cache) search time. Besides, the persistent
cache data structures consume extra storage both in main memory and on disk, which we denote as cache
size (in memory and on disk, respectively).
We now define the notion of cache support to measure how “useful” the cache contents in C are for
evaluating a given query Qn incrementally. Let X be the set of schema hits for Qn, and let P a query plan
for processing Qn from scratch with minimal estimated execution cost cost(P) > 0 (see Section 10.5.4).
Besides, let
⋃
j Xκj be a partition of X such that each Xκj contains exactly the schema hits represented by the
cache hit κj computed for Qn and C. Finally, let Pκj denote the query plan devised for κj. Then the cache
support for Qn and C is defined as
(
1−
Σj |Xκj |·cost(Pκj )
|X |·cost(P)
)
·100%. In this formula, the numerator denotes the
estimated cost of processing the selected cache hits, accumulated over all the schema hits of Qn that they
represent. The denominator subsumes the estimated cost of computing the matches to all schema hits from
scratch. Thus the entire formula quantifies the execution cost saved in comparison to the evaluation from
scratch.
For simplicity, we henceforth assume that cost(P) is again the number of element-table joins needed to
execute P. Note that with this coarse cost estimation function, a cache support of 100% does not necessarily
mean that Qn itself is found in the cache, only that no joins with the element table are needed to evaluate Qn
incrementally using C. In the experiments described next, the cache support indicates to what extent the
evaluation of Qn can possibly benefit from the cache. The following guiding questions summarize three
major optimization goals:
1. effectiveness: Are useful cached queries exploited if available?
2. efficiency: Does the benefit of caching outweigh the overhead?
3. scalability: How does the overhead vary with growing cache size?
10.6.2 Small-Scale Experiment
To answer the first of the above questions, we consecutively evaluate a fixed test query against five different
cached queries, in the order of increasing cache support. The experiment illustrates on a small scale the
effectiveness of our approach, by showing how the incremental processing time is correlated with the cache
support, which the RCADG Cache strives to optimize. Let Qni be the query to be evaluated incrementally,
and let Qij, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5, denote the five queries serving as cache contents in the consecutive runs.
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a. characteristics of the IMDb
sample query workload
b. complete results of the performance
evaluation
Figure 10.10: Results of the small-scale experiment on the IMDb collection.
For this experiment we use the IMDb collection containing nearly 9 GB of XML documents about
movies and actors. The incremental query evaluation against a sequence of different cached queries is
conducted four times with distinct queries Qni and corresponding cache contents (1≤ i ≤ 4). For each
query Qni , the cached queries Qij are derived from Qni by applying a specific class of editing operations,
as they typically occur in user sessions with relevance feedback: N denotes modifications of the query
structure and L of the tag constraints; -/+ means making the query more or less restrictive, respectively.
Combining the two degrees of freedom yields the four classes N-, N+, L- and L+. For instance, adding
a query node is in class N-, whereas adding an alternative tag constraint to a node that already has a tag
constraint (or removing the existing constraint) would be in L+. Figure 10.10 a. lists some properties of
the query Qni for each class of editing operations. For instance, the column N- lists characteristics of the
query Qn1 that is incrementally evaluated against a sequence of queries created through node restriction.
Note the large number of document matches in the last row.
Figure 10.10 b. plots the processing time in milliseconds for each of the five queries in each of the four
sequences. As can be seen on the abscissa, the cache support grows from 0% (j = 1) to 100% (j = 5).
For j = 1, the cache contains only the query Qi1 that allows no joins with the element table to be saved,
compared to evaluating Qni from scratch. By contrast, for j = 2 the cache contains the query Qi2 instead
which provides a cache support of 25%, and so on. This pattern applies to all four sequences tested (see
the key in Figure 10.10 b.). The results show that for all classes of editing operations, the processing time
decreases significantly with growing cache support, down to 20% of the time needed without the cache.
10.6.3 Large-Scale Experiment
The second experiment targets all three optimization goals in a large-scale setting. The goal is to monitor
the actual benefit experienced by users of a system that makes intermediate and final query result available
for reuse in the RCADG Cache. To this end, we simulate a cache growing from 0 to 199 distinct queries in
five stages, as it could evolve during a longer retrieval period with continuous incremental query evaluation.
Figure 10.11 d. on the following page lists some statistics of the cache in the four stages C1 to C4. In the
initial stage C0, the cache is empty (omitted in Figure 10.11 d. on the next page). As more and more queries
(i.e., cache edges from schematized queries) are added, the size of the cache grows from 1 MB in memory
and 77 MB on disk (C0, leftmost column) to 5 MB in memory and nearly 1 GB on disk (C4, rightmost
column).
In the absence of a real-world query workload which could only be extracted from the log of a system
in productive use, we model the workload as a sequence of random queries, including some popular or
“hotspot” queries which are more likely to be asked repeatedly (possibly with modifications as in the small-
scale experiment above). The test queries are obtained as follows. From a seed of 150 distinct randomly
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a. characteristics of selected queries in the XMark 1100 sample query workload
b. complete results (time: processing time (ms); sup: cache support (%); ovh: search time (%))
c. selected results d. contents of the evolving cache
Figure 10.11: Results of the large-scale experiment on the XMark 1100 collection.
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generated tree queries against the XMark 1100 collection, we randomly remove 15 hotspot queries. Then
we create five exact copies and five variants of each hotspot query. Query variants are obtained by applying
different editing operations such as, e.g., adding a query node or removing a tag or keyword constraint. The
complete set of test queries is the union of the resulting 150 hotspot queries and the remaining 135 seed
queries.
Now 19 distinct queries are randomly removed from this set. These so-called new queries are to be
evaluated incrementally in the experiment. Figure 10.11 a. on the facing page shows some properties
of selected new queries. The remaining cached queries are added to the RCADG Cache (see below).
Obviously hotspot queries among the new queries are likely to enjoy a higher cache support, owing to
their duplicates and variants in the cache. Note that the probability of a hotspot query being selected for
incremental evaluation is equal to the probability that a hotspot query occurs in the entire test set, which is
reasonable.
After removing the 19 new queries from the workload and eliminating duplicates among the other
queries, 199 queries remain to be added to the cache, as follows. The set of 199 queries is randomly sorted
and partitioned into four subsets of 38, 35, 61 and 65 distinct queries, respectively. These are evaluated
from scratch, and the answers for each query set are successively added to the initially empty cache. This
yields the stages C1 to C4 in Figure 10.11 d. on the preceding page. Note that the main-memory footprint of
the RCADG Cache is modest even when nearly 1 GB of results are cached on disk (including the B+-Trees
on intermediate result tables). Since the growth of the cache contents on disk is linear in the number of
cache edges, we expect that the system easily scales up further by three orders of magnitude.
The results of evaluating all 19 new queries from scratch and against the five cache stages are listed in
Figure 10.11 b. on the facing page. For each query (rows) and cache stage (groups of columns), the time,
sup and ovh columns respectively list the processing time in milliseconds, the cache support in percent,
and the search time (as a percentage of the processing time). Runtime measurements subsume all retrieval
phases including rewriting, planning and translation, for all schema hits (those retrieved in the cache and
those matched from scratch). For the purpose of analyzing the outcome of the experiment, the new queries
are divided into four groups of three to seven members (groups of rows in Figure 10.11 b.).5
All seven queries in the first group benefit from specific cache contents available in different stages of
the cache evolution. For instance, consider the fields time0, time1 and sup0, sup1 in the first two rows in
Figure 10.11 b. At some point in time during the transition from stage C0 to C1, cache contents have been
added that overlap with the queries T0 and T4, which avoids additional joins (cache support 100%) and
decreases the processing time by a factor 30 for T0 and a factor 97 for T4. In subsequent stages (C2–C4),
the search time increases a little, but clearly does not depend on the overall size of the cache. The other
five queries in the upper part of Figure 10.11 b. benefit only at later stages (T14 in C2; T15 in C4; T20 and
T22 in C2 and later; and T21 in C2). Up to this point where the cache becomes useful for a given query,
the cache look-up causes only a negligible overhead.
Of the 130,000 distinct matches retrieved when answering the query T21, 10% are retrieved from the
cache after only 0.6 seconds (not shown in Figure 10.11 b.). This illustrates how incremental evaluation
may increase the reactivity of the system even when only part of the results can be obtained from the
cache. Note that for T22 which already has 100% cache support in C2, the performance further improves
in C3 and C4 where newly cached queries permit more efficient query plans. This effect, which we also
observe for the second group of queries in Figure 10.11 b., is not reflected in the cache values because our
primitive cost estimation is too coarse. Figure 10.11 c. plots selected results from the first six columns in
Figure 10.11 b. (scratch and time0 – time4) for all cache stages. Note the negligible overhead introduced
by look-ups in the empty cache, compared to the evaluation from scratch (left-hand side of Figure 10.11 c.).
The third group of queries in Figure 10.11 b. lists queries that do not benefit from cache contents,
mostly by lack of overlapping queries in the cache. Again we observe a small search overhead (inevitable
for deciding whether or not to use the cache) which grows much slower than the cache. The results of T3
and T13 are computed from 2-3 overlapping queries with small cache support, hence the evaluation from
scratch is faster. Query planning with selectivity estimates, as mentioned above, is likely to eliminate such
cases. The same applies to the queries in the fourth group (last three rows in Figure 10.11 b.), where the
5This grouping of the new queries must not be confused with the partitioning of the cached queries into the four cache stages that
was described earlier.
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cache look-up does not pay off compared to the extremely fast evaluation from scratch.
The query T2 in the third group benefits largely from the fact that every cache edge cc collectively
represents all schema hits that share a particular schema edge. Recall from Section 10.5.2 that this allows
to compare the corresponding query constraints only once for the whole set of schema hits in cc. Due to
the structure of the query T2, there are thousands of containing schema hits in the cache which only differ
with respect to a single schema edge. We found that matching the many shared schema edges repeatedly
would cost a needless extra 14 seconds, which is completely avoided with our data structures. Nevertheless,
this observation indicates that in extreme cases where a query entails a huge look-up result, the runtime
overhead might be considerable. However, such cases are detected immediately after schema matching and
before the schematization, as soon as the number of schema hits becomes available. If a certain threshold is
exceeded, one may still decide at this point of the evaluation to look up only some schema hits in the cache,
or evaluate the whole query from scratch. Besides, queries with very large result sets should probably not
be cached (also in view of the storage consumption, see Section 10.8).
10.7 Summary and Discussion
As a last step in this work on increasing the efficiency of XML retrieval, this chapter has presented the
RCADG Cache as a practical example of how to use schema information from a structural summary for
incrementally answering XML queries, based on a cache containing both intermediate and final results
of prior queries. The benefit of incremental XML retrieval in general has been discussed in the previous
chapter, along with some problems and possible solutions that have been ignored so far. The RCADG
Cache addresses several of these issues:
Use of query extensions. The incremental retrieval algorithm proposed here is largely tailored to the
two-phase retrieval performed by the RCADG, which first matches queries on the schema level so as to
obtain document-level matches more efficiently. For the RCADG, the schema tree serves as a path index
locating parts of documents with specific properties, such as tag paths and textual content. The RCADG
Cache uses the same schema information to retrieve and compare cached queries that resemble a new query
to some extent. Here the schema hits provide an approximate view of the query extensions on the document
level. Inspecting these result views, one may be able to reuse certain query results in the cache that are
ignored by purely intensional approaches. In doing so, the RCADG Cache uses only schema information
that is supplied by the RCADG anyway, and therefore does not introduce an extra overhead compared to
the evaluation from scratch. Unlike the few DTD-aware systems reviewed in Chapter 9, our approach relies
on a descriptive schema and is therefore closer to the current state of the documents.
Reuse of overlapping query results. Most approaches to incremental XML retrieval are quite limited
in their effectiveness, taking advantage only of cached queries that are either equivalent or strictly more
general than the new query to be evaluated. Moreover, combined query processing with and without
cache support has mostly been neglected. The RCADG Cache exploits query overlap to a large extent
by partitioning the query extension into sets of matches to distinct schema hits. This way part of the query
result may be obtained from the cache while another part is retrieved from scratch. Since the two partial
answers are computed independently, the approach is inherently amenable to parallelization. In the end all
results are simply put together in a disjoint union. We have outlined an integrated evaluation procedure that
efficiently detects and exploits any query overlap that can be handled by the RCADG Cache, and retrieves
all missing results from scratch.
Reuse of intermediate query results. It has been mentioned before that intermediate results computed
during the evaluation of cached queries have so far been disregarded. In this work, we have shown how the
techniques developed for caching final query results can be extended to apply also to intermediate results,
and how this allows to answer new queries incrementally for which no final result in the cache could have
been reused, thus again increasing the effectiveness of the cache. It turns out that if intermediate results
are available, they may be treated in just the same way as final query results, with only a modest amount
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of book-keeping required. The main challenge here is to find a suitable representation of the available
“snapshots” of the cached query results as they evolved over time. Again, we find that the necessary
information is readily available, namely, in the form of query plans that capture all steps the evaluation has
gone through to answer the cached query. Thus we efficiently determine which “snapshot” of a given query
result is preferable, using no additional data structures.
Of course, keeping both intermediate and final results in the cache entails a higher cost in terms of
storage. However, our experiments show that the RCADG Cache scales well up to the gigabyte level in
term of both storage consumption and runtime performance. In particular, its main-memory footprint is
very low because the bulk of the cache contents is kept on disk.
Runtime performance. In an extensive performance evaluation, we have demonstrated the practical
benefit of using the RCADG Cache, assuming an unbiased synthetical query workload. Compared to
the RCADG system, the RCADG Cache achieves a speedup of up to two orders of magnitude in our
experiments. There are only few cases where the overhead for the cache look-up is not compensated for by
faster retrieval, so that the evaluation from scratch is faster. Although the loss in performance is not large
in these cases, there is some potential for optimization here. Another issue is the possibly larger overhead
caused by extremely unselective queries in the cache (see below).
A comparative study of the performance of different caching approaches is missing at the time of
this writing. One reason is that many authors have addressed mainly the theoretical side of the problem.
We therefore merely highlight some performance-related differences between earlier approaches and the
RCADG Cache. First, the RCADG Cache designed to leverage and take advantage of the efficiency and
scalability of the RCADG. In particular, it takes over the relational storage scheme of the RCADG. Recall
from Chapter 8 that elements in RCADG result tables are not represented as XML fragments including their
entire document subtree, but rather by their unique element label only. As a consequence, the matching of
D-constraints in the remainder query (such as the keyword constraint in the example above) requires access
to data “outside” the RCADG Cache. However, the missing data is simply obtained through a join with
the element table, which resides in the same RDBS as the cache contents. Thus remainder queries can be
processed as efficiently as any other query, as shown in the experiments.
Marro´n and Lausen [2002] argue that the hierarchical LDAP data model they use for their HLCaches
system (see Section 9.4.2) fits XML data better than the relational model. On the other hand, their
query interface is quite restricted, and not performance results are given that could support their claim.
Kang et al. [2005] survey different storage schemes for XML caches, without commitment to any specific
query language. Their experiments suggest that query results cached in binary or plain text format can be
retrieved and updated faster than cache contents stored in an RDBS. However, this is mostly due to an extra
overhead for serializing relational data to XML text fragments, which are used to transfer results from the
database to the cache and further on to the user. Our database-resident cache deliberately departs from such
a strict three-tier architecture, hence the results reported by Kang et al. do not apply.
In contrast to work based on Incomplete Trees [Abiteboul et al. 2001b; Hristidis and Petropoulos 2002],
the RCADG Cache comes with a main-memory index structure for quick access to cached queries with
specific extensional properties. Finally, while Hristidis and Petropoulos store the root path of every cached
element in their Modified Incomplete Tree, our approach exploits the BIRD labelling scheme to recon-
struct root paths, which therefore need not be cached. This not only expedites the query evaluation, but
also reduces the storage requirements of the cache.
10.8 Optimizations and Open Problems
There are a number of ways in which the RCADG Cache may be enhanced over what has been described
above. Most optimizations center around cache look-up and cache maintenance issues. The rest of this
chapter outlines the most salient issues; a more thorough investigation is left for the future.
Binary query constraints other than Parent and Child. So far we have assumed that every query to be
cached has at least one Parent or Child edge, and have restricted the cache look-up to these constraints.
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As a matter of fact, NextSib, PrevSib and Self edges can be handled similarly. For instance, an additional
constraint NextSib21(qn2,qn3) in the query Qn in Figure 10.1 c. on page 143 can be handled as follows:
during the schematization of Qn, the NextSib edge translates to the S-constraint Sibling ′. The schema
node #2 that matches qn2 has only one sibling satisfying the tag constraint gender∨sex , namely, node #6.
Therefore there is only one schema hit for the modified query Qn: it looks exactly like χQn2 and produces
a schematization similar to the one in Figure 10.1 g. on page 143, only with an additional schema edge
NextSib21(#2,#6).6 This schema edge is used as a look-up key in C just like any other edge that represents
a Parent or Child constraint. If the query node qn3 had no tag constraint, then there would be three distinct
schema hits for Qn which would match qn3 with the schema nodes #2, #3 and #6, respectively.
In contrast to the sibling and Self constraints, the D-constraints Following and NextElt and their reverse
variants do not have corresponding S-constraints. In fact, if Qn contained a query edge Following(qn2,qn3)
and qn3 had no tag constraint, then qn3 could be matched by any schema node in S, not only #2, #3 and #6
as with NextSib. These binary tree relations are therefore likely to produce too many schema hits and
hence too many schema edges to be looked up in the cache. Hence we restrict the schematization to
S-constraints as described before. Note that as a consequence, the RCADG Cache cannot handle queries
like //person/following::name that do not contain any S-constraint.
Transitive query constraints. Another look-up issue concerns the chaining of transitive query con-
straints such as Parent or Child. For instance, consider the two queries Q1 = //person/profile/edu
and Q2 = //person//edu against the same document collection D as in the running example (see Fig-
ure 2.1 b. on page 8). From the schema tree in Figure 2.1 c., one can see that both Q1 and Q2 have the same
schema nodes matching their person and edu nodes (namely, #1 and #4, respectively). Clearly both
ans(Q1) and ans(Q2) are part of the RCADG Cache overlap for D, so Q2 should be evaluated incremen-
tally when Q1 is in the cache and vice versa. However, if only the two schema edges of Q1, Parent∗∗(#4,#3)
and Parent∗∗(#3,#1), are cached, a cache look-up for the schema edge in Q2, Parent∗∗(#4,#1), will fail.
Analogously, looking up either of the schema edges of Q1 would ignore the schema edge of Q2. Note that
this does not cause wrong result to be produced, but we needlessly miss a chance for incremental query
evaluation, which decreases the efficiency of the cache. The most straightforward solution to this problem
is to extend the schematization such that transitive constraints like Parent∗∗(#4,#1) are silently added to the
cache as well as to the set of schema edges being looked up in C.
D-constraints in the schema-hit containment test. The notion of schema-hit containment (see Defini-
tion 10.1 on page 144) implies that binary D-constraints in a cached query Qc which do not introduce a
proper restriction should be ignored in the containment test, even if they are missing in the new query Qn
being looked up in the cache. For instance, an unmirrored Parent edge that was reconstructed during the
evaluation of Qc is admissible because ancestor reconstruction cannot cause partial matches to be dis-
carded. This case is illustrated in Figure 10.1 a. on page 143 for the query edge Parent(q′3,q′4) in query Q′
(the corresponding schema edge Parent∗∗(#5,#3) in Figure 10.1 d. is highlighted green). Similarly, statis-
tics in the RCADG path table could reveal that certain constraints that are restrictive at first sight (e.g.,
an existential child constraint expressed in an XPath predicate) are actually safe to ignore in the given
document collection. Furthermore, binary constraints in Qc need not have an exact counterpart in Qn for
schema-hit containment to hold. An example has been given in Section 10.2.1 where the schema edge
NextElt+1 (#2,#5) in Qc corresponds to a more restrictive schema edge NextSib+1 (#2,#5) in Qn. The proce-
dure checkSnapshot as outlined in Algorithm 10.3 on page 156 does not recognize such cases of schema-hit
containment. However, the necessary modifications are straightforward.
Cache maintenance. In this work we have not addressed the problems related to maintaining the cache
contents over time that were sketched at the end of the previous chapter. In practice these issues are
fundamental to any caching technique, not only in XML retrieval. While some efforts have been devoted
to the maintenance of XML query caches, the research in this field stills seems very much in flux. Recall
6Note that for horizontal relations such as sibling constraints, the normalization must not remove the proximity bounds because
these are not fixed as for Child and Parent.
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from Section 9.5 that major questions here are (1) which results to put into the cache; (2) which cache
contents to expel to avoid an overflow; and (3) how to initialize the cache so that the system can jump-start
with an appropriate sample of the expected query workload. As a possible criterion for deciding the first
question, we have mentioned above that highly unselective queries with many schema edges are likely
to suffer from a considerable look-up overhead, and therefore should be shunned in caching. Second, to
retain the most useful data in a cache of limited size, a replacement strategy is needed. Besides standard
strategies for the maintenance of priority queues, like least-recently/least-frequently used, possible hints
for assigning appropriate priorities could come from explicit user feedback or silent monitoring of user
interaction. Alternatively, one might choose to retain those results that were most expensive to compute.
Mandhani and Suciu [2005] sketch a simple solution based on a fixed size limit, but only determined an
empirical workload-specific value for the threshold. They also propose a warm-up technique for cache
initialization.
A fourth problem related to cache maintenance occurs when the underlying document collection is
updated. In this situation some or all cache contents may become stale. Since the tag paths to updated
elements are available in the element table, we might use the existing main-memory index C to retrieve
stale cache contents efficiently, exploiting schema information in the same way as for detecting query
overlap. To some extent, the robustness of our cache also depends on the underlying tree encoding. Some
more hints at database update techniques are given by Quan et al. [2000], although in a different retrieval
scenario.
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ELEVEN
Summary and Discussion
This work is about how structural summaries for XML data can contribute to making XML retrieval sys-
tems more efficient. For studying this question the following preliminaries have been introduced. First
of all, the notions of XML documents, the structure or schema of such documents, their textual contents,
and queries specifying structural and textual properties of desired portions of the documents have been
defined and summarized in the Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval (see Section 2.4 in Part I). Second,
we have given an informal definition of the term structural summary, which is deliberately general enough
to include both centralized approximate representations of the document schema and decentralized exact
representations of relations between individual XML elements, in the form of labelling schemes. Third,
we consider distinct kinds of XML retrieval system, namely, native, relational and hybrid ones.
The main argument of the thesis is that certain kinds of structural summary, when applied appropriately,
speed up the query evaluation significantly even in very large collections of XML documents, while causing
only a modest storage overhead. This claim is underpinned by extensive experiments that evaluate the
proposed new techniques and also compare them to prior approaches known from the literature. The
preceding parts of this work have considered different types and various aspects of structural summaries
that all contribute to the efficiency improvement, which is achieved in native, hybrid and purely relational
retrieval systems. In the sequel we briefly recapitulate our findings, highlighting both problems that have
been solved and questions that remain open.
Part II: Labelling Schemes for XML. Labelling schemes are decentralized structural summaries that
serve to match binary query constraints on the document level without accessing the documents them-
selves. Query constraints can be either decided or reconstructed. Labelling schemes differ greatly in their
expressivity (i.e., if and how they match specific tree relations), time and space efficiency, and robustness
against modifications to the document tree. These conflicting optimization goals span a trade-off space
where different labelling schemes occupy different positions. In Chapter 3 we have seen three classes of
labelling schemes. First, subtree encodings (including as subclasses interval, pre-/postorder and region
encodings) use node labels that represent the size of the subtree of a given document node. This gives
them rich decision capabilities and limited robustness, but prevents support for reconstruction. Second,
path encodings (which subsume total and partial path encodings) concatenate node labels along the root
path of a given document node. The resulting labels are possibly large and therefore compressed using
different binary encodings. For reconstruction and decision the labels can mostly be manipulated in their
binary form. Path encodings are typically fairly robust against document updates. Third, a small number
of multiplicative encodings label the document tree as if it had a highly regular structure, using different
non-materialized homomorphisms. The resulting labelling schemes are typically rather sparse but offer
fast decision and reconstruction of many tree relations.
Chapter 4 has presented the BIRD labelling scheme [Weigel et al. 2005c; Weigel et al. 2005d], a mul-
tiplicative encoding whose labels are created using certain numerical components, or weights, that reflect
properties common to multiple document nodes. BIRD uses the schema tree as a centralized structural
summary to ensure fast access to the weights for reconstruction and decision. BIRD is among the most
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expressive labelling schemes in the literature. Experiments show that it outperforms almost all other ap-
proaches in terms of retrieval speed and maximal label size. The efficiency of reconstruction and compari-
son operations is shown to be paramount for good retrieval performance. Only one competitor of BIRD is
much more space-efficient, but less expressive. A major drawback of BIRD in its current form is its poor
updatability when faced with node insertions in certain positions of the document tree. Several potential
optimizations have been sketched that should make BIRD labels and weights more stable and at the same
time smaller than in our experiments.
Part III: Index Structures for XML. Different native index structures for XML documents are surveyed
in Chapter 5, including traditional inverted lists from flat-text Information Retrieval, adaptations thereof to
elements with their tag paths, and finally tree data structures like the schema tree that can be used to index
tag paths and keywords simultaneously. The latter are mostly variants of centralized structural summaries
like the schema tree, and as such can be combined with labellings schemes for better retrieval performance.
The look-up latency of such path indices depends much on how tag paths, textual contents, and their
combinations are physically represented, especially when processing queries with branching paths.
Chapter 6 briefly reviews the CADG index [Weigel et al. 2004a; Weigel 2003], which achieves signifi-
cant performance gains by materializing the join of tag path and keyword information that prior approaches
have computed at runtime. Of course this also has an impact on the size of the index structure, but the space
overhead is modest and practically restricted to secondary storage. Note, however, that rather than trying
to assess the retrieval performance of a path index in isolation, it makes more sense to take into account
also which labelling schemes and structural join algorithms are used with it. In Part II we have given the
results of combining the CADG with different labelling schemes in a hybrid retrieval system, with positive
outcome in terms of time- and space efficiency as well as scalability. In the remainder of the thesis, the
combination of CADG and BIRD is further evaluated in a relational setting.
Part IV: Relational Storage of XML. For various reason mentioned in the introduction to this work (see
Chapter 1), the storage and retrieval of XML data in relational database systems has aroused much interest
in recent years. In Chapter 7 we have reviewed different ways to store the inherently hierarchical XML
documents in specific schemata of the flat and rigid relational data model. Most earlier approaches simply
represent either singleton elements or pairs of parent and child elements as tuples in a table, thereby losing
the originally explicit information about the nesting of elements and tags. Expensive structural joins are
needed to restore this information when matching query constraints on the document level or the schema
level at runtime. Only few relational storage schemes have been described in the literature that attempt to
represent schema-level information (most notably, tag paths) in the RDBS. They mainly suffer from a lossy
representation of the hierarchical nesting in the documents, which can cause many partial matches to be
retrieved in vain during the evaluation of tree queries.
Our experiments in Chapter 8 reproduce such cases where the sets of intermediate result retrieved by
these systems needlessly blow up to millions of elements, compared to several hundred with our approach.
We basically use the same combination of CADG and BIRD as in Chapter 4, after migrating both to the re-
lational data model. The storage scheme of the resulting Relational CADG (RCADG) [Weigel et al. 2005b]
is straightforward since we only need to fix a suitable relational schema for the structural summary part
of the CADG. However, we carefully avoid the lossy representation of tag paths mentioned above. The
RCADG also comes with some basic query rewriting techniques that could probably be extended. How-
ever, the core of the relational query evaluation with the RCADG is the query planning algorithm which
is described in great detail. The algorithm is designed to benefit as much as possible from BIRD’s recon-
struction capabilities, which have proved crucial to good performance in our experiments with the hybrid
system (see Chapter 4).
As a matter of fact, there are at least two conflicting optimization goals that a good planning strategy
should try to reconcile somehow. On the one hand, the query should be evaluated with the least possible
number of joins with the element table, where the bulk of the document-level information resides. Every
binary query constraint that is reconstructed (in our case, using BIRD) saves one join with the element
table. On the other hand, to minimize the size of intermediate results to be joined when matching branch-
ing queries, the element table should be initially probed with the most restrictive selection predicates. The
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problem here is twofold. First, those query nodes with the most selective unary query constraints are not
necessarily those which allow to reconstruct a large number of binary constraints, hence the conflict in
query planning. Moreover, while the selectivity of tag path constraints is easily kept in the structural sum-
mary, estimating the cardinality of the set of matches to a combined path/keyword constraint is non-trivial
given a limited amount of space for storing selectivity statistics. Therefore we currently apply a simple
heuristic that simply prefers query nodes with any keyword constraint over those without keyword con-
straints, regardless of the frequency with which the actual keyword in the query occurs in the documents.
While this already yields very good results in our experiments, where the RCADG outperforms other
relational and hybrid systems by up to three orders of magnitude, we expect even better results from
more sophisticated query optimization and planning techniques. Another possible enhancement is the
implementation of a structural join operator in the RDBS. Currently the RCADG uses standard nested-loop
and indexed-loop joins since no tree-aware operator is available in our RDBS.
Part V: Caching Techniques for XML. Chapter 9 surveys a number of approaches to the incremental
evaluation of XML queries using cached results of earlier queries. The different caching techniques are
compared in terms of various criteria of theoretical or practical interest. These include, among others,
the underlying data and query model, the way cached queries and results are represented, the extent to
which only partially relevant query results in the cache can be reused, and the scalability of the approach
(determined by the cache size and the look-up latency). A major issue here are the notions of query
containment and query overlap. Even the apparently unambiguous idea of query containment between a
cached and a new query can have different meanings for semistructured data, depending on whether the
entire result of the new query must be physically present in the cache or whether only each match to the
new query must have a (possibly partial) counterpart in the result of the cache query. In the latter case,
additional joins with the element table may be needed to obtain the complete result of the new query,
however this might still be done much faster than evaluating the new query from scratch. In a third variant,
only some of the matches to the new query are retrieved in the cache whereas the remaining matches must
be computed from scratch. This requires the integration of distinct query evaluation procedures that may
or may not use the cache.
To facilitate the comparison of the various cache proposals in the literature, we therefore formally define
different degrees of query containment and query overlap. It turns out that almost all known approaches are
restricted to full query containment. Notice that this does not mean that all cases of strict query containment
are detected. Since this problem has exponential complexity, all of the reviewed algorithms are incomplete.
This also applies to the RCADG Cache, an XML query cache that we introduce in Chapter 10. The
RCADG Cache enhances the RCADG with efficient and scalable incremental query processing. Unlike
almost all other approaches mentioned before, the RCADG Cache compares queries not only based on
their intensions, but also their extensions on the schema level, which provide an approximate view on the
actual query results on the document level. In a process called schematization, queries are first matched
against the structural summary to find representatives, or schema hits, of different disjoint parts of the
query result, which is unknown at that time. The schema hits are then looked up in a main-memory index
to the cached queries and results in the RCADG Cache. A sophisticated comparison of query intensions
and extensions (i.e., query constraints and schema hits) allows to detect certain cases of containment or
overlap which cannot be exploited without the structural summary, even if a DTD is given. Again, the use
of structural summaries brings a decisive advantage over schema-oblivious approaches, a phenomenon that
we already observed in previous parts of this work.
Furthermore, the RCADG Cache is the only XML cache we know of that exploits not only final but
also intermediate query results which usually emerge naturally during query evaluation. In the case of the
RCADG, intermediate results are conveniently stored as temporary tables in the RDBS, which need only
be made persistent to be included in the cache. Obviously, caching more results generally increases not
only the effectiveness, but also the size of the cache. Therefore one major challenge to be overcome for
exploiting query overlap and intermediate results was the design of a suitable cache index and look-up
procedure that enable fast access to potentially relevant queries in the cache, even when the overall number
of cached queries is huge. A second precondition for successful exploitation of overlapping queries in
the cache is that those matches to a new query that cannot be obtained from the cache must be computed
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from scratch, and later be combined with the remainder of the query results that was retrieved in the cache.
Since the schema hits we use for selecting relevant cache contents represent disjoint sets of matches on
the document level, we can simply evaluate the same query with and without cache in parallel and finally
union the partial result sets without duplicate elimination. In Chapter 10 we give a detailed description
of all necessary data structures and algorithms, along with several examples that illustrate the benefit of
the salient contributions of the RCADG Cache, namely, query overlap detection and use of intermediate
results.
To evaluate the RCADG Cache, we have conducted two different experiments that simulate potential
user behaviour in an interactive retrieval system such as the one sketched in the introduction to this work
(see Section 1.3). We find that with the RCADG Cache, the query evaluation is accelerated by up to two
orders of magnitude, depending on the query workload assumed to fill the cache. A careful set-up monitors
a growing cache as it may evolve during the continuous use of a cache-enabled retrieval system. An obvious
issue here is the maintenance of the cache over time, most notably, the choice of query results to be cached
and others to be expelled from the cache when is grows too large. These questions are not fully addressed
here, however preliminary solutions have been outlined.
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Perspectives and Outlook
At this point, where all issues that are covered by this thesis have been mentioned and all contributions
made in about three years of work have been developed, documented and evaluated, a final word is in
order on how the results can guide or entail future work in the field. We will briefly recapitulate what
can be gathered from this work as far as efficient XML retrieval is concerned, and then sketch two other
applications of structural summaries that can also benefit directly or indirectly from our results.
12.1 Lessons Learnt
The key conclusion that should be drawn from what has been presented here is that structural summaries
are indeed at the core of making XML retrieval efficient and scalable enough to face today’s challenges and
tomorrow’s expectations. We have seen how structural summaries can solve some of the most fundamental
problems that arise during XML query evaluation, with whatever system or technique:
1. provide fast access to occurrences of specific tags or tag paths in the documents;
2. identify certain unsatisfiable queries immediately, without accessing the documents;
3. decide the question whether a certain tree relation holds between two elements, in constant time
without any I/O;
4. reconstruct a part of the neighbourhood of a given element, in constant time without any I/O;
5. hold data that is specific to a certain class of elements, so that it is readily available for any of these
elements without redundant storage.
These features have been exploited at various places throughout this work: the native retrieval system X 2
uses the CADG as path index and BIRD for deciding and reconstructing tree relations without access to
the document level; the relational retrieval system DoX does the same with the RCADG; BIRD uses the
CADG or RCADG to store its weights; the mPID scheme does the same with the DataGuide; and so on
(another example will be given below). From a bird’s eye view, the reason why structural summaries are
the method of choice in the various cases is always the same: simply because they provide the right amount
of information about the underlying XML data in the right way, and ignore the rest. This is exactly what
users expect from a retrieval system, and also what the query kernel expects from its index structures and
access paths. In other words, a “good” structural summary for a given purpose provides just the right
abstraction of the data that is needed to avoid the expensive manipulation of the data itself. The Three-
Level Model of XML Retrieval depicted in Figure 2.3 on page 13 is meant to visualize just that intuition, in
a sufficiently generic way to be applied also to other retrieval scenarios that are different, but related. For
instance, the picture might be adapted to a streamed data source, or a set of distributed data sources, or the
combination of distinct summaries (abstractions) on multiple intermediate levels.
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From a more down-to-earth perspective, the different data structures and algorithms introduced in this
work are of course the predominant contribution, which we hope will be broadly applicable in other sit-
uations where similar problems arise. While the RCADG Cache with is rather specialized data structures
is likely more interesting from a system-centric point of view, BIRD and the RCADG storage scheme
are generic enough to be adopted without much need for modification. The abridged survey of labelling
schemes presented in Chapter 3 illustrates such transfer of solutions across quite disparate domains of
research: thus some of the most frequently cited labelling schemes in the XML literature were actually
designed for routing in communication networks. In fact, some of the work that was done before the ad-
vent of XML in the Discrete Mathematics community seems to have been reconsidered (and sometimes
rediscovered) later, with new applications in mind.
It is equally true, however, that much of the more theoretical achievements in labelling tree and graph
data never made it into the Related Work sections of papers on XML retrieval. The history of science
probably abounds with examples where “new” solutions (more precisely, solutions yet unconsidered) to a
specific problem emerged just because someone realized the link to work that had been done by someone
else before. This is said to emphasize the value of surveys and analytical or empirical comparisons of
alternative approaches to similar, if not identical questions. Thus if a prominent place in this work has been
reserved for classification, systematic comparison, visualization, and terminology, this was done with such
methodological considerations in mind.
A practical application of the classification criteria that have been proposed for labelling schemes could
be a recommender tool that suggests a suitable scheme to be applied to a given document collection, based
on characteristics of the documents (e.g., structural heterogeneity, maximum path length, maximum fan-
out, markup-to-text ratio), of the data source (static versus dynamic, continuous versus bulk updates), of
the query workload to be expected (most common tree relations queried, frequency of complex branching
patterns, proportion of structural to textual query constraints), of the runtime environment (primary and
secondary storage available, access speed to secondary storage) and of the user’s skills and expectations
(expert versus novice, real-time information need versus off-line analysis). It is easy to see that these
parameters reflect quite closely the optimization goals of different labelling schemes that are plotted in
Figure 4.10 on page 65.
Such a recommender tool is also conceivable for choosing a suitable path index, or for indexing fre-
quently queried parts of the document tree in some privileged fashion. Similar indexing assistance is al-
ready offered by some commercial RDBSs. Analogous techniques might also apply to cache maintenance,
where the system must decide which query results to put into the query cache and which to expel once
the available resources (storage or look-up time, in the case of very unselective queries) are exhausted. In
the end, monitoring the aforementioned user, data and system parameters (which may change over time)
could lead to a largely autonomous system administration agent running in the background. Going through
continuous maintenance cycles, it would adjust the system set-up to the current real usage, rather than the
fictitious usage assumed once before the system start-up.
12.2 Further Applications of Structural Summaries
Finally, we would like to hint at two other aspects of XML retrieval besides efficiency where structural sum-
maries are useful, namely, relevance ranking and user interaction in XML retrieval systems. These fields
being beyond the scope of this work, the following description is necessarily cursory. A more balanced
discussion of the various benefits of structural summaries is found elsewhere [Weigel 2006].
12.2.1 Relevance Ranking
In Chapter 1 is was pointed out that Information Retrieval (IR) systems for XML documents face the
problem of relevance ranking with respect to both the textual contents and the markup structure of the
documents. Most ranking models for structured documents are adaptations of flat-text models such as
tf ·idf [Salton and McGill 1983], which computes relevance scores based on (1) the term frequency, i.e., the
number of occurrences of a given term (keyword) in a specific document, and (2) the document frequency,
i.e., the number of documents in the collection that contain at least one occurrence of that term. When
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applying such models to XML documents, other or perhaps additional frequencies are needed that reflect
the distribution of terms with respect to distinct elements or tags or tag paths. For instance, some XML
ranking models redefine the document frequency as the number of elements with a specific tag path that
contain least one occurrence of a given term. Note that with this definition the document frequency is a
function of a term and a tag path, while the former definition above treated it as a function of a term only.
Redefining frequencies in this way has immediate consequences for the storage structures used to im-
plement a given ranking model. For instance, while the merely term-specific document frequency (first
definition above) easily fits an inverted text file (see Figure 5.1 a. on page 72), the term/tag path-specific
document frequency (second definition above) has no place in the inverted text file because tag path in-
formation is not covered by this data structure. Suitable index structures for this sort of document fre-
quency values include, e.g., the inverted text/path file (see Figure 5.1 d.), the two- or three-dimensional
path bitmaps (see Figure 5.2 on page 73 and Figure 5.3 on page 74, respectively) and the element table of
the CADG (see Figure 6.1 on page 82).
In earlier work [Weigel et al. 2004b] we have developed a method to find out which index structure is
capable of storing all sorts of frequency that are used by a particular ranking model for structured doc-
uments. A generic classification scheme, the Path/Term/Node Hierarchy, is introduced which describes
XML ranking models in terms of their dependency on three building blocks of an XML document (namely,
Path, Term, and Node). Since the same vocabulary is used to specify which document properties a given
XML index can store, the Path/Term/Node Hierarchy makes it easy to relate the needs of a ranking model
to the capabilities of an index. It turns out that the more basic ranking models can benefit from most of the
centralized structural summaries reviewed above. However, among the index structures presented in Part III
of this work, only the CADG (see Chapter 6), the IndexFabric (see Section 5.4.2) and the inverted text/path
file (see Section 5.2) are capable of storing so-called PTN frequencies, i.e., frequency values that are at the
same time term-, path- and node-specific. PTN frequencies are used by some of the more sophisticated
ranking models such as XPRES [Wolff et al. 2000].
Following the PTN analysis of the CADG and other index structures, we have created a modifiedCADG,
the Integrated-Ranking CADG (IR-CADG), which can be configured so as to meet the demands of a variety
of different ranking models for XML [Weigel et al. 2005a; Weigel et al. 2004b]. The IR-CADG is an ex-
ample of how the ranking of structured documents can take advantage of centralized structural summaries.
In terms of the Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval, the frequency values stored in the summary make
certain properties regarding keyword and path distributions on the document level visible on the schema
level. This permits systems to use advanced ranking models with complex frequency parameters that mir-
ror more closely the textual and structural properties of the documents, which may eventually lead to better
precision and recall. As a by-product, efficiency benefits discussed for unranked XML retrieval carry over
to the ranked case.
12.2.2 User Interaction
Section 1.3 has sketched a new way for users to interact with the retrieval system, which makes heavy use
of a graphical representation of the schema tree as structural summary. In earlier work [Meuss et al. 2005]
we have described a preliminary version of such a graphical user interface (GUI). The system proposed
there provides separate views on the schema, queries and results. Once a query has been formulated and
evaluated, the retrieved hits are explored in a graphical representation reflecting the query structure. While
browsing the result view, users often wish to modify the query, realizing mismatches with their information
need. Currently this requires re-editing and re-running the query outside the result view (perhaps after
consulting the schema again). This not only causes needless computations to retrieve data which is already
known, but also makes it hard for the user to keep track of updates to the query result.
The most salient feature of the new GUI to be developed is the tight integration of the schema, query
and result views. Ideally the user would silently issue new queries or modify previous ones while brows-
ing the document schema or query result through a point-and-click interface, as follows. First the user
activates interesting tag paths in the schema tree and perhaps annotates them with keyword constraints.1
1Note the similarity between these user-specified query patterns in the schema tree and the schematized queries introduced for
caching purposes in Chapter 10.
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The occurrences of these tag path patterns (actually, manually collected schema hits) span a set of subtrees
in the documents which in turn induce a partial schema tree that is specific to the current activation. For
instance, consider the sample document tree D in Figure 2.1 b. on page 8. Initially the schema tree S for D
looks like the one shown in Figure 2.1 c. on page 8. If the user activates the person and gender nodes
in S, then the subtrees a1 to a3 in D are temporarily ignored, being irrelevant to the current user interest
(since neither of the three subtrees contains a gender node). Consequently, the schema tree S is reduced
to reflect exactly the schema of the remaining subtree a4 of D. In this case, this means that the schema
nodes #3, #4 and #5 disappear from the schema view. Whenever the user changes the activation pattern in
the schema view, the structure of the schema tree shown there is immediately updated, e.g., by hiding paths
outside the reduced schema as above, or by making hidden paths reappear. Note that finding the currently
relevant subtrees of D can benefit from our efficient tree matching techniques, just like the evaluation of
explicit user queries.
Note that the user can at any point in time either narrow down or expand the schema tree S by changing
the path activation. Moreover, distinct paths can be merged, i.e., treated as equivalent both in query evalua-
tion and in the GUI. Conversely, occurrences of the same tag path can be distinguished in S, based on their
textual content or statistics such as subtree size, by splitting the corresponding node in the schema view.
In terms of the Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval, this blurs to some extent the distinction between
the schema and document levels. However, since users are in full control over the shape of the schema
tree, we believe that this feature will actually help them locate relevant information in the document and
schema trees more naturally than when a rigid separation of the two levels is enforced at all times. Again,
the benefit of structural summaries results from their providing the “right” abstraction of the document
contents. Users should ideally decide themselves what level of abstraction is currently appropriate, given
the information need they have in mind.
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THIRTEEN
Experimental Set-up
13.1 Hardware and Software
Test Environment A
CPU: AMD Athlon XP 2600+, 2.1 GHz, 256 kB cache
RAM: 1 GB
OS: Slackware Linux, version 9.1, kernel version 2.4.26
RDBS: PostgreSQL, version 7.3.2 (database cache disabled)
JAVA: Sun JDK, version 1.4.2
Test Environment B
CPU: AMD Athlon XP 1800+, 1.5 GHz
RAM: 1 GB
OS: SuSE Linux, version 8.2, kernel version 2.4.20
RDBS: PostgreSQL, version 7.3.2 (database cache disabled)
JAVA: Sun JDK, version 1.4.1
Test Environment C
CPU: AMD Athlon XP 2600+, 2.1 GHz, 256 kB cache
RAM: 1 GB
OS: Slackware Linux, version 9.1, kernel version 2.4.26
RDBS: PostgreSQL, version 7.3.2 (database cache disabled)
JAVA: Sun JDK, version 1.5.0
13.2 Document Collections
name XML size nodes keywords tag paths depth
Cities 1.3 MB 16,000 19,000 253 7
XMark 29 30 MB 417,000 84,000 515 13
DBLP 157 MB 5,390,160 757,451 129 7
NP 510 MB 4,585,000 130,000 2,349 40
INEX 536 MB 12,049,113 496,169 10,203 17
XMark 1100 1,145 MB 20,532,979 84,000 549 13
IMDb 8,633 MB 83,404,825 2,340,060 276 5
Table 13.1: Test document collections.
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Comparative Performance Evaluation of Five Labelling Schemes
This section provides some detailed observations from the comparative performance evaluation of different
labelling schemes that is described in Section 4.6.3. As mentioned there, the BIRD, ORDPATH, mPID, and
Virtual Nodes schemes are compared against each other and against the preorder labelling as baseline. The
experiment is carried out on two document collections, DBLP and XMark 1100 (see Section 13.2 above).
Each set of queries against either collection is evaluated repeatedly with three different path join strategies,
namely, ALWAYS, FIRST and NEVER [Weigel et al. 2005c].
Tables 14.1 a. and b. list the eight queries that are run against the DBLP and XMark 1100 collections,
four against each. Queries with equal number resemble each other to a certain extent: both XMark 1100’s
and DBLP’s Q0 queries are small trees with a single branching node, a textual constraint and a moderate
number of results (where matches for all query nodes are counted as mentioned above). The Q1 queries
are structurally similar but lack the textual constraint, which makes them less selective than their Q0 coun-
terparts. The Q2 queries stress the path join capabilities of the system, whereas each of the Q3 queries
consists of only one path.
The detailed performance results for all queries against the DBLP and XMark 1100 collections are given
in Tables 14.2 a. and b., respectively. For each of the three path join strategies, there are five columns listing
the average time in milliseconds spent by a given labelling scheme in different evaluation stages for a given
query. Each of the five stages accumulates all instances of one of the following problems that occur during
evaluation of a single query:
1. REC: reconstruction of the parent i relation
2. DEC: decision of the Child i relation1
3. JOIN: path join (subsumes part of REC, DEC and COMP)
4. FETCH: retrieval of document nodes from the RDBS2
5. COMP: node label comparison
Running Q0 against both collections produces largely similar results. When applying the ALWAYS strat-
egy, BIRD outperforms ORDPATH and mPID and is 2-3 times faster than Virtual Nodes thanks to faster
reconstruction, whereas preorder is prohibitively slow. This changes when the FIRST strategy introduces
decision. On DBLP, preorder evaluation of Q0 is even slightly faster than BIRD (2.2%) and outperforms
Virtual Nodes by far. The latter is especially handicapped during the join. On XMark 1100, preorder is
clearly inferior to any other scheme for FIRST. mPID and BIRD are more than twice as fast as ORDPATH
1This subsumes part of COMP. Note that the Virtual Nodes scheme decides Child i(u,v) for two document nodes u,v by recon-
structing parent i(v) and then testing whether the reconstructed ancestor label equals u. This extra reconstruction is subsumed by DEC
and not included in REC values.
2Note that since preorder labels support neither decision nor reconstruction, REC, DEC and JOIN may subsume considerable
portions of fetching time in the baseline tests.
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Table 14.1: Sample queries against the DBLP and XMark 1100 collections (see Section 4.6.3).
and beat Virtual Nodes by one order of magnitude. Applying NEVER slows down evaluation roughly by a
factor 2 on DBLP and much more on XMark 1100. Due to faster decision, BIRD remains on the top.
Evaluating Q1 on XMark 1100 takes somewhat longer than evaluating Q0 (typically one order of mag-
nitude) because due to the missing textual query constraints, far bigger node sets must be joined. The size
of the query results differs by two orders of magnitude. BIRD and mPID retrieve more than 14,000 nodes
in less than 3 seconds, followed by ORDPATH (6 seconds). As before, performance breaks down when re-
construction is disabled. Thus the performance ranking is similar to Q0 except that for FIRST and NEVER,
Virtual Nodes is far slower even than the baseline since its join handicap weighs particularly heavy for this
query. On DBLP, Q1 reveals a pattern similar to Q0 but is evaluated much faster. The reason is that the
number of matches to all three query nodes in Q0, ignoring the textual constraint, exceeds that for Q1 by
two orders of magnitude (e.g., 157,382 titles in Q0 versus 1,195 titles in Q1). Therefore joining is much
easier for Q1 even though the final result is bigger than that of Q0. As a consequence, nearly 5000 nodes
are retrieved in only a few hundred milliseconds by most schemes and strategies.
The evaluation of Q2 on XMark 1100 is lengthy despite the small number of final matches. After all,
joining sets of some 100,000 name nodes, 100,000 bold nodes and 380,000 category nodes with the
102 keyword nodes containing the query keyword puts the system to a hard test. Without decision, BIRD
and mPID do the job in 14 seconds, saving 20 seconds compared to ORDPATH and Virtual Nodes. As
for Q0 and Q1, the preorder scheme is not competitive. With the FIRST strategy, where decision comes
into play, the former three schemes are not affected whereas the response time of Virtual Nodes grows
by a factor 1.8 due to the join overhead. Interestingly, preorder benefits largely from decision for joining,
increasing its performance by a factor 40 compared to ALWAYS, and evaluates Q2 slightly faster than BIRD.
The top-down join algorithm applied by FIRST lets preorder save much time that is otherwise needed for
reconstruction (and hence, fetching). Disabling reconstruction decreases the performance by roughly a
factor 3, but the scheme ranking remains the same.
On DBLP, the task is somewhat easier (as long as reconstruction is allowed) because the //title//i
branch has only 664 matches, which quickly narrows down the 3,747 candidates of the leftmost branch in
the Q2 tree. Consequently, performance figures for ALWAYS and FIRST hardly change compared to Q0
(BIRD before ORDPATH, mPID, as well as Virtual Nodes and preorder). With reconstruction disabled,
however, fetching 157,382 article matches slows down the evaluation and increases the differences
between individual labelling schemes. As observed for XMark 1100’s Q2 query, BIRD outperforms ORD-
PATH and mPID by 1 second, preorder by 4.5 seconds, and Virtual Nodes by 5 minutes. The latter again
suffers from the join overhead.
Finally, the queries Q3 are degenerated trees each consisting of a single path, such that there are no
decision and join costs for ALWAYS and FIRST. As could be expected, differences between these two
strategies in the performance of any given labelling scheme are negligible on either collection. BIRD
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CHAPTER 14. COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF FIVE LABELLING SCHEMES
a. DBLP
b. XMark 1100
Table 14.2: Efficiency profiling of query evaluation with different labelling schemes (see Section 4.6.3).
retrieves 1,777 matches from XMark 1100 in 30 milliseconds on average, more than three times as fast
as ORDPATH. mPID comes close behind. Disabling reconstruction, the NEVER strategy entails fetching
for all inner nodes on the query path. While on DBLP this causes 3,748 nodes to be fetched, which
affects only the performance of Virtual Nodes and preorder whose decision is less efficient, on XMark 1100
382,316 nodes undergo fetching and joining. Again BIRD and mPID cope best with the decision problem
(10 and 11 seconds, respectively), followed by preorder (14 seconds), ORDPATH (25 seconds, due to label
comparison), and Virtual Nodes (3.8 minutes, due to the join overhead).
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access control, 6
alignment, 28, 33
ALWAYS, 61–63, 183, 184
arithmetic, 17, 34, 42, 59, 99
arity, 32, 32, 33, see also fan-out
artefact, 61, 84, 160
asymptotic behaviour, 27, 37, 38, 60
attribute, 6, 7, 7fn, 8, 9, 9fn, 11, 22, 23, 52fn, 77,
81, 90, 103
B+-Tree, 23, 73, 84, 119, 124, 125, 160, 163
back-end, 57, 84, 119, 133, 134, 160
backtracking, 75–79, 81, 82
balancing, 43, 44, 46, 51, 54, 57, 64, 66
benchmark, 57, 104, 118–120, 123
bibliographic data, 3, 54, 118
binarization, 36
binary encoding, see encoding
bit-string, 27, 29, 33, 37, 59, 76, 107
operator, 106, 107fn
separator, 28, 29fn, 33
bitmap, 73, 74, 79
path, 73, 74, 79, 177
Boolean
function, 19
keyword constraint, 74
operator, 99, 153, 154
retrieval, 73
breadth-first, 7fn, 35, 35fn, 36, 38, 59, 63, 109
browsing, 5, 6, 159, 177
bulk update, 40, 176
cache
content, 130, 133, 134, 136, 138, 141, 146,
148, 159–161, 163, 165–167
irrelevant, 140, 150, 163
reusable, V, 134, 136–142, 147, 158, 160,
174
database, 57, 181
edge, 148, 148, 149, 150, 152, 155, 156, 161,
163, 164
file system, 61, 84
growth, 133, 150, 160, 161, 163, 174
look-up, 129, 130, 133, 134, 136, 137, 146,
150–152, 156, 163–166
maintenance, 165–167, 176, see also replace-
ment strategy
overflow, 130, 133, 138, 167
semantic, 129
size, 130, 133, 160, 173
stage, 163, 163fn
support, 159–161, 163, 164
careting-in, 29, 29, 30, 30fn, 58, 64
classification, 18, 37, 84, 89, 129, 176, 177
closure, 8, 9
reflexive-transitive, 19
transitive, 9, 19
cluster, 38
index, 119
table, 126
collapse, 104, 104, 108
communication, 21, 176
comparison
lexicographical, 28
numeric, 28, 32, 121, 122
complexity, 57, 65, 111, 121, 129, 130, 132, 137,
173
exponential, 35, 65, 75fn, 78, 132, 133, 173
compression, 32–34, 37, 65, 76, 79, 171
concurrency, 5, 6, 89
conjunction, 71, 74, 79, 106, 107, 107fn, 115–117,
153, 155
content/structure join, 81, 82, 85, 97, see also mate-
rialized join
corpus, 10, 26, 40, 57, 84, 85, 119–122, 124, see
also document collection
cost estimation, 112, 125, 126, 147, 158–160, 163,
173
cross-link, 77, 78, see also IDREF
data mining, 91
data type, 9fn, 62, 90fn
DataGuide, 11, 32–34, 37, 38, 75, 75fn, 75, 77–79,
81, 82, 84, 85, 175
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DBLP, see Digital Bibliography and Library Project
decision, 19, 19fn, 19, 20, 23, 27, 30, 33, 34, 37,
38, 42, 43, 48, 50, 52, 52fn, 53, 56, 57,
59–64, 66, 91, 97, 99, 101, 102, 108, 109,
111, 113–115, 121, 123, 130, 131, 150,
156, 171, 183, 183fn, 184, 185
depth-first, 7fn, 26
descriptive schema, see also document schema
Dewey, 27, 27fn, 28–30, 32, 37–40, 54, 56, 64, 66
Dewey, Melvil, 27fn
Digital Bibliography and Library Project (DBLP),
54, 57–62, 118, 122, 124, 181, 183–185
Discrete Mathematics, 37, 176
disjunction, 9, 10, 12, 74, 76, 83, 106, 107, 107fn,
115–117, 132, 140, 141, 153, 155
distance, 19, 20, 26, 30, 32, 36, 39, 40, 50, 60, 62,
71, 101, 143, see also proximity
distributed data source, 6, 175
document
collection, V, 4, 6, 18, 30fn, 37, 40, 42, 52, 54,
57, 58, 61, 66, 78, 82–84, 89, 93, 95, 118,
119, 122, 125, 126, 130fn, 132, 136, 137,
142, 144, 146, 159, 159fn, 166, 167, 176,
181, 183, see also corpus
height, 7, 23, 35, 36, 44, 46, 48, 51, 64, 65, 94
hierarchy, V, 3, 27fn, 89
level, see level
order, 4, 7–9, 11, 17, 20, 22, 26–28, 30, 32, 38,
41, 43, 46, 48, 49, 51, 54, 56, 62, 63, 65,
66, 107, 118, 126, 133
schema, V, 4–6, 12, 74, 83, 85, 90, 94, 124,
129, 132, 134, 136–141, 147, 164, 167,
171, 177, see also Document Type Defi-
nition
descriptive, 4, 137, 141, 164
heterogeneous, 18, 57, 64, 67, 75, 75fn, 78,
84, 118, 124, see also irregular
homogeneous, 54, 64, 84, see also regular
irregular, V, 3, 34, see also heterogeneous
prescriptive, 4, 89–91, 94, 137, 141
regular, 34, 36, 38, 41, 91, 171, see also ho-
mogeneous
structured, V, 5, 21, 26, 34, 71, 74, 81, 176,
177
text-centric, 3, 26
tree, 6, 7, 7fn, 7, 9–13, 17–24, 26, 27, 29, 30,
30fn, 31–36, 38, 40–48, 50–52, 54–56,
59, 63–67, 71–74, 75fn, 76, 77, 81, 82,
90, 91, 94, 98, 99, 112, 119, 123, 125,
130, 131, 133, 133fn, 134, 143, 171, 172,
176, 178
Document Object Model (DOM), 4, 26fn
Document Type Definition (DTD), 4, 30, 38, 89, 94,
132, 133, 137, 144, 173, see also docu-
ment schema
document/term matrix, 73, 74
DOM, see Document Object Model
DTD, see Document Type Definition
duplicate, 11, 32, 73, 78, 79, 93, 116, 134, 146, 147,
149, 163, 174
durability, 21, 22, see also robustness
dynamic, 17, 30fn, 40, 52, 66, 126, 136, 176
effectiveness, V, 5, 34, 85, 108, 111, 112, 130, 134,
138, 142, 144, 145, 160, 164, 173
encoding, see also labelling scheme
binary, 27, 29, 32, 37, 56, 171
prefix-free, 27, 27fn, 28, 33
equijoin, see join
evaluation plan, see query plan
existential quantification, 125, 132, 166
expressivity, 18, 18, 20, 27, 30, 32, 34, 37–39, 41,
42, 43fn, 57, 65, 66, 126, 171
false positive, 19, 41, 76, 77, 83, 95, 140
fan-out, 29, 29fn, 35, 36, 40, 48, 65, 176, see also
arity
field, 98, 105, 107, 119, 159
mandatory, 98
optional, 98, 111, 124
filter, 11, 85, 92, 94
Finite-State Transducer (FST), 30, 33, 37, 38, 66,
see also transducer
FIRST, 61–63, 183, 184
flat text, V, 3–5, 71, 73, 172, 176
foreign key, 81, 83, 92, 98, 119, 122
FST, see Finite-State Transducer
gap positions, 22, 40
generalization, 4, 26, 52, 54, 130fn, 135
global data, 4, 5, 17, 30, 33, 34, 37, 39, 66
government, 9, 75, 83, 90, 98, 107, 115–117, 153–
155
grammar, 4
heuristic, 79, 126, 173
holistic, 79
homomorphism, 36, 171
horizontal proximity, 38, 166fn
hybrid retrieval system, see retrieval system
hypertext, 27
I/O, V, 13, 19, 40, 41, 52, 82, 83, 95, 97, 109, 126,
138, 139, 141, 142, 175
IDREF, see also cross-link
IDREF, 6, 7, 77
IMDb, see Internet Movie Database
incomplete, 133, 137, 140, 142, 146, 173
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index, 4, 4fn, 6, 11, 18, 58, 69, 71, 72, 74–78, 84,
85, 89, 121, 124, 137, 139, 146, 165, 172,
175, 177
path, 51, 72, 92, 124, 164, 172, 175, 176
atomic, 73
compositional, 75
weight, 51, 58, 67
INEX, see Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Re-
trieval
information need, 176–178
Information Retrieval (IR), 3–5, 71, 73, 76, 126,
172, 176
Infoset, 26fn
Initiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval (INEX),
57, 58, 64, 75fn, 82, 118, 121, 124, 181
inlining, 90, 90
insertion, 21–23, 27, 29, 30, 30fn, 37, 40, 54, 56,
63, 64, 66, 67, 136, 172
integrated query evaluation, see query evaluation
Integrated-Ranking CADG, 177, 177
Internet Movie Database (IMDb), 54, 56, 63, 64, 77,
118–120, 124, 159, 161, 181
inverted file, 71, 71, 72, 73, 79, 81, see also inverted
list
path, 73–77, 81–83
tag, 72
inverted list, 71, 172, see also inverted file
IR, see Information Retrieval
IR-CADG, see Integrated-Ranking CADG
join
equi, 90, 91
self, 90–92, 99, 101, 105, 121, 122, 125, 160
structural, 4, 4fn, 19, 21, 28, 36, 38, 40, 62,
66, 72, 72, 75, 79, 94, 119, 126, 137, 138,
172, 173
keyword signature, 76, 76, 77, 79, 83, 98, 106, 107,
124, 126
label
invariant, 43, 43, 46
size
fixed, 33, 37, 40, 57, 77
maximum, 18, 29, 37, 54fn, 57, 58, 64, 172
variable, 28, 37, 40, 56, 57
labelling scheme
multiplicative, 34, 34, 35, 38, 40–42, 54, 64,
171
path, 27, 27, 31, 32, 34, 37, 38, 40, 41, 52, 54,
56, 64, 171
subtree, 21, 21, 24, 26, 27, 30, 38, 40, 57, 66,
119, 171
Layered BIRD, 54–56, 64, 66
layering, 38, 54fn, 54, 56, 63
level, see also Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval
document, 12, 14, 41, 50–54, 56, 74–77, 95,
97–99, 102, 104, 107, 108, 112–116, 119,
122, 126, 142, 143, 145, 146, 148, 150,
153fn, 159, 164, 171–175, 177, 178
query, 12, 12, 137, 140
schema, 13, 13, 14, 41, 74, 76, 82, 83, 92–95,
98, 101, 102, 104, 105, 107, 108, 114,
115, 119, 121, 125, 126, 137, 140, 141,
143, 146–148, 150, 164, 172, 173, 177
limitations, 6, 65
local data, 4, 11, 18, 40, 78, 79
locality, 135
lossiness, 38, 66, 172
markup, V, 3, 26, 71, 176
match edge, 149, 149, 150–153, 157
matching
candidate, 13, 13, 19, 94, 184
document-level, 99, 101, 103, 107, 108, 112,
113, 121, 122
partial, 99, 112, 121, 122, 140, 144, 166, 172
rule, see rule
schema-level, 99, 101, 103, 105, 119, 125
materialization, 74, 79, 81, 90–92, 124, 129, 135,
136, 149, 171, 172
join, 81, 85, 124, 126
mediation, 91, 137
metric, 65
modulo, 42fn, 99
multiplicative encoding, see labelling scheme
namespace, 7fn, 8, 9, 9fn, 52fn
native retrieval system, see retrieval system
nesting, V, 4, 11, 22, 57, 64, 122, 123
interval, 21fn
region, 21
NEVER, 61–63, 183–185
on-the-fly, 79, 94
optimization goal, 57, 64, 65, 78, 160, 161, 171, 176
order
combined pre-/post, 7fn, 21, 21fn, 26
document, see document order
inverse postorder, 51, 52, 52
sibling, 7, 7, 8, 32fn, 98
partial, 32
overflow
cache, see cache
graph, 91
label, 40, 54, 56, 63
weight, 63, 64, 66, 67
overhead
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runtime, 59, 62, 63, 79, 82, 118, 120, 120fn,
121, 122, 125, 129, 130, 160, 163–165,
167, 184, 185
space, V, 30, 57, 64, 79, 85, 171, 172
padding, 28, 34
paging, 10, 23, 76
parallelization, 90, 159, 164, 174
parameter, 5, 6, 20, 43, 46, 64, 78, 109fn, 132, 136,
153, 155, 176, 177
partition, 54, 76, 78, 90, 133, 160, 163, 163fn, 164
path encoding, see labelling scheme
path occurrence, 77, 78, 120fn
Path/Term/Node Hierarchy (PTN), 177
PCDATA, 30
performance measure, 59, 61, 84, 85, 120, 121, 159,
160, 163
persistent storage, 17, 102, 135, 160, 173
plane
pre/max, 25
pre/post, 22, 23, 25
pre/size, 25, 27
start/end, 25, 27
posting, 32, 71, 71, 73, 74, 82
pre-weight, 44, 44, 45, 47, 51, see also weight
precision, 97, 177
predecessor, 23, 35, 36, 49, 51, 52, 101, 156
prefix-free encoding, see encoding
prescriptive schema, see also document schema
priorities, 37, 112, 124, 167
privacy, 6
profiling, 61, 62, 185
projection, 99, 102, 104, 107, 114, 115, 159
proximity, 8, 9, 21, 26, 29, 30, 36, 40, 52, 52fn,
59, 60, 103, 104, 106, 107, 141, see also
distance
bounds, 12, 99, 103, 104, 106–108, 114, 115,
143, 143fn, 166fn
pruning, 79, 84
PTN, see Path/Term/Node Hierarchy
query
answer, see query result
branching, 61, 62, 79, 92, 94, 95, 121, 122,
125, 133, 137, 172, 176, 183, 184
candidate, 138, 140, 142, 143, 146, 150
comparison
extensional, 134, 137–139
intensional, 134, 137–140, 142, 164
containment, V, 5, 6, 14, 129, 130, 130fn, 131,
131, 132, 134–143, 145, 146, 173
match, 131, 131, 137, 142
node, 131, 131, 142
editing, 161, 163, 177
evaluation, see also query processing
from scratch, V, 5, 101, 109, 111, 112, 129,
129, 130, 131, 134–137, 139–142, 144,
147, 148, 151, 158–161, 163–165, 173,
174
incremental, V, 41, 81, 112, 129, 129, 130,
132, 135–140, 142, 143, 146, 147, 150,
157–161, 163, 166, 173
integrated, 137, 139, 147, 164
extension, 12, 12fn, 13, 129–131, 133, 134,
137, 138, 140, 141, 146, 153, 164, 165,
173
graph, 10, 101, 103, 107, 111, 120–123, 125,
150
hotspot, 161, 163
intension, 12, 12fn, 14, 129, 130, 132–134, 137,
138, 140, 141, 144, 146, 150, 173
language, 4, 6, 9, 18, 19, 26, 61, 129, 130, 132–
134, 165
level, see level
optimization, 4, 5, 23, 37, 89, 97, 102fn, 108,
112, 119, 123, 126, 158, 172, 173
overlap, V, 5, 6, 14, 129, 130, 130fn, 131, 131,
132, 134–146, 160, 163, 164, 167, 173,
174
path, 75, 76, 78, 84, 92, 93, 132
performance, 27, 119–122, 126
plan, 102, 108, 108, 109–113, 115–117, 121–
123, 138, 140, 144–148, 151, 156–160,
163, 165
alternative, 111, 130, 138, 140, 147, 158
planning, 5, 89, 92, 97, 98, 103, 105, 108–111,
115, 118, 119, 123–126, 138, 147, 151,
156, 157, 163, 172, 173
preprocessing, 95, 102
processing, 13, 81, 129, 136, 138–140, 142,
159, 164, 173, see also query evaluation
remainder, 142, 142, 144, 147, 151, 153–155,
157–159, 165
result, V, 5, 6, 10, 10, 12fn, 14, 61, 71, 72,
75–77, 79, 82, 83, 90, 93, 94, 99, 102,
104, 105, 112, 116–119, 121, 122, 126,
129–133, 133fn, 134–147, 151, 156–161,
163–165, 167, 173, 174, 176, 177, 184,
see also result table
false, 93, 122, 125
final, 99, 102, 116, 117, 122, 125, 137–140,
144, 145, 147, 151, 160, 164, 165, 184
intermediate, V, 79, 92, 95, 97, 99, 101, 102,
105, 108, 111–114, 117, 120–124, 126,
137, 138, 140, 144, 145, 151, 156, 157,
159, 163, 164, 172–174
partial, 136, 137, 164, 173
snapshot, 140, 140, 147, 150, 151, 157–159,
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165
rewriting, 99, 102, 102fn, 103, 104, 107–109,
115, 119, 126, 172
document-level, 107
schema-level, 102
selectivity, 84, 97, 112, 120, 126, 138, 158,
163, 173
semantics, 8, 9, 66, 103, 104, 130, 138
translation, 91, 97, 99, 101, 105, 107, 112, 114–
120, 125, 133, 134, 140, 147, 151, 163,
166
tree, 61, 62, 94, 134
twig, 4, 79
queue, 109, 111, 167
R-Tree, 22
ranking model, 5, 176, 177
RDBS, see relational database system
recall, 177
reconstruction, 19, 19fn, 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 30, 33–
38, 41–43, 48–51, 56, 57, 59–66, 97, 99,
101, 102, 108, 109, 111–115, 119, 121,
122, 125, 157, 166, 171, 172, 183, 183fn,
184, 185
recovery, 6, 89
recursive
definition, 44, 46
query, 90, 91
schema, 38, 75, 84, 93–95, 118, 122, 125
redundancy, 32, 33, 37, 51, 73, 75, 75fn, 76–79, 92,
95, 102, 124, 125, 133, 149, 175
regular expression, 4, 66, 79, 93, 93fn, 125
path, 91, 132
relabelling, 30, 30fn, 54, 63
relational algebra, 5, 89, 99
relational database system, V, 3, 5, 6, 41, 57, 61,
66, 84, 85, 89, 91, 92, 94, 95, 97–99, 108,
112, 114, 118, 119, 124–126, 139, 144,
146, 160, 165, 172, 173, 176, 183
relational retrieval system, see retrieval system
relevance feedback, 161
relevance ranking, 5, 6, 92, 176
removal, 40
replacement strategy, 130, 133, 167, see also cache
maintenance
response time, 85, 135, 184
result table, 99, 102, 105, 108, 112–116, 130, 146,
151, 159, 160, 165, see also query result
retrieval phase, 99, 103, 107, 125, 163
retrieval system
hybrid, V, 4, 5, 18, 85, 89, 92, 94, 134, 139,
171–173
native, V, 4, 4fn, 4, 5, 18, 57, 63, 89, 91, 94,
118–120, 120fn, 121, 124, 126, 175
relational, V, 4, 5, 18, 63, 90, 91, 95, 171, 175
robustness, 18, 18, 22, 27, 30, 37, 40–42, 64, 66, 78,
83, 167, 171, see also updatability
rule
adaptation, 105–107, 114–116
matching, 99, 100, 103, 105–107, 114–117
safety, 5, 89
satisfiable, 84, 85, 103, 125, 175
scalability, V, 3, 5, 41, 64, 89, 94, 125, 130, 139,
150, 160, 165, 172, 173, 175
schema, see document schema
aware, 129
based, 89fn, 89, 90, 91, 94
edge, 146–148, 148, 149, 150, 160, 164, 166,
167
hit containment, 142, 144, 146, 149–153, 156,
166
level, see level
level matching, see matching
level query rewriting, see query rewriting
oblivious, 90, 90fn, 90, 91, 125, 129, 173
schematization, 141, 141, 142–146, 148, 150, 155,
157, 164, 166, 173
scratch, evaluation from, see query evaluation
search time, 160, 163
selection, 93, 103, 104, 107, 114, 124, 172
selfjoin, see join
semistructured data, V, 3, 71, 75, 91, 129, 132, 133,
173
separation level, 20, 29, 39, 50
serialization, 7, 7fn, 21, 22, 126
set-at-a-time, 38
SGML, see Standard Generalized Markup Language
shredding, 89, 90, 98
shrink-wrap, 23, 23, 25, 91, 119
skew, 29fn, 37
snapshot, see query result
space consumption, 27, 37, 57, 63, 64, 112, 124,
126
sparseness, 22, 30, 34, 35, 37, 38, 41, 52, 54, 63, 64,
74, 79, 171
Staircase Join, 23, 91, 94, 119
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML),
3, 26, 32
static, 40, 52, 136, 176
statistics, 78, 84, 92, 94, 97, 98, 105, 111, 118, 123–
125, 161, 166, 173, 178
stemming, 71, 85
stop word, 71, 85
storage scheme, 89–94, 97, 118, 119, 124, 126, 129,
165, 172, 176
streamed data source, 6, 175
string matching, 4, 92–94, 121, 122
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structural join, see join
structural summary, 8, 10, 11, 11, 13, 17, 33, 42,
51, 58, 64, 67, 85, 90, 133, 164, 171–173,
175, 177
centralized, 4–6, 11, 11, 17, 18, 32, 34, 36, 37,
41–43, 48, 71, 78, 81, 89, 94, 95, 97, 124,
171, 172, 177
decentralized, 4, 11, 11, 17, 41, 71, 78, 94, 97,
124, 171
structured document, see document
subtree encoding, see labelling scheme
successor, 19, 151
tag path, 11, 11, 32, 33, 37, 42, 43, 54, 63, 66,
67, 72–75, 75fn, 76–79, 81–84, 90, 92–
95, 98, 99, 101, 108, 114, 115, 119, 122,
124, 125, 172, 173, 177, 178
tag-specific sibling codes, 27, 32, 32fn, 38
template, 77, 77, 114
terminology, 41, 49, 89, 176
Three-Level Model of XML Retrieval, 6, 12–14, 74–
76, 137, 171, 175, 177, 178
threshold, 136, 164, 167
topology, 40, 65
trade-off, 34, 37, 57, 58, 65
space, 65, 67, 171
transaction, 5, 89
transducer, 33, see also Finite-State Transducer
transitive, 104, 108, 166
tree database, 17, 18
tree neighbourhood, 21, 34, 42, 175
tree-aware, 125, 173
Treebank, 75fn, 82
Trie, 73, 74fn, 76, 77, 79
tuning, 77
Unicode, 28fn
union, 8, 90, 146, 147, 163, 164, 174
unique, 7, 7fn, 11, 19, 27, 33, 34, 34fn, 42fn, 43, 71,
78, 98, 115, 134, 143, 145, 157
node label, V, 4, 7, 11, 17, 28, 32, 41, 46, 71,
90, 92, 105, 107, 130, 165
updatability, 37, 38, 40, 42, 57, 63–65, 172, see also
robustness
user, 5, 6, 12, 14, 85, 116, 118, 124, 129, 159, 161,
165, 167, 174–177, 177fn, 178
expert, 176
interaction, 6, 14, 167, 176, 177
novice, 176
user-defined function, 66, 99, 126
UTF-8, 28, 28fn, 29, 37
versioning, 6
vertical proximity, 7, 30, 143, 143fn
visualization, 65, 102, 175, 176
web, V, 3, 118
search, 5, 85
weight, 41–44, 44, 45, 47, 49–51, 53–56, 58, 63,
64, 66, 67, 98, 99, 101, 115, see also pre-
weight
invariant, 43, 43, 44
well-formed, 21fn, 22, 26
wildcard, 73, 75, 78, 92–94, 122, 132, 133
XLink, see XML Linking Language
XMark, see XML Benchmark
XML Benchmark (XMark), 104, 119, 120, 122, 123
XML Linking Language (XLink), 6, 78
XML Pointer Language (XPointer), 6, 78
XPointer, see XML Pointer Language
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